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Saturday, 07 March 2020

General
08:00 - 08:15
Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

S01 Opening Ceremony
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)
Chair: Jairo Silva Alves (Brazil)
Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)

08:00 - 08:10
Presidential Address
Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)
Speaker: Jairo Silva Alves (Brazil)
Speaker: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)

Postgraduate Teaching Program
08:00 - 09:30
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

P01 Gastrointestinal Bleeding, diagnosis and therapeutics
Chair: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)
Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Adrien Sportes (France)

Managing Acute Peptic Ulcer Bleeding - What Do Guidelines Recommend? 08:00 - 08:15
Speaker: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)

A Rational Approach to Managing Acute Esophageal Variceal Bleeding 08:15 - 08:30
Speaker: Lars Aabakken (Norway)

Optimal Management of Acute Lower GI Bleeding 08:30 - 08:45
Speaker: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)

Managing Anti-Thrombotic Agents in Acute GI Bleeding. What Does the Evidence Tell Us? 08:45 - 09:00
Speaker: Cesare Hassan (Italy)

Emerging Endoscopic Therapies in Acute GI Bleeding. Clip It? Spray It? Sew It? 09:00 - 09:15
Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)

Managing Gastric Variceal Bleeding - A Sticky Wicket? 09:15 - 09:30
Speaker: Randhir Sud (India)

Poster Area
08:00 - 16:30

EPA02 E-Poster Area: Advanced / experimental mucosal imaging
DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY AND COMPARISON OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDMICROSCOPY WITH NARROW BAND IMAGING FOR SMALL TO INTERMEDIATE GASTROINTESTINAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

THE DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY OF BLUE LASER IMAGING COMBINED WITH JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR EARLY COLORECTAL CANCER

MAGNIFYING ENDOSCOPY IN DETECTING EARLY GASTRIC CANCER: A NETWORK META-ANALYSIS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES

ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS AND HP INFECTION THROUGH MICROVASCULAR PATTERN
Abstract Presenter: Young Woon Shin (Korea, Republic of)

TECHNOLOGY OF SPECTRAL COLOR ENHANCEMENT (FICE) AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ENDOSCOPIC OPTICAL BIOPSY
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

AFI DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERFICIAL EPITHELIAL NEOPLASMS OF THE STOMACH AND COLON
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SERRATED AND NON-SERRATED COLON POLYPS USING ACETIC ACID CHROMOSCOPY DURING COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Natalia Ageykina (Russian Federation)

A QUANTITATIVE PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDMICROSCOPY SYSTEM FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND GRADING OF ATROPHIC GASTRITIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

USEFULNESS OF NARROW-BAND IMAGING WITH NEAR-FOCUS MAGNIFICATION FOR DISCRIMINATING THE GASTRIC TUMOR MARGIN BEFORE ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOSCOPIC SCORING SYSTEM TO PREDICT RISK OF INTESTINAL TYPE GASTRIC CANCER: PRELIMINARY PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kee Don Choi (Korea, Republic of)

MOXIFLOXACIN ENHANCE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING ON ULCERATIVE COLITIS MICE

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF THE JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

COLLAGENOUS COLITIS WITH ENDOSCOPIC CHANGES: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOCYTOSCOPIC IMAGE PROMISE TO BEYOND THE REAL HISTOLOGICAL FINDING OF COLORECTAL LESION IN NEAR FUTURE
Abstract Presenter: Eisuke Nakao (Japan)

DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE OF JAPAN NBI EXPERT TEAM (JNET) CLASSIFICATION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS IN OUR HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Takahisa Matsuno (Japan)

MOXIFLOXACIN AS A CONTRAST AGENT OF MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING FOR DETECTING NORMAL COLONIC TISSUE AND COLORECTAL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)
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NEAR FOCUS FOR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Fiuza (Brazil)

CONTRIBUTION OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL ENDMICROSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF RESPONSE AFTER NEOADJUVANT CHEMORADIATION FOR LOCALLY ADVANCED RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Adriana Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

CAN SELECTIVE VASOCONSTRICTION OF MUCOSA BY INSTILLATION OF DILUTED EPINEPHRINE BE HELPFUL FOR THE DELINEATION OF RESECTION MARGIN?
Abstract Presenter: Changgeun Park (Korea, Republic of)

APPLICATION OF MAGNIFYING CHROMOENDOSCOPY PROTOCOL TO EVALUATE CLINICAL RESPONSE AFTER CHEMORADIATION THERAPY FOR EXTRAPERITONEAL RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA - IS IT FEASIBLE OUT OF JAPAN?
Abstract Presenter: João Pedro Simões Corrêa (Brazil)

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH CONFOCAL LASER ENDMICROSCOPY AND MINI PROBE SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jose Ocampo Briones (Ecuador)

IMPACT OF COLONOSCOPIC IMAGE MAGNIFICATION WITH DIGITAL AND DYE CHROMOENDOSCOPY IN THE TREATMENT DECISION OF NEOPLASTIC RECTAL LESION WITH RISK OF SUBMUCOSAL INVASION. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PERCUTANEOUS DRAINAGE OF ABDOMINAL COLLECTIONS - EXPERIENCE OF A SINGLE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Oana Mihaela Plotogea (Romania)

EPA03 E-Poster Area: Advanced Procedures

PROPHYLACTIC ANTIBIOTICS IN THE PREVENTION OF INFECTION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

LOW FREQUENCY OF LYMPH NODE METASTASIS IN ABSOLUTE, BUT NOT EXPANDED, INDICATIONS FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN US PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

LONG-TERM CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR COLORECTAL NEOPLASIA WITH OR WITHOUT THE HYBRID TECHNIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Jeong-Sik Byeon (Korea, Republic of)

NOVEL METHOD OF ESOPHAGEAL CLEARANCE FOR POEM - SIMPLIFIED OUTLOOK SHORT TITLE: PRE- PROCEDURAL PREPARATION FOR POEM
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

NOVEL TREATMENT OPTION FOR ZENKER´S DIVERTICULUM. A RETROSPECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS OF 15 CASES IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN INDIA. INDIAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)
INDUCED HYPERINFLATION: USING AIR FOR UPWARD ADJUSTMENT IN SPATZ3 BALLOON TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Anna Carolina Hoff (Brazil)

3D-PRINTED MODEL IN THE GUIDANCE OF TUMOR RESECTION (3DM-GTR): A NOVEL CONCEPT FOR RESECTING LARGE GASTROINTESTINAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Bing Hu (China)

AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF ENDOSCOPIC OPERATIONS FOR SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS - A TREND CONFIRMED BY LONG-TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Evgeny Gorbachev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPPING FOR THE PREVENTION OF DELAYED COMPLICATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Byung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE IN LONDON REGARDING SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) COMBINED WITH THE POCKET-CREATION METHOD (PCM)
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

LAPAROSCOPIC-ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED PROCEDURE TO TREAT BILE DUCT INJURIES: SOME CLINICAL SCENARIOS AND LONG TERM RESULTS, BASED ON A CASE SERIES OF PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

PRELIMINARY CLINICAL STUDY FOR THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION USING A NEWLY DEVELOPED SCISSORS-TYPE KNIFE (SB KNIFE JR2) FOR EARLY COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS
Abstract Presenter: Toshio Kuwai (Japan)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND POST-PROCEDURAL COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA INVOLVING THE PYLORIC CHANNEL
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMORS IN UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Jong-Jae Park (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Vitor Sagae (Brazil)

OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD) OF OVERSEA ENDOSCOPISTS UNDERGOING DEDICATED TRAINING IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Shih Yea Sylvia Wu (Japan)

ESD IN TREATMENT OF LARGE COLORECTAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

COMPARISON OF THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF THE COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY USING THIN WIRE MINI-SNARE AND THICK WIRE MINI-SNARE FOR SMALL SIZE (5-8 MM) COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Il-Kwun Chung (Korea, Republic of)
FEASIBILITY AND OUTCOME OF ESD FOR SUBMUCOSAL AND SUB EPITHELIAL LESIONS-
SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE IN WESTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY
GASTRIC NEOPLASMS IN ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

A DETACHABLE ASSISTIVE ROBOTIC DEVICE FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION : IN
A LIVE PORCINE MODEL
Abstract Presenter: Hyuk Soon Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY OF COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN AN ELDERLY
POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Yuko Fujii (Japan)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF KUMC INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Hong Sik Lee (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ESD AND SURGICAL RESECTION FOR GASTRIC SETS ORIGINATED
FROM MUSCULARISPROPRIA
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY OF ENTERAL STENTS WITH A NEW METHOD FOR MALIGNANT OBSTRUCTION IN
RT SIDE COLON
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR RECTAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Ningning Dong (China)

COMPARISON BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF LST RESECTED
BY MUCOSECTOMIES IN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL COLON
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

CAN AN UNDIFFERENTIATED TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BE A CANDIDATE FOR
ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION?
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF
UNDIFFERENTIATED-TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCERS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR ACHALASIA PATIENTS WITH PRIOR HELLER
MYOTOMY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Xiangbin Xing (China)

EMR FOR EARLY BARRETT’S NEOPLASIA: 15-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM A UK TERTIARY
REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

EFFECTS OF DIODE LASER SYSTEM ON PORCINE STOMACH TISSUE IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL
MODEL - A PRECLINICAL SAFETY STUDY FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION
Abstract Presenter: Seong Hwan Kim (Korea, Republic of)

PREVENTION OF DELAYED GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING AFTER EMR AND ESD: DOES A
SECOND-LOOK ENDOSCOPY BE REQUIRED? PROSPECTIVE RANDOMISED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Maxim Bordikov (Russian Federation)
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A NEW OPTION IN ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Amaro (Portugal)

EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE TO MAKE A PERMANENT GASTRIC SUTURE: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)

THE RISK OF BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR GASTRIC
ADENOMA AND EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN ANTIPLATELET USERS
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROPLASTY IN OBESE PATIENTS: LEARNING CURVE, TECHNICAL ISSUES
AND SAFETY
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM): A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CHAGASIC AND
IDIOPATHIC ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hournœaux de Moura (Brazil)

A SNARE ASSISTED PURE NOTES RETROGRADE CHOLECYSTECTOMY USING A SINGLE
CHANNEL FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPE: A PILOT EXPERIMENT IN A PORCINE MODEL

PURE NOTES TRANS-RECTAL GALLBLADDER PRESERVING CHOLECYSTOLITHOTOMY: THE
FIRST REPORTED CLINICAL SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR DIFFERENTIATED
EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN A WESTERN CENTER: A TWELVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)

FACTORS RELATED WITH SWITCHING TO SNARE RESECTION DURING COLORECTAL ESD FOR
COLORECTAL T1 COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Su Bum Park (Korea, Republic of)

INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PLACEMENT OF DIGESTIBLE INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY DIGESTIVE NEOPLASMS. RESULTS OF
ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS AT A HIGH VOLUME TERTIARY CENTER IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

CLINICAL USEFULNESS OF S-O CLIP DURING COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL
DISSECTION IN DIFFICULT-TO-ACCESS SUBMUCOSAL LAYER
Abstract Presenter: Shiro Oka (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION OF FLAT AND SESSILE COLORECTAL LESIONS: ANALYSIS
OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 1038 CASES IN THE LAST 2 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

TRANSANAL MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY (TAMIS) FOR LOCAL EXCISION OF BENIGN
NEOPLASMS AND EARLY-STATE RECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Noboru Yokoyama (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL
TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kazuhiro Furukawa (Japan)

FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPY IN TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM

ENDOSCOPIC TUNNELLING IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL DISEASES
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ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF COLORRECTAL EARLY CANCER: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY CENTER SINCE 2008 TO 2018
Abstract Presenter: José Olympio Meirelles dos Santos (Brazil)

RESOLUTION OF THE ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA USING ENDOSCOPIC VACUOTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM: AN EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Xianhui Zeng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH SUBTHRESHOLD BINGE EATING DISORDER AND DYSFUNCTIONAL EATING PATTERNS
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

CORRELATION OF SLING MUSCLE PRESERVATION AND GERD AFTER POEM
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC HYDROGEL (ESGEL) AS SUBMUCOSAL INJECTION SOLUTION FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF SUPERFICIAL GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASM: A PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jui-Wen Kang (Taiwan)

EFFICACY OF POLYGLYCOLIC ACID SHEETING WITH FIBRIN GLUE FOR THE TREATMENT OF PERFORATIONS RELATED TO GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES: A MULTICENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiro Iizuka (Japan)

UNDERWATER ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL NONAMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kenichi Goda (Japan)

ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL ESOPHAGO Gastric JUNCTION SIEWERT II CARCINOMAS: THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES IN A WESTERN REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Douvan Calderon-Zapata (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTRIC SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS. A STUDY OF ONE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

PREDICTORS OF CLINICAL FAILURE OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) - SAFETY PROFILE

ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT LOSS IN PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO INSERTION OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN A PRIVATE CENTER OF ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Alencastro Brandão Ostermann (Brazil)

MID TERM FOLLOW UP RESULTS WITH PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

EARLY ON-SITE SUPERVISION FACILITATES FASTER WESTERN ESD PROFICIENCY: THE GASTRIC ESD LEARNING CURVE OF AN ENDOSCOPIST TRAINED BY EXPERTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)
ROBOTIC-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION (EFTR) FOR THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Makoto Nishimura (United States of America)

SCAR ASSESSMENT AFTER PIECEMEAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION - INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT IN HISTOLOGICAL RECURRENCE PREDICTION
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

REFRACTORY TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULA MANAGEMENT WITH AMPLATZER OCCLUDER PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Luisa Proença (Portugal)

ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM FROM A TO Z-POEM
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Angel López y López (Mexico)

EFFECTIVENESS OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN ELDERLY ACHALASIA PATIENTS (80 YEARS OLD AND ABOVE)
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH PSEUDO-ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A NEWLY DESIGNED COVERED STENT WITHOUT EXTERNAL THREAD FIXATION FOR ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE TREATMENT AFTER TOTAL OR PROXIMAL GASTRECTOMY IN GASTRIC CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Chan Gyoo Kim (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF FULL THICKNESS PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

DEPRESSED LESIONS OF THE COLON AND RECTUM: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 485 LESIONS RESECTED BY EMR IN 12 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUPERFICIAL LESIONS WITH DEPRESSIONS IN COLON AND RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Degiovani (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICRO SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA AND HIGH GRADE ADENOMA: LONG TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Martín Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

SB-KNIFE APPLICATION IN THE ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM
Speaker: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

GASTRIC PERFORATION IN PATIENTS USING INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: A SERIES OF CASES WITH EXCLUSIVELY ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENTS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOONS: EFFECT ON GASTRIC EMPTY TIME AND RELATION TO WEIGHT LOSS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)
CASE REPORT OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL FISTULA AFTER POEM FOR CONGENITAL ACHALASIA IN A 2 YEAR OLD CHILD
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

ACHALASIA TREATMENT WITH POEM FOR PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

EPA01 E-Poster Area: Poster Blue Ribbon

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOMARKERS JOINT DETECTION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION USING BAND LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL GRANULAR CELL TUMORS IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

COMPARISON OF CLINICAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN HIGH VERSUS STANDARD DOSE PROTON PUMP INHIBITOR INFUSION AFTER GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION: PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jae-Young Jang (Korea, Republic of)

MANAGEMENT OF POST CHOLECYSTECTOMY BILIARY INJURIES; YIELD OF 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN MAJOR REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

THE YIELD OF NEW PROCORE 20G FOR EUS-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE BIOPSY (EUS-FNB): COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOLID AND CYSTIC PANCREATIC TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Alex Ingold (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT PANCREATIC TRAUMA IN CHILDREN: A RETROSPECTIVE SERIES FROM A LARGE HPB CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS DS GUIDED LASER LITHOTRIPSY FOR DIFFICULT BILE-DUCT STONES – A PROSPECTIVE STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ARE USEFUL AS PREDICTORS OF EFFICACY OF ANTI-TNFα THERAPY FOR CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Tatsuya Toyokawa (Japan)

ESD WITH SENTINEL LYMPH NODE RESECTION IN TREATMENT OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Oleg Tkachenko (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY: PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)

ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE ROLE IN CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND CLINICAL SUSPICION OF SMALL BOWEL CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)
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FIRST ORGANIZED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN COSTA RICA: RESULTS FROM THE INITIAL ROUND OF SCREENING FOR THE PROVINCE OF CARTAGO
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Sanchez Cabo (Costa Rica)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE USING AUTOML TOOL FOR EVALUATION OF ENDOSCOPIC GASTRIC IMAGES: A BRAZILIAN PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

MOTORIZED SPIRAL ENTEROSCOPY: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Adrien Sportes (France)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLARY LARGE BALLOON DILATATION VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR RETRIEVAL OF LARGE CHOLEDODOLITHIASIS: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

FIRST EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES WITH A NEW MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOTIC CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY SYSTEM
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

ANTERIOR VS POSTERIOR MYOTOMY DURING POEM: RESULTS FROM A LARGE REAL-LIFE COHORT FROM A WORLD-LEADING CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

KISSING SUTURE: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR LARGE DEFECT CLOSURE USING A SINGLE CHANNEL ENDOSCOPE
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

A NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCER WITH PLATELET RICH PLASMA: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mihai Munteanu (Romania)

METABOLIC RISK FACTORS AMONG PATIENTS WITH COLONIC ADENOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Eugeny Stranadko (Russian Federation)

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AND EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Jan Martinek (Czech Republic)

CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSISTENT OR RECURRENT INTESTINAL METAPLASIA/NEOPLASIA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS RELATED NEOPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Jan Martinek (Czech Republic)

EPA04 E-Poster Area: Artificial intelligence

VALUE OF ENDOCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STROMAL TUMOR AND LEIOMYOMA IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Qi Jian (China)

OESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DISORDERS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)
THE ASSESSMENT OF HIGH-RESOLUTION OESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY WITH NON OBSTRUCTIVE DYSPHAGIA
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE MANAGEMENT OF OESOPHAGEAL STRicture BY USING SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

NEW DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION INFLAMMATORY AND VASCULAR IN SMALL BOWEL
Abstract Presenter: Yingkai Guo (China)

PREDICTION OF SUBCENTRIMETRIC COLON POLYP HISTOLOGY ON DIGITAL HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES WITH BLI ZOOM TECHNOLOGY USING OUR SPECIFICALLY PARAMETERIZED DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK (POLYPBRAIN®)
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

**EPA05 E-Poster Area: Clinical Endoscopy Practice**

ENDOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BODIES: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY IN A REFERRAL CENTER IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Kenji Limpias Kamiya (Japan)

RESULT OF ERYTHROMYCIN FOR HEALTH CARE OF ACUTE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Amarjargal Batdelger (Mongolia)

MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN BODIES IN THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT UNDER PAINLESS GASTROSCOPY: REPORT ON A SERIES OF 295 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dongxu Wang (China)

IMPORTANCE OF THE DOCTOR’S GENDER AND PATIENTS PREFERENCES FOR ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

PREVENTING METHOD OF BLEEDING RECURRENT FROM ULCERATIVE GASTROPATHy
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ERGONOMIC INJURIES IN ENDOSCOPISTS AND THEIR RISK FACTORS
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE IN A UK DISTRICT GENERAL HOSPITAL AND COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamad (United Kingdom)

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF VASOACTIVE THERAPY AND NEW MODEL OF ENDOSCOPIC HEMOSTASIS IN VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Aleksey Korotkevich (Russian Federation)

LONG TERM EFFICACY, COMPLICATIONS AND AMOUNT OF GLUE PER SESSION IN CASES OF GOV AND IGV GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)
Scientific Programme

TWO DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC LONG INTESTINAL TUBE PLACEMENTS FOR SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: TRANSNASAL ULTRATHIN ENDOSCOPY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Li Shengxi (China)

A SIMPLE SCORE CAN PREDICT THE RISK OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING PROCEDURES: RESULTS FROM A MULTICENTER OBSERVATIONAL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Theodor Voiosu (Romania)

A RETROSPECTIVE, REAL-WORLD STUDY: COMPARISON BETWEEN BUPIVACAINE AND ROPIVACAINE FOR THE PALLIATION OF CANCER PAIN THROUGH EUS-CPN PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Bin Cheng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC BAND LIGATION: AS INITIAL THERAPY FOR GASTRIC ANTRAL VASCULAR ECTASIA
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Naymul Hasan (Bangladesh)

COMPARISON OF ONE-PERSON TECHNIQUE AND TWO-PERSON TECHNIQUE FOR COLONOSCOPE INSERTION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Jung Wan Choe (Korea, Republic of)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPY MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEETING: EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CENTRE FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS REFERRED FOR COMPLEX ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

USING TOOTHPICKS TO PREPARE FOOD MAY BECOME A PROBLEM
Abstract Presenter: Lucía Mercedes Campos (Argentina)

RISK FACTOR OF RE-BLEEDING AND CLINICAL FEATURE FOR RECTAL STERCORAL ULCER
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS (SEMS) FOR SEVERE BLEEDING ESOPHAGEAL VARICES, SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS UPDATES
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

RISK FACTORS OF REBLEEDING AMONG PATIENTS WITH NONVARICEAL UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING WITH ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Moon Kyung Joo (Korea, Republic of)

DILATION OF THE PLUMMER-VINSON RING: EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

CLINICAL CORRELATION BETWEEN SERUM PEPsinogen LEVEL AND GASTRIC ATROPHY IN GASTRIC NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Jin Seok Jang (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF IATROGENIC UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PERFORATION
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

ADVOCATING FOR EDUCATING AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN ENDOSCOPY SERVICES
Abstract Presenter: Loraine Mahachi (United Kingdom)

ACUTE NON-VARICEAL BLEEDING: RISK STRATIFICATION BY ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES
Abstract Presenter: Gabriel Luis Ferreira (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

COMBINED THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES: FULLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METALLIC STENTS AND BIODEGRADABLE STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

OUTCOME OF BLEEDING AFTER 2-OCTYL CYANOACRYLATE INJECTION IN GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

TRAINEE INVOLVEMENT DOES NOT INFLUENCE BIOPSY RATE AND DETECTION OF PREMALIGNANT CONDITIONS IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPIES
Abstract Presenter: Andrei Voiosu (Romania)

MUCOSAL TRANSPLANTATION FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF STRicture AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICOGRAPHY: AN EFFECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

SAFETY ANALYSIS OF ERCP IN PATIENTS AFTER UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL RECONSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

COMPLETE SYSTEMATIC PHOTODOCUMENTATION OF THE UPPER GI TRACT: THE FIRST REPORT OF ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND PROCEDURE TIMES
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

UNUSUAL CASE OF CEREBRAL AND KIDNEY INFARCTION FOLLOWING CYANOACRYLATE ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY OF GASTRIC VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH PULMONARY FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Danielle Bonilha (Brazil)

RISK OF HIGH-GRADE DYSPLASIA IN SMALL COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Houssaina Jlassi (Tunisia)

ERCP SERVICE IN A UK HOSPITAL / AUDIT OF PERFORMANCE COMPARED WITH NATIONAL STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Genevieve Darwin (United Kingdom)

"MOSCOW" SYSTEMATIZING CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIFOCAL LESIONS OF GASTROINTESTINAL MUCOSA (GIT) WITH NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY (NSAIDS) AND ANTITHROMBOTIC (ATP) DRUGS TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Galina Belova (Russian Federation)

ANALYSIS OF 101 CASES UNDER ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICITIS THERAPY OF ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

CRONKHITE – CANADA SYNDROME: THE FIRST RARE CASE REPORT IN VIETNAM WITH MAGNIFICATION ENDOSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

MANAGEMENT OF REFRACTORY PEPTIC OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES USING A NOVEL METAL STENT- A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

SUCCESSFUL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF THREE RARE CASES OF MASSIVE HEMORRHAGE FROM A BLEEDING DUODENAL DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)
SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT POST-ANASTOMOTIC ESOPHAGEAL STRicture WITH COMBINATION THERAPY OF ENDOSCOPIC BALLOON DILATATION AND INTRALESIONAL STEROID INJECTION
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A VIRTUAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAMME IN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN NOVICE ENDOSCOPISTS: FIRST EXPERIENCE IN ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Andres Wonaga (Argentina)

A PEG-J-BASED MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL PLEURAL FISTULA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL SCLEROTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Hongpeng Lu (China)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIST-DIRECTED PROPOFOL SEDATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN VERY ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Mayo Tanabe (Japan)

UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING IN CIRRHOSIS: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF RECURRENCE
Abstract Presenter: Fatma Ben Farhat (Tunisia)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT WITH SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT PERFORATIONS AFTER DILATION
Abstract Presenter: Luis Alberto Cervera Caballero (Peru)

UTILITY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE WITH HEPATIC METASTASES
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Luz Briones Fraga (Mexico)

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ABOUT THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOXIA ACCORDING TO THE PRESENCE OF TONGUE DEPRESSOR ON MOUTHPIECE DURING UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Sung Woo Jung (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE UK HOSPITAL / COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamed (United Kingdom)

NEW ACCELERATED 2-DAY TRAINING IN THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (TEUS) WITH HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATED ANIMAL MODELS (HFSAM) AND AN ELEVATED NUMBER OF PROCEDURES SATISFACTION SURVEY, COST, BENEFITS

CURRENT APPROACHES IN MANAGEMENT OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Shapovalianz (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF CAP-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR SMALL RECTAL CARCINOID TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Naoyuki Uragami (Japan)

PREVENTION OF POSTPOLYPECTOMY COLONIC BLEEDING USING A LOCAL HEMOSTATIC AGENT OF A NEW GENERATION
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Skridlevskiy (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC DILATION OF BENIGN STRICTURES OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSES

DOES THE UPFRONT USE OF INTRALESIONAL STEROIDS IMPROVE RESPONSE TO ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION IN NAIVE BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES?
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)
Scientific Programme

FORMalin IRRIGATION FOR HEMORRAGIC RADIATION PROCTITIS
Abstract Presenter: Soukaina El Yazal (Morocco)

APPLICATION OF ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES TO RISK STRATIFICATION FOR ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Carla Luiza Souza Aluizio (Brazil)

USE OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP FOR GASTROINTESTINAL DEFECTS IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER FROM ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Higa (Argentina)

OUT-OF-HOURS EMERGENCY - RESULTS FROM A MODEL OF RESTRICTIVE ACCESS TO NOCTURNAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Antunes (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH TO SHARP-POINTED FOREIGN BODY IN THE CECUM - TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kassia Daglaby Roque Oliveira (Brazil)

SUBAPONEUROTIC LOOP USE IN BILIARY ACCESS FOR PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION HEPATIC-JEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Ivette Santillán-Lomelí (Mexico)

ADHERENCE TO QUALITY GUIDELINES IN STUDIES OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERICAN GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY ASSOCIATION IN A TEACHING AND HIGH VOLUME HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Enrique Fernandez-Enriquez (Mexico)

BLACK ESOPHAGUS: AN UNCOMMON CAUSE OF GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Bruno Salomão Hirsch (Brazil)

CAUSE OF CHRONIC DIARRHEA IN IMMUNOCOMPROMISED PATIENTS, A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Farhana Kayani (Pakistan)

MALIGNANT INFILTRATION OF THE DUODENUM: ETIOLOGY AND ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE. EXPERIENCE IN 3 YEARS AT THE XXI CENTURY NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL IN MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Thalia Gómez (Mexico)

TRANS NASAL PEG PLACEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH HEAD AND NECK CANCER, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

ESOPHAGORESPIRATORY FISTULAS INDUCED BY SEMS IN THE TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES

CLINICAL PREDICTORS OF HIGH RISK ISOLATED GASTRIC VARICES: WHO SHOULD BE SCREENED?

TIMING OF UPPER ENDOSCOPY AFFECTS THE OUTCOME AND SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING: BREAKING THE ROLES WHATEVER THE COST?

USE OF VIDEO GAMES AND ACQUISITION OF ENDOSCOPIC SKILLS. A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Jalal Khan (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: HOW TO DO USING SIMPLE HOSPITAL MATERIALS
Abstract Presenter: Valério Augusto De Miranda Ferreira (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

INDICATIONS AND RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC PERCUTANEOUS GASTROSTOMY: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL DIEULAFOY’S LESIONS: A CASE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bridget Gallagher (United States of America)

INCIDENCE AND PREDICTORS OF POST BANDING-ULCER BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC VARICEAL LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

CAECAL INTUBATION RATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. ASHRAF MONGED, ANN COONEY, YOUSEF BESHIER, SUBHASISH SENGUPTA
Abstract Presenter: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)

ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION: A POTENTIAL TOOL FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION IN DIGESTIVE HEALTH FIELD
Abstract Presenter: Thiago Vilaça (Brazil)

PALIAÇÃO DOS DOENTES COM CANCRO DO ESÓFAGO USANDO PRÓTESES ESOFÁGICAS. UMA EXPERIÊNCIA DO SERVIÇO DE GASTROENTEROLOGIA DO HOSPITAL CENTRAL DE MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Gany Mussagi (Mozambique)

A NEW DISCHARGE SCALE DIRECTED TO PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES WITH SEDATION
Abstract Presenter: Lincoln Eduardo Villezca Vieira de Castro Ferreira (Brazil)

EPA06 E-Poster Area: Colorectum

SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS OF A POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL ROW AND THEIR PREVENTION BY PREPARATION OF A COLON FOR A COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Matveev (Russian Federation)

A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL GASTRIC VOLUMES BEFORE COLONOSCOPY UNDER GENERAL ANESTHESIA
Abstract Presenter: Hongbin Zhu (China)

CLINICAL, ENDOSCOPIC MANIFESTATIONS OF INTESTINAL SCHISTOSOMIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Jun Xiao (China)

USING THE TRANSMUCOSAL LASER DESTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS (LHP OPERATION) FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Konstantin Korshunov (Russian Federation)

ADENOMA DETECTION RATE-QUALITY INDICATOR FOR COLONOSCOPY IN COUNTRY WHERE NO ROUTINE SCREENING IS RECOMMENDED; DESCRIPTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL IN PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Om Parkash (Pakistan)

COLORECTAL SERRATED NEOPLASIAS: TREATMENT STRATEGY TAKING INTO CLINICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)
ENDOSCOPIC STENTING OF THE COLON AND RECTUM IN CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE COLONIC BIG DIMENSION POLIPS
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Richard Calanca (Brazil)

Fecal MicroRNA’S: A PROMISING TOOL FOR COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING
Abstract Presenter: Filippo Scevola (Italy)

NLRC3 ASSOCIATED WITH DNA MISMATCH REPAIR GENE MSH6 AND POOR PROGNOSIS IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Pingting Gao (China)

IMPROVING THE ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSTICS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Malkhaz Kobiashvili (Russian Federation)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITIES IN PATIENTS WITH QUIESCENT ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY INDICATORS IN COLONOSCOPY TRAINING SERVICE IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Pinto (Brazil)

COLON POLYPS IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 3 DIFFERENT STRATEGIES IN THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

FACTORS RELATED TO THE FAILURE PROCEDURES AND COMPLICATIONS OF STENTING IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION ON THE OUTCOME OF DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON: AN INTERNATIONAL, MULTICENTER, PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION FOR DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON SHOWS A SIGNIFICANT INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT AMONG COMMUNITY ENDOSCOPISTS: AN INTERNATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

EXPERIENCE OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE LATERALLY SPREADING COLON TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Dmitriy Chernykh (Russian Federation)

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS FOR THE EARLY DETECTION OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE AFTER ELECTIVE COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS WITH INDETERMINATE OR POSITIVE LATERAL MARGIN AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION AND RELATED FACTORS WITH RECURRENCE IN LARGE, SESSILE OR FLAT COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)
Scientific Programme

CLINICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH DYSPLASIA IN SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

CONCORDANCE AND ITS ASSOCIATED FACTORS BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH SUSPECTED SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ECTOPIC APPENDIX DETECTED DURING COLONOSCOPY: A REPORT OF TWO CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kieu Tuan (Viet Nam)

OUTCOMES OF COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING STARTING AT AGE 45 IN AVERAGE-RISK, ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Sara Chalifoux (United States of America)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FATTY LIVER ON ABDOMINAL SONOGRAPHY ON COLORECTAL NEOPLASM; A RETROSPECTIVE IN KOREAN ADULTS
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

COLORECTAL ADENOMA AND ITS RELATION WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME IN CAMBODIA
Abstract Presenter: Nobukazu Hokamura (Cambodia)

LONG-TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR 5-9 MM COLORECTAL POLYPS

COLON POLYPECTOMY IN PATIENTS UNDER ANTIPLATELET OR/AND ANTICOAGULATION THERAPY: IS THERE A HIGHER RISK OF COMPLICATIONS?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

PREDICTORS OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

IS AGE A PREDICTOR OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION DURING COLONOSCOPY?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

FEASIBILITY AND ACCURACY OF INNOVATIVE 3 DIMENTIONAL COLONOSCOPE IMAGE USING FIBER BRAG GRATING SENSOR
Abstract Presenter: Jeon Han Jo (Korea, Republic of)

PREVALENCE OF COLONIC ADENOMAS AT OPPORTUNISTIC COLONOSCOPIC SCREENING AT A PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL, SRI LANKA
Abstract Presenter: Chamila Kumara Ranawaka (Sri Lanka)

CAPECITIBINE INDUCED ILEOCOLITIS WITH ACUTE COLONIC PSEUDO OBSTRUCTION

COLORECTAL CANCER DEMOGRAPHY IN THE LAST 5 YEARS OF A ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Omar Jaime Leal (Mexico)

INTESTINAL ANISAKIASIS, SHOULD IT BE OPERATED?

EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS PRESENTING AS COLORECTAL MASS: A CASE REPORT IN THE PHILIPPINES
Abstract Presenter: Abigail Valenzuela (Philippines)

COLONSCOPY WITHDRAWAL TIME AND GRAPHIC QUALITY OF EQUIPMENT ON POLYP DETECTION RATE: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Giuliano Marolla Mucillo (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

CARE WITH ADRENALINE IN COLON POLYPECTOMY/MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Hector Julian Canaval Zuleta (Spain)

RISK FACTORS FOR COLONIC SESSILE SERRATED LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

SAFETY AND COMPLICATIONS OF ADJUVANT TREATMENT WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN OBSTRUCTIVE CRC STENTING
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PREVALENCE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ANUSCOPY AND FLEXIBLE RETOSIGMOIDOSCOPY EXAMINATIONS AND VIRUS SCANNING BY HYBRID CAPTURE
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Marques Nascimento (Brazil)

HISTOLOGIC ACTIVITY IS AN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTOR FOR RELAPSE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS PATIENTS IN ENDOSCOPICALLY INACTIVE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Debajyoti Chakraborty (India)

ACHIEVEMENT OF EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY (ESGE) PERFORMANCE MEASURES: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

DETECTION OF COLORECTAL CANCER IN PATIENTS WITH BLEEDING PER RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

LOCAL RECURRENCE IN COLORECTAL CANCER: IS IT WORTH DOING FIT?: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

DIAGNOSTIC COLONOSCOPY FINDINGS IN AN AVERAGE-RISK MEXICAN POPULATION FOR COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC) WITH ABNORMAL FECAL IMMUNOLOGICAL TEST (FIT)
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF RECTAL ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCES – SINGLE-CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Isadora Rosa (Portugal)

PARTICIPATION IN CLINICAL RESEARCH PROTOCOLS INCREASED SESSILE SERRATED LESION DETECTION DURING ROUTINE COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN CHILDREN. WHAT HAS A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GOOD PREPARATION?
Abstract Presenter: Stanislaw Pieczarkowski (Poland)

HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE: SHORT AND LONG-TERM RESULTS OF RUBBER BAND LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

MEDULLARY CARCINOMA OF THE ASCENDING COLON-CECUM IN YOUNG PATIENT WITH LYNCH SYNDROME

POUCHOSCOPY AND QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT IN PATIENTS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS WITH ILEAL POUCH ANAL ANASTOMOSIS- A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE FROM EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)
PHENOTYPIC VARIATION OF SERRATED ADENOMA IN YOUNGSTERS OF A FAMILY WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

LYNCH SYNDROME DIAGNOSIS IN FAMILY WITH EXCLUSIVE HISTORY OF OVARIAN CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

ROLE OF DISTAL ILEUM BIOPSIES IN PATIENTS WITH MACROSCOPIC ALTERATION AT ILEOCOLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Thicianie Fauve Andrade Cavalcante (Brazil)

STRONGYLOIDIASIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT HOST: RARE CASE DIAGNOSED BY ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Bestetti (Brazil)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROP breast COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEDATION USE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND SCREENING PATIENTS ≥50 YEARS OF AGE: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROP breast COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Bharat Amlani (United Kingdom)

DIFFERENT CLINICAL FEATURES AND PROGNOSIS OF ANAL VS RECTAL PRIMARY MELANOMA: A CASE SERIES FROM A CANCER REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Flora Mileva Oña-Ortiz (Mexico)

QUALITY CRITERIA OF A COLONIC POLYPECTOMY: ABOUT A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Bochra Bouchabou (Tunisia)

IS THE SPLIT DOSE BETTER THAN CONVENTIONAL BOWEL PREPARATION IN TUNISIAN PATIENTS?
Abstract Presenter: Soumaya Nsibi (Tunisia)

DIMINUTIVE POLYPS OF THE RECTOSIGMOID TRACT: CAN A SIZE≤3MM BE A PREDICTOR OF NON-ADENOMATOUS HISTOTYPE?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

QUALITY OF LIFE BEFORE AND AFTER ENDOSCOPIC LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDS: APPLICATION OF THE BURDEN HÉMO / FISS QOL SCORE
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

ATK2 EXPRESSION CORRELATION WITH TUMOR PROGRESSION IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENETIC ANCESTRY AND COLORECTAL SCREENING OUTCOMES IN THE BARRETOS CANCER HOSPITAL SCREENING POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Jun Porto (Brazil)

FACTORS AFFECTING BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

QUALITY OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY WITH SIMETHICONE PLUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL: PROSPECTIVE DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)
Scientific Programme

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS BETWEEN A SOLUTION OF SULFATE SALTS AND POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL IN BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

POOR BOWEL PREPARATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASE ADENOMA DETECTION RATE BY COLONIC LOCATION AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING: THE FIRST THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE OF NATIONAL COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMME IN ESTONIA
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

DETERMINATION OF MMR PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)
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EUS IN DIAGNOSTICS OF INDOLENT AND AGGRESSIVE FORMS OF NONHODGKINS GASTRIC LYMPHOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Valeria Lozovaya (Russian Federation)

DIRECT IMAGE-GUIDED RETROPERITONEAL APPROACH AND TREATMENT TO THE PANCREAS USING NOTES AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

TO EVALUATE ROLE OF EUS IN CASES OF DILATED CBD ON OTHER IMAGING WITH NORMAL OR BORDERLINE DERANGEMENT OF LIVER FUNCTION TESTS
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION (EUSRFA) AS FOCAL THERAPY FOR PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM RENAL CELL CARCINOMA

FEASIBILITY OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND GUIDED HEPATICO-GASTROSTOMY FOR INOPERABLE MALIGNANT HILAR BILIARY STRICTURES

ROLE OF EUS FNA FOR PROXIMAL BILIARY LESIONS: A LARGE SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

ANALYSIS OF FNB VS FNA IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC AND ABDOMINAL MASSES: A PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

ROLE OF RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION FOR EUS-BEGINNERS
Abstract Presenter: Farshad Frozanpor (Sweden)

ENDOSCOPIC-ULTRASOUND DRAINAGE AND SCLEROTHERAPY IN GIANT HEPATIC CYST. TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE MALIGNANCY DETECTION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO RADIOLOGICAL IMAGE GUIDED ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED LIVER LESION BIOPSY (EUS LLB) WITH ATYPICAL MALIGNANCIES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)
Scientific Programme

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS/TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION FOR MALIGNANT MEDIASTINAL /ABDOMINAL LYMPH NODES USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY EUS-EG
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

AGT SCORE AS A PREDICTOR OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IN PATIENTS WITH INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO ASGE GUIDELINES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

EUS ELASTOGRAPHY COMBINED WITH THE STRAIN RATIO IN THE ESTIMATION OF SHORT-TERM TREATMENT EFFECT IN AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Takuya Ishikawa (Japan)

CASE REPORTS: DIAGNOSED PANCREATIC METASTATIC MASSES BY EUS-FNA
Abstract Presenter: Nutianne Camargo Schneider (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE BEFORE PERFORMING ELECTIVE ERCP IN PATIENTS WITH HISTORY OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

DIAGNOSIS OF UPPER GI SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS LARGER THAN 1 CM WITH EUS-FNA GUIDED WITH 19G OR 22G: WHICH IS BETTER?
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

EUS GUIDED VERSUS PERCUTANEOUS CATHETER DRAINAGE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC WALLED OFF NECROSIS: A HEAD TO HEAD COMPARISON
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY-GUIDED TRANSMURAL DRAINAGE OF SYMPTOMATIC PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTIONS: PLASTIC VS METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY- GUIDED BILIARY INTERVENTION IS AN EFFECTIVE SALVAGE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE: INITIAL EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

EUS MINI-PROBE IN PREDICTION OF ENDO-THERAPY OUTCOME IN PATIENTS OF BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

APPRAISAL OF EUS-GUIDED NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC LESIONS - SINGLE CHINESE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sijie Hao (China)

A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE OF EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) OF GASTROINTESTINAL AND MEDIASTINAL LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sunil Kumar Dadhich (India)

PERFORMANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION OR BIOPSY IN ASSESSMENT OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESION IN A SINGLE TERTIARY CENTER

RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION DURING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION BY ENDOSCOPIC PHYSICIAN: AN EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL

PLACE OF ECHOENDOSCOPY IN UNEXPLAINED ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT
DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN, KEEPING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY AS GOLD STANDARD FOR DETECTION OF PANCREATIC CARCINOMA IN PAKISTANI POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION IN PATIENTS WITH PANCREATIC SOLID LESIONS AT INCA
Abstract Presenter: Isabella Miranda (Brazil)

PANCREATIC METASTASIS FROM PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMA: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF TWO CASES OF VON HIPPEL-LINDAU DISEASE AND PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR MANAGED BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION
Abstract Presenter: Juan Pablo Roman Serrano (Brazil)

THE RATE OF PEP IN PATIENTS WITH PAPILLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

PAPILLOSTENOSIS - WHAT IS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE TIMING OF PAPILLOTOMY?
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL BILIARY ADENOMAS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH ERCP GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION

DOES ENDOCLIP PAPILLAPLASTY RECOVER SPHINCTER OF ODDI FUNCTION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTERTOMOTOMY FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF LARGE COMMON BILE DUCT GALLSTONES?
Abstract Presenter: Yonghui Huang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC METHOD FOR MALIGNANT PROXIMAL BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Lyudmila Marinova (Russian Federation)

THE MANAGEMENT OF SPHINCTER OF ODDI DYSFUNCTION BY ERCP: PRELIMINARY RESULT
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

ENDOSCOPIC TRANSPAPILLARY GALLBLADDER DRAINAGE FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT WITH ACUTE CALCULUS CHOLECYSTITIS AND CHOLELITHIASIS WHO WAS UNSUITABLE FOR URGENT CHOLECYSTECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)

INTER-AND INTRAOBSERVER ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL EXTENDED CLASSIFICATION OF THE PAPILLA OF VATER
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH RESTENOSIS LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Andrey Kotovsky (Russian Federation)
SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ERCP-RELATED BLEEDING AND PERFORATIONS: A SINGLE CENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hiroyuki Hisai (Japan)

CLINICAL PROFILE AND ERCP OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS OF BILIARY ASCARIASIS - A STUDY FROM AN ENDEMIC COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

COVERED VS. UNCOVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PALLIATION OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES: STUDY OF A TERTIARY CENTER OF REFERENCE IN ONCOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY OF SYSTEMATIC ADMINISTRATION OF RECTAL INDOMETHACIN IN THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Mariem Sabbah (Tunisia)

ADVERSE EVENTS AFTER BILIARY SPHINCTEROTOMY: DOES THE ELECTRIC CURRENT MODE MAKE A DIFFERENCE? A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

APPLICATION OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN INDETERMINATE BILE DUCT STRICTURES AND REFRACTORY CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS, A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY (ECDT) FOR PALLIATION OF AMPULLARY TUMORS: ANALYSIS OF 40 YRS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE OF THE MAJOR DUODENAL PAPILLA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION AND ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

TYPE OF BISMUTH CLASSIFICATION OF MALIGNANT HILAR STRICTURES AS RISK FACTOR FOR FAILED ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

A COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT TIMINGS OF PRECUT NEEDLE-KNIFE SUPRAPAPILLARY FISTULOTOMY FOR BILIARY ACCESS: EVALUATION OF SUCCESS RATES AND COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOTHERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY SCLEROSING CHOLANGITIS: OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

A CASE SERIES REPORT OF LAPAROSCOPY-ASSISTED ERCP (LA-ERCP) IN PATIENTS WITH ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB)
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Arturo Gonzalez (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BILE DUCT LEAKING AFTER CHOLECYSTECTOMY: IS THE BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT NEEDED?
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)
Scientific Programme

TREATMENT OF REFRACTORY POST-SPHINCTEROTOMY AND POST-PAPILLECTOMY BLEEDING BY ENDOSCOPIC FIBRIN GLUE INJECTION. RESULTS OF A LARGE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

OUTCOMES OF PRECUT NEEDLE KNIFE FISTULOTOMY BASED ON THE ENDOSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY OF THE AMPULLA OF VATER AND OF THE SIZE OF BILE DUCT
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

BILIARY ENDOPROSTHESSES: A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT DISTAL STRICTURES OF AN ONCOLOGIC TERTIARY REFERENCE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

BILEPTYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC BILLIARY DRAINAGE ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH BILIARY TRACT CANCER- AN AUDIT
Abstract Presenter: Raosaheb Rathod (India)

COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO PLASTIC VERSUS METALLIC STENTS OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES IN A TERTIARY ONCOLOGIC REFERENCE CENTER. A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

TRANSPANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTOMY IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE TO GAIN BILIARY ACCESS
Abstract Presenter: Szilard Gódi (Hungary)

RISK OF FAILURE AND COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY; COMPARISON OF ELDERLY AND YOUNG PAKISTANI PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP): EXCEPTIONAL SHORT-TERM COMPLICATIONS

EPA09 E-Poster Area: ERCP - Pancreas

RISK FACTORS FOR POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY IN UPPER EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

URINASTATIN IS MORE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS THAN NAFAMOSTAT MESYLATE
Abstract Presenter: Sujin Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL PROCEDURE TIME TO PREVENT POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS USING DECISION TREE ANALYSIS: A RETROSPECTIVE SINGLE CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Chang Min Cho (Korea, Republic of)
Scientific Programme

IMMEDIATE FEEDING COMPARED TO INSTITUTED 4-HOUR FAST POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAFY - THE RISK OF POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

LEFT LATERAL POSITION DURING ERCP VS SWIMMERS POSITION: RATES OF COMMON BILE DUCT CANNULATION SUCCESS. A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW AT TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

HEPATIC SUBCAPSULAR HEMATOMA IN POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAFY: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Bianca Chua (Philippines)

ERCP IS MORE CHALLENGING IN CASES OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS THAN IN ACUTE CHOLANGITIS – AN ANALYSIS OF A MULTICENTRE PROSPECTIVE ERCP REGISTRY DATA
Abstract Presenter: Dániel Pécsi (Hungary)
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EPA10 E-Poster Area: Esophagus

EFFICACY OF DA-5204 (STILLEN 2X®) FOR PATIENTS WITH GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE: A RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sang Young Seol (Korea, Republic of)

NORMATIVE VALUES FOR 24-HOURS AMBULATORY ESOPHAGEAL IMPEDANCE AND PH MONITORING IN HEALTHY MALAY COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Majharul Haque (Bangladesh)

ENDOSCOPIC PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY (PDT) IN PATIENTS WITH EARLY (STAGE I) OESOPHAGEAL CANCER (CLINICAL CASE)
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Sokolov (Russian Federation)

IRREVERSIBLE ELCTROPORATION USING NEWLY DEVELOPED ENDOSCOPIC ABLATIVE CATHETERS IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Sang Hyun Kim (Korea, Republic of)

RFA FOR DYSPLASTIC BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS: 10-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM THE EAST MIDLANDS
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

THE REAL TIME ENDOSCOPIC DECISION MAKING OF BARRETT´S ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Neel Sharma (United Kingdom)

RECURRENCE FOLLOWING COMPLETE ERADICATION OF INTESTINAL METAPLASIA OF BARRETT´S ESOPHAGUS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY IN A SPANISH REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

A NOVEL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR GERD: ENDOSCOPIC PRESSURE STUDY INTEGRATED SYSTEM (EPSIS) REFLECTS LOWER ESOPHAGEAL SPHINCTER FUNCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

TARGETED VERSUS STANDARD NON-TARGETED BIOPSIES IN BARRETT´S ESOPHAGUS SURVEILLANCE
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)
Scientific Programme

INFLUENCE OF RADIOTHERAPY ON COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS (SEMS) IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

ABNORMAL LOCALIZATION AND TUMOR INDUCING FUNCTION OF PSMD2 IN ESOPHAGEAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)
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EPA13 E-Poster Area: Stomach and small intestine

INHIBITORY EFFECTS OF ß-CARYOPHYLLENE ON HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION: A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hyun Ik Shim (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARISON OF EFFICACY OF BISMUTH-CONTAINING QUINTET THERAPY AND MOXIFLOXACIN-BASED SEQUENTIAL THERAPY AS FIRST-LINE ERADICATION REGIMEN FOR HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Dong Ho Lee (Korea, Republic of)

A STUDY OF PAI-1 AND RELATED INFLAMMATORY FACTORS IN RAT MODEL WITH INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

DIRECT ENDOCOPIC FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION FOR SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS WITH AN INTRALUMINAL GROWTH PATTERN ORIGINATING FROM THE MUSCULARIS PROPRIA LAYER IN THE GASTRIC FUNDUS

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH SEVERE COMPLICATIONS

MORPHOENDOSCOPIC PARALLELS OF CHRONIC EROSIWE GASTRITIS WITH HEART DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ENDOTOXIN, D-LACTATE AND DIAMINE OXIDASE AND ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITY OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH DIGESTIVE TRACT STRicture
Abstract Presenter: Xiaojuan Lu (China)

DUODENAL ULCER: ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY MONITORING, PRINCIPLES OF CONTEMPORARY TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

TO SEE THE INCIDENCE, LOCATION, SIZE, HISTOLOGICAL TYPES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH MALIGNANCY IN GASTRIC POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Pratibha Roka (Nepal)

OUTCOMES OF RETROGRADE ENTEROSCOPY USING A THROUGH-THE-SCOPE BALLOON DEVICE: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Marc Zuckerman (United States of America)
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BILE JUICE AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS, BEFORE PERFORMING ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Kihyun Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

DUODENAL OBSTRUCTION FOR DUODENAL ANQUILOSTOMA. AN UNUSUAL COMPLICATION
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

BRUNNER´S GLAND HAMARTOMA OF THE DUODENUM THAT IS EASILY MISDIAGNOSED AS POLYPS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Ming Kang (China)

IS ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION APPROPRIATE FOR TYPE 3 GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS? A RETROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiaki Hirasawa (Japan)

TOPICAL PHARYNGEAL ANESTHESIA FOR UNSEDATED UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF TOLERANCE IMPROVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Ichrak Ferchichi (Tunisia)

SMALL BOWEL ADENOCARCINOMA - A DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

EFFICACY OF DUAL-PRIMING OLIGONUCLEOTIDE BASED MULTIPLEX PCR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION IN PATIENTS WITH PEPTIC ULCER BLEEDING CASE REPORT: OVERLAPPING OR ASSOCIATION? EOSINOPHILLIC COLITIS OR ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Melayne Jewel Magdaong (Philippines)

EARLY GASTRIC HEPATOID ADENOCARCINOMA WITH ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN NEGATIVE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

GASTRIC INTESTINAL METAPLASIA BEFORE AND AFTER HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

PREVALENCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI TEN YEARS AGO COMPARED TO THE CURRENT PREVALENCE IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING UPPER ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

BEYOND THE ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI: CAUSES OF THE THERAPEUTIC FAILURE WITH TRIPLE THERAPY (CLARITHROMYCIN, AMOXICILLIN AND OMEPRAZOLE), IN PATIENTS OF PRIMARY CARE
Abstract Presenter: Manuel Guaranda Maya (Ecuador)

ERADICATION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI WITH FIRST-LINE TRIPLE THERAPY, 10 DAYS VERSUS 14 DAYS IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL IN LIMA - PERÚ
Abstract Presenter: Maria Nelly Manrique-Lemus (Peru)

INTERPLAY BETWEEN HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION, INTERLEUKIN-11, AND LEUKEMIA INHIBITORY FACTOR IN GASTRIC CANCER AMONG EGYPTIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tareq Ibrahim (Egypt)

EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY OF ANTRECTOMY FOR PATIENTS WITH TYPE I GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Ken Namikawa (Japan)
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PATIENTS WITH GASTRIC CANCER IN A RWANDAN TERTIARY REFERRAL HOSPITAL FROM JUNE 2014 - JUNE 2019
Abstract Presenter: Shikama Felicien (Rwanda)

ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS AND THE BLEEDING SOURCES IN PATIENTS WITH SMALL INTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

USEFULNESS OF THE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ANTIGEN IN BLOOD AS A NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

CONTINUOUS COURSE OF LONG-STANDING ULCERATIVE COLITIS AS A RELATED FACTOR FOR DYSPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Olga Arkhipova (Russian Federation)

GASTROINTESTINAL KAPOSI´S SARCOMA: 5-YEAR ENDOSCOPIC EXPERIENCE AT AN ONCOLOGY MEDICAL CENTER IN MEXICO
Abstract Presenter: Gisela Alejandra Morones Navarrete (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPS VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SUTURE FOR MUCOSAL CLOSURE AFTER PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY - A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rastislav Hustak (Czech Republic)

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR FEATURES OF ADVANCED DUODENAL DISEASE IN FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Marianny Sulbaran (Brazil)

GASTRIC CANCER RISK IN CHINESE POPULATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH GENETIC VARIANTS IN DPF3

THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY IN THE OBESE PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

THE ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE IN SYMPTOMATIC H. PYLORI PROVED PATIENTS

THE ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES INCLUDING MAGNIFIED IMAGE-ENHANCED ENDOSCOPY FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Yusaku Takatori (Japan)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CLINICAL AND IMAGING FEATURES OF GASTRIC MUCOSA-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOID TISSUE LYMPHOMA IN HELICOBACTER PYLORI-UNINFECTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Mitsuaki Ishioka (Japan)

PROFILE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI VACA GENOTYPES AND IT’S ASSOCIATION TO GASTRODUODENAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Shiran Shetty (India)

OVERLAP OF GASTROINTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY DISEASES: CELIAC DISEASE, ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND EOSINOPHILIC GASTROENTEROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

STOMACH INJURY IN A PATIENT WITH A PREVIOUS DIAGNOSIS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)
SMALL BOWEL ANGIOECTASIAS DIAGNOSTICATED BY CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY: WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IN 18 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Paula Poletti (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF PUSH ENTEROSCOPY: A BRAZILIAN CASE SERIES STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Célio Geraldo de Oliveira Gomes (Brazil)

STOOL ANTIGEN TEST OR HISTOPATHOLOGY? WHICH METHOD TO CHOOSE TO DIAGNOSE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION?
Speaker: Luan Ramos Pereira (Brazil)

OUTCOME OF SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT GASTRIC OUTLET OBSTRUCTION, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

THE NEW GENERATION OF EXPRESS VIEW IS HIGHLY ACCURATE AND IS EFFECTIVE TO REDUCE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY READING TIME
Abstract Presenter: Stefania Piccirelli (Italy)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON SPONTANEOUS HYPERINSUFFLATION AS CAUSE OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Amanda Rocha (Brazil)

AMYLOIDOSIS IN THE STOMACH MIMICKING A GASTRIC TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION SECONDARY TO INCARCERATED FEMORAL HERNIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

FAMILY WITH HEREDITARY diffuse gastric cancer WITH CDH1 GENE MUTATION

MÉNÉTRIER’S DISEASE AND diffuse intramucosal adenocarcinoma IN YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

UTILITY OF VIDEO CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY TO DETERMINE SMALL BOWEL PATHOLOGIES IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Contreras (Dominican Republic)

HEREDITARY diffuse gastric cancer (HDGC), E-CADHERIN positive, WITHOUT GENETIC MUTATION IDENTIFIED

EXAMINATION OF SMALL INTESTINE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY IN THE ELDERLY PEOPLE
Abstract Presenter: Sei Kurokawa (Japan)

CASE REPORT: EXCLUSIVE GASTROINTESTINAL CRYPTOCOCCOSIS INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

THE FIRST ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY PERFORMED FOR DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS IN LONDRA/BRAZIL: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Savio Aparecido Melo da Silva (Brazil)

ANTI-TUBERCULAR THERAPY GIVEN TO DIFFERENTIATE CROHN’S DISEASE FROM INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS PREDISPOSES TO STRicture FORMATION
Abstract Presenter: Akshita Gupta (India)

ADENOCARCINOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
Abstract Presenter: Raoni Gomes (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

GIANT TRICOBEZOAR AFTER POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Isabela Andrina Ribeiro da Silva Habib (Brazil)

PREVALENCE AND PREDICTIFS FACTORS OF AMOEbic SUPERINFECTION IN SEVERE ACUTE COLITIS IN A MOROCCAN POPULATION

AORTOENTERIC FISTULA TO DUODENUM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Tarik Walid Omairi (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: PRIMARY INTESTINAL LYMPHANGIECTASIA CAUSING SEVERE DIARRHEA AND ABDOMINAL PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

REPORT CASE: PRIMARY INTESTINAL FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Troiano Neto (Brazil)

CELIAC DISEASE AND PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Ana Mabel Vallejos Rocabado (Bolivia)

EPA11 E-Poster Area: Pancreatobiliary

INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY WITH SPYGLASS™ DIRECT VISUALIZATION SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ilia Iurichev (Russian Federation)

CLINICAL UTILITY, EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY FOR BILIARY TRACT LESIONS: EXPERIENCE FROM TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EAST INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION (LCBDE): FEASIBILITY AND PROSPECTIVE TO SUBSTITUTE COMBINED ERCP-LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN MANAGEMENT OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE(S)
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

MANAGEMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE BILE LEAK: TERTIARY CENTERS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INCIDENTAL PancreATIC CYSTIC NEOPLASMS IN ADULT PATIENTS IN A REFERENCE HOSPITAL OF BILIOPANCREATIC DISEASES IN COLOMBIA
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

ACUTE PancreATITIS: EXPENSIVE DISEASE, IN A COUNTRY ON THE ROAD OF DEVELOPMENT
Abstract Presenter: Elizabeth Maizury Garzón Mayorga (Ecuador)

FIRST RESULTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR VISUALIZATION AND TREATMENT OF PATHOLOGY OF THE BILIARY AND PANCREATIC DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinskiy (Russian Federation)

IMPACT OF PRE-TRANSPLANT INFECTION MANAGEMENT ON THE OUTCOME OF LIVING-DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Saleh (Egypt)
DIGITAL PER-ORAL CHOLANGIOSCOPY TO DIAGNOSE AND MANAGE PANCREATOBILIARY DUCT DISORDERS: A RETROSPECTIVE, SINGLE-CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

RETROGRADE TRANSPAPILLARY PANCREATIC DUCT STENTING IN THE TREATMENT OF COMPLICATED CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

BILIARY STENT MIGRATION AND ITS ENDOSCOPIC RETRIEVAL: A SINGLE CENTER PHILIPPINE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

NONCIRRHOTIC PORTAL HYPERTENSION (NCPH) SECONDARY TO CHRONIC PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS (PVT) COMPLICATED BY PYLEPHLEBITIS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CASE REPORT: A CASE OF Pancreatic Squamous Cell Carcinoma
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN DIFFICULT BILE DUCT STONE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariya Zakharova (Russian Federation)

A CASE OF HEMOBILIA CAUSED BY HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

BILIARY OBSTRUCTION AFTER TIPS PLACEMENT IN A PATIENT AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Tomas Hucl (Czech Republic)

THE EFFECT OF DIRECT ACTING ANTIVIRAL AGENTS ON LIVER FIBROSIS IN EGYPTIAN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HEPATITIS C INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Gomaa (Egypt)

STENT-ASSOCIATED CHOLANGITIS FOLLOWING ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT - PREDICTIVE FACTORS AND OUTCOMES
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF MIGRATION RATE OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT AND STANDARD COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT FOR ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION DRAINAGE: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

NEEDLE-KNIFE PRECUT VERSUS TRANSPANCREATIC SEPTOTOMY FOR DIFFICULT BILE DUCT CANNULATION

PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA SCENARIO IN BRAZIL: A CLINICO-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF 13,151 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC UTILITY OF PERORAL DIGITAL COLANGIOSCOPY OF UNDERMINED BILIARY STRICTURES IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PANCREATIC LIPOMA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)
EPA12 E-Poster Area: Pediatric Endoscopy

**ERCP IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS. CUBAN EXPERIENCE**
Abstract Presenter: Raul Antonio Brizuela Quintanilla (Cuba)

**HIGH-TECH DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND ENTEROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME**
Abstract Presenter: Evgeniya Kirakosyan (Russian Federation)

**HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR ESOPHAGITIS IN THE PEDIATRIC POPULATION: CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS**
Abstract Presenter: Liliana Rincon Rangel (Mexico)

**EFFECT OF MUSIC IN PEDIATRIC ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS: A RANDOMIZED PROSPECTIVE CONTROLLED TRIAL**
Abstract Presenter: Constanza Bay (Chile)

**UTILITY OF A MODIFIED DYSPHAGIA SCORE IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH ACHALASIA**
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

**GASTRITIS ENDOSCOPIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SCHOOLCHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)**
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

**PREVALENCE OF EROSIIVE ULCER LESIONS IN STOMACH AND DUODENUM IN DYSPESIA CHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)**
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

**CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF A COMPLETE TRAUMATIC PANCREATIC DUCT RUPTURE: AN ERCP-BASED APPROACH**
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

**INDICATIONS AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE**
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

**CLINICAL IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN CHILDREN**
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

**ENDOSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP OF THE FIRST CASE OF PEDIATRIC SMALL INTESTINE TRANSPLANTATION, LIVING DONOR, IN BRAZIL**
Abstract Presenter: Fernando José Savóia Oliveira (Brazil)

**DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PANCREATOBILIARY DISEASES IN CHILDHOOD**
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

**DYSPHAGIA AND ESOPHAGEAL MUCOSAL CHANGES IN 7-YEAR-OLD BOY WITH NOT REMOVED UNUSUAL FOREIGN BODY**
Abstract Presenter: Stanisław Pieczarkowski (Poland)

**PER ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS**
Abstract Presenter: Josefina Saez (Chile)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN SYMPTOMATIC ADOLESCENTS BY USING VIRTUAL CHROMOENDOSCOPY AND MAGNIFICATION
Abstract Presenter: Yalda Lucero (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PPI-RESPONSIVE AND NON-RESPONSIVE EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS IN CHILDREN POPULATION: A TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Federico Catino (Italy)

PREVALENCE OF COLON POLYPS IN PEDIATRIC AGE SEEN IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY SERVICE AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF MEXICO FROM 2012 TO MAY 30, 2019
Abstract Presenter: Viridiana Oregel (Mexico)

ESOPHAGEAL RECANALIZATION BY AN ENDOSCOPIC RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURE IN A CHILD WITH AIDS AND COMPLETE ESOPHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

NORMAL DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN: SERIAL BIOPSIES IMPACT ON CLINICAL MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

EPA14 E-Poster Area: Abstracts from around the world

HETEROTOPIC GASTRIC MUCOSA (HGM) OF THE PROXIMAL ESOPHAGUS: AN UNKNOWN ENTITY?
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

COMPARISON OF ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN EGYPTIAN AND INDIAN PATIENTS: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LINC00657 AND MIR-106A SERUM EXPRESSION LEVELS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO COLORECTAL CANCER, ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS, AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS IN EGYPTIAN POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY FOR HIGHLY DYSPLASTIC ADENOMA, OR SUSPICIOUS AMPULLARY NEOPLASMS: PROS AND CONS WITH TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

SHISTOSOMIASIS INTESTINAL MASSIVA- UMA REALIDADE EM MOÇAMBIQUE: RELATO DE UM CASO
Abstract Presenter: Liana Mondlane (Mozambique)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPanCREATOGRAPHY RESULTS: OLDER PATIENTS VS YOUNG PATIENTS

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFIL AND MANAGEMENT OF HEMORRHAGIC BULBAR ULCERS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

IMPACT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX ON ESOPHAGEAL VARICES BLEEDING IN MONGOLIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Duinkherjav Khishgee (Mongolia)
A CASE OF PRIMARY OMENTAL INFARCTION IN AN ADULT FEMALE PRESENTING AS RIGHT
UPPER QUADRANT PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ORAL SULPHATE SOLUTION VERSUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL FOR COLONOSCOPY
PREPARATION: A RANDOMISED CONTROL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ANALYSIS OF 13 CASES OF GASTRIC SCHISTOSOMIASIS MISDIAGNOSED AS EARLY GASTRIC
CANCER BY BLUE LASER IMAGING WITH MAGNIFICATION

FIRST SHORT-TERM RESULT IN VIET NAM AFTER PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM)
FOR ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Nhan Le Quang (Viet Nam)

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ACUTE REFRACTORY PSEUDO-OBSTRUCTION WITH
PLACEMENT OF A LEVIN-TUBE
Abstract Presenter: Gwang Ho Baik (Korea, Republic of)

INFLAMMATORY FIBROID POLYP OF THE GASTRIC ANTRUM FOUND BY ENDOSCOPIC
ULTRASOUND: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

REMOVAL OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT STONES BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED
CHOLEDODUODENOSTOMY AFTER FAILED ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

ANTI-REFLUX MUCOSAL RESECTION (ARMS) FOR GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Ke Gan (China)

ANALYSIS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND INFLAMMATION
Abstract Presenter: Feng Tang (China)

THE ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF POLYPS—UPDATE FROM CRONKHITE-
CANADA SYNDROME PATIENTS IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Lan Liu (China)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION VS. ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL
EXCAVATION FOR MANAGING ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS: A SINGLE-CENTER
RETROSPECTIVE STUDY

THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC DILATION COMBINED WITH BLEOMYCIN
INJECTION FOR MANAGING BENIGN ANASTOMOTIC STRicture AFTER RECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

ROLE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN A RARE CASE OF A LARGE CYSTIC PANCREATIC
NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR SUCCESSFULLY RESECTED THROUGH OPEN DISTAL
PANCREATECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY OF AN ADENOMATOUS AMPULLARY TUMOR: A MINIMALLY
INVASIVE TECHNIQUE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

WHAT IS ABDOMINAL TUBERCULOSIS? AND ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Raja Ram Wagle (Nepal)
Scientific Programme

CT-GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY (PEG) TUBE PLACEMENT IN A POST PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY PATIENT: A PIONEERING EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Paolo Francisco (Philippines)

IGIC ENDOSCOPIC CENTER MONGOLIA: UGIB/EMERGENCY BLEEDING CONTROL EXPERIENCE IN CAPITAL CITY ULAANBAATAR AND COUNTRYSIDE HOSPITALS FOR LAST 4 MONTHS
Abstract Presenter: Bolor Otgondemberel (Mongolia)

A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION: NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL COMPARING PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC HELLER MYOTOMY WITH FUNDOPLICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

RARE HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATION AFTER PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

OUTLET ROUX-Y-GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB) POUCH REDUCTION USING ARGON PLASMA COAGULATION (APC) TO TREAT WEIGHT REGAIN: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY INCLUDING A SHAM GROUP
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)

ESOPHAGIC ENDOSCOPIC ALTERATION IN BARIATRIC PATIENTS. VERTICAL GASTRECTOMY VERSUS GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Rafaela Araujo (Brazil)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ESOPHAGO-GASTRIC VARICES´ HEMORRHAGIC BLEEDING RATE BETWEEN PATIENTS OBTAINING COMPLETE ERADICATION AND PATIENTS WHO REMAINED WITH RESIDUAL TREATMENTS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

CAUSTIC INGESTION - LARGE RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela de Souza Gomez (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EFFICACY AND SAFETY FOR EARLY GASTRIC CANCER TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Flavio Heuta Ivano (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: ANALYSIS OF 92 CASES
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Lopes Muritiba Neto (Brazil)

MINIMALLY INVASIVE RESECTION OF A GASTRIC GIST IN A TERTIARY CARE PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Ferreira Pimentel (Brazil)

MUCOSECTOMY: HOW FAR CAN WE GO?
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR OF TERMINAL ILEUM
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF BILIARY BLEEDING: HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM, A COMPLICATION AFTER BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

NEUROENDOCRINE CARCINOMA OF THE ESOPHAGUS: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC DISSECTION OF THE SUBMUCOSA: INITIAL SERIES AT THE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF JOÃO PESSOA, PARAÍBA
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN PATIENT WITH AUTISTA SPECTRUM DISORDER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

PUNCHED GASTRIC ULCER, INDUCED BY INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON AND TREATED BY ENDOSCOPIC: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC STENOTOMY IN ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS DIGESTIVES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

EUS-FNA DIAGNOSIS WITH CORE BIOPSY OF PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM PRIMARY BREAST CANCER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Samuel Romanini (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: EVALUATION OF 363 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SCYSTOGASTROSTOMY: TREATMENT REPORT 03 PANCREATIC PSEUDOCYST PATIENTS CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA IN POWDER LATE SURGERY BARIATRIC SURGERY: A REPORT OF CASE
Abstract Presenter: José Carlos Lopes Albuquerque (Brazil)

HYPERPLASTIC GASTRIC POLYPOSE WITH COLONIC POLYPS AND THE RISK OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Souza Cury (Brazil)

DYNAMIC CHANGE OF INJURY LAPAROSCOPICALLY ASSISTED RECOVERY OPERATIONS WITH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR PERFORMANCE
Abstract Presenter: Matveev Ivan (Russian Federation)

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PAPILLA CHANGES IN CHOLELITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF EARLY ENDOSCOPY IN THE DETECTION OF BLEEDING SOURCE IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL VARICES AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Inna Shestak (Russian Federation)

VIDEOCOLONOSCOPY VS VIRTUAL COLONOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF COLONIC PATHOLOGIES
Abstract Presenter: Serghei Samohvalov (Moldova, Republic of)

RISK MANAGEMENT OF REPROCESSING IN ENDOSCOPY: TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY EVALUATION
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

EUS-GUIDED BILIARY DRAINAGE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BENIGN BILIARY STRICTURES IN PATIENTS WITH ALTERED ANATOMY
Scientific Programme

SAFETY OF ERCP. STRATEGY FOR REDUCING COMPLICATION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

RISK EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT WITH BAYESIAN NETWORK IN PRACTICAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

FEASIBILITY, SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENTS (LAMS): A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

HOW TO TRAIN ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES – EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT TRAINING SIMULATORS AND MODULES
Abstract Presenter: Jadranka Brljak (Croatia)

THE RELATION BETWEEN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING COLONOSCOPY

CHROMOENDOSCOPY AND NARROW SPECTRA TECHNOLOGIES AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOL OF ESOPHAGITIS IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION, CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Hipolito (Mexico)

DUODENAL GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOR. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Estefania Barba Naranjo (Ecuador)

EXPÉRIMENT EN LÍQUIDOS DE QUISTES PANCREÁTICOS
Abstract Presenter: Luis Caro (Argentina)

FIRST CASE REPORT IN ECUADOR OF USE OF TC-325 (HEMOSPRAY) FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE AND DIFFUSE REFRACTORY UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Arciniegas Avila (Ecuador)

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INDICATORS IN A PRIVATE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Josselyn Mariana Vera Intríago (Brazil)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TWO BOWEL PREPARATION STRATEGIES FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ADULTS. A PROSPECTIVE, COMPARATIVE AND RANDOMIZED PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

ACUTE ESOPHAGEAL NECROSIS: DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. SERIES OF CASES IN A HOSPITAL OF MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Jose Roberto Ramirez Nava (Mexico)

POEM PROCEDURE AS MANAGEMENT OF ACHALASIA IN GENERAL HOSPITAL “DR. MANUEL GEA GONZÁLEZ”: INITIAL EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Luis Topete (Mexico)

GOSSYPIBOMA IN ABDOMINAL CAVITY
Abstract Presenter: German Carvajal (Colombia)

PROXIMAL MIGRATION OF PANCREATIC STENT DURING ERCP EXPERIENCE IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Bernardo Sánchez Luque (Colombia)
NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF BLACK PERFORATED ESOPHAGUS: SURVIVAL CASE REPORT AND CRITICAL REVIEW
Abstract Presenter: Jose Francisco Carriel (Colombia)

EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE ETIOLOGY, INCIDENCE, TREATMENT OF NON-VARICEAL DIGESTIVE HEMORRHAGE (NVH) AT HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

INDICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT USE IN PATIENTS WITH UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT CANCER
Abstract Presenter: William Senler (Chile)

PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR ADEQUATE INTESTINAL PREPARATION IN A GUATEMALA HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH HIV IN HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

THREE CONSECUTIVE ANNUAL RWANDA ENDOSCOPY WEEK CONFERENCES BROADEN THE TRAINING FOOTPRINT
Abstract Presenter: Eric Rutaganda (Rwanda)

EPA15 E-Poster Area: Video abstracts

LIGATION BASED ANTI-REFLUXMUCOSECTOMY (L-ARMS) IN GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

PERCUTANEOUS CHOLANGIOSCOPY-ASSISTED STONE EXTRACTION OF RETAINED COMMON DUCT STONE

EVALUATION A BILIARY OBSTRUCTION BY ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY WITH CHOLANGIOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ROLE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY AND TREATMENT OPTIONS IN COMPLEX BILIARY ANASTOMOTISIS STRICTURES AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF INDETERMINATE BILIARY STRICUTURE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

COLONIC GALLSTONE ILEUS: COMBINED ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

RECTAL MELANOMA: EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSIS AND ORGAN-PRESERVATION STRATEGY WITH NEOADJUVANT IMMUNOTHERAPY AND ABSCOPAL RADIATION THERAPY FOLLOWED BY TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROSCSURITY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

MANTLE CELL LYMPHOMA WITH COLORECTAL INVOLVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: László Topál (Hungary)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-BASED ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS USING RESIDUAL NETWORKS IN COLONIC POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Yoriaki Komeda (Japan)

NOVEL LAPARO-ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID PROCEDURE TO TREAT A DISCONNECTED ROUX LIMB AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

UTILITY AND SAFETY OF COLORECTAL FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION WITH LAPAROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPY COOPERATIVELY
Abstract Presenter: Keigo Suzuki (Japan)

MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION OF GIANT GASTRIC HAMARTOMATOUS POLYP IN A PATIENT WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC FINDINGS (CASE REPORT)
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

COMBINED APPROACH WITH “STENT IN STENT” TECHNIQUE, APC AND ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID SURGERY TO REMOVE PARTIALLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT (PC-SEMS) EMBEDDED IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL PATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Agustín Insausti (Argentina)

NOVEL SURGICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC COLLABORATIVE LARYNX-PRESERVING APPROACH FOR CERVICAL ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Seiichiro Abe (Japan)

ENTERITIS EOSINOFILICA ASOCIADA A OBSTRUCCION INTESTINAL ALTA CASO CLÍNICO
Abstract Presenter: Ana Cristina Vargas Velasco (Bolivia)

THE EXPERIENCE OF USING INTRALUMINAL PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY FOR RECANALIZATION OF TUMOR STRICTURES OF THE ESOPHAGEAL AND ESOPHAGOGASTRIC JUNCTION CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Rusanov (Russian Federation)

ESOPHAGEAL INVOLVEMENT IN A CASE OF EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA ACQUISITA
Abstract Presenter: Shaloane da Silva de Fontes (Brazil)

RARE COMPLICATIONS OF ESD IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO TREAT SIMULTANEOUS PHARYNGEAL AND ESOPHAGEAL EARLY SUPERFICIAL CANCERS

RARE CASE OF A LARGE BRUNNER’S GLAND HAMARTOMA RESECTED ENDOSCOPICALLY AND CLOSED WITH AN OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

BILIOBRONCHIAL FISTULA: RARE COMPLICATION OF HEPATIC HYDATIDOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

RENDEZVOUS ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND USING “HITCH AND RIDE” TECHNIQUE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Ileana Alvarado Echeverría (Costa Rica)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF GASTRO GASTRIC FISTULA POST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN AFTER HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLOSURE OF GASTRIC PERFORATION USING THE OVESCO OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP SYSTEM IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION

TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES IN CHILDREN WITH EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA: FLUOROSCOPY GUIDED BALLOON DILATATION
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIP CLOSURE OF THE DEFECT AFTER PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

BILLIARY METALLIC STENT OCCLUSION TREATED WITH A STENT INSIDE A STENT IN A PATIENT WITH AMPULLARY CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jaime Fustamante Flores (Peru)

STENT-IN-STENT (SIS) PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN CANCER PÂNCREAS THAT WAS DIFFICULT TO DIAGNOSE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH EARLY BLEEDING CONTROLLED WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

CATHERISATION OF AN INTRA-DIVERTICULAR “INVISIBLE PAPILLA”
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

THE INTRAMURAL INCISION (BURDICK’S) TECHNIQUE: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

RETAINED DORMIA BASKET DURING THE ERCP: LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION AND FLEXIBLE CHOLANGIOSCOPY AS A THERAPEUTIC OPTION
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

ERCP BY THE RENDEZ-VOUS TECHNIQUE WITH TRANSVESICULAR ACCESS
Speaker: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

RARE CULPRIT
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION IN ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) IN A PATIENT WITH LEMMEL’S SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Lucas Casé Ferraz (Brazil)

LAPAROSCOPE ASSISTED ERCP: INTRAOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF IATROGENIC BILE DUCT INJURY

PANCREATOSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA IN A PATIENT WITH CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)
ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AND CORRELATION BETWEEN INTRAPAPILLARY CAPILLARY LOOPS (IPCL) AND HISTOPATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF NEAR-CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANAL CANAL SQUAMOUS INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Kengo Kasuga (Japan)

CIRCUMFERENTIAL ESD FOR AN EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER ASSOCIATED WITH AN ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM - BEGINNER´s EXPERIENCE

LARGE COLON LATERAL SPREADING TUMOR (LST) ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD)
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CARDIAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

EARLY GASTRIC CANCER WITH IMAGING BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) MASQUERADING LIVER METASTASIS. SHOULD A FNA-EUS BE PERFORMED TO CONFIRM A HEPATIC METASTASIS?

BITE ON BITE AND EUS-FNA IN THE HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS OF THE UPPER DIGESTIVE TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EUS GUIDED-NEEDLE BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY (NCLE) AND MICRO BIOPSY OF INDETERMINATE PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

UNUSUAL PANCREATIC ENHACING LESION AT UNCINATE PROCESS
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

INTRADUCTAL PAPILLARY MUCINOUS NEOPLASM (IPMN) OF PANCREAS: DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)
Abstract Presenter: Vivian Araya Arce (Costa Rica)

HEPATOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS USING A NOVEL HYBRID METAL STENT (HALF COVERED, HALF UNCOVERED)
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)
TREATMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME WITH LUMEN-APPOSING METALLIC STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME USING LUMEN OPPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Muhammad Bashir (United States of America)

EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE BIOPSY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF HIV RELATED CHOLANGIOPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

CONTRAST-ENHANCED HARMONIC ENDOSONIC ULTRASOUND (CH-EUS) IN ASSESSMENT OF PANCREATIC SEROUS CYSTADENOMA

GASTRIC GLOMUS TUMOR: A CASE REPORT

RETROPERONEAL ACCESSORY SPLEEN LOCATED CLOSE AT NECK OF THE PANCREAS MIMICKING AS PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR

DUCTAL CUTOFF SIGN BY ENDOSONIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IS A MARKER FOR A PANCREATIC CANCER

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF FOOD INTOLERANCE AFTER BANDED GASTRIC BYPASS: INDUCING BAND EROSION FOR REMOVAL WITH A METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

RARE CASE OF BURIED SHARP FB PART IN GASTRIC WALL & PART OUT SIDE IN GB FOSSA - ENDOSONIC SUBMUCOSAL INCISION & FLUORO GUIDED REMOVAL
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

UNCOMMON ENDOSONIC FEATURES OF NON-CARDIA EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN CENTRAL VIETNAM AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ENDOSONIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION AFTER 5 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

GASTRIC PLICATION WITH OVERSTITCH ENDOSONIC SUTURING DEVICE FOR POST-SURGICAL CHRONIC GASTROPAEsis

THE GASTROSONIC TREATMENT OF CHOLEDOCHO-LITHIASIS IN BILE DUCT-DUODENAL DERIVATION
Abstract Presenter: Jose Zevallos Rodriguez (Peru)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSONIC RESECTION

PARTIALLY DECONNECION OF VERTICAL SUTURE IN A BY PASS SURGERY, TREATED WITH PARTIALLY COVERED STENT - CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira Santos (Brazil)

CUERPO EXTRAÑO, TAPA DE CERVEZA
Abstract Presenter: Bethzi Gisela Valdez Guzman (Bolivia)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VELOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

THE ROLE OF LCI COMBINED WITH ROUGE STAINING TO THE BOUNDARY OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND PRECANCEROUS LESIONS

RECANALIZATION OF COMPLETE STENOSIS OF BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS BY COMBINED ENDOSCOPY AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela Araújo (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

GEL IMMERSION ENDOSCOPY: INNOVATION IN SECURING THE VISUAL FIELD - CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF 265 CONSECUTIVE CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tomonori Yano (Japan)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP (OTSC) CLOSURE OF AN IATROGENIC GASTRO-COLIC FISTULA FOLLOWING MISPLACEMENT OF A LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

VIDEO PRESENTATION OF ENDOSCPIC MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT WITH VACUUM AND SELF-EXPANDABLE FULLY COVERED METALLIC STENT FOR POST-OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOJEJUNAL LEAKAGE IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PRE-CUT OF CIRCULAR MUSCLE OF ESOPHAGUS TO PARTIALLY PREVENT STRicture AFTER ENDOSCOPIc SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF POST ERCp PERFORATION

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC SEPTUM DIVISION (STESD) FOR TREATMENT OF DIVERTICULA OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Nagl (Germany)

LATE ESOPHAGEAL PERFORATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CANCER (T1A) TREATED WITH A NEW ENDOSCOPIC-ASSISTED VACUUM DRAINAGE THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

THE USE OF NOVEL MODIFIED ENDOSCPIC VACUUM THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A TRANSMURAL RECTAL WALL DEFECT
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

THORACOSCOPIC AND ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED SURGERY FOR AN ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMOR ACCOMPANIED WITH A SYNCHRONOUS PLEURA SCHWANNOMA

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF GASTROCYSTOCOLIC FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Nagoor Basha Shaik (India)

ENDOLUMINAL VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) OF COMPLEX POST-ESOPHAGECTOMY ANASTOMOTIC FISTULA

A NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF FOAM SCLEROTHERAPY IN A RARE CASE OF RECTAL VENOUS MALFORMATION

TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX COLORECTANEOUS FISTULA WITH VACUUM THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM-ASSISTED CLOSURE OF A LARGE POSTOPERATIVE ESOPHAGEAL LEAK
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION (S.T.E.R.) OF A GIANT AND SYMPTOMATIC SUBCARDIAL LEIOMYOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Sandoval Montero (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF DUODENAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH BAND LIGATION MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)
SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN THE TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX CAUSTIC GASTRIC STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Coutinho Madruga-Neto (Brazil)

USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO IMPROVE POLYP DETECTION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS - A GREAT MIMICKER OF PANCREATIC TUMOR FOR A PATIENT WHO PRESENTED WITH HEAD OF PANCREAS SWELLING
Abstract Presenter: K. B. Jaydeesh Khanna (Singapore)

COMPLEX APPROACH TO WALLED OF PANCREATIC NECROSIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC NECROSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

A CASE OF ACHALASIA OF CARDIA COMBINED WITH ESOPHAGUS DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE ESOPHAGEAL LEAKS WITH MEGA STENTÂ AFTER ABORTED PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY PROCEDURE (POEM)
Abstract Presenter: Daniela Grant Alpizar (Costa Rica)

POST-BARIATRIC PSEUDO-ACHALASIA ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY RESOLUTION
Abstract Presenter: Alejandro Nieponice (Argentina)

UNUSUAL EVOLUTION POST POEM AND MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Barrientos (Chile)

THE USE OF A SECOND ENDSCOPE FOR THE REMOVAL OF A TRAPPED ENDOLOOP
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION: EXPERIENCE OF A MONOVALENT REFERRAL CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Gonzalo Coria (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC VACCUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR MEDIASTINUM-ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA INDUCED BY SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENT (SEMS)
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: METASTATIC GALLBLADDER CARCINOMA PRESENTING AS RECTOSIGMOID ADENOCARCINOMA, KRUKENBERG TUMOR AND SISTER MARY JOSEPH NODULE
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

PERCUTANEOUS TRANSHEPATIC SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPE AND BALLOON ASSISTED MANAGEMENT OF HEPATOLITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: S N K Chenduran (India)

SUCCESSFUL HEMOSTASIS OF A RARE CASE OF UPPER GI BLEEDING FROM A DUODENAL VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH A MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP FOR REFRACTORY VARICEAL BLEEDING AFTER BANDING LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Ramón Soria Alcívar (Ecuador)

NOW YOU SEE, NOW YOU DON'T: A CASE REPORT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION (GEJ) ADENOCARCINOMA LOCATED AT SLIDING HIATAL HERNIA
Scientific Programme

BLEEDING DUE TO DISLODGMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL BANDS AFTER BALLOON TAMPONADE: MANAGEMENT WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: J. Alejandro Villar-Tapia (Mexico)

CAP ASSISTED CONTROL OF FORREST CLASS IIA DUODENAL ULCER BLEED
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

Live Demonstration
08:20 - 09:30 Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

LE 1.1 Live Endoscopy
Chair: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
Chair: Ricardo Anuar Dib (Brazil)
Chair: Luis Sabbagh (Colombia)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Gustavo Andrade de Paulo (Brazil)

Live demonstrations from the Asian Institute of Gastroenterology, Hyderabad, India 08:20 - 09:30
Expert: Manu Tandan (India)
Expert: Mohan Ramchandani (India)
Expert: Rakesh Kalapala (India)
Expert: Rajesh Gupta (India)
Expert: Zaheer Nabi (India)
Expert: Jahangeer Basha (India)

Learning Center
08:20 - 09:30 Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

WEO Colorectal Cancer Screening Committee (CRC SC) meeting
Session 1: Colorectal Cancer (CRC) Screening
Course directors: Linda Rabeneck (Canada), Lix Oliveira (Brazil), Asadur Tchekmedyian (Uruguay), Cecilio Cerisoli (Argentina)

Chair: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)
Chair: Luis Caro (Argentina)
Chair: Lix De Oliveira (Brazil)

Welcome. Colorectal Cancer Screening - A Global Perspective 08:20 - 08:25
Speaker: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)

How to start a CRC screening program: Different approaches 08:25 - 08:30
Speaker: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)

How to start a CRC screening program: Different approaches - Brazil 08:30 - 08:40
Speaker: Lix De Oliveira (Brazil)

How to start a CRC screening program: Different approaches - Paraguay 08:40 - 08:50
Speaker: Gustavo Campos Barreto (Paraguay)

How to start a CRC screening program: Different approaches - Uruguay 08:50 - 09:00
Speaker: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Scientific Programme

How to start a CRC screening program: Different approaches - The Netherlands (Video)
Speaker: Evelien Dekker (Netherlands) 09:00 - 09:10
Discussion 09:10 - 09:30

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
08:30 - 08:40 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED01 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Apertura del Congreso/Congress opening
Palabras de Bienvenida/Welcome speech 08:30 - 08:40
Speaker: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)

Learning Center
08:30 - 09:30 Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV-V), Floor 2

Advanced Diagnosis Endoscopy Course (ADEC) Lower GI tract session
Course directors: Jean-Francois Rey (France), Shinji Tanaka (Japan), Mitsuhito Fujishiro (Japan), Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil), Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Chair: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)
Welcome 08:30 - 08:35
Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)
Basics of image enhanced endoscopic (IEE) technology 08:35 - 08:50
Speaker: M. Azzam Kayasseh (United Arab Emirates)
NICE and JNET classification 08:50 - 09:05
Speaker: Carlos Eduardo Oliveira Dos Santos (Brazil)
Diagnosis of SSP - Session Quiz 09:05 - 09:30
Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan)

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
08:40 - 09:40 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED02 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Aporte de la Endoscopía al diagnóstico, seguimiento y tratamiento de la Esofagitis/Endoscopy in diagnosis, follow up and treatment of Esophagitis
Chair: Nelson Ramírez (Bolivia)
Chair: Lidia Garce (Paraguay)
Esofagitis por RGE y lesiones asociadas, clasificaciones, seguimiento/GER Esophagitis and associated lesions, endoscopic classifications and follow-up 08:40 - 09:00
Speaker: Christos Tzivinikos (United Arab Emirates)
Scientific Programme

09:00 - 09:15  
**Esofagitis infecciosas/Infectious Esophagitis**  
Speaker: Juan Rivera (Peru)

09:15 - 09:30  
**Esofagitis eosinofilica/Eosinophilic Esophagitis**  
Speaker: Reinaldo Pierre-Alvarez (Venezuela)

09:30 - 09:40  
Preguntas y comentarios/Questions and Comments

Society Symposium

09:30 - 11:00  
Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

S02 World Endoscopy Organization (WEO): Inaugural Session

Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)  
Chair: Lars Aabakken (Norway)  
Chair: Jairo Silva Alves (Brazil)  
Chair: Fabian Emura (Colombia)

Presidential lecture: Fifty Years of Digestive Endoscopy: Successes, Setbacks, Solutions and Future (Video)  
Speaker: Anthony T.R. Axon (United Kingdom)

09:30 - 10:00

Artificial intelligence in digestive endoscopy: How it will change your practice  
Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)

10:00 - 10:15

The René Lambert Best Abstract Award - Presented by Jean-François Rey:

IMPACT OF DIGITAL PATIENT REINFORCEMENT ON HIGH QUALITY COLONOSCOPY PREPARATION IN CRC SCREENING; RESULTS FROM THE MULTI-CENTER COLOPRAPP-STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Benjamin Walter (Germany)

10:15 - 10:25

Training in endoscopy - where does WEO fit in?  
Speaker: Lars Aabakken (Norway)

10:25 - 10:40

The Meinhard Classen 2nd Best Abstract Award - Presented by Jairo Silva Alves:

PROPHYLACTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED GALLBLADDER DRAINAGE IN PATIENTS WITH UNRESECTABLE MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION AND CYSTIC DUCT ORIFICE INVOLVEMENT: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL  
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

10:41 - 10:50

3rd Best Abstract Award - Presented by Fabian Emura:

EFFICACY OF TC 325 (HEMOSPRAY) IN MALIGNANT GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL  
Abstract Presenter: Bruno Da Costa Martins (Brazil)

10:51 - 11:00

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics

09:40 - 10:00  
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED03 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Conferencia/Lecture
Scientific Programme

09:40 - 10:00
**Es tiempo de validar evaluaciones durante el entrenamiento en Endoscopía Pediátrica / Time for validated assessments during paediatric endoscopy training**
Speaker: Christos Tzivinikos (United Arab Emirates)

10:30 - 12:00
**PED04 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Tratamiento endoscópico de las estenosis congénitas y adquiridas del esófago/Endoscopic treatment of congenital and acquired stenosis of the esophagus**
Chair: Laura Delgado (Uruguay)
Chair: Paulo Bittencourt (Brazil)
Chair: Monica Gonzalez (Chile)

10:30 - 10:45
**Manejo de las Estenosis congénitas/Congenital Stenosis Management**
Speaker: Martín Vázquez (Uruguay)

10:45 - 11:10
**Estenosis adquiridas- Dilatación con balones hidroneumáticos y bujías de Savary - Gillard/Acquired stenosis - Hydro-pneumatic balloon and Savary-Gillard dilatations**
Speaker: Laura Delgado (Uruguay)

11:10 - 11:45
**Otros tratamientos, corticoides, mitomicina C, stents, stents dinámicos/Other treatments, corticoids, mitomicin C, stents, dynamic stents**
Speaker: Jorge Amil Dias (Portugal)

11:45 - 12:00
**Preguntas y comentarios/Questions and Comments**

11:00 - 12:30
**LE 1.2 Live Endoscopy**
Chair: Jairo Silva Alves (Brazil)
Chair: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)
Chair: Evgeny D. Fedorov (Russian Federation)
Chair: Roque Sáenz (Chile)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Luiz Luna (Brazil)

**Live demonstrations from the Asian Institute of Gastroenterology, Hyderabad, India**
Expert: Manu Tandan (India)
Expert: Mohan Ramchandani (India)
Expert: Rakesh Kalapala (India)
Expert: Rajesh Gupta (India)
Expert: Zaheer Nabi (India)
Expert: Jahangeer Basha (India)
Postgraduate Teaching Program
11:00 - 12:15

Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

**P02 Biopsies, it is so much more than just taking them**

Chair: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
Chair: Alejandro Piscoya (Peru)
Chair: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)

- **Small polyps removal: cold snaring vs hot snaring**
  Speaker: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)
  11:00 - 11:15

- **The serrated question- what makes them so special?**
  Speaker: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
  11:15 - 11:30

- **Artificial Intelligence and deep learning algorithms - are they replacing standard biopsies? (Video)**
  Speaker: Seth Gross (United States of America)
  11:30 - 11:45

- **In vivo immunohistochemistry for guiding pharmaceutical therapies - ready for prime time? (Video)**
  Speaker: Helmut Neumann (Germany)
  11:45 - 12:00

- **Biopsies outside the luminal GI-tract: How to improve diagnosis in ERCP and EUS**
  Speaker: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)
  12:00 - 12:15

---

Learning Center
11:00 - 12:30

Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV -V), Floor2

**Advanced Diagnosis Endoscopy Course (ADEC) Lower GI tract session - Continued**

Course directors: Jean-Francois Rey (France), Shinji Tanaka (Japan), Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan), Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil), Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)

Chair: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)

- **Characterization of polyps - Session Quiz**
  Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)
  11:00 - 11:30

- **Invasion depth diagnosis of colonic cancer - Session Quiz**
  Speaker: Claudio Rolim Teixeira (Brazil)
  11:30 - 12:00

- **Summary quiz results**
  Speaker: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)
  12:00 - 12:25

- **Closing remarks Lower GI session**
  Speaker: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)
  12:25 - 12:30
### WEO Colorectal Cancer Screening Committee (CRC SC) meeting

**Session 2: Surveillance**

Course directors: Linda Rabeneck (Canada), Lix Oliveira (Brazil), Asadur Tchekmedyian (Uruguay), Cecilio Cerisoli (Argentina)

Chair: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)
Chair: Ronaldo Taam (Brazil)
Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00 - 11:10</td>
<td><strong>Surveillance for people with low risk adenomas</strong></td>
<td>Fernando Fluxá (Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10 - 11:20</td>
<td><strong>How to screen people with a family history</strong></td>
<td>Thomas McGarrity (United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20 - 11:30</td>
<td><strong>Serrated lesions - How risky are they?</strong></td>
<td>Victor Bracho (Venezuela)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 - 11:45</td>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 - 12:00</td>
<td><strong>Debate: Start screening at age 45 rather than keep at age 50</strong></td>
<td>Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico) and Cesare Hassan (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 12:15</td>
<td><strong>Debate wrap up</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics

**PED05 SLAGHNPSIED-LASPGHAN: Mesa de Endoscopistas egresados de Junior School LASPGHAN/Endoscopists coming from LASPGHAN Junior School**

Chair: María Rita Dewaele (Uruguay)
Chair: Mario Vieira (Brazil)
Chair: Ileana González (Venezuela)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 12:15</td>
<td><strong>Uso de imágenes avanzadas en Endoscopia Pediátrica/Use of Advanced Images in Pediatric Endoscopy</strong></td>
<td>Yalda Lucero (Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 - 12:30</td>
<td><strong>Estenosis cáustica: Actualizaciones en la terapéutica/Caustic estenosis: Therapeutic update</strong></td>
<td>Martín Vázquez (Uruguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 - 12:45</td>
<td><strong>Opciones en el tratamiento de las estenosis esofágicas refractarias/Treatment in Refractory Esophagus Stenosis</strong></td>
<td>William Zurita (Ecuador)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 - 13:00</td>
<td><strong>Tratamientos endoscópicos en la patología biliopancreática en Pediatria/Endoscopic treatments in Biliopancreatic Pediatric Pathology</strong></td>
<td>María Rita Dewaele (Uruguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 - 13:15</td>
<td><strong>Manejo de várices gástricas/Mangement in gastric varice vein</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scientific Programme

13:15 - 13:30
Preguntas y comentarios/Questions and Comments

12:30 - 13:30
Poster Area
ePoster Podium 1

ePoster Podium Session
Chair: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOMARKERS JOINT DETECTION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION USING BAND LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL GRANULAR CELL TUMORS IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE

COMPARISON OF CLINICAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN HIGH VERSUS STANDARD DOSE PROTON PUMP INHIBITOR INFUSION AFTER GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION: PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY

MANAGEMENT OF POST CHOLECYSTECTOMY BILIARY INJURIES; YIELD OF 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN MAJOR REFERRAL CENTER

12:30 - 13:30
Poster Area
ePoster Podium 2

ePoster Podium Session
Chair: Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)

THE YIELD OF NEW PROCORE 20G FOR EUS-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE BIOPSY (EUS-FNB): COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOLID AND CYSTIC Pancreatic Tumors
Abstract Presenter: Alex Ingold (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT Pancreatic Trauma in CHILDREN: A RETROSPECTIVE SERIES FROM A LARGE HPB CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS DS GUIDED LASER LITHOTRIPSY FOR DIFFICULT BILE-DUCT STONES – A PROSPECTIVE STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EASTERN INDIA

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ARE USEFUL AS PREDICTORS OF EFFICACY OF ANTI-TNFα THERAPY FOR CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Tatsuya Toyokawa (Japan)

13:30 - 14:00
Honorary Lecture
Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

S03 Sociedad Interamericana de Endoscopia Digestiva (SIED): Rudolf Schindler
Honorary Lecture
Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Scientific Programme

Endoscopy. Just Quality?
Speaker: Roque Sáenz (Chile) 13:30 - 13:40

Society Symposium
13:30 - 15:00
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S04 European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE): Screening beyond Colorectal Cancer
Chair: Thierry Ponchon (France)
Chair: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)
Chair: Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico)

Screening pancreatic carcinomas: is it realistic in 2020?
Speaker: Jacques Devière (Belgium) 13:30 - 13:50

Is screening Barrett's esophagus cost-effective?
Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France) 13:50 - 14:10

Screening gastric cancers in Europe? Yes or no? If yes, when and how?
Speaker: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal) 14:10 - 14:30

Mass screening of colorectal cancers: why is the uptake so low in Europe? How to convince the population?
Speaker: Cesare Hassan (Italy) 14:30 - 15:00

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
13:30 - 15:00
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED06 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Urgencias en Endoscopia Pediátrica/Indications of emergency endoscopy
Chair: María Noel Tanzi (Uruguay)
Chair: Christos Tzivinikos (United Arab Emirates)

Ingestión de cáusticos/Caustic ingestion
Speaker: María Noel Tanzi (Uruguay) 13:30 - 13:45

Ingestión de Cuerpos extraños/Foreing Bodies ingestion
Speaker: María Noel Tanzi (Uruguay) 13:45 - 14:00

Manejo de la Hemorragia Digestiva Variceal/Variceal Bleeding Management
Speaker: Mario Vieira (Brazil) 14:00 - 14:20

Hemorragia digestiva alta no variceal/Management of non-variceal bleeding
Speaker: Victor Fox (United States of America) 14:20 - 14:40

Preguntas y comentarios/Questions and Comments 14:40 - 15:00
Advanced Diagnosis Endoscopy Course (ADEC) Upper GI tract session

Course directors: Jean-Francois Rey (France), Shinji Tanaka (Japan), Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan), Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil), Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)

Chair: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)
Chair: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)

13:30 - 14:00
Endoscopic diagnosis of Barrett neoplasms - Session quiz
Speaker: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)

14:00 - 14:30
Endoscopic diagnosis of esophageal squamous cell neoplasms - Session quiz
Speaker: Cecilio L. Cerisoli (Argentina)

14:30 - 15:00
Endoscopic screening of gastric neoplasms - Session quiz
Speaker: Robinson Gonzalez (Chile)

15:00 - 15:30
Endoscopic diagnosis of gastric neoplasms - Session quiz
Speaker: Maria Aparecida Ferreira (Brazil)

15:30 - 16:00
Endoscopic diagnosis of duodenal neoplasms - Session quiz
Speaker: Adriana Vaz Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

16:00 - 16:25
Summary quiz results
Speaker: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)

16:25 - 16:30
Closing remarks Upper GI session
Speaker: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)

WEO Colorectal Cancer Screening Committee (CRC SC) meeting

Session 3: Colonoscopy
Course directors: Linda Rabeneck (Canada), Lix Oliveira (Brazil), Asadur Tchekmedyian (Uruguay), Cecilio Cerisoli (Argentina)

Chair: Lix De Oliveira (Brazil)
Chair: Adriana Vaz Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

13:30 - 13:40
Basic colonoscopy techniques
Speaker: Marcelo Averbach (Brazil)

13:40 - 13:50
Enhanced colonoscopy
Speaker: Claudio Rolim Teixeira (Brazil)

13:50 - 14:00
What is the best bowel prep?
Speaker: Pablo Hoffman (Argentina)

14:00 - 14:10
How best to detect serrated lesions (Video)
Speaker: Helmut Neumann (Germany)
Can you be sure you are doing high quality colonoscopy if you don’t know your ADR? Yes. No.
Speaker: Kermit Richiez (Puerto Rico)
Speaker: Evelien Dekker (Netherlands)

Discussion

14:10 - 14:20

P03 Pancreas, diagnosis and therapeutics

Chair: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)
Chair: Khean-Lee Goh (Malaysia)
Chair: Jorge Ivan Lizarazo (Colombia)

Cystic neoplasms: evaluation and treatment in the new decade
Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)

The ABC’s of PFC’s (Pancreatic Fluid Collections)
Speaker: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)

Endotherapy of pancreatic tumors: What can we do? What will we be able to do?
Speaker: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)

Radiological interventions in acute pancreatitis
Speaker: Usha Goenka (India)

Debate: ERCP rocks vs. EUS rules in Endotherapy of Chronic Pancreatitis
Speaker: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)

13:45 - 15:00

Live Demonstration

14:00 - 16:00

LE 1.3 Live Endoscopy

Chair: Flávio Hayato Ejima (Brazil)
Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Chair: Tibor Gyökeres (Hungary)
Chair: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)
Chair: Luiz Luna (Brazil)
Chair: Marcelo Averbach (Brazil)

Live demonstrations from the Asian Institute of Gastroenterology, Hyderabad, India
Expert: Manu Tandan (India)
Expert: Mohan Ramchandani (India)
Expert: Rakesh Kalapala (India)
Expert: Rajesh Gupta (India)
Expert: Zaheer Nabi (India)
Expert: Jahangeer Basha (India)

14:00 - 16:00
Society Symposium
15:00 - 16:30
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S24 Asian-Pacific Society for Digestive Endoscopy (A-PSDE): Education and training in Endoscopy
Chair: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)

ANBIG: Training in diagnosis and treatment of early GI cancers
Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan) 15:00 - 15:15

Training for surgical endoscopy
Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong) 15:15 - 15:30

What is the future of digestive endoscopy?
Speaker: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India) 15:30 - 15:45

AEG: Training in EUS
Speaker: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of) 15:45 - 16:00

Panel discussion 16:00 - 16:30

Postgraduate Teaching Program
15:00 - 16:15
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

P04 Colonoscopy and polypectomy, from basics to advanced
Chair: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
Chair: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)

Colorectal Cancer Screening: trends for the next decade (Video)
Speaker: Joseph Sung (Hong Kong) 15:00 - 15:12

Image Enhanced Endoscopy for Colorrectal Neoplasias
Speaker: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan) 15:12 - 15:24

Underwater Colonoscopy and Polipectomy. Say no to air
Speaker: Andrew Y. Wang (United States of America) 15:24 - 15:36

Postcolonoscopy CRC (Interval Cancer)
Speaker: Cecilio L. Cerisoli (Argentina) 15:36 - 15:48

Quality in Colonoscopy. What’s beyond ADR
Speaker: Cesare Hassan (Italy) 15:48 - 16:00

Debate: Polipectomy for less than 10 mm polyps: discard vs non-discard
Speaker: Kenneth McQuaid (United States of America) 16:00 - 16:12
Speaker: Haruhiko Ogata (Japan)
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
15:00 - 15:30 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**PED07 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Guía Ingestión de cáusticos LASPGHAN - SEGHNP y Atlas de Endoscopía Gastrointestinal Pediatrica LASPGHAN/ LASPGHAN - SEGHNP Caustic ingestion guide and LASPGHAN Pediatric Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Atlas**

Chair: Juan Rivera (Peru)

15:00 - 15:20

Guía Ingestión de cáusticos LASPGHAN - SEGHNP y Atlas de Endoscopía Gastrointestinal Pediatrica LASPGHAN/ LASPGHAN - SEGHNP Caustic ingestion guide and LASPGHAN Pediatric Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Atlas

Speaker: Reinaldo Pierre-Alvarez (Venezuela)

15:20 - 15:30

Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and comments

Learning Center
15:00 - 16:15 Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**WEO Colorectal Cancer Screening Committee (CRC SC) meeting**

Session 4: Colonoscopy Advanced Techniques
Course directors: Linda Rabeneck (Canada), Lix Oliveira (Brazil), Asadur Tchekmedyian (Uruguay), Cecilio Cerisoli (Argentina)

Chair: Nelson Miyajima (Brazil)
Chair: Luis Caro (Argentina)

15:00 - 15:10

Artificial intelligence (Video)

Speaker: Helmut Neumann (Germany)

15:10 - 15:20

Best practice polypectomy technique

Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)

15:20 - 15:30

Advanced techniques: underwater, robotics

Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)

15:30 - 15:40

Piecemeal resection vs. en bloc resection

Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)

15:40 - 16:00

Discussion

16:00 - 16:15

Closing remarks

Speaker: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
15:00 - 15:30 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**PED08 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Acalasia, diagnóstico y tratamiento/ Achalasia, diagnosis and treatment**

Chair: Miguel Saps (United States of America)
Chair: Marina Orsi (Argentina)

15:30 - 16:20
Scientific Programme

**Repaso anatómico y diagnóstico/ Anatomic review and diagnosis**  
Speaker: José Garza (United States of America)

**Son útiles las dilataciones con balones en el tratamiento? / Are balloon dilatations useful in treatment?**  
Speaker: Milton Mejía (Nicaragua)

**POEM para el tratamiento de la acalasia. /POEM for Achalasia treatment**  
Speaker: Antonio Conrado (Brazil)

**Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and comments**

---

**PED09 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Aporte de la Endoscopía a los Trastornos Funcionales / Endoscopy contributions regarding functional disorders**

Chair: Miguel Saps (United States of America)  
Chair: Milton Mejía (Nicaragua)  
Chair: Violeta Sereno (Uruguay)

**Rol de la Endoscopía en el Dolor abdominal crónico/ The role of Endoscopy in Chronic Abdominal Pain**  
Speaker: Miguel Saps (United States of America)

**Botox pilórico, catéteres y EndoFLIP / Pyloric Botox, Catheters and EndoFLIP**  
Speaker: José Garza (United States of America)

**Preguntas y comentarios/ Questions and comments**
Sunday, 08 March 2020

Breakfast with the Experts
07:00 - 08:00
Room 9 (ILHABELA III+IV), Floor -1

**ME 2.1 Breakfast with the Experts - Artificial Intelligence**

Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)

- **Artificial intelligence in endoscopy: pros and cons (Video)**
  Speaker: Kazuki Sumiyama (Japan)
  07:00 - 07:20

- **Artificial intelligence in upper GI (Video)**
  Speaker: Kazuki Sumiyama (Japan)
  07:20 - 07:40

- **Artificial intelligence in lower GI (Video)**
  Speaker: Seth Gross (United States of America)
  07:40 - 08:00

Breakfast with the Experts
07:00 - 08:00
Room 10 (ILHABELA I+II), Floor -1

**ME 2.2 Breakfast with the Experts - Experimental endoscopy: development of new technologies and new endoscopic procedures**

Chair: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)

- **How I developed the Dual Knife**
  Speaker: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)
  07:00 - 07:20

- **The best way to analyze Barrett’s esophagus**
  Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France)
  07:20 - 07:30

- **Open discussion**
  07:30 - 07:50

Live Demonstration
08:00 - 10:00
Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

**LE 2.1 Live Endoscopy**

Chair: Mahesh K. Goenka (India)
Chair: Thierry Ponchon (France)
Chair: Vipulroy Rathod (India)
Chair: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)
Chair: Bruno Da Costa Martins (Brazil)
Chair: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

Live demonstrations from the Hospital das Clinicas University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
08:00 - 10:00
Expert: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
Expert: Hiroyuki Isayama (Japan)
Expert: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan)
Expert: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)
Expert: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
Expert: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)
Expert: Nelson Miyajima (Brazil)

Poster Area
08:00 - 16:30

EPA01 E-Poster Area: Poster Blue Ribbon

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOMARKERS JOINT DETECTION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION USING BAND LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL GRANULAR CELL TUMORS IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

COMPARISON OF CLINICAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN HIGH VERSUS STANDARD DOSE PROTON PUMP INHIBITOR INFUSION AFTER GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION: PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jae-Young Jang (Korea, Republic of)

MANAGEMENT OF POST CHOLECYSTECTOMY BILIARY INJURIES; YIELD OF 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN MAJOR REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

THE YIELD OF NEW PROCORE 20G FOR EUS-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE BIOPSY (EUS-FNB): COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOLID AND CYSTIC PANCREATIC TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Alex Ingold (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT PANCREATIC TRAUMA IN CHILDREN: A RETROSPECTIVE SERIES FROM A LARGE HPB CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS DS GUIDED LASER LITHOTRIPSY FOR DIFFICULT BILE-DUCT STONES - A PROSPECTIVE STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ARE USEFUL AS PREDICTORS OF EFFICACY OF ANTI-TNFα THERAPY FOR CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Tatsuya Toyokawa (Japan)

ESD WITH SENTINEL LYMPH NODE RESECTION IN TREATMENT OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Oleg Tkachenko (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY: PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)
ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE ROLE IN CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND CLINICAL SUSPICION OF SMALL BOWEL CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

FIRST ORGANIZED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN COSTA RICA: RESULTS FROM THE INITIAL ROUND OF SCREENING FOR THE PROVINCE OF CARTAGO
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Sanchez Cabo (Costa Rica)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE USING AUTOML TOOL FOR EVALUATION OF ENDOSCOPIC GASTRIC IMAGES: A BRAZILIAN PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

MOTORIZED SPIRAL ENTEROSCOPY: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Adrien Sportes (France)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLARY LARGE BALLOON DILATATION VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR RETRIEVAL OF LARGE CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

FIRST EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES WITH A NEW MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOTIC CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY SYSTEM
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

ANTERIOR VS POSTERIOR MYOTOMY DURING POEM: RESULTS FROM A LARGE REAL-LIFE COHORT FROM A WORLD-LEADING CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

KISSING SUTURE: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR LARGE DEFECT CLOSURE USING A SINGLE CHANNEL ENDOSCOPE
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

A NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCER WITH PLATELET RICH PLASMA: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mihai Munteanu (Romania)

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AND EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Eugeny Stranadko (Russian Federation)

CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSISTENT OR RECURRENT INTESTINAL METAPLASIA/NEOPLASIA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS RELATED NEOPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Jan Martinek (Czech Republic)

EPA02 E-Poster Area: Advanced / experimental mucosal imaging

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY AND COMPARISON OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY WITH NARROW BAND IMAGING FOR SMALL TO INTERMEDIATE GASTROINTESTINAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)
THE DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY OF BLUE LASER IMAGING COMBINED WITH JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR EARLY COLORECTAL CANCER

MAGNIFYING ENDOSCOPY IN DETECTING EARLY GASTRIC CANCER: A NETWORK META-ANALYSIS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES

ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS AND HP INFECTION THROUGH MICROVASCULAR PATTERN
Abstract Presenter: Young Woon Shin (Korea, Republic of)

TECHNOLOGY OF SPECTRAL COLOR ENHANCEMENT (FICE) AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ENDOSCOPIC OPTICAL BIOPSY
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

AFI DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERFICIAL EPITHELIAL NEOPLASMS OF THE STOMACH AND COLON
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SERRATED AND NON-SERRATED COLON POLYPS USING ACETIC ACID CHROMOSCOPY DURING COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Natalia Ageykina (Russian Federation)

A QUANTITATIVE PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY SYSTEM FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND GRADING OF ATROPHIC GASTRITIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

USEFULNESS OF NARROW-BAND IMAGING WITH NEAR-FOCUS MAGNIFICATION FOR DISCRIMINATING THE GASTRIC TUMOR MARGIN BEFORE ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOSCOPIC SCORING SYSTEM TO PREDICT RISK OF INTESTINAL TYPE GASTRIC CANCER: PRELIMINARY PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kee Don Choi (Korea, Republic of)

MOXIFLOXACIN ENHANCE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING ON ULCERATIVE COLITIS MICE

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF THE JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

COLLAGENOUS COLITIS WITH ENDOSCOPIC CHANGES: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOCYTOSCOPIC IMAGE PROMISE TO BEYOND THE REAL HISTOLOGICAL FINDING OF COLORECTAL LESION IN NEAR FUTURE
Abstract Presenter: Eisuke Nakao (Japan)

DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE OF JAPAN NBI EXPERT TEAM (JNET) CLASSIFICATION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS IN OUR HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Takahisa Matsuno (Japan)

MOXIFLOXACIN AS A CONTRAST AGENT OF MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING FOR DETECTING NORMAL COLONIC TISSUE AND COLORECTAL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

NEAR FOCUS FOR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Fiuza (Brazil)
CONTRIBUTION OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF RESPONSE AFTER NEOADJUVANT CHEMORADIATION FOR LOCALLY ADVANCED RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Adriana Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

CAN SELECTIVE VASOCONSTRICTION OF MUCOSA BY INSTILLATION OF DILUTED EPINEPHRINE BE HELPFUL FOR THE DELINEATION OF RESECTION MARGIN?
Abstract Presenter: Changgeun Park (Korea, Republic of)

APPLICATION OF MAGNIFYING CHROMOENDOSCOPY PROTOCOL TO EVALUATE CLINICAL RESPONSE AFTER CHEMORADIATION THERAPY FOR EXTRAPERITONEAL RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA - IS IT FEASIBLE OUT OF JAPAN?
Abstract Presenter: João Pedro Simões Corrêa (Brazil)

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY AND MINI PROBE SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jose Ocampo Briones (Ecuador)

IMPACT OF COLONOSCOPIC IMAGE MAGNIFICATION WITH DIGITAL AND DYE CHROMOENDOSCOPY IN THE TREATMENT DECISION OF NEOPLASTIC RECTAL LESION WITH RISK OF SUBMUCOSAL INVASION. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PERCUTANEOUS DRAINAGE OF ABDOMINAL COLLECTIONS - EXPERIENCE OF A SINGLE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Oana Mihaela Plotogea (Romania)

EPA03 E-Poster Area: Advanced Procedures

PROPHYLACTIC ANTIBIOTICS IN THE PREVENTION OF INFECTION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

LOW FREQUENCY OF LYMPH NODE METASTASIS IN ABSOLUTE, BUT NOT EXPANDED, INDICATIONS FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN US PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

LONG-TERM CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR COLORECTAL NEOPLASIA WITH OR WITHOUT THE HYBRID TECHNIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Jeong-Sik Byeon (Korea, Republic of)

NOVEL METHOD OF ESOPHAGEAL CLEARANCE FOR POEM - SIMPLIFIED OUTLOOK SHORT TITLE: PRE- PROCEDURAL PREPARATION FOR POEM
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

NOVEL TREATMENT OPTION FOR ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM. A RETROSPECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS OF 15 CASES IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN INDIA. INDIAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

INDUCED HYPERINFLATION: USING AIR FOR UPWARD ADJUSTMENT IN SPATZ3 BALLOON TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Anna Carolina Hoff (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

3D-PRINTED MODEL IN THE GUIDANCE OF TUMOR RESECTION (3DM-GTR): A NOVEL CONCEPT FOR RESECTING LARGE GASTROINTESTINAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Bing Hu (China)

AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF ENDOSCOPIC OPERATIONS FOR SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS - A TREND CONFIRMED BY LONG-TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Evgeny Gorbachev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPPING FOR THE PREVENTION OF DELAYED COMPLICATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Byung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE IN LONDON REGARDING SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) COMBINED WITH THE POCKET-CREATION METHOD (PCM)
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

LAPAROSCOPIC-ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED PROCEDURE TO TREAT BILE DUCT INJURIES: SOME CLINICAL SCENARIOS AND LONG TERM RESULTS, BASED ON A CASE SERIES OF PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

PRELIMINARY CLINICAL STUDY FOR THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION USING A NEWLY DEVELOPED SCISSORS-TYPE KNIFE (SB KNIFE JR2) FOR EARLY COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS
Abstract Presenter: Toshio Kuwai (Japan)

FIRST TRIAL OF REVERSE PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR REFRACTORY BENIGN ESOPHAEGAL STRICTURE
Abstract Presenter: Weonjin Ko (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND POST-PROCEDURAL COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA INVOLVING THE PYLORIC CHANNEL
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMORS IN UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Jong-Jae Park (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSAJAL ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Vitor Sagae (Brazil)

OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD) OF OVERSEA ENDOSCOPISTS UNDERGOING DEDICATED TRAINING IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Shih Yea Sylvia Wu (Japan)

ESD IN TREATMENT OF LARGE COLORECTAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

COMPARISON OF THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF THE COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY USING THIN WIRE MINI-SNARE AND THICK WIRE MINI-SNARE FOR SMALL SIZE (5-8 MM) COLORECTAL POLyps
Abstract Presenter: Il-Kwun Chung (Korea, Republic of)
FEASIBILITY AND OUTCOME OF ESD FOR SUBMUCOSAL AND SUB EPITHELIAL LESIONS- SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE IN WESTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY GASTRIC NEOPLASMS IN ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

A DETACHABLE ASSISTIVE ROBOTIC DEVICE FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION : IN A LIVE PORCINE MODEL
Abstract Presenter: Hyuk Soon Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY OF COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN AN ELDERLY POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Yuko Fujii (Japan)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF KUMC INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Hong Sik Lee (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ESD AND SURGICAL RESECTION FOR GASTRIC SETS ORIGINATED FROM MUSCULARISPROPRIA
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY OF ENTERAL STENTS WITH A NEW METHOD FOR MALIGNANT OBSTRUCTION IN RT SIDE COLON
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR RECTAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Ningning Dong (China)

COMPARISON BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF LST RESECTED BY MUCOSECTOMIES IN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL COLON
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

CAN AN UNDIFFERENTIATED TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BE A CANDIDATE FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION?
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF UNDIFFERENTIATED-TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCERS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR ACHALASIA PATIENTS WITH PRIOR HELLER MYOTOMY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Xiangbin Xing (China)

EMR FOR EARLY BARRETT’S NEOPLASIA: 15-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM A UK TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

EFFECTS OF DIODE LASER SYSTEM ON PORCINE STOMACH TISSUE IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL MODEL -A PRECLINICAL SAFETY STUDY FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION
Abstract Presenter: Seong Hwan Kim (Korea, Republic of)

PREVENTION OF DELAYED GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING AFTER EMR AND ESD: DOES A SECOND-LOOK ENDOSCOPY BE REQUIRED? PROSPECTIVE RANDOMISED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Maxim Bordikov (Russian Federation)
A NEW OPTION IN ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Amaro (Portugal)

EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE TO MAKE A PERMANENT GASTRIC SUTURE: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)

THE RISK OF BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR GASTRIC ADENOMA AND EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN ANTIPLATELET USERS
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROPLASTY IN OBESE PATIENTS: LEARNING CURVE, TECHNICAL ISSUES AND SAFETY
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM): A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CHAGASIC AND IDIOPATHIC ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

A SNARE ASSISTED PURE NOTES RETROGRADE CHOLECYSTECTOMY USING A SINGLE CHANNEL FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPE: A PILOT EXPERIMENT IN A PORCINE MODEL
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

PURE NOTES TRANS-RECTAL GALLBLADDER PRESERVING CHOLECYSTOLITHOTOMY: THE FIRST REPORTED CLINICAL SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR DIFFERENTIATED EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN A WESTERN CENTER: A TWELVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodríguez-Reyes (Colombia)

FACTORS RELATED WITH SWITCHING TO SNARE RESECTION DURING COLORECTAL ESD FOR COLORECTAL T1 COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Su Bum Park (Korea, Republic of)

INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PLACEMENT OF DIGESTIBLE INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY DIGESTIVE NEOPLASMS. RESULTS OF ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS AT A HIGH VOLUME TERTIARY CENTER IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

CLINICAL USEFULNESS OF S-O CLIP DURING COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN DIFFICULT-TO-ACCESS SUBMUCOSAL LAYER
Abstract Presenter: Shiro Oka (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION OF FLAT AND SESSILE COLORECTAL LESIONS: ANALYSIS OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 1038 CASES IN THE LAST 2 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

TRANSANAL MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY (TAMIS) FOR LOCAL EXCISION OF BENIGN NEOPLASMS AND EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Noboru Yokoyama (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kazuhiro Furukawa (Japan)

FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPY IN TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM

ENDOSCOPIC TUNNELLING IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL DESEASES
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF COLORRECTAL EARLY CANCER: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY CENTER SINCE 2008 TO 2018
Abstract Presenter: José Olympio Meirelles dos Santos (Brazil)

RESOLUTION OF THE ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA USING ENDOSCOPIC VACUOTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM: AN EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Xianhui Zeng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH SUBTHRESHOLD BINGE EATING DISORDER AND DYSFUNCTIONAL EATING PATTERNS
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

CORRELATION OF SLING MUSCLE PRESERVATION AND GERD AFTER POEM
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC HYDROGEL (ESGEL) AS SUBMUCOSAL INJECTION SOLUTION FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF SUPERFICIAL GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASM: A PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jui-Wen Kang (Taiwan)

EFFICACY OF POLYGLYCOLIC ACID SHEETING WITH FIBRIN GLUE FOR THE TREATMENT OF PERFORATIONS RELATED TO GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES: A MULTICENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiro Iizuka (Japan)

UNDERWATER ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL NONAMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kenichi Goda (Japan)

ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL ESOPHAGOgastric JUNCTION SIEWERT II CARCINOMAS: THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES IN A WESTERN REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Douvan Calderon-Zapata (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTRIC SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS. A STUDY OF ONE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

PREDICTORS OF CLINICAL FAILURE OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) - SAFETY PROFILE

ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT LOSS IN PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO INSERTION OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN A PRIVATE CENTER OF ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Alencastro Brandão Ostermann (Brazil)

MID TERM FOLLOW UP RESULTS WITH PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

EARLY ON-SITE SUPERVISION FACILITATES FASTER WESTERN ESD PROFICIENCY: THE GASTRIC ESD LEARNING CURVE OF AN ENDOSCOPIST TRAINED BY EXPERTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)
Scientific Programme

ROBOTIC-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION (EFTR) FOR THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Makoto Nishimura (United States of America)

SCAR ASSESSMENT AFTER PIECAMEAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION - INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT IN HISTOLOGICAL RECURRENCE PREDICTION
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

REFRACTORY TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULA MANAGEMENT WITH AMPLATZER OCCLUDER PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Luisa Proença (Portugal)

ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM FROM A TO Z-POEM
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Angel López y López (Mexico)

EFFECTIVENESS OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN ELDERLY ACHALASIA PATIENTS (80 YEARS OLD AND ABOVE)
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

LARGEST GASTRIC MUCOSAL RESECTION: A NEW STRATEGY FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH PSEUDO-Achalasia: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A NEWLY DESIGNED COVERED STENT WITHOUT EXTERNAL THREAD FIXATION FOR ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE TREATMENT AFTER TOTAL OR PROXIMAL GASTRECTOMY IN GASTRIC CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Chan Gyoo Kim (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF FULL THICKNESS PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

DEPRESSED LESIONS OF THE COLON AND RECTUM: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 485 LESIONS RESECTED BY EMR IN 12 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUPERFICIAL LESIONS WITH DEPRESSIONS IN COLON AND RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Degiovani (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROSURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA AND HIGH GRADE ADENOMA: LONG TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Martín Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

SB-KNIFE APPLICATION IN THE ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM
Speaker: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

GASTRIC PERFORATION IN PATIENTS USING INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: A SERIES OF CASES WITH EXCLUSIVELY ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENTS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOONS: EFFECT ON GASTRIC EMPTY TIME AND RELATION TO WEIGHT LOSS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)
CASE REPORT OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL FISTULA AFTER POEM FOR CONGENITAL ACHALASIA IN A 2 YEAR OLD CHILD
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

ACHALASIA TREATMENT WITH POEM FOR PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

EPA04 E-Poster Area: Artificial intelligence

VALUE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STROMAL TUMOR AND LEIOMYOMA IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Qi Jian (China)

OESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DISORDERS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE ASSESSMENT OF HIGH-RESOLUTION OESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY WITH NON OBSTRUCTIVE DYSPHAGIA
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE MANAGEMENT OF OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURE BY USING SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

NEW DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION INFLAMMATORY AND VASCULAR IN SMALL BOWEL
Abstract Presenter: Yingkai Guo (China)

PREDICTION OF SUBCENTRIMETRIC COLON POLYP HISTOLOGY ON DIGITAL HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES WITH BLI ZOOM TECHNOLOGY USING OUR SPECIFICALLY PARAMETERIZED DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK (POLYPBRAIN®)
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

EPA05 E-Poster Area: Clinical Endoscopy Practice

ENDOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BODIES: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY IN A REFERRAL CENTER IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Kenji Limpias Kamiya (Japan)

RESULT OF ERYTHROMYCIN FOR HEALTH CARE OF ACUTE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Amarjargal Batdelger (Mongolia)

MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN BODIES IN THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT UNDER PAINLESS GASTROSCOPY: REPORT ON A SERIES OF 295 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dongxu Wang (China)
Scientific Programme

IMPORTANCE OF THE DOCTOR’S GENDER AND PATIENTS PREFERENCES FOR ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

PREVENTING METHOD OF BLEEDING RECURRENT FROM ULCERATIVE GASTROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ERGONOMIC INJURIES IN ENDOSCOPISTS AND THEIR RISK FACTORS
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE IN A UK DISTRICT GENERAL HOSPITAL AND COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamad (United Kingdom)

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF VASOACTIVE THERAPY AND NEW MODEL OF ENDOSCOPIC HEMOSTASIS IN VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Aleksey Korotkevich (Russian Federation)

LONG TERM EFFICACY, COMPLICATIONS AND AMOUNT OF GLUE PER SESSION IN CASES OF GOV AND IGV GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

TWO DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC LONG INTESTINAL TUBE PLACEMENTS FOR SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: TRANNASAL ULTRATHIN ENDOSCOPY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Li Shengxi (China)

A SIMPLE SCORE CAN PREDICT THE RISK OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING PROCEDURES: RESULTS FROM A MULTICENTER OBSERVATIONAL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Theodor Voiosu (Romania)

A RETROSPECTIVE, REAL-WORLD STUDY: COMPARISON BETWEEN BUPIVACAINE AND ROPIVACAINE FOR THE PALLIATION OF CANCER PAIN THROUGH EUS-CPN PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Bin Cheng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC BAND LIGATION: AS INITIAL THERAPY FOR GASTRIC ANTRAL VASCULAR ECTASIA
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Naymul Hasan (Bangladesh)

COMPARISON OF ONE-PERSON TECHNIQUE AND TWO-PERSON TECHNIQUE FOR COLONOSCOPE INSERTION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Jung Wan Choe (Korea, Republic of)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPY MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEETING: EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CENTRE FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS REFERRED FOR COMPLEX ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

USING TOOTHPICKS TO PREPARE FOOD MAY BECAME A PROBLEM
Abstract Presenter: Lucía Mercedes Campos (Argentina)

RISK FACTOR OF RE-BLEEDING AND CLINICAL FEATURE FOR RECTAL STERCORAL ULCER
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS (SEMS) FOR SEVERE BLEEDING ESOPHAGEAL VARICES, SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS UPDATES
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)
Scientific Programme

RISK FACTORS OF REBLEEDING AMONG PATIENTS WITH NONVARICEAL UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING WITH ANTI COAGULANT THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Moon Kyung Joo (Korea, Republic of)

DILATION OF THE PLUMMER-VINSON RING: EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

CLINICAL CORRELATION BETWEEN SERUM PEP SIN OGEN LEVEL AND GASTRIC ATROPHY IN GASTRIC NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Jin Seok Jang (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF IATROGENIC UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PERFORATION
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

ADVOCATING FOR EDUCATING AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN ENDOSCOPY SERVICES
Abstract Presenter: Loraine Mahachi (United Kingdom)

ACUTE NON-VARICEAL BLEEDING: RISK STRATIFICATION BY ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES
Abstract Presenter: Gabriel Luis Ferreira (Brazil)

COMBINED THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES: FULLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METALLIC STENTS AND BIODEGRADABLE STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

OUTCOME OF BLEEDING AFTER 2-OCTYL CYANOACRYLATE INJECTION IN GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

TRAINEE INVOLVEMENT DOES NOT INFLUENCE BIOPSY RATE AND DETECTION OF PREMALIGNANT CONDITIONS IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPIES
Abstract Presenter: Andrei Voiosu (Romania)

MUCOSAL TRANSPLANTATION FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF STRURECTURE AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICOGRAPHY: AN EFFECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

SAFETY ANALYSIS OF ERCP IN PATIENTS AFTER UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL RECONSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

COMPLETE SYSTEMATIC PHOTODOCUMENTATION OF THE UPPER GI TRACT: THE FIRST REPORT OF ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND PROCEDURE TIMES
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

UNUSUAL CASE OF CEREBRAL AND KIDNEY INFARCTION FOLLOWING CYANOACRYLATE ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY OF GASTRIC VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH PULMONARY FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Danielle Bonilha (Brazil)

RISK OF HIGH-GRADE DYSPLASIA IN SMALL COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Houssaina Jlassi (Tunisia)

ERCP SERVICE IN A UK HOSPITAL / AUDIT OF PERFORMANCE COMPARED WITH NATIONAL STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Genevieve Darwin (United Kingdom)
Scientific Programme

"MOSCOW" SYSTEMATIZING CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIFOCAL LESIONS OF GASTROINTESTINAL MUCOSA (GIT) WITH NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY (NSAIDS) AND ANTITHROMBOTIC (ATP) DRUGS TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Galina Belova (Russian Federation)

ANALYSIS OF 101 CASES UNDER ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICITIS THERAPY OF ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

CRONKHITE - CANADA SYNDROME: THE FIRST RARE CASE REPORT IN VIETNAM WITH MAGNIFICATION ENDOSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

MANAGEMENT OF REFRACTORY PEPTIC OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES USING A NOVEL METAL STENT - A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

SUCCESSFUL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF THREE RARE CASES OF MASSIVE HEMORRHAGE FROM A BLEEDING DUODENAL DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT POST-ANASTOMOTIC ESOPHAGEAL STRicture WITH COMBINATION THERAPY OF ENDOSCOPIC BALLOON DILATATION AND INTRALESIONAL STEROID INJECTION
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A VIRTUAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAMME IN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN NOVICE ENDOSCOPISTS: FIRST EXPERIENCE IN ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Andres Wonaga (Argentina)

A PEG-J-BASED MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL PLEURAL FISTULA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL SCLEROTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Hongpeng Lu (China)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIST-DIRECTED PROPOFOL SEDATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN VERY ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Mayo Tanabe (Japan)

UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING IN CIRRHOSIS: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF RECURRENCE
Abstract Presenter: Fatma Ben Farhat (Tunisia)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT WITH SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT PERFORATIONS AFTER DILATION
Abstract Presenter: Luis Alberto Cervera Caballero (Peru)

UTILITY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE WITH HEPATIC METASTASES
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Luz Briones Fraga (Mexico)

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ABOUT THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOXIA ACCORDING TO THE PRESENCE OF TONGUE DEPRESSOR ON MOUTHPIECE DURING UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Sung Woo Jung (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE UK HOSPITAL / COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamed (United Kingdom)
NEW ACCELERATED 2-DAY TRAINING IN THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (TEUS) WITH HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATED ANIMAL MODELS (HFSAM) AND AN ELEVATED NUMBER OF PROCEDURES SATISFACTION SURVEY, COST, BENEFITS

CURRENT APPROACHES IN MANAGEMENT OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Shapovalianz (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF CAP-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR SMALL RECTAL CARCINOID TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Naoyuki Uragami (Japan)

PREVENTION OF POSTPOLYPECTOMY COLONIC BLEEDING USING A LOCAL HEMOSTATIC AGENT OF A NEW GENERATION
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Skridlevskiy (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC DILATION OF BENIGN STRICTURES OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSES

DOES THE UPFRONT USE OF INTRALESIONAL STEROIDS IMPROVE RESPONSE TO ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION IN NAIVE BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES?
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

FORMalin IRRIGATION FOR HEMORRAGIC RADIATION PROCTITIS
Abstract Presenter: Soukaina El Yazal (Morocco)

APPLICATION OF ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES TO RISK STRATIFICATION FOR ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Carla Luiza Souza Aluizio (Brazil)

USE OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP FOR GASTROINTESTINAL DEFECTS IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER FROM ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Higa (Argentina)

OUT-OF-HOURS EMERGENCY - RESULTS FROM A MODEL OF RESTRICTIVE ACCESS TO NOCTURNAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Antunes (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH TO SHARP-POINTED FOREIGN BODY IN THE CECUM - TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kassia Daglaby Roque Oliveira (Brazil)

SUBAPONEUROTIC LOOP USE IN BILIARY ACCESS FOR PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION HEPATIC-JEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Ivette Santillán-Lomelí (Mexico)

ADHERENCE TO QUALITY GUIDELINES IN STUDIES OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERICAN GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY ASSOCIATION IN A TEACHING AND HIGH VOLUME HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Enrique Fernandez-Enriquez (Mexico)

BLACK ESOPHAGUS: AN UNCOMMON CAUSE OF GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Bruno Salomão Hirsch (Brazil)

CAUSE OF CHRONIC DIARRHEA IN IMMUNOCOMPROMISED PATIENTS, A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Farhana Kayani (Pakistan)
MALIGNANT INFILTRATION OF THE DUODENUM: ETIOLOGY AND ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE. EXPERIENCE IN 3 YEARS AT THE XXI CENTURY NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL IN MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Thalia Gómez (Mexico)

TRANS NASAL PEG PLACEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH HEAD AND NECK CANCER, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

ESOPHAGORESPIRATORY FISTULAS INDUCED BY SEMS IN THE TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES

CLINICAL PREDICTORS OF HIGH RISK ISOLATED GASTRIC VARICES: WHO SHOULD BE SCREENED?

TIMING OF UPPER ENDOSCOPY AFFECTS THE OUTCOME AND SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING: BREAKING THE ROLES WHATEVER THE COST?

USE OF VIDEO GAMES AND ACQUISITION OF ENDOSCOPIC SKILLS. A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Jalal Khan (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: HOW TO DO USING SIMPLE HOSPITAL MATERIALS
Abstract Presenter: Valério Augusto De Miranda Ferreira (Brazil)

INDICATIONS AND RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC PERCUTANEOUS GASTROSTOMY: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL DIEULAFOY’S LESIONS: A CASE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bridget Gallagher (United States of America)

INCIDENCE AND PREDICTORS OF POST BANDING-ULCER BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC VARICEAL LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

CAECAL INTUBATION RATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. ASHRAF MONGED, ANN COONEY, YOUSEF BESHIER, SUBHASISH SENGUPTA
Abstract Presenter: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)

ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION: A POTENTIAL TOOL FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION IN DIGESTIVE HEALTH FIELD
Abstract Presenter: Thiago Vilaça (Brazil)

PALIAÇÃO DOS DOENTES COM CANCRO DO ESÓFAGO USANDO PRÓTESES ESOFÁGICAS. UMA EXPERIÊNCIA DO SERVIÇO DE GASTROENTEROLOGIA DO HOSPITAL CENTRAL DE MAPUTO, MOÇAMBIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Gany Mussagi (Mozambique)

A NEW DISCHARGE SCALE DIRECTED TO PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES WITH SEDATION
Abstract Presenter: Lincoln Eduardo Villela Vieira de Castro Ferreira (Brazil)
SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS OF A POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL ROW AND THEIR PREVENTION BY PREPARATION OF A COLON FOR A COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Matveev (Russian Federation)

A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL GASTRIC VOLUMES BEFORE COLONOSCOPY UNDER GENERAL ANESTHESIA
Abstract Presenter: Hongbin Zhu (China)

CLINICAL, ENDOSCOPIC MANIFESTATIONS OF INTESTINAL SCHISTOSOMIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Jun Xiao (China)

USING THE TRANSMUCOSAL LASER DESTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS (LHP OPERATION) FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Konstantin Korshunov (Russian Federation)

ADENOMA DETECTION RATE-QUALITY INDICATOR FOR COLONOSCOPY IN COUNTRY WHERE NO ROUTINE SCREENING IS RECOMMENDED; DESCRIPTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL IN PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Om Parkash (Pakistan)

COLORECTAL SERRATED NEOPLASIAS: TREATMENT STRATEGY TAKING INTO CLINICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC STENTING OF THE COLON AND RECTUM IN CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE COLONIC BIG DIMENSION POLIPS
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Richard Calanca (Brazil)

FECAL MICRORNA’S: A PROMISING TOOL FOR COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING
Abstract Presenter: Filippo Scevola (Italy)

NLRC3 ASSOCIATED WITH DNA MISMATCH REPAIR GENE MSH6 AND POOR PROGNOSIS IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Pingting Gao (China)

IMPROVING THE ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSTICS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Malkhaz Kobiashvili (Russian Federation)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITIES IN PATIENTS WITH QUIESCENT ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY INDICATORS IN COLONOSCOPY TRAINING SERVICE IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Pinto (Brazil)

COLON POLYPS IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 3 DIFFERENT STRATEGIES IN THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)
FACTORS RELATED TO THE FAILURE PROCEDURES AND COMPLICATIONS OF STENTING IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION ON THE OUTCOME OF DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON: AN INTERNATIONAL, MULTICENTER, PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION FOR DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON SHOWS A SIGNIFICANT INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT AMONG COMMUNITY ENDOSCOPISTS: AN INTERNATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

EXPERIENCE OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE LATERALLY SPREADING COLON TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Dmitriy Chernykh (Russian Federation)

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS FOR THE EARLY DETECTION OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE AFTER ELECTIVE COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS WITH INDETERMINATE OR POSITIVE LATERAL MARGIN AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION AND RELATED FACTORS WITH RECURRENTENCE IN LARGE, SESSILE OR FLAT COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH DYSPLASIA IN SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

CONCORDANCE AND ITS ASSOCIATED FACTORS BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH SUSPECTED SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ECTOPIC APPENDIX DETECTED DURING COLONOSCOPY: A REPORT OF TWO CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kieu Tuan (Viet Nam)

OUTCOMES OF COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING STARTING AT AGE 45 IN AVERAGE-RISK, ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Sara Chalifoux (United States of America)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FATTY LIVER ON ABDOMINAL SONOGRAPHY ON COLORECTAL NEOPLASM ; A RETROSPECTIVE IN KOREAN ADULTS
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

COLORECTAL ADENOMA AND ITS RELATION WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME IN CAMBODIA
Abstract Presenter: Nobukazu Hokamura (Cambodia)

LONG-TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR 5-9 MM COLORECTAL POLYPS

COLON POLYPECTOMY IN PATIENTS UNDER ANTIPLATELET OR/AND ANTICOAGULATION THERAPY: IS THERE A HIGHER RISK OF COMPLICATIONS?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

PREDICTORS OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)
IS AGE A PREDICTOR OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION DURING COLONOSCOPY?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

FEASIBILITY AND ACCURACY OF INNOVATIVE 3 DIMENSIONAL COLONOSCOPE IMAGE USING FIBER BRAG GRATING SENSOR
Abstract Presenter: Jeon Han Jo (Korea, Republic of)

PREVALENCE OF COLONIC ADENOMAS AT OPPORTUNISTIC COLONOSCOPIC SCREENING AT A PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL, SRI LANKA
Abstract Presenter: Chamila Kumara Ranawaka (Sri Lanka)

CAPECITIBINE INDUCED ILEOCOLITIS WITH ACUTE COLONIC PSEUDO OBSTRUCTION

COLORECTAL CANCER DEMOGRAPHY IN THE LAST 5 YEARS OF A ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Omar Jaime Leal (Mexico)

INTESTINAL ANISAKIASIS, SHOULD IT BE OPERATED?
EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS PRESENTING AS COLORECTAL MASS: A CASE REPORT IN THE PHILIPPINES
Abstract Presenter: Abigail Valenzuela (Philippines)

COLONOSCOPY WITHDRAWAL TIME AND GRAPHIC QUALITY OF EQUIPMENT ON POLYP DETECTION RATE: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Giuliano Marolla Mucillo (Brazil)

CARE WITH ADRENALINE IN COLON POLYPECTOMY/MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Hector Julian Canaval Zuleta (Spain)

RISK FACTORS FOR COLONIC SESSILE SERRATED LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

SAFETY AND COMPLICATIONS OF ADJUVANT TREATMENT WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN OBSTRUCTIVE CRC STENTING
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PREVALENCE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ANUSCOPY AND FLEXIBLE RETOSIGMOIDOSCOPY EXAMINATIONS AND VIRUS SCANNING BY HYBRID CAPTURE
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Marques Nascimento (Brazil)

HISTOLOGIC ACTIVITY IS AN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTOR FOR RELAPSE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS PATIENTS IN ENDOSCOPICALY INACTIVE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Debajyoti Chakraborty (India)

ACHIEVEMENT OF EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY (ESGE) PERFORMANCE MEASURES: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

DETECTION OF COLORECTAL CANCER IN PATIENTS WITH BLEEDING PER RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

LOCAL RECURRENCE IN COLORECTAL CANCER: IS IT WORTH DOING FIT?: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

DIAGNOSTIC COLONOSCOPY FINDINGS IN AN AVERAGE-RISK MEXICAN POPULATION FOR COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC) WITH ABNORMAL FECAL IMMUNOLOGICAL TEST (FIT)
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)
ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF RECTAL ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCES – SINGLE-CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Isadora Rosa (Portugal)

PARTICIPATION IN CLINICAL RESEARCH PROTOCOLS INCREASED SESSILE SERRATED LESION DETECTION DURING ROUTINE COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS OF PREPARETION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN CHILDREN. WHAT HAS A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GOOD PREPARATION?
Abstract Presenter: Stanisław Pieczarkowski (Poland)

HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE: SHORT AND LONG-TERM RESULTS OF RUBBER BAND LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

MEDULLARY CARCINOMA OF THE ASCENDING COLON-CECUM IN YOUNG PATIENT WITH LYNCH SYNDROME

POUCHOSCOPY AND QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT IN PATIENTS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS WITH ILEAL POUCH ANAL ANASTOMOSIS- A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE FROM EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

PHENOTYPIC VARIATION OF SERRATED ADENOMA IN YOUNGSTERS OF A FAMILY WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

LYNCH SYNDROME DIAGNOSIS IN FAMILY WITH EXCLUSIVE HISTORY OF OVARIAN CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

ROLE OF DISTAL ILEUM BIOPSIES IN PATIENTS WITH MACROSCOPIC ALTERATION AT ILEOCOLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Thicianie Fauve Andrade Cavalcante (Brazil)

STRONGYLOIDIASIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT HOST: RARE CASE DIAGNOSED BY ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Bestetti (Brazil)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEDATION USE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND SCREENING PATIENTS ≥50 YEARS OF AGE: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Bharat Amlani (United Kingdom)

DIFFERENT CLINICAL FEATURES AND PROGNOSIS OF ANAL VS RECTAL PRIMARY MELANOMA: A CASE SERIES FROM A CANCER REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Flora Mileva Oña-Ortiz (Mexico)

QUALITY CRITERIA OF A COLONIC POLYPECTOMY: ABOUT A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Bochora Bouchabou (Tunisia)

IS THE SPLIT DOSE BETTER THAN CONVENTIONAL BOWEL PREPARATION IN TUNISIAN PATIENTS?
Abstract Presenter: Soumaya Nsibi (Tunisia)
Scientific Programme

**DIMINUTIVE POLYPS OF THE RECTOSIGMOID TRACT: CAN A SIZE≤3MM BE A PREDICTOR OF NON-ADENOMATOUS HISTOTYPE?**
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

**QUALITY OF LIFE BEFORE AND AFTER ENDOSCOPIC LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDS: APPLICATION OF THE BURDEN HÉMO / FISS QOL SCORE**
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

**ATK2 EXPRESSION CORRELATION WITH TUMOR PROGRESSION IN COLORECTAL CANCER**
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

**THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENETIC ANCESTRY AND COLORECTAL SCREENING OUTCOMES IN THE BARRETOS CANCER HOSPITAL SCREENING POPULATION**
Abstract Presenter: Jun Porto (Brazil)

**FACTORS AFFECTING BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR**
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

**QUALITY OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY WITH SIMETHICONE PLUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL: PROSPECTIVE DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY**
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

**COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS BETWEEN A SOLUTION OF SULFATE SALTS AND POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL IN BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ECUADOR**
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

**POOR BOWEL PREPARATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASE ADENOMA DETECTION RATE BY COLONIC LOCATION AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR**
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

**COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING: THE FIRST THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE OF NATIONAL COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMME IN ESTONIA**
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

**DETERMINATION OF MMR PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS WITH LYNCH SYNDROME**
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

**EPA07 E-Poster Area: Endoscopic ultrasound**

**EUS IN DIAGNOSTICS OF INDOLENT AND AGGRESSIVE FORMS OF NONHODGKINS GASTRIC LYMPHOMAS**
Abstract Presenter: Valeria Lozovaya (Russian Federation)

**DIRECT IMAGE-GUIDED RETROPERITONEAL APPROACH AND TREATMENT TO THE PANCREAS USING NOTES AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)**
**TO EVALUATE ROLE OF EUS IN CASES OF DILATED CBD ON OTHER IMAGING WITH NORMAL OR BORDERLINE DERANGEMENT OF LIVER FUNCTION TESTS**
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION (EUSRFA) AS FOCAL THERAPY FOR PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM RENAL CELL CARCINOMA

FEASIBILITY OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND GUIDED HEPATICO-GASTROSTOMY FOR INOPERABLE MALIGNANT HILAR BILIARY STRICTURES

ROLE OF EUS FNA FOR PROXIMAL BILIARY LESIONS: A LARGE SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Charu Gupta (India)

ANALYSIS OF FNB VS FNA IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC AND ABDOMINAL MASSES: A PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

ROLE OF RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION FOR EUS-BEGINNERS
Abstract Presenter: Farshad Frozanpor (Sweden)

ENDOSCOPIC-ULTRASOUND DRAINAGE AND SCLEROTHERAPY IN GIANT HEPATIC CYST. TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE MALIGNANCY DETECTION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO RADIOLOGICAL IMAGE GUIDED ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED LIVER LESION BIOPSY (EUS LLB) WITH ATYPICAL MALIGNANCIES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS/TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION FOR MALIGNANT MEDIASTINAL/ABDOMINAL LYMPH NODES USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY EUS-EG
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

AGT SCORE AS A PREDICTOR OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IN PATIENTS WITH INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO ASGE GUIDELINES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

EUS ELASTOGRAPHY COMBINED WITH THE STRAIN RATIO IN THE ESTIMATION OF SHORT-TERM TREATMENT EFFECT IN AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Takuya Ishikawa (Japan)

CASE REPORTS: DIAGNOSED PANCREATIC METASTATIC MASSES BY EUS-FNA
Abstract Presenter: Nutianne Camargo Schneider (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE BEFORE PERFORMING ELECTIVE ERCP IN PATIENTS WITH HISTORY OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

DIAGNOSIS OF UPPER GI SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS LARGER THAN 1 CM WITH EUS-FNA GUIDED WITH 19G OR 22G: WHICH IS BETTER?
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

EUS GUIDED VERSUS PERCUTANEOUS CATHETER DRAINAGE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC WALLED OFF NECROSIS: A HEAD TO HEAD COMPARISON
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY-GUIDED TRANSMURAL DRAINAGE OF SYMPTOMATIC PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTIONS: PLASTIC VS METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY- GUIDED BILIARY INTERVENTION IS AN EFFECTIVE SALVAGE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE: INITIAL EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

EUS MINI-PROBE IN PREDICTION OF ENDO-THERAPY OUTCOME IN PATIENTS OF BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

APPRAISAL OF EUS-GUIDED NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC LESIONS - SINGLE CHINESE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sijie Hao (China)

A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE OF EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) OF GASTROINTESTINAL AND MEDIASTINAL LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sunil Kumar Dadhich (India)

PERFORMANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION OR BIOPSY IN ASSESSMENT OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESION IN A SINGLE TERTIARY CENTER

RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION DURING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION BY ENDOSCOPIC PHYSICIAN: AN EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL

PLACE OF ECHOENDOSCOPY IN UNEXPLAINED ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN, KEEPING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY AS GOLD STANDARD FOR DETECTION OF PANCREATIC CARCINOMA IN PAKISTANI POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION IN PATIENTS WITH PANCREATIC SOLID LESIONS AT INCA
Abstract Presenter: Isabella Miranda (Brazil)

PANCREATIC METASTASIS FROM PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMA: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF TWO CASES OF VON HIPPEL-LINDAU DISEASE AND PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR MANAGED BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION
Abstract Presenter: Juan Pablo Roman Serrano (Brazil)
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THE RATE OF PEP IN PATIENTS WITH PAPILLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

PAPILOSTENOSIS - WHAT IS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE TIMING OF PAPILLOTOMY?
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL BILIARY ADENOMAS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC AMPLULLECTOMY WITH ERCP GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION
DOES ENDOCLIP PAPILLAPLASTY RECOVER SPHINCTER OF ODDI FUNCTION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF LARGE COMMON BILE DUCT GALLSTONES?
Abstract Presenter: Yonghui Huang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC METHOD FOR MALIGNANT PROXIMAL BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Lyudmila Marinova (Russian Federation)

THE MANAGEMENT OF SPHINCTER OF ODDI DYSFUNCTION BY ERCP: PRELIMINARY RESULT
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

ENDOSCOPIC TRANSPAPILLARY GALLBLADDER DRAINAGE FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT WITH ACUTE CALCULUS CHOLECYSTITIS AND CHOLELITHIASIS WHO WAS UNSUITABLE FOR URGENT CHOLECYSTECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)

INTER-AND INTRAOBSERVER ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL EXTENDED CLASSIFICATION OF THE PAPILLA OF VATER
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH RESTENOSIS LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Andrey Kotovsky (Russian Federation)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ERCP-RELATED BLEEDING AND PERFORATIONS: A SINGLE CENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hiroyuki Hisai (Japan)

CLINICAL PROFILE AND ERCP OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS OF BILIARY ASCARIASIS - A STUDY FROM AN ENDEMIC COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

COVERED VS. UNCOVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PALLIATION OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES: STUDY OF A TERTIARY CENTER OF REFERENCE IN ONCOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY OF SYSTEMATIC ADMINISTRATION OF RECTAL INDOMETHACIN IN THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Mariem Sabbah (Tunisia)

ADVERSE EVENTS AFTER BILIARY SPHINCTEROTOMY: DOES THE ELECTRIC CURRENT MODE MAKE A DIFFERENCE? A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

APPLICATION OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN INDETERMINATE BILE DUCT STRICTURES AND REFRACTORY CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS, A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY (ECDT) FOR PALLIATION OF AMPULLARY TUMORS: ANALYSIS OF 40 YRS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE OF THE MAJOR DUODENAL PAPILLA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION AND ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délanio Alonso (Mexico)

TYPE OF BISMUTH CLASSIFICATION OF MALIGNANT HILAR STRICTURES AS RISK FACTOR FOR FAILED ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

A COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT TIMINGS OF PRECUT NEEDLE-KNIFE SUPRAPAPILLARY FISTULOTOMY FOR BILIARY ACCESS: EVALUATION OF SUCCESS RATES AND COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOTHERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY SCLEROSING CHOLANGITIS: OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

A CASE SERIES REPORT OF LAPAROSCOPY-ASSISTED ERCP (LA-ERCP) IN PATIENTS WITH ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB)
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Arturo Gonzalez (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BILE DUCT LEAKING AFTER CHOLECYSTECTOMY: IS THE BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT NEEDED?
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

TREATMENT OF REFRACTORY POST-SPHINCTEROTOMY AND POST-PAPILLECTOMY BLEEDING BY ENDOSCOPIC FIBRIN GLUE INJECTION. RESULTS OF A LARGE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

OUTCOMES OF PRECUT NEEDLE KNIFE FISTULOTOMY BASED ON THE ENDOSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY OF THE AMPULLA OF VATER AND OF THE SIZE OF BILE DUCT
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

BILIARY ENDOPROSTHESSES: A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT DISTAL STRICTURES OF AN ONCOLOGIC TERTIARY REFERENCE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

BILEPTYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH BILIARY TRACT CANCER– AN AUDIT
Abstract Presenter: Raosaheb Rathod (India)

COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO PLASTIC VERSUS METALLIC STENTS OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES IN A TERTIARY ONCOLOGIC REFERENCE CENTER. A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

TRANSPANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTOMY IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE TO GAIN BILIARY ACCESS
Abstract Presenter: Szilard Gódi (Hungary)

RISK OF FAILURE AND COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY; COMPARISON OF ELDERLY AND YOUNG PAKISTANI PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP): EXCEPTIONAL SHORT-TERM COMPLICATIONS
Scientific Programme
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**EPA09 E-Poster Area: ERCP - Pancreas**

**RISK FACTORS FOR POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY IN UPPER EGYPT**
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

**URINASTATIN IS MORE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS THAN NAFAMOSTAT MESYLATE**
Abstract Presenter: Sujin Kim (Korea, Republic of)

**ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL PROCEDURE TIME TO PREVENT POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS USING DECISION TREE ANALYSIS: A RETROSPECTIVE SINGLE CENTER ANALYSIS**
Abstract Presenter: Chang Min Cho (Korea, Republic of)

**IMMEDIATE FEEDING COMPARED TO INSTITUTED 4-HOUR FAST POST ENDOCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY - THE RISK OF POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF TWO TERTIARY CENTRES**
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

**LEFT LATERAL POSITION DURING ERCP VS SWIMMERS POSITION: RATES OF COMMON BILE DUCT CANNULATION SUCCESS. A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW AT TWO TERTIARY CENTRES**
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

**HEPATIC SUBCAPSULAR HEMATOMA IN POST ENDOCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY: A CASE REPORT**
Abstract Presenter: Bianca Chua (Philippines)

**ERCP IS MORE CHALLENGING IN CASES OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS THAN IN ACUTE CHOLANGITIS – AN ANALYSIS OF A MULTICENTRE PROSPECTIVE ERCP REGISTRY DATA**
Abstract Presenter: Dániel Pécsi (Hungary)

Poster Area
08:00 - 16:30
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**EPA10 E-Poster Area: Esophagus**

**EFFICACY OF DA-5204 (STILLEN 2X®) FOR PATIENTS WITH GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE: A RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED PILOT STUDY**
Abstract Presenter: Sang Young Seol (Korea, Republic of)

**NORMATIVE VALUES FOR 24-HOURS AMBULATORY ESOPHAGEAL IMPEDANCE AND PH MONITORING IN HEALTHY MALAY COHORT**
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Majharul Haque (Bangladesh)

**ENDOSCOPIC PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY (PDT) IN PATIENTS WITH EARLY (STAGE I) OESOPHAGEAL CANCER (CLINICAL CASE)**
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Sokolov (Russian Federation)

**IRREVERSIBLE ELETROPORATION USING NEWLY DEVELOPED ENDOCOPIC ABLATIVE CATHETERS IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT**
Abstract Presenter: Sang Hyun Kim (Korea, Republic of)
Scientific Programme

RFA FOR DYSPLASTIC BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS: 10-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM THE EAST MIDLANDS
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

THE REAL TIME ENDOSCOPIC DECISION MAKING OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Neel Sharma (United Kingdom)

RECURRENCE FOLLOWING COMPLETE ERADICATION OF INTESTINAL METAPLASIA OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY IN A SPANISH REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-Jamar (Spain)

A NOVEL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR GERD: ENDOSCOPIC PRESSURE STUDY INTEGRATED SYSTEM (EPSIS) REFLECTS LOWER ESOPHAGEAL SPHINCTER FUNCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

TARGETED VERSUS STANDARD NON-TARGETED BIOPSIES IN BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS SURVEILLANCE
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

INFLUENCE OF RADIOThERAPY ON COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS (SEMS) IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

ABNORMAL LOCALIZATION AND TUMOR INDUCING FUNCTION OF PSMD2 IN ESOPHAGEAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

EPA11 E-Poster Area: Pancreatobiliary

INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY WITH SPYGLASS™ DIRECT VISUALIZATION SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ilia Iurichev (Russian Federation)

CLINICAL UTILITY, EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY FOR BILIARY TRACT LESIONS: EXPERIENCE FROM TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EAST INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION (LCBDE): FEASIBILITY AND PROSPECTIVE TO SUBSTITUTE COMBINED ERCP-LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN MANAGEMENT OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE(S)
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

MANAGEMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE BILE LEAK: TERTIARY CENTERS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INCIDENTAL PANCREATIC CYSTIC NEOPLASMS IN ADULT PATIENTS IN A REFERENCE HOSPITAL OF BILIOPANCREATIC DISEASES IN COLOMBIA
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPENSIVE DISEASE, IN A COUNTRY ON THE ROAD OF DEVELOPMENT
Abstract Presenter: Elizabeth Maizury Garzón Mayorga (Ecuador)
FIRST RESULTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR VISUALIZATION AND TREATMENT OF PATHOLOGY OF THE BILIARY AND PANCREATIC DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

IMPACT OF PRE-TRANSPLANT INFECTION MANAGEMENT ON THE OUTCOME OF LIVING-DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Saleh (Egypt)

DIGITAL PER-ORAL CHOLANGIOSCOPY TO DIAGNOSE AND MANAGE PANCREATOBILIARY DUCT DISORDERS: A RETROSPECTIVE, SINGLE-CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

RETROGRADE TRANSPAPILLARY PANCREATIC DUCT STENTING IN THE TREATMENT OF COMPLICATED CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

BILIARY STENT MIGRATION AND ITS ENDOSCOPIC RETRIEVAL: A SINGLE CENTER PHILIPPINE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

NONCIRRHOTIC PORTAL HYPERTENSION (NCPH) SECONDARY TO CHRONIC PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS (PVT) COMPLICATED BY PYLEPHLEBITIS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CASE REPORT: A CASE OF PANCREATIC SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN DIFFICULT BILE DUCT STONE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariya Zakharova (Russian Federation)

A CASE OF HEMOBILIA CAUSED BY HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

BILIARY OBSTRUCTION AFTER TIPS PLACEMENT IN A PATIENT AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Tomas Hucl (Czech Republic)

THE EFFECT OF DIRECT ACTING ANTIVIRAL AGENTS ON LIVER FIBROSIS IN EGYPTIAN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HEPATITIS C INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Gomaa (Egypt)

STENT-ASSOCIATED CHOLANGITIS FOLLOWING ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT - PREDICTIVE FACTORS AND OUTCOMES
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF MIGRATION RATE OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT AND STANDARD COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT FOR ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION DRAINAGE: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

NEEDLE-KNIFE PRECUT VERSUS TRANSPANCREATIC SEPTOTOMY FOR DIFFICULT BILE DUCT CANNULATION

PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA SCENARIO IN BRAZIL: A CLINICO-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF 13,151 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC UTILITY OF PERORAL DIGITAL COLANGIOSCOPY OF UNDERMINED BILARY STRICTURES IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PANCREATIC LIPOMA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)
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EPA12 E-Poster Area: Pediatric Endoscopy

ERCP IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS. CUBAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Raul Antonio Brizuela Quintanilla (Cuba)

HIGH-TECH DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND ENTEROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Evgeniya Kirakosyan (Russian Federation)

HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR ESOPHAGITIS IN THE PEDIATRIC POPULATION: CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Liliana Rincon Rangel (Mexico)

EFFECT OF MUSIC IN PEDIATRIC ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS: A RANDOMIZED PROSPECTIVE CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Constanza Bay (Chile)

UTILITY OF A MODIFIED DYSPHAGIA SCORE IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

GASTRITIS ENDOSCOPIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SCHOOLCHILDREN IN TUVÁ REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

PREVALENCE OF EROSIVE ULCER LESIONS IN STOMACH AND DUODENUM IN DYSPEPSIA CHILDREN IN TUVÁ REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF A COMPLETE TRAUMATIC PANCREATIC DUCT RUPTURE: AN ERCP-BASED APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

INDICATIONS AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

CLINICAL IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN CHILDREN
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP OF THE FIRST CASE OF PEDIATRIC SMALL INTESTINE TRANSPLANTATION, LIVING DONOR, IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Fernando José Savóia Oliveira (Brazil)
DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PANCREATOBILIARY DISEASES IN CHILDHOOD
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

DYSPHAGIA AND ESOPHAGEAL MUCOSAL CHANGES IN 7-YEAR-OLD BOY WITH NOT REMOVED UNUSUAL FOREIGN BODY
Abstract Presenter: Stanislaw Pieczarkowski (Poland)

PER ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Josefina Saez (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN SYMPTOMATIC ADOLESCENTS BY USING VIRTUAL CHROMOENDOCOPY AND MAGNIFICATION
Abstract Presenter: Yalda Lucero (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PPI-RESPONSIVE AND NON-RESPONSIVE EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS IN CHILDREN POPULATION: A TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Federico Catino (Italy)

PREVALENCE OF COLON POLYPS IN PEDIATRIC AGE SEEN IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY SERVICE AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF MEXICO FROM 2012 TO MAY 30, 2019
Abstract Presenter: Viridiana Oregel (Mexico)

ESOPHAGEAL RECANALIZATION BY AN ENDOSCOPIC RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURE IN A CHILD WITH AIDS AND COMPLETE ESOPHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

NORMAL DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN: SERIAL BIOPSIES IMPACT ON CLINICAL MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

EPA13 E-Poster Area: Stomach and small intestine

INHIBITORY EFFECTS OF ß-CARYOPHYLLENE ON HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION: A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hyun Ik Shim (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARISON OF EFFICACY OF BISMUTH-CONTAINING QUINTET THERAPY AND MOXIFLOXACIN-BASED SEQUENTIAL THERAPY AS FIRST-LINE ERADICATION REGIMEN FOR HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Dong Ho Lee (Korea, Republic of)

A STUDY OF PAI-1 AND RELATED INFLAMMATORY FACTORS IN RAT MODEL WITH INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

DIRECT ENDOCOPIC FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION FOR SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS WITH AN INTRALUMINAL GROWTH PATTERN ORIGINATING FROM THE MUSCULARIS PROPRIA LAYER IN THE GASTRIC FUNDUS

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH SEVERE COMPLICATIONS
MORPHOENDOSCOPIC PARALLELS OF CHRONIC EROSIve GASTRITIS WITH HEART DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ENDOTOXIN, D-LACTATE AND DIAMINE OXIDASE AND ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITY OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH DIGESTIVE TRACT STRICTURE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaojuan Lu (China)

DUODENAL ULCER: ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY MONITORING, PRINCIPLES OF CONTEMPORARY TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

TO SEE THE INCIDENCE, LOCATION, SIZE, HISTOLOGICAL TYPES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH MALIGNANCY IN GASTRIC POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Pratibha Roka (Nepal)

OUTCOMES OF RETROGRADE ENTEROSCOPY USING A THROUGH-THE-SCOPE BALLOON DEVICE: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Marc Zuckerman (United States of America)

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BILE JUICE AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS, BEFORE PERFORMING ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Kihyun Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

DUODENAL OBSTRUCTION FOR DUODENAL ANQUILOSTOMA. AN UNUSUAL COMPLICATION
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

BRUNNER’S GLAND HAMARTOMA OF THE DUODENUM THAT IS EASILY MISDIAGNOSED AS POLYPS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Ming Kang (China)

IS ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION APPROPRIATE FOR TYPE 3 GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS? A RETROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiaki Hirasawa (Japan)

TOPICAL PHARYNGEAL ANESTHESIA FOR UNSEDATED UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF TOLERANCE IMPROVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Ichrak Ferchichi (Tunisia)

SMALL BOWEL ADENOCARCINOMA - A DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

EFFICACY OF DUAL-PRIMING Oligonucleotide BASEd MULTIPLEX PCR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION IN PATIENTS WITH PEPTIC ULCER BLEEDING

CASE REPORT: OVERLAPPING OR ASSOCIATION? EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS OR ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Melayne Jewel Magdaong (Philippines)

EARLY GASTRIC HEPATOID ADENOCARCINOMA WITH ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN NEGATIVE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

GASTRIC INTESTINAL METAPLASIA BEFORE AND AFTER HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)
PREVALENCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI TEN YEARS AGO COMPARED TO THE CURRENT PREVALENCE IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING UPPER ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

BEYOND THE ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI: CAUSES OF THE THERAPEUTIC FAILURE WITH TRIPLE THERAPY (CLARITHROMYCIN, AMOXICILLIN AND OMEPRAZOLE), IN PATIENTS OF PRIMARY CARE
Abstract Presenter: Manuel Guaranda Maya (Ecuador)

ERADICATION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI WITH FIRST-LINE TRIPLE THERAPY, 10 DAYS VERSUS 14 DAYS IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL IN LIMA - PERU
Abstract Presenter: Maria Nelly Manrique-Lemus (Peru)

INTERPLAY BETWEEN HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION, INTERLEUKIN-11, AND LEUKEMIA INHIBITORY FACTOR IN GASTRIC CANCER AMONG EGYPTIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tareq Ibrahim (Egypt)

EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY OF ANRECTOMY FOR PATIENTS WITH TYPE I GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Ken Namikawa (Japan)

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PATIENTS WITH GASTRIC CANCER IN A RWANDAN TERTIARY REFERRAL HOSPITAL FROM JUNE 2014 - JUNE 2019
Abstract Presenter: Shikama Felicien (Rwanda)

ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS AND THE BLEEDING SOURCES IN PATIENTS WITH SMALL INTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

USEFULNESS OF THE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ANTIGEN IN BLOOD AS A NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

CONTINUOUS COURSE OF LONG-STANDING ULCERATIVE COLITIS AS A RELATED FACTOR FOR DYSPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Olga Arkhipova (Russian Federation)

GASTROINTESTINAL KAPOSI’S SARCOMA: 5-YEAR ENDOSCOPIC EXPERIENCE AT AN ONCOLOGY MEDICAL CENTER IN MÉXICO
Abstract Presenter: Gisela Alejandra Morones Navarrete (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPS VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SUTURE FOR MUCOSAL CLOSURE AFTER PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY – A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rastislav Hustak (Czech Republic)

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR FEATURES OF ADVANCED DUODENAL DISEASE IN FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Marianny Sulbaran (Brazil)

GASTRIC CANCER RISK IN CHINESE POPULATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH GENETIC VARIANTS IN DPF3

THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY IN THE OBESE PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

THE ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE IN SYMPTOMATIC H. PYLORI PROVED PATIENTS
THE ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES INCLUDING MAGNIFIED IMAGE-ENHANCED ENDOSCOPY FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Yusaku Takatori (Japan)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CLINICAL AND IMAGING FEATURES OF GASTRIC MUCOSA-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOID TISSUE LYMPHOMA IN HELICOBACTER PYLORI-UNINFECTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Mitsuaki Ishioka (Japan)

PROFILE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI VACA GENOTYPES AND IT’S ASSOCIATION TO GASTRODUODENAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Shiran Shetty (India)

OVERLAP OF GASTROINTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY DISEASES: CELIAC DISEASE, ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND EOSINOPHILIC GASTROENTEROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

STOMACH INJURY IN A PATIENT WITH A PREVIOUS DIAGNOSIS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

SMALL BOWEL ANGIOECTASIAS DIAGNOSTICATED BY CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY: WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IN 18 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Paula Poletti (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF PUSH ENTEROSCOPY: A BRAZILIAN CASE SERIES STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Célio Geraldo de Oliveira Gomes (Brazil)

STOOL ANTIGEN TEST OR HISTOPATHOLOGY? WHICH METHOD TO CHOOSE TO DIAGNOSE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION?
Speaker: Luan Ramos Pereira (Brazil)

OUTCOME OF SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT GASTRIC OUTLET OBSTRUCTION, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

THE NEW GENERATION OF EXPRESS VIEW IS HIGHLY ACCURATE AND IS EFFECTIVE TO REDUCE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY READING TIME
Abstract Presenter: Stefania Piccirelli (Italy)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON SPONTANEOUS HYPERINSUFFLATION AS CAUSE OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Amanda Rocha (Brazil)

AMYLOIDOSIS IN THE STOMACH MIMICKING A GASTRIC TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION SECONDARY TO INCARCERATED FEMORAL Hernia: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

FAMILY WITH HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER WITH CDH1 GENE MUTATION

MÉNÉTRIER´S DISEASE AND DIFFUSE INTRAMUCOSAL ADENOCARCINOMA IN YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

UTILITY OF VIDEO CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY TO DETERMINE SMALL BOWEL PATHOLOGIES IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Contreras (Dominican Republic)

HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER (HDGC), E-CADHERIN POSITIVE, WITHOUT GENETIC MUTATION IDENTIFIED
EXAMINATION OF SMALL INTESTINE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY IN THE ELDERLY PEOPLE
Abstract Presenter: Sei Kurokawa (Japan)

CASE REPORT: EXCLUSIVE GASTROINTESTINAL CRYPTOCOCCOSIS INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

THE FIRST ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY PERFORMED FOR DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS IN LONDRINA/BRAZIL: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Savio Aparecido Melo da Silva (Brazil)

ANTI-TUBERCULAR THERAPY GIVEN TO DIFFERENTIATE CROHN’S DISEASE FROM INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS PREDISPOSES TO STRicture FORMATION
Abstract Presenter: Akshita Gupta (India)

ADENOCARCINOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
Abstract Presenter: Raoni Gomes (Brazil)

GIANT TRICOBEOZAR AFTER POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Isabela Andrina Ribeiro da Silva Habib (Brazil)

PREVALENCE AND PREDICTIFS FACTORS OF AMOEBCIC SUPERINFECTION IN SEVERE ACUTE COLITIS IN A MOROCCAN POPULATION
AORTOENTERIC FISTULA TO DUODENUM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Tarik Walid Omairi (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: PRIMARY INTESTINAL LYMPHANGIECTASIA CAUSING SEVERE DIARRHEA AND ABDOMINAL PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

REPORT CASE: PRIMARY INTESTINAL FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Troiano Neto (Brazil)

CELIAC DISEASE AND PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Ana Mabel Vallejos Rocabado (Bolivia)

EPA14 E-Poster Area: Abstracts from around the world

HETEROTOPIC GASTRIC MUCOSA (HGM) OF THE PROXIMAL ESOPHAGUS: AN UNKNOWN ENTITY?
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

COMPARISON OF ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN EGYPTIAN AND INDIAN PATIENTS: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LINCO0657 AND MIR-106A SERUM EXPRESSION LEVELS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO COLORECTAL CANCER, ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS, AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS IN EGYPTIAN POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY FOR HIGHLY DYSPLASTIC ADENOMA, OR SUSPICIOUS AMPULLARY NEOPLASMS: PROS AND CONS WITH TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

SHISTOSOMIASE INTESTINAL MASSIVA- UMA REALIDADE EM MOÇAMBIQUE: RELATO DE UM CASO
Abstract Presenter: Liana Mondlane (Mozambique)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY RESULTS: OLDER PATIENTS VS YOUNG PATIENTS

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFIL AND MANAGEMENT OF HEMORRHAGIC BULBAR ULCERS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT
Abstract Presenter: Duinkherjav Khishgee (Mongolia)

IMPACT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX ON ESOPHAGEAL VARICES BLEEDING IN MONGOLIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Duinkherjav Khishgee (Mongolia)

A CASE OF PRIMARY OMENTAL INFARCTION IN AN ADULT FEMALE PRESENTING AS RIGHT UPPER QUADRANT PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ORAL SULPHATE SOLUTION VERSUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL FOR COLONOSCOPY PREPARATION: A RANDOMISED CONTROL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ANALYSIS OF 13 CASES OF GASTRIC SCHISTOSOMIASIS MISDIAGNOSED AS EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BY BLUE LASER IMAGING WITH MAGNIFICATION

FIRST SHORT-TERM RESULT IN VIET NAM AFTER PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Nhan Le Quang (Viet Nam)

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ACUTE REFRACTORY PSEUDO-OBSTRUCTION WITH PLACEMENT OF A LEVIN-TUBE
Abstract Presenter: Gwang Ho Baik (Korea, Republic of)

INFLAMMATORY FIBROID POLYP OF THE GASTRIC ANTRUM FOUND BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

REMOVAL OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT STONES BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY AFTER FAILED ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

ANTI-REFLUX MUCOSAL RESECTION(ARMS) FOR GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Ke Gan (China)

ANALYSIS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND INFLAMMATION
Abstract Presenter: Feng Tang (China)

THE ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF POLYPS—UPDATE FROM CRONKITE-CANADA SYNDROME PATIENTS IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Lan Liu (China)
Scientific Programme

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION VS. ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL EXCAVATION FOR MANAGING ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS: A SINGLE-CENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY

THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC DILATION COMBINED WITH BLEOMYCIN INJECTION FOR MANAGING BENIGN ANASTOMOTIC STRicture AFTER RECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

ROLE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN A RARE CASE OF A LARGE CYSTIC PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR SUCCESSFULLY RESECTED THROUGH OPEN DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY OF AN ADENOMATOUS AMPULLARY TUMOR: A MINIMALLY INVASIVE TECHNIQUE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

WHAT IS ABDOMINAL TUBERCULOSIS? AND ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Raja Ram Wagle (Nepal)

CT-GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY (PEG) TUBE PLACEMENT IN A POST PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY PATIENT: A PIONEERING EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Paolo Francisco (Philippines)

IGIC ENDOSCOPIC CENTER MONGOLIA: UGIB/EMERGENCY BLEEDING CONTROL EXPERIENCE IN CAPITAL CITY ULAANBAATAR AND COUNTRYSIDE HOSPITALS FOR LAST 4 MONTHS
Abstract Presenter: Bolor Otgondemberel (Mongolia)

A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF PanCREATIC CYSTIC LESION: NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDMICROSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL COMPARING PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC HELLER MYOTOMY WITH FUNDOPLICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

RARE HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATION AFTER PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

OUTLET ROUX-Y-GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB) POUCH REDUCTION USING ARGON PLASMA COAGULATION (APC) TO TREAT WEIGHT REGAIN: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY INCLUDING A SHAM GROUP
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)

ESOPHAGIC ENDOSCOPIC ALTERATION IN BARIATRIC PATIENTS. VERTICAL GASTRECTOMY VERSUS GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Rafaela Araujo (Brazil)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ESOPHAGOGASTRIC VARICES´ HEMORRHAGIC BLEEDING RATE BETWEEN PATIENTS OBTAINING COMPLETE ERADICATION AND PATIENTS WHO REMAINED WITH RESIDUAL TREATMENTS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

CAUSTIC INGESTION - LARGE RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela de Souza Gomez (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EFFICACY AND SAFETY FOR EARLY GASTRIC CANCER TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Flavio Heuta Ivano (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: ANALYSIS OF 92 CASES
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Lopes Muritiba Neto (Brazil)

MINIMALLY INVASIVE RESECTION OF A GASTRIC GIST IN A TERTIARY CARE PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Ferreira Pimentel (Brazil)

MUCOSECTOMY: HOW FAR CAN WE GO?
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR OF TERMINAL ILEUM
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF BILIARY BLEEDING: HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM, A COMPLICATION AFTER BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

NEUROENDOCRINE CARCINOMA OF THE ESOPHAGUS: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC DISSECTION OF THE SUBMUCOSA: INITIAL SERIES AT THE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF JOÃO PEIXOTO, PARAÍBA
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN PATIENT WITH AUTISTA SPECTRUM DISORDER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

PUNCHED GASTRIC ULCER, INDUCED BY INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON AND TREATED BY ENDOSCOPIC: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC STENOTOMY IN ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS DIGESTIVES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

EUS-FNA DIAGNOSIS WITH CORE BIOPSY OF PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM PRIMARY BREAST CANCER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Samuel Romanini (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: EVALUATION OF 363 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SCYSTOGASTROSTOMY: TREATMENT REPORT 03 PANCREATIC PSEUDOCYST PATIENTS CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA IN POWDER LATE SURGERY BARIATRIC SURGERY: A REPORT OF CASE
Abstract Presenter: José Carlos Lopes Albuquerque (Brazil)

HYPERPLASTIC GASTRIC POLYPose WITH COlONIC POLYPS AND THE RISK OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Souza Cury (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

DYNAMIC CHANGE OF INJURY LAPAROSCOPICALLY ASSISTED RECOVERY OPERATIONS WITH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR PERFORMANCE
Abstract Presenter: Matveev Ivan (Russian Federation)

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PAPILLA CHANGES IN CHOLELITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF EARLY ENDOSCOPY IN THE DETECTION OF BLEEDING SOURCE IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL VARICES AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Inna Shestak (Russian Federation)

VIDEOCOLONOSCOPY VS VIRTUAL COLONOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF COLONIC PATHOLOGIES
Abstract Presenter: Serghei Samohvalov (Moldova, Republic of)

RISK MANAGEMENT OF REPROCESSING IN ENDOSCOPY: TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY EVALUATION
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

EUS-GUIDED BILIARY DRAINAGE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BENIGN BILIARY STRICTURES IN PATIENTS WITH ALTERED ANATOMY
SAFETY OF ERCP. STRATEGY FOR REDUCING COMPLICATION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

RISK EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT WITH BAYESIAN NETWORK IN PRACTICAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

FEASIBILITY, SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENTS (LAMS): A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

HOW TO TRAIN ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES – EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT TRAINING SIMULATORS AND MODULES
Abstract Presenter: Jadranka Brljak (Croatia)

THE RELATION BETWEEN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING COLONOSCOPY
CHROMOENDOSCOPY AND NARROW SPECTRA TECHNOLOGIES AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOL OF ESOPHAGITIS IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION, CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Hipolito (Mexico)

DUODENAL GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOR. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Estefania Barba Naranjo (Ecuador)

EXPERIENCIA EN LÍQUIDOS DE QUISTES PANCREÁTICOS EXPERIENCIA EN LÍQUIDOS DE QUISTES PANCREÁTICOS
Abstract Presenter: Luis Caro (Argentina)

FIRST CASE REPORT IN ECUADOR OF USE OF TC-325 (HEMOSPRAY) FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE AND DIFFUSE REFRACTORY UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Arciniegas Avila (Ecuador)

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INDICATORS IN A PRIVATE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Josselyn Mariana Vera Intriago (Brazil)
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TWO BOWEL PREPARATION STRATEGIES FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ADULTS. A PROSPECTIVE, COMPARATIVE AND RANDOMIZED PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

ACUTE ESOPHAGEAL NECROSIS: DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. SERIES OF CASES IN A HOSPITAL OF MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Jose Roberto Ramirez Nava (Mexico)

POEM PROCEDURE AS MANAGEMENT OF ACHALASIA IN GENERAL HOSPITAL “DR. MANUEL GEA GONZÁLEZ”: INITIAL EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Luis Topete (Mexico)

GOSSYPIBOMA IN ABDOMINAL CAVITY
Abstract Presenter: German Carvajal (Colombia)

PROXIMAL MIGRATION OF PANCREATIC STENT DURING ERCP EXPERIENCE IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Bernardo Sánchez Luque (Colombia)

NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF BLACK PERFORATED ESOPHAGUS: SURVIVAL CASE REPORT AND CRITICAL REVIEW
Abstract Presenter: Jose Francisco Carriel (Colombia)

EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE ETIOLOGY, INCIDENCE, TREATMENT OF NON-VARICEAL DIGESTIVE HEMORRHAGE (NVH) AT HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

INDICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT USE IN PATIENTS WITH UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT CANCER
Abstract Presenter: William Senler (Chile)

PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR ADEQUATE INTESTINAL PREPARATION IN A GUATEMALA HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH HIV IN HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

THREE CONSECUTIVE ANNUAL RWANDA ENDOSCOPY WEEK CONFERENCES BROADEN THE TRAINING FOOTPRINT
Abstract Presenter: Eric Rutaganda (Rwanda)
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LIGATION BASED ANTI-REFLUX MUCOSECTOMY (L-ARMS) IN GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

PERCUTANEOUS CHOLANGIOSCOPY-ASSISTED STONE EXTRACTION OF RETAINED COMMON DUCT STONE
EVALUATION A BILIARY OBSTRUCTION BY ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY WITH CHOLANGIOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ROLE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY AND TREATMENT OPTIONS IN COMPLEX BILIARY ANASTOMOTIC STRICTURES AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF INDETERMINATE BILIARY STRUCTURE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

COLONIC GALLSTONE ILEUS: COMBINED ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

RECTAL MELANOMA: EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSIS AND ORGAN-PRESERVATION STRATEGY WITH NEOADJUVANT IMMUNOTHERAPY AND ABSCOPAL RADIATION THERAPY FOLLOWED BY TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROSURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

MANTLE CELL LYMPHOMA WITH COLONIC INVOLVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: László Topál (Hungary)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-BASED ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS USING RESIDUAL NETWORKS IN COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Yoriaki Komeda (Japan)

NOVEL LAPARO-ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID PROCEDURE TO TREAT A DISCONNECTED ROUX LIMB AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

UTILITY AND SAFETY OF COLORECTAL FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION WITH LAPAROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPY COOPERATIVELY
Abstract Presenter: Keigo Suzuki (Japan)

MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION OF GIANT GASTRIC HAMARTOMATOUS POLYP IN A PATIENT WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC FINDINGS (CASE REPORT)
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

COMBINED APPROACH WITH "STENT IN STENT" TECHNIQUE, APC AND ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID SURGERY TO REMOVE PARTIALLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT (PC-SEMS) EMBEDDED IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL PATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Agustín Insausti (Argentina)

NOVEL SURGICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC COLLABORATIVE LARYNX-PRESERVING APPROACH FOR CERVICAL ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Seiichiro Abe (Japan)

ENTERITIS EOSINOFILICA ASOCIADA A OBSTRUCCION INTESTINAL ALTA CASO CLINICO
Abstract Presenter: Ana Cristina Vargas Velasco (Bolivia)

THE EXPERIENCE OF USING INTRALUMINAL PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY FOR RECANALIZATION OF TUMOR STRICTURES OF THE ESOPHAGEAL AND ESOPHAGOGASTRIC JUNCTION CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Rusanov (Russian Federation)

ESOPHAGEAL INVOLVEMENT IN A CASE OF EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSAC ACQUISITA
Abstract Presenter: Shaloane da Silva de Fontes (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

RARE COMPLICATIONS OF ESD IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO TREAT SIMULTANEOUS PHARYNGEAL AND ESOPHAGEAL EARLY SUPERFICIAL CANCERS

RARE CASE OF A LARGE BRUNNER’S GLAND HAMARTOMA RESECTED ENDOSCOPICALLY AND CLOSED WITH AN OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO TREAT SIMULTANEOUS PHARYNGEAL AND ESOPHAGEAL EARLY SUPERFICIAL CANCERS

BILIOLBROCHIAL FISTULA: RARE COMPLICATION OF HEPATIC HYDATIDIOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

RENDEZVOUS ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND USING “HITCH AND RIDE” TECHNIQUE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Ileana Alvarado Echeverría (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF GASTRO GASTRIC FISTULA POST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN AFTER HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLOSURE OF GASTRIC PERFORATION USING THE OVESCO OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP SYSTEM IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION

TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES IN CHILDREN WITH EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA: FLUOROSCOPICALLY GUIDED BALLOON DILATATION
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIP CLOSURE OF THE DEFECT AFTER PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

BILLIARY METALLIC STENT OCCLUSION TREATED WITH A STENT INSIDE A STENT IN A PATIENT WITH AMPULLARY CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jaime Fustamante Flores (Peru)

STENT-IN-STENT (SIS) PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN CARCINOMA PANCREAS THAT WAS DIFFICULT TO DIAGNOSE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH EARLY BLEEDING CONTROLLED WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

CATHETERISATION OF AN INTRA-DIVERTICULAR “INVISIBLE PAPILLA”
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

THE INTRAMURAL INCISION (BURDICK’S) TECHNIQUE: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

RETAINED DORMIA BASKET DURING THE ERCP: LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION AND FLEXIBLE CHOLANGIOSCOPY AS A THERAPEUTIC OPTION
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)
ERCP BY THE RENDEZ-VOUS TECHNIQUE WITH TRANSVESICULAR ACCESS  
Speaker: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

RARE CULPRIT  
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION IN ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) IN A PATIENT WITH LEMMEL’S SYNDROME  
Abstract Presenter: Lucas Casé Ferraz (Brazil)

LAPAROSCOPE ASSISTED ERCP: INTRAOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF IATROGENIC BILE DUCT INJURY  

PANCREATOSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA IN A PATIENT WITH CHRONIC PANCREATITIS  
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AND CORRELATION BETWEEN INTRAPAPILLARY CAPILLARY LOOPS (IPCL) AND HISTOPATHOLOGY  
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF NEAR-CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANAL CANAL SQUAMOUS INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION  
Abstract Presenter: Kengo Kasuga (Japan)

CIRCUMFERENTIAL ESD FOR AN EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER ASSOCIATED WITH AN ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM - BEGINNER’S EXPERIENCE  

LARGE COLON LATERAL SPREADING TUMOR (LST) ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD)  
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CARDIAL CANCER  

EUS AND EMR IN TREATMENT OF GASTRIC CARCINOID  
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

EARLY GASTRIC CANCER WITH IMAGING BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) MASQUERADING LIVER METASTASIS. SHOULD A FNA-EUS BE PERFORMED TO CONFIRM A HEPATIC METASTASIS?  

BITE ON BITE AND EUS-FNA IN THE HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS OF THE UPPER DIGESTIVE TRACT  

THE UTILITY OF SINGLE-BALLOON ENTEROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA MANIFESTING AS ISCHEMIC ENTERITIS: A VIDEO CASE REPORT  
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EUS GUIDED-NEEDLE BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY (NCLE) AND MICRO BIOPSY OF INDETERMINATE PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION  
Abstract Presenter: Martín Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

UNUSUAL PANCREATIC ENHACING LESION AT UNCINATE PROCESS  

EUS TISSUE DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT SOLID PSEUDOPAPILLARY TUMOR OF THE PANCREAS IN A YOUNG MALE. UNUSUAL PRESENTATION OF AN UNSUAL PANCREATIC TUMOR. A CASE REPORT  
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)
Scientific Programme

INTRADUCTAL PAPILLARY MUCINOUS NEOPLASM (IPMN) OF PANCREAS: DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)

HEPATOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS USING A NOVEL HYBRID METAL STENT (HALF COVERED, HALF UNCOVERED)
Abstract Presenter: Vivian Araya Arce (Costa Rica)

CHOLEDOCHO-NODAL FISTULA: UNCOMMON CAUSE OF OBSTRUCTIVE JAUNDICE IN A PATIENT WITH HCC

PUNCTURE OF PANCREATIC MASS WITH RAPID ON-SITE CYTOPATHOLOGICAL EVALUATION (ROSE) AND CELIAC PLEXUS NEUROLYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) GUIDED DRAINAGE OF PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION AFTER PANCREATECTOMY USING LUMEN APPOSING METAL STENT (LAMS)
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

TREATMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME WITH LUMEN-APPOSING METALLIC STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME USING LUMEN OPPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Muhammad Bashir (United States of America)

EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE BIOPSY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF HIV RELATED CHOLANGIOPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

CONTRAST-ENHANCED HARMONIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (CH-EUS) IN ASSESSMENT OF PANCREATIC SEROUS CYSTADENOMA

GASTRIC GLOMUS TUMOR: A CASE REPORT

RETROPERONEAL ACCESSORY SPLEEN LOCATED close AT NECK OF THE PANCREAS MIMICKING AS PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR

DUCTAL CUTOFF SIGN BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IS A MARKER FOR A PANCREATIC CANCER

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF FOOD INTOLERANCE AFTER BANDED GASTRIC BYPASS: INDUCING BAND EROSION FOR REMOVAL WITH A METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

RARE CASE OF BURIED SHARP FB PART IN GASTRIC WALL & PART OUT SIDE IN GB FOSSA - ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL INCISION & FLUORO GUIDED REMOVAL
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

UNCOMMON ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES OF NON-CARDIA EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN CENTRAL VIETNAM AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION AFTER 5 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

GASTRIC Plication WITH OVERSTITCH ENDOSCOPIC SUTURING DEVICE FOR POST-SURGICAL CHRONIC GASTROPARESIS

THE GASTROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHOLEDOCHO-LITHIASIS IN BILE DUCT-DUODENAL DERIVATION
Abstract Presenter: Jose Zevallas Rodriguez (Peru)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
PARTIALLY DECONNECION OF VERTICAL SUTURE IN A BY PASS SURGERY, TREATED WITH PARTIALLY COVERED STENT - CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira Santos (Brazil)

CUERPO EXTRAÑO, TAPA DE CERVEZA
Abstract Presenter: Bethzi Gisela Valdez Guzman (Bolivia)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

THE ROLE OF LCI COMBINED WITH ROUGE STAINING TO THE BOUNDARY OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND PRECANCEROUS LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela Araújo (Brazil)

RECANALIZATION OF COMPLETE STENOSIS OF BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS BY COMBINED ENDOSCOPY AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Tomonori Yano (Japan)

GEL IMMERSION ENDOSCOPY: INNOVATION IN SECURING THE VISUAL FIELD - CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF 265 CONSECUTIVE CASES
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP (OTSC) CLOSURE OF AN IATROGENIC GASTRO-COLIC FISTULA FOLLOWING MISPLACEMENT OF A LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

VIDEO PRESENTATION OF ENDOSCOPIC MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT WITH VACUUM AND SELF-EXPANDABLE FULLY COVERED METALLIC STENT FOR POS-OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOJEJEunal Leakage in Critically Ill Patients
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

THE USE OF NOVEL MODIFIED ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A TRANSMURAL RECTAL WALL DEFECT
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

THORACOSCOPIC AND ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED SURGERY FOR AN ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMOR ACCOMPANIED WITH A SYNCHRONOUS PLEURA SCHWANNOMA
Abstract Presenter: Nagoor Basha Shaik (India)

ENDOLUMINAL VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) OF COMPLEX POST-ESOPHAGECTOMY Anastomotic Fistula
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Nagl (Germany)
A NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF FOAM SCLEROTHERAPY IN A RARE CASE OF RECTAL VENOUS MALFORMATION

TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX COLOCUTANEOUS FISTULA WITH VACUUM THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM-ASSISTED CLOSURE OF A LARGE POSTOPERATIVE ESOPHAGEAL LEAK
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-Jamar (Spain)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION (S.T.E.R.) OF A GIANT AND SYMPTOMATIC SUBCARDIAL LEIOMYOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Sandoval Montero (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF DUODENAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH BAND LIGATION MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN THE TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX CAUSTIC GASTRIC STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Coutinho Madruga-Neto (Brazil)

USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO IMPROVE POLYP DETECTION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-Jamar (Spain)

AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS - A GREAT MIMICKER OF PANCREATIC TUMOR FOR A PATIENT WHO PRESENTED WITH HEAD OF PANCREAS SWELLING
Abstract Presenter: K. B. Jaydeesh Khanna (Singapore)

COMPLEX APPROACH TO WALLED OF PANCREATIC NECROSIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC NECROSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

A CASE OF ACHALASIA OF CARDIA COMBINED WITH ESOPHAGUS DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE ESOPHAGEAL LEAKS WITH MEGA STENTÀ AFTER ABORTED PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY PROCEDURE (POEM)
Abstract Presenter: Daniela Grant Alpízar (Costa Rica)

POST-BARIATRIC PSEUDO-ACHALASIA ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY RESOLUTION
Abstract Presenter: Alejandro Nieponice (Argentina)

UNUSUAL EVOLUTION POST POEM AND MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Barrientos (Chile)

THE USE OF A SECOND ENDOSCOPE FOR THE REMOVAL OF A TRAPPED ENDOLOOP
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION: EXPERIENCE OF A MONOVALENT REFERRAL CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Gonzalo Coria (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC VACCUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR MEDIASTINUM-ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA INDUCED BY SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENT (SEMS)
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

CASE REPORT: METASTATIC GALLBLADDER CARCINOMA PRESENTING AS RECTOSIGMOID ADENOCARCINOMA, KRUENBERG TUMOR AND SISTER MARY JOSEPH NODULE
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

PERCUTANEOUS TRANSHEPATIC SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPE AND BALLOON ASSISTED MANAGEMENT OF HEPATOLITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: S N K Chenduran (India)

SUCCESSFUL HEMOSTASIS OF A RARE CASE OF UPPER GI BLEEDING FROM A DUODENAL VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH A MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP FOR REFRACTORY VARICEAL BLEEDING AFTER BANDING LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Ramón Soria Alcívar (Ecuador)

NOW YOU SEE, NOW YOU DON'T: A CASE REPORT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION (GEJ) ADENOCARCINOMA LOCATED AT SLIDING HIATAL HERNIA
Abstract Presenter: J. Alejandro Villar-Tapia (Mexico)

BLEEDING DUE TO DISLODGMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL BANDS AFTER BALLOON TAMPONADE: MANAGEMENT WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

Learning Center
08:15 - 10:00 Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV-V), Floor2

High Quality (High-Q) Course on Upper GI Endoscopy
Chair: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)
Chair: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)

Welcome 08:15 - 08:20
Speaker: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)

Why High Quality Upper Endoscopy Matters? - Lecture and quiz 08:20 - 08:50
Speaker: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)

High quality measures in the esophagus - Lecture and quiz 08:50 - 09:20
Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)

Gastric premalignant conditions - Lecture and quiz 09:20 - 09:50
Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)

Discussion 09:50 - 10:00

Symposium
08:30 - 10:00 Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S07 New developments on endoscopic diagnosis and treatment of the esophagus
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)
### Scientific Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 - 08:45</td>
<td><strong>Endoscopic treatment of GERD</strong></td>
<td>Paulo Sakai (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:45 - 09:00</td>
<td><strong>New developments on diagnosis of superficial esophageal neoplasia</strong></td>
<td>Krish Ragunath (Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 - 09:15</td>
<td><strong>Regenerative esophageal medicine</strong></td>
<td>Alejandro Nieponice (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:15 - 09:30</td>
<td><strong>High Resolution Manometry and impedanciometry: current and future perspectives</strong></td>
<td>Belen Mendoza De Molano (Colombia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:30 - 09:45</td>
<td><strong>Endoscopic treatment of Zenker’s diverticulum</strong></td>
<td>Paulo Sakai (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:45 - 10:00</td>
<td><strong>POEM: state of the art (Video)</strong></td>
<td>Haruhiro Inoue (Japan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Symposium

**S11 Deep Enteroscopy, current trends**

Chair: Evgeny D. Fedorov (Russian Federation)
Chair: Raul Antonio Cañadas Garrido (Colombia)
Chair: Lars Aabakken (Norway)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 - 08:45</td>
<td><strong>Debate: Deep enteroscopy vs. video capsule. Pros and cons</strong></td>
<td>Adriana Vaz Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lars Aabakken (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:45 - 09:00</td>
<td><strong>Enteroscopy: tips for altered anatomy and endotherapy</strong></td>
<td>Lars Aabakken (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 - 09:15</td>
<td><strong>The role of endoscopy in the management of suspected small-bowel bleeding</strong></td>
<td>Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:15 - 09:30</td>
<td><strong>The role of endoscopy in the management of small-bowel stenosis</strong></td>
<td>Evgeny D. Fedorov (Russian Federation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:30 - 09:45</td>
<td><strong>The role of endoscopy in the management of small-bowel polyposis</strong></td>
<td>Edward Despott (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:45 - 10:00</td>
<td><strong>Motorized spiral enteroscopy</strong></td>
<td>Torsten Beyna (Germany)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Scientific Programme**

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy  
*08:30 - 08:45*  
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

**PAC00 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Opening Ceremony**

Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)  
Chair: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)  
Chair: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)  
Chair: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)  
Chair: Fernando Acosta (Uruguay)

*Opening ceremony  
08:30 - 08:45*

-Speaker: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)  
-Speaker: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)  
-Speaker: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)  
-Speaker: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)  
-Speaker: Fernando Acosta (Uruguay)

Learning Center  
*08:30 - 10:00*  
Room 11 Hands-on (GALAPAGOS+ARUBAS), Floor 1

**HOT 1.1 Hands-on Training Day 1**

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics  
*08:45 - 10:00*  
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**PED10 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Poliposis en el niño y el adolescente / Children and Adolescents Polyposis**

Chair: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)  
Chair: Victor Fox (United States of America)

*Como preparar adecuadamente el colon/ Proper Preparation of the Colon for Colonoscopy*

Speaker: Mario Vieira (Brazil)  
*08:45 - 09:00*

*Como realizar una polipektomía segura / Performing a Safe Polypectomy*

Speaker: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)  
*09:00 - 09:15*

*Pólipo Juvenil: solitario y múltiple / Juvenile Polyps: Solitary and Multiple*

Speaker: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)  
*09:15 - 09:30*

*Síndrome de Peutz-Jeghers / Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome*

Speaker: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)  
*09:30 - 09:45*

*Poliposis adenomatosa familiar / Familial Adenomatous Polyposis*

Speaker: Fernando Medina (Colombia)  
*09:45 - 10:00*
Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:45 - 10:00 Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

PAC01 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Endoscopy from basics to advanced
Chair: Yenny Cladera (Bolivia)
Chair: Guillermo Fernandez (Argentina)

- **Endoscopy in celiac disease**
  Speaker: Emmanuel Coronel Jr. (United States of America)  
  08:45 - 09:00

- **How to improve the diagnosis of flat lesions**
  Speaker: Lincoln Eduardo Villela Vieira de C. Ferreira (Brazil)  
  09:00 - 09:15

- **Update on endoscope decontamination and reprocessing issues**
  Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)  
  09:15 - 09:30

- **Open discussion**
  09:30 - 10:00

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:45 - 10:00 Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

PAC06 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Early squamous-cell esophageal cancer in 2020: from detection to treatment
Chair: Luis Lara (United States of America)
Chair: Augusto Vera C (Peru)
Chair: José Villarejo (Paraguay)

- **Current limitations of Upper Endoscopy and what can we do to improve it**
  Speaker: Sergio Sobrino Cossio (Mexico)  
  08:45 - 09:00

- **The role of dye based chromoendoscopy and digital chromoendoscopy in the detection of early esophageal malignancy**
  Speaker: Claudio Hashimoto (Brazil)  
  09:00 - 09:15

- **Current indications for endoscopic treatment of esophageal SCC**
  09:15 - 09:30

- **ESD techniques for the treatment of superficial esophageal cancer**
  Speaker: Miguel Tanimoto Licona (Mexico)  
  09:30 - 09:45

- **Early Esophageal Cancer: State of the Art**
  Speaker: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)  
  09:45 - 10:00
Live Demonstration
10:30 - 12:30

Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

**LE 2.2 Live Endoscopy**

Chair: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Fábio Segal (Brazil)
Chair: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
Chair: Giacomo Machado (Brazil)
Chair: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)

10:30 - 12:30
Live demonstrations from the Hospital das Clinicas University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Expert: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
Expert: Hiroyuki Isayama (Japan)
Expert: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan)
Expert: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)
Expert: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
Expert: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)
Expert: Nelson Miyajima (Brazil)

Society Symposium
10:30 - 12:00
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

**S08 Pan-Arab Association of Gastroenterology (PAAG): Variceal and non-variceal Upper GI bleeding**

Chair: M. Azzam Kayasseh (United Arab Emirates)
Chair: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)
Chair: Vipulroy Rathod (India)
Chair: Hossam Ghoneim (Egypt)

Do we need to change guideline in management of variceal bleeding? 10:30 - 10:45
(Video)
Speaker: Mohamed Serag Zakaria (Egypt)

Role of Pharmaceutical drugs in upper GIT bleeding 10:45 - 11:00
Speaker: Hossam Ghoneim (Egypt)

Role of endoscopy in GIT bleeding: what is new? 11:00 - 11:15
Speaker: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)

Education and Training in Upper GI Bleeding 11:15 - 11:20
Speaker: M. Azzam Kayasseh (United Arab Emirates)

Hands-on training in bleeding. It is needed in developing zones! (Video) 11:20 - 11:30
Speaker: Ibrahim Mostafa (Egypt)

Ectopic varices: Diagnosis and management (Video) 11:30 - 11:45
Speaker: Ihab Shehadeh (Jordan)

Discussion 11:45 - 12:00
Scientific Programme

Symposium
10:30 - 12:00
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S12 IBD and cancer screening
Chair: Belen Mendoza De Molano (Colombia)
Chair: Haruhiko Ogata (Japan)
Chair: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

- Advanced endoscopy in IBD - detect and resect // Screening colonoscopy for colitic cancer and dysplasia (Video)
  Speaker: Evelien Dekker (Netherlands)
  Speaker: Helmut Neumann (Germany)
  10:30 - 11:00

- Pouchitis: diagnosis and treatment
  Speaker: Haruhiko Ogata (Japan)
  11:00 - 11:15

- Wireless capsule endoscopic in Inflammatory Bowel Disease
  Speaker: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)
  11:15 - 11:30

- Endoscopy in IBD: Controversies and Consensus
  Speaker: Belen Mendoza De Molano (Colombia)
  11:30 - 11:45

- Surveillance in IBD white light, chromoendoscopy or electronic chromoendoscopy?
  Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)
  11:45 - 12:00

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
10:30 - 10:50
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED11 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Pólípectomías difíciles/Difficult polypectomy techniques
Chair: Violeta Sereno (Uruguay)

- Pólípectomías difíciles/Difficult polypectomy techniques
  Speaker: Victor Fox (United States of America)
  10:30 - 10:50

Learning Center
10:30 - 12:00
Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV -V), Floor2

High Quality (High-Q) Course on Upper GI Endoscopy
Chair: Sergio Sobrino Cossio (Mexico)
Chair: Yutaka Saito (Japan)

- Systematic Photodocumentation of the Upper GI tract - Lecture and quiz
  Speaker: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
  10:30 - 11:00

- Do not miss duodenal lesions - Lecture and quiz
  Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)
  11:00 - 11:30

- Coming back to the basic: clues for endoscopic diagnosis of early gastric cancer under white light
  Speaker: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)
  11:30 - 11:45
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Discussion  11:45 - 11:55
Closing remarks  11:55 - 12:00
Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:30 - 12:00  Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

PAC02 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: SIED - Mayo Clinic Symposium
Chair: Prasad Iyer (United States of America)
Chair: Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico)
Chair: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)
Chair: Artur Parada (Brazil)

10:30 - 10:45  Updates in Full Thickness Colonic Resection  
Speaker: Elizabeth Rajan (United States of America)

10:45 - 11:00  Advances in Barrett’s Esophagus Endotherapy  
Speaker: Prasad Iyer (United States of America)

11:00 - 11:15  Advances in the Endoscopic Resection of Colonic Polyps  
Speaker: Edson Guzmán Calderón (Peru)

11:15 - 11:30  Advances in the diagnosis and management of biliary structures  
Speaker: Vinay Chandrasekhara (United States of America)

11:30 - 11:40  Advances in Endoscopic Closure of GI Leaks and Fistulae

11:40 - 11:55  Open discussion

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:30 - 12:00  Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

PAC07 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Early gastric cancer - from diagnostic to treatment
Chair: Carlos Robles Jara (Ecuador)
Chair: Adriana Cota (Uruguay)
Chair: Enio Olivera (Brazil)

10:30 - 10:45  Challenges to detect gastric intestinal metaplasia  
Speaker: Juan Combe Gutierrez (Peru)

10:45 - 11:00  Gastric cancer: How to defeat it?  
Speaker: Robinson Gonzalez (Chile)

11:00 - 11:15  Can advanced endoscopic imaging improve the diagnosis of gastric neoplasms?  
Speaker: Herbert Burgos (Costa Rica)
Scientific Programme

Expanded criteria for early gastric cancer treatment: Do Eastern rules apply to Western situations? 11:15 - 11:30
Speaker: Daniela Milhomem Cardoso (Brazil)

Guidelines for ESD for early gastric cancer 11:30 - 11:45
Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)

Open discussion 11:45 - 12:00

PED12 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Enfermedad Inflamatoria Intestinal / Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Criterios de Porto, que hay de nuevo ?/Porto Criteria, what is new ? 10:50 - 11:05
Speaker: Jorge Amil Dias (Portugal)

Scores endoscopicos, biopsias 11:05 - 11:20
Speaker: Marina Orsi (Argentina)

Colitis Ulcerosa en el lactante, dificil diagnostico ?/Ulcerative colitis in infancy, difficult diagnosis ? 11:20 - 11:35
Speaker: Monica Gonzalez (Chile)

Enfermedad de Crohn complicada / Corhn´s disease complications 11:35 - 11:50

Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and Comments 11:50 - 12:00

PAC03 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Honorary Lecture 12:00 - 12:30
Speaker: Jean-Francois Rey (France)

IS 1.1 Fujifilm Satellite Symposia: Advances in Imaging and Endoscopic Techniques

Chair: Luis Maruta (Brazil)
Chair: Yutaka Saito (Japan)
Scientific Programme

Premalignant gastric lesions: Advances in Advanced Endoscopy Imaging 12:30 - 13:00
Speaker: Herbert Burgos (Costa Rica)

Colorectal Lesions: Advances in Advanced Endoscopy Imaging 13:00 - 13:30
Speaker: Carlos Eduardo Oliveira Dos Santos (Brazil)

ePoster Podium Session

ESD WITH SENTINEL LYMPH NODE RESECTION IN TREATMENT OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY: PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)

ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE ROLE IN CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND CLINICAL SUSPICION OF SMALL BOWEL CROHN'S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

FIRST ORGANIZED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN COSTA RICA: RESULTS FROM THE INITIAL ROUND OF SCREENING FOR THE PROVINCE OF CARTAGO
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Sanchez Cabo (Costa Rica)

Honorary Lecture
13:30 - 14:00 Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

S15 European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE): Francois Moutier
Honorary Lecture

Chair: Thierry Ponchon (France)
Scientific Programme

Endoscopic diagnosis of superficial carcinoma and preneoplastic lesions of the stomach
Speaker: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)

S09 American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE): Colorectal cancer screening and surveillance in 2020
Chair: Pablo Cortés (Chile)
Chair: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)

- Improving adherence to CRC screening: a global approach
  Speaker: Cecilio L. Cerisoli (Argentina)

- Updated guidelines for screening: Is 45 the right age
  Speaker: Linda Rabeneck (Canada)

- CRC screening: Is colonoscopy still the gold standard
  Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)

- Improving Adenoma detection: Tools and techniques
  Speaker: Claudio Rolim Teixeira (Brazil)

- Serrated colonic lesions: How to best manage
  Speaker: Gregory G. Ginsberg (United States of America)

- Optimal methods for CRC surveillance in IBD patients
  Speaker: Kenneth McQuaid (United States of America)

S13 New methods and technologies in Endoscopy
Chair: David Horacio Zagalsky (Argentina)
Chair: Valerio Balassone (Italy)
Chair: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)

- What are the clinical benefits of motorized endoscopy?
  Speaker: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)
  Speaker: Torsten Beyna (Germany)

- New technologies for improving adenoma detection rates
  Speaker: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)

- Debate: Treating difficult lesions: full thickness vs. combined laparoscopic & endoscopic approach
  Speaker: Helmut Messmann / Sandra Nagl (Germany)
  Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)

- Endoscopic establishment of enteral anastomoses: when and how?
  Speaker: Iman Andalib (United States of America)
**Scientific Programme**

- **Current endoscopic therapies for GERD (Video)**
  Speaker: Kenneth J Chang (United States of America)
  14:30 - 14:45

- **How will artificial intelligence affect endoscopy?**
  Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)
  Speaker: Hisao Tajiri (Japan)
  14:45 - 15:00

**Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics**
13:30 - 14:30  
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**PED13 SLAGHPN/SIED-LASPGHAN: CONFERENCIAS: Impacto de las nuevas tecnologías en el diagnóstico tratamiento endoscópico/New technologies´ impact on endoscopic diagnoses and treatments**

Chair: Claudio Iglesias (Uruguay)
Chair: Jose Spolidoro (Brazil)
Chair: Ileana González (Venezuela)

- **Inteligencia artificial en endoscopía, futuro o presente? / Artificial Intelligence in Endoscopy: future or present?**
  Speaker: Roque Sáenz (Chile)
  13:30 - 13:45

- **Manejo de las colecciones pancreáticas guiadas por ecoendoscopía / Endoscopic ultrasound-guided management of pancreatic fluid collections**
  Speaker: Victor Fox (United States of America)
  13:45 - 14:00

- **Cápsula endoscópica en Pediatría, iluminando la oscuridad al final del Tunel / Capsule endoscopy in paediatrics, enlightening the darkness at the end of the tunnel**
  Speaker: Christos Tzivinikos (United Arab Emirates)
  14:00 - 14:15

- **Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and Comments**
  14:15 - 14:30

**Learning Center**
13:30 - 16:30  
Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV -V), Floor 2

**WEO International School of EUS (WISE) Course: Reinforcement of Basics**

Chair: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)
Chair: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)

- **Welcome & Introduction**
  Speaker: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
  13:30 - 13:35

- **Radial & Linear EUS Anatomy of Mediastinum - Lecture and Quiz (Radial EUS Anatomy of Mediastinum, Linear EUS Anatomy of Mediastinum)**
  Speaker: Marco Aurélio D'Assunção (Brazil)
  13:35 - 14:00

  Speaker: Sundeep Lakhtakia (India)
  14:00 - 14:25
### Scientific Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14:25 - 14:50</td>
<td>Linear EUS Anatomy of Pancreato-Biliary System - Lecture and Quiz</td>
<td>Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:50 - 15:10</td>
<td>EUS Findings of Hepato-Biliary Lesions - Lecture and Quiz (Biliary &amp; GB lesions, Hepatic lesions)</td>
<td>Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:10 - 15:35</td>
<td>Techniques of EUS-FNA - Lecture and Quiz (Needles and accessories; Lesion delineation, ideal location, knob movement; Sample preparation)</td>
<td>Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:35 - 15:55</td>
<td>EUS/CE-EUS Findings of Pancreatic Lesions - Lecture and Quiz</td>
<td>Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:55 - 16:15</td>
<td>My experience with WISE 2019: Training and subsequent implementation in clinical practice</td>
<td>Valerio Balassone (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15 - 16:30</td>
<td>Closing Remarks</td>
<td>Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy

**PAC04 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: The future today**

Chair: Carlos Robles Jara (Ecuador)
Chair: Alex Navarro (Chile)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13:30 - 13:45</td>
<td>ERCP, the next frontier - New devices and technologies</td>
<td>Djalma Ernesto Coelho Neto (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:45 - 14:00</td>
<td>Contrast enhanced endosonography, elastography, etc - are these technologies ready for prime time?</td>
<td>Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00 - 14:15</td>
<td>Advanced imaging techniques in colonoscopy</td>
<td>Carlos Eduardo Oliveira Dos Santos (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:15 - 14:30</td>
<td>Colonoscopy of the future</td>
<td>Yutaka Saito (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30 - 15:00</td>
<td>Open discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
13:30 - 15:00 Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC08 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Endoscopic emergency, Just call now!**

Chair: Guillermo Burbano Jarrin (Ecuador)
Chair: Julian Ruiz Torres (Cuba)
Chair: Lorenzo Padin (Argentina)

**Gastrointestinal injury from caustic ingestion**
Speaker: Guido Villa Gomez (Bolivia)  13:30 - 13:45

**ERCP on a Saturday night**
Speaker: Claudio Navarrete (Chile)  13:45 - 14:00

**Endoscopic management of foreign bodies - Current state**
Speaker: Juan Miguel Abdo-Francis (Mexico)  14:00 - 14:15

**Emergency endoscopy in the anticoagulated patient**
Speaker: Omar Trujillo Benavides (Mexico)  14:15 - 14:30

**Self expanding stents in malignant colonic obstruction**
Speaker: Álvaro Piazze (Uruguay)  14:30 - 14:45

**Open discussion**  14:45 - 15:00

Live Demonstration
14:00 - 16:00 Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

**LE 2.3 Live Endoscopy**
Chair: Shiaw-Hooi Ho (Malaysia)
Chair: Torsten Beyna (Germany)
Chair: Hossam Ghoneim (Egypt)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Luiz Luna (Brazil)

Live demonstrations from the Hospital das Clinicas University of Sao Paulo, Brazil  14:00 - 16:00
Expert: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
Expert: Hiroyuki Isayama (Japan)
Expert: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan)
Expert: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)
Expert: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
Expert: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)
Expert: Nelson Miyajima (Brazil)

Learning Center
14:00 - 15:30 Room 11 Hands-on (GALAPAGOS+ARUBAS), Floor-1

**HOT 1.2 Hands-on Training Day 1**
Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
14:30 - 15:30
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED14 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Aportes de la Endoscopía a la Nutrición / Endoscopy Contributions to Nutrition
Chair: Jose Spolidoro (Brazil)
Chair: Nelson Ramírez (Bolivia)
Chair: María Noel Tanzi (Uruguay)

14:30 - 14:40
Colocación de sondas nasoyeyunales por endoscopía / Nasojejunal Feeding Tube Placement by Endoscopy
Speaker: Jose Spolidoro (Brazil)

14:40 - 14:55
Gastrostomía Endoscópica Percutánea / Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy
Speaker: Paulo Bittencourt (Brazil)

14:55 - 15:10
Gastrostomía de un solo paso / One-step Gastrostomy Button
Speaker: Jose Spolidoro (Brazil)

15:10 - 15:25
Complicaciones de la Gastrostomía / Complications of Gastrostomy
Speaker: Monserrat Cázares (Mexico)

15:25 - 15:30
Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and Comments

Society Symposium
15:00 - 16:30
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S10 Korean Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (KSGE)
Chair: Ji-Kon Ryu (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Yong-Tae Kim (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)

15:00 - 15:15
Endoscopic Biliary drainage in hilar malignant structure
Speaker: Ji-Kon Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

15:15 - 15:30
Tissue acquisition of GI subepithelial tumors: Who when, and how (Video)
Speaker: Eun Young Kim (Korea, Republic of)

15:30 - 15:45
EUS-rendezvous technique for selective biliary access: When to start?
Speaker: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)

15:45 - 16:00
Current and future of drug-eluting stents for malignant biliary obstruction (Video)
Speaker: Don Hang Lee (Korea, Republic of)

16:00 - 16:15
Debate: EMR for large adenomas: underwater vs. conventional injection technique
Speaker: Andrew Y. Wang (United States of America)
Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)

16:15 - 16:30
EUS-guided biliary drainage; direct transmural metallic stenting
Speaker: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)
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Symposium  
15:00 - 16:30  
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S14 EMR/ESD & beyond

Chair: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)  
Chair: Juan Miguel Abdo-Francis (Mexico)  
Chair: Arnaud Lemmers (Belgium)

- **Full Thickness Resection, effectiveness and limitations (Video)**  
  Speaker: Enqiang Linghu (China)  
  **15:00 - 15:15**

- **Debate: EMR vs. ESD for treatment of early gastric and esophageal cancer neoplasia less than 20 mm**  
  Speaker: Steven Edmundowicz (United States of America)  
  Speaker: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)  
  **15:15 - 15:30**

- **Debate: EMR vs. ESD in LST-G colorectal neoplasia**  
  Speaker: Claudio Rolim Teixeira (Brazil)  
  Speaker: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)  
  **15:30 - 15:45**

- **Endoscopy Beyond the Lumen**  
  Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)  
  **15:45 - 16:00**

- **Long term results and future development for POEM (Video)**  
  Speaker: Haruhiro Inoue (Japan)  
  **16:00 - 16:15**

- **Debate: Number of procedures vs. curative resection rates to evaluate learning curves for ESD**  
  Speaker: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)  
  Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)  
  **16:15 - 16:30**

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy  
15:00 - 16:30  
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

**PAC05 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: SIED - Johns Hopkins Hospital University Symposium - The best of HITEC interventions and outcomes**

Chair: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)  
Chair: Mouen Khashab (United States of America)  
Chair: Carlos Eduardo Oliveira Dos Santos (Brazil)  
Chair: Carmelo Blasco (Paraguay)  
Chair: Jorge Roberto Orillac Pérez (Panama)

- **HITEC videos introduction**  
  Speaker: Mouen Khashab (United States of America)  
  **15:00 - 15:10**

- **HITEC videos presentation and discussion**  
  **15:10 - 16:30**

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy  
15:00 - 16:30  
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC09 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: ERCP and beyond!**

Chair: Federico Marcaccio (Argentina)
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EUS-guided drainage after ERCP fail 15:00 - 15:15
Speaker: Jose Celso Ardengh (Brazil)

Endoscopic management of pancreatic fluid collections and necrotizing pancreatitis 15:15 - 15:30
Speaker: Jorge Vargas (Costa Rica)

Update on the best techniques for biliary cannulation 15:30 - 15:45

Benign biliary strictures: plastic or metallic stents? 15:45 - 16:00
Speaker: Carlos Macías Gómez (Argentina)

Endoscopic ampullectomy: a practical approach 16:00 - 16:15
Speaker: Michel Kahaleh (United States of America)

Open discussion 16:15 - 16:30

Pan-American Congress - Pediatrics
15:30 - 17:00 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

PED15 SLAGHNP/SIED-LASPGHAN: Popurri - Miniconferencias / Miniconferences

Perforé el esófago, que debo hacer? / Esophagus Perforation: What should I do? 15:30 - 15:40
Speaker: María Rita Dewaele (Uruguay)

Enfermedad celíaca: Cuantas biopsias y de donde? / Celiac Disease: How many Biopsies and from where? 15:40 - 15:50
Speaker: Reinaldo Pierre-Alvarez (Venezuela)

Perforé el colon, como lo repara? / Colon Perforation: What should I do? 15:50 - 16:00
Speaker: Paulo Bittencourt (Brazil)

Membrana Duodenal, como la trato endoscopicamente? / Duodenal Web: How to treat it endoscopically 16:00 - 16:10
Speaker: Paulo Bittencourt (Brazil)

Enteroscopia, principales indicaciones y hallazgos / Enteroscopy, main indications and findings 16:10 - 16:25
Speaker: Monserrat Cázares (Mexico)

Tips en CPER / ERCP Tips 16:25 - 16:40
Speaker: Ileana González (Venezuela)

Sedación en endoscopia / Sedation for Endoscopy 16:40 - 16:50
Speaker: Fernando Medina (Colombia)

Preguntas y comentarios / Questions and Comments 16:50 - 17:00
Scientific Programme

Symposium
16:00 - 17:00

**S32 The WEO Rio consensus on Barrett's esophagus**

Chair: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
Chair: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)
Chair: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)

- **Orientation at the GE junction. Lessons learned.** 16:00 - 16:15
  Speaker: Fabian Emura (Colombia)

- **Controversies in definitions and terminology** 16:15 - 16:30
  Speaker: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)

- **The Rio consensus** 16:30 - 16:45
  Speaker: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)

- **Discussion** 16:45 - 17:00
Scientific Programme

Monday, 09 March 2020

Breakfast with the Experts
07:00 - 08:00
Room 9 (ILHABELA III+IV), Floor -1

**ME 3.2 Breakfast with the Experts - Quality in Endoscopy in 2020: old and new parameters**

Chair: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)

- **2020 Quality parameters in Upper GI**
  Speaker: Sergio Sobrino Cossio (Mexico)
  07:00 - 07:20

- **2020 Quality parameters in Lower GI**
  Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)
  07:20 - 07:40

- **2020 Quality parameters in Endoscopic resections**
  Speaker: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
  07:40 - 08:00

Breakfast with the Experts
07:00 - 08:00
Room 10 (ILHABELA I+II), Floor -1

**ME 3.1 Breakfast with the Experts - The future of Endoscopy’**

Chair: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)

- **The future of ERCP**
  Speaker: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
  07:00 - 07:20

- **Robotic endoscopy: present and future (Video)**
  Speaker: Kazuki Sumiyama (Japan)
  07:20 - 07:40

- **The future of upper GI endoscopy and colonoscopy (Video)**
  Speaker: Seth Gross (United States of America)
  07:40 - 08:00

Live Demonstration
08:00 - 10:00
Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

**LE 3.1 Live Endoscopy**

Chair: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
Chair: Haruhiko Ogata (Japan)
Chair: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
Chair: Fábio Segal (Brazil)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Eduardo Turiani Hournexaux de Moura (Brazil)
Chair: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)
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**Live demonstrations from the INCA Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**

08:00 - 10:00

Expert: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)
Expert: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
Expert: Lars Aabakken (Norway)
Expert: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)
Expert: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
Expert: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)
Expert: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)
Expert: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
Expert: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
Expert: Alexandre Pelosi (Brazil)
Expert: Evandro de Oliveira Sá (Brazil)

**Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Course**

Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV-V), Floor 2

08:00 - 10:00

**Learning Center**

08:00 - 10:00

**Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Course**

Course directors: Admar Borges (Brazil), Ekaterina Ivanova (Russia), Ileana Pangtay (Mexico), Jean-Francois Rey (France)

Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)
Chair: Ileana Pangtay (Mexico)
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)

**Welcome**

08:00 - 08:15

Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)

**Patient care for capsule endoscopy (Recommendations, Contraindications, Various settings)**

08:15 - 08:45

Speaker: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)

**Update on video capsule technology - Medtronic (USA): small bowel, Crohn capsule, colon capsule, Olympus (Japan), Intromedic (Korea), OMOM (China), CapsoCam (USA)**

08:45 - 09:15

Speaker: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

**Updates on software: what could we expect for reading improvements?**

09:15 - 09:40

Speaker: Miguel Mascarenhas Saraiva (Portugal)

Questions and Answers

09:40 - 10:00

**EPA01 E-Poster Area: Poster Blue Ribbon**

08:00 - 16:30

**EPA01 E-Poster Area: Poster Blue Ribbon**

**CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOMARKERS JOINT DETECTION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE**

Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

**ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION USING BAND LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL GRANULAR CELL TUMORS IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE**

Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)
## Scientific Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Abstract Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPARISON OF CLINICAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN HIGH VERSUS STANDARD DOSE PROTON PUMP INHIBITOR INFUSION AFTER GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION: PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY</strong></td>
<td>Jae-Young Jang (Korea, Republic of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANAGEMENT OF POST CHOLECYSTECTOMY BILIARY INJURIES; YIELD OF 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN MAJOR REFERRAL CENTER</strong></td>
<td>Alaa Redwan (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE YIELD OF NEW PROCORE 20G FOR EUS-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE BIOPSY (EUS-FNB): COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOLID AND CYSTIC PANCREATIC TUMORS</strong></td>
<td>Alex Ingold (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT PANCREATIC TRAUMA IN CHILDREN: A RETROSPECTIVE SERIES FROM A LARGE HPB CENTRE</strong></td>
<td>Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS DS GUIDED LASER LITHOTRIPSY FOR DIFFICULT BILE-DUCT STONES - A PROSPECTIVE STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EASTERN INDIA</strong></td>
<td>Bhavik Shah (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ARE USEFUL AS PREDICTORS OF EFFICACY OF ANTI-TNFα THERAPY FOR CROHN’S DISEASE</strong></td>
<td>Tatsuya Toyokawa (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESD WITH SENTINEL LYMPH NODE RESECTION IN TREATMENT OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER</strong></td>
<td>Oleg Tkachenko (Russian Federation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY: PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY</strong></td>
<td>Rodrigo Mansilla-Viv (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE ROLE IN CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND CLINICAL SUSPICION OF SMALL BOWELL CROHN’S DISEASE</strong></td>
<td>Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST ORGANIZED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN COSTA RICA: RESULTS FROM THE INITIAL ROUND OF SCREENING FOR THE PROVINCE OF CARTAGO</strong></td>
<td>Alexander Sanchez Cabo (Costa Rica)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE USING AUTOML TOOL FOR EVALUATION OF ENDOSCOPIC GASTRIC IMAGES: A BRAZILIAN PILOT STUDY</strong></td>
<td>Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOTORIZED SPIRAL ENTEROSCOPY: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE</strong></td>
<td>Adrien Sportes (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLARY LARGE BALLOON DILATATION VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR RETRIEVAL OF LARGE CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED TRIAL</strong></td>
<td>Mohammed Omar (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES WITH A NEW MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOTIC CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY SYSTEM</strong></td>
<td>Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ANTERIOR VS POSTERIOR MYOTOMY DURING POEM: RESULTS FROM A LARGE REAL-LIFE COHORT FROM A WORLD-LEADING CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

KISSING SUTURE: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR LARGE DEFECT CLOSURE USING A SINGLE CHANNEL ENDOSCOPE
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

A NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCER WITH PLATELET RICH PLASMA: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

METABOLIC RISK FACTORS AMONG PATIENTS WITH COLORECTAL ADENOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Mihai Munteanu (Romania)

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AND EXTRARRENAL BILE DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Eugeny Stranadko (Russian Federation)

CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSISTENT OR RECURRENT INTESTINAL METAPLASIA/NEOPLASIA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS RELATED NEOPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Jan Martinek (Czech Republic)

Poster Area
08:00 - 16:30

EPA02 E-Poster Area: Advanced / experimental mucosal imaging

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY AND COMPARISON OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY WITH NARROW BAND IMAGING FOR SMALL TO INTERMEDIATE GASTROINTESTINAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

THE DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY OF BLUE LASER IMAGING COMBINED WITH JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR EARLY COLORECTAL CANCER

MAGNIFYING ENDOSCOPY IN DETECTING EARLY GASTRIC CANCER: A NETWORK META- ANALYSIS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES

ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS AND HP INFECTION THROUGH MICROVASCULAR PATTERN
Abstract Presenter: Young Woon Shin (Korea, Republic of)

TECHNOLOGY OF SPECTRAL COLOR ENHANCEMENT (FICE) AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ENDOSCOPIC OPTICAL BIOPSY
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

AFI DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERFICIAL EPITHELIAL NEOPLASMS OF THE STOMACH AND COLON
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SERRATED AND NON-SERRATED COLON POLYPS USING ACETIC ACID CHROMOSCOPY DURING COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Natalia Ageykina (Russian Federation)

A QUANTITATIVE probe-based confocal laser endomicroscopy system for the diagnosis and grading of atrophic gastritis
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
USEFULNESS OF NARROW-BAND IMAGING WITH NEAR-FOCUS MAGNIFICATION FOR DISCRIMINATING THE GASTRIC TUMOR MARGIN BEFORE ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOSCOPIC SCORING SYSTEM TO PREDICT RISK OF INTESTINAL TYPE GASTRIC CANCER: PRELIMINARY PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kee Don Choi (Korea, Republic of)

MOXIFLOXACIN ENHANCE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING ON ULCERATIVE COLITIS MICE

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF THE JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

COLLAGENOUS COLITIS WITH ENDOSCOPIC CHANGES: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOCYTOSCOPIC IMAGE PROMISE TO BEYOND THE REAL HISTOLOGICAL FINDING OF COLORECTAL LESION IN NEAR FUTURE
Abstract Presenter: Eisuke Nakao (Japan)

DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE OF JAPAN NBI EXPERT TEAM (JNET) CLASSIFICATION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS IN OUR HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Takahisa Matsuno (Japan)

MOXIFLOXACIN AS A CONTRAST AGENT OF MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING FOR DETECTING NORMAL COLONIC TISSUE AND COLORECTAL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

NEAR FOCUS FOR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Fiuza (Brazil)

CONTRIBUTION OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF RESPONSE AFTER NEOADJUVANT CHEMORADIATION FOR LOCALLY ADVANCED RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Adriana Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

CAN SELECTIVE VASOCONSTRICTION OF MUCOSA BY INSTILLATION OF DILUTED EPINEPHRINE BE HELPFUL FOR THE DELINEATION OF RESECTION MARGIN?
Abstract Presenter: Changgeun Park (Korea, Republic of)

APPLICATION OF MAGNIFYING CHROMOENDOSCOPY PROTOCOL TO EVALUATE CLINICAL RESPONSE AFTER CHEMORADIATION THERAPY FOR EXTRAPERITONEAL RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA - IS IT FEASIBLE OUT OF JAPAN?
Abstract Presenter: João Pedro Simões Corrêa (Brazil)

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY AND MINI PROBE SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jose Ocampo Briones (Ecuador)

IMPACT OF COLONOSCOPIC IMAGE MAGNIFICATION WITH DIGITAL AND DYE CHROMOENDOSCOPY IN THE TREATMENT DECISION OF NEOPLASTIC RECTAL LESION WITH RISK OF SUBMUCOSAL INVASION. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Martín Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PERCUTANEOUS DRAINAGE OF ABDOMINAL COLLECTIONS - EXPERIENCE OF A SINGLE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Oana Mihaela Plotogea (Romania)
EPA03 E-Poster Area: Advanced Procedures

PROPHYLACTIC ANTIBIOTICS IN THE PREVENTION OF INFECTION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

LOW FREQUENCY OF LYMPH NODE METASTASIS IN ABSOLUTE, BUT NOT EXPANDED, INDICATIONS FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN US PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

LONG-TERM CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR COLORECTAL NEOPLASIA WITH OR WITHOUT THE HYBRID TECHNIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Jeong-Sik Byeon (Korea, Republic of)

NOVEL METHOD OF ESOPHAGEAL CLEARANCE FOR POEM – SIMPLIFIED OUTLOOK SHORT TITLE: PRE-PROCEDURAL PREPARATION FOR POEM
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

NOVEL TREATMENT OPTION FOR ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM. A RETROSPECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS OF 15 CASES IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN INDIA. INDIAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

INDUCED HYPERINFLATION: USING AIR FOR UPWARD ADJUSTMENT IN SPATZ3 BALLOON TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Anna Carolina Hoff (Brazil)

3D-PRINTED MODEL IN THE GUIDANCE OF TUMOR RESECTION (3DM-GTR): A NOVEL CONCEPT FOR RESECTING LARGE GASTROINTESTINAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Bing Hu (China)

AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF ENDOSCOPIC OPERATIONS FOR SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS - A TREND CONFIRMED BY LONG-TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Evgeny Gorbachev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPPING FOR THE PREVENTION OF DELAYED COMPLICATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Byung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE IN LONDON REGARDING SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) COMBINED WITH THE POCKET-CREATION METHOD (PCM)
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

LAPAROSCOPIC-ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED PROCEDURE TO TREAT BILE DUCT INJURIES: SOME CLINICAL SCENARIOS AND LONG TERM RESULTS, BASED ON A CASE SERIES OF PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

PRELIMINARY CLINICAL STUDY FOR THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION USING A NEWLY DEVELOPED SCISSORS-TYPE KNIFE (SB KNIFE JR2) FOR EARLY COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS
Abstract Presenter: Toshio Kuwai (Japan)

FIRST TRIAL OF REVERSE PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR REFRACTORY BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRicture
Abstract Presenter: Weonjin Ko (Korea, Republic of)
Scientific Programme

CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND POST-PROCEDURAL COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA INVOLVING THE PYLORIC CHANNEL
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMORS IN UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Jong-Jae Park (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Vitor Sagae (Brazil)

OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD) OF OVERSEA ENDOSCOPISTS UNDERGOING DEDICATED TRAINING IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Shih Yea Sylvia Wu (Japan)

ESD IN TREATMENT OF LARGE COLORECTAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

COMPARISON OF THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF THE COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY USING THIN WIRE MINI-SNARE AND THICK WIRE MINI-SNARE FOR SMALL SIZE (5-8 MM) COLORECTAL POLyps
Abstract Presenter: Il-Kwun Chung (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND OUT COME OF ESD FOR SUBMUCOSAL AND SUB EPITHELIAL LESIONS-SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE IN WESTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY GASTRIC NEOPLASMS IN ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

A DETACHABLE ASSISTIVE ROBOTIC DEVICE FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION : IN A LIVE PORCINE MODEL
Abstract Presenter: Hyuk Soon Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY OF COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN AN ELDERLY POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Yuko Fujii (Japan)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF KUMC INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Hong Sik Lee (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ESD AND SURGICAL RESECTION FOR GASTRIC SETS ORIGINATED FROM MUSCULARISPROPRIA
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY OF ENTERAL STENTS WITH A NEW METHOD FOR MALIGNANT OBSTRUCTION IN RT SIDE COLON
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR RECTAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Ningning Dong (China)
COMPARISON BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF LST RESECTED BY MUCOSECTOMIES IN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL COLON
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

CAN AN UNDIFFERENTIATED TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BE A CANDIDATE FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION?
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF UNDIFFERENTIATED-TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCERS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR ACHALASIA PATIENTS WITH PRIOR HELLER MYOTOMY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Xiangbin Xing (China)

EMR FOR EARLY BARRETT’S NEOPLASIA: 15-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM A UK TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

EFFECTS OF DIODE LASER SYSTEM ON PORCINE STOMACH TISSUE IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL MODEL -A PRECLINICAL SAFETY STUDY FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION
Abstract Presenter: Seong Hwan Kim (Korea, Republic of)

PREVENTION OF DELAYED GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING AFTER EMR AND ESD: DOES A SECOND-LOOK ENDOSCOPY BE REQUIRED? PROSPECTIVE RANDOMISED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Maxim Bordikov (Russian Federation)

A NEW OPTION IN ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Amaro (Portugal)

EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE TO MAKE A PERMANENT GASTRIC SUTURE: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)

THE RISK OF BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR GASTRIC ADENOMA AND EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN ANTIPLATELET USERS
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROPLASTY IN OBESE PATIENTS: LEARNING CURVE, TECHNICAL ISSUES AND SAFETY
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM): A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CHAGASIC AND IDIOPATHIC ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

A SNARE ASSISTED PURE NOTES RETROGRADE CHOLECYSTECTOMY USING A SINGLE CHANNEL FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPE: A PILOT EXPERIMENT IN A PORCINE MODEL

PURE NOTES TRANS-RECTAL GALLBLADDER PRESERVING CHOLECYSTOLITHOTOMY: THE FIRST REPORTED CLINICAL SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR DIFFERENTIATED EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN A WESTERN CENTER: A TWELVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)
Scientific Programme

FACTORS RELATED WITH SWITCHING TO SNARE RESECTION DURING COLORECTAL ESD FOR COLORECTAL T1 COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Su Bum Park (Korea, Republic of)

INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PLACEMENT OF DIGESTIBLE INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY DIGESTIVE NEOPLASMS. RESULTS OF ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS AT A HIGH VOLUME TERTIARY CENTER IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

CLINICAL USEFULNESS OF S-O CLIP DURING COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN DIFFICULT-TO-ACCESS SUBMUCOSAL LAYER
Abstract Presenter: Shiro Oka (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION OF FLAT AND SESSILE COLORECTAL LESIONS: ANALYSIS OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 1038 CASES IN THE LAST 2 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

TRANSANAL MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY(TAMIS) FOR LOCAL EXCISION OF BENIGN NEOPLASMAS AND EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Noboru Yokoyama (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kazuhiro Furukawa (Japan)

FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPY IN TREATMENT OF ZENKER´S DIVERTICULUM

ENDOSCOPIC TUNNELLING IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL DESEASES

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF COLORRECTAL EARLY CANCER: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY CENTER SINCE 2008 TO 2018
Abstract Presenter: José Olympio Meirelles dos Santos (Brazil)

RESOLUTION OF THE ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA USING ENDOSCOPIC VACUOTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM: AN EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Xianhui Zeng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH SUBTHRESHOLD BINGE EATING DISORDER AND DYSFUNCTIONAL EATING PATTERNS
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

CORRELATION OF SLING MUSCLE PRESERVATION AND GERD AFTER POEM
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC HYDROGEL (ESGEL) AS SUBMUCOSAL INJECTION SOLUTION FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF SUPERFICIAL GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASM: A PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jui-Wen Kang (Taiwan)

EFFICACY OF POLYGLYCOLIC ACID SHEETING WITH FIBRIN GLUE FOR THE TREATMENT OF PERFORATIONS RELATED TO GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES: A MULTICENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiro Iizuka (Japan)
UNDERWATER ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL NONAMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kenichi Goda (Japan)

ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL ESOPHAGOGASTRIC JUNCTION SIEWERT II CARCINOMAS: THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES IN A WESTERN REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Douvan Calderon-Zapata (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTRIC SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS. A STUDY OF ONE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

PREDICTORS OF CLINICAL FAILURE OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) - SAFETY PROFILE
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Alencastro Brandão Ostermann (Brazil)

ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT LOSS IN PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO INSERTION OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN A PRIVATE CENTER OF ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejia (Chile)

MID TERM FOLLOW UP RESULTS WITH PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)

EARLY ON-SITE SUPERVISION FACILITATES FASTER WESTERN ESD PROFICIENCY: THE GASTRIC ESD LEARNING CURVE OF AN ENDOSCOPIST TRAINED BY EXPERTS
Abstract Presenter: Makoto Nishimura (United States of America)

SCAR ASSESSMENT AFTER PIECEMEAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION - INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT IN HISTOLOGICAL RECURRENCE PREDICTION
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

REFRACTORY TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULA MANAGEMENT WITH AMPLATZER OCCLUDER PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Luisa Proença (Portugal)

ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM FROM A TO Z-POEM
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Angel López y López (Mexico)

EFFECTIVENESS OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN ELDERLY ACHALASIA PATIENTS (80 YEARS OLD AND ABOVE)
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

LARGEST GASTRIC MUCOSAL RESECTION: A NEW STRATEGY FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH PSEUDO-ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)
Scientific Programme

EFFECTIVENESS OF A NEWLY DESIGNED COVERED STENT WITHOUT EXTERNAL THREAD FIXATION FOR ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE TREATMENT AFTER TOTAL OR PROXIMAL GASTRECTOMY IN GASTRIC CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Chan Gyoo Kim (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF FULL THICKNESS PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

DEPRESSED LESIONS OF THE COLON AND RECTUM: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 485 LESIONS RESECTED BY EMR IN 12 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUPERFICIAL LESIONS WITH DEPRESSIONS IN COLON AND RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Degiovani (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROSURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA AND HIGH GRADE ADENOMA: LONG TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

SB-KNIFE APPLICATION IN THE ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM
Speaker: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

GASTRIC PERFORATION IN PATIENTS USING INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: A SERIES OF CASES WITH EXCLUSIVELY ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENTS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOONS: EFFECT ON GASTRIC EMPTY TIME AND RELATION TO WEIGHT LOSS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

CASE REPORT OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL FISTULA AFTER POEM FOR CONGENITAL ACHALASIA IN A 2 YEAR OLD CHILD
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

ACHALASIA TREATMENT WITH POEM FOR PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

EPA04 E-Poster Area: Artificial intelligence

VALUE OF ENDOSCOPICULTRASONOGRAPHY IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STROMAL TUMOR AND LEIOMYOMA IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Qi Jian (China)

OESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DISORDERS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE ASSESSMENT OF HIGH-RESOLUTION OESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY WITH NON OBSTRUCTIVE DYSPHAGIA
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)
THE MANAGEMENT OF OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURE BY USING SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

NEW DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION INFLAMMATORY AND VASCULAR IN SMALL BOWEL
Abstract Presenter: Yingkai Guo (China)

PREDICTION OF SUBCENTRIMETRIC COLON POLYP HISTOLOGY ON DIGITAL HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES WITH BLI ZOOM TECHNOLOGY USING OUR SPECIFICALLY PARAMETRIZED DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK (POLYPBRAIN®)
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

EPA05 E-Poster Area: Clinical Endoscopy Practice

ENDOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BODIES: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY IN A REFERRAL CENTER IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Kenji Limpias Kamiya (Japan)

RESULT OF ERYTHROMYCIN FOR HEALTH CARE OF ACUTE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Amarjargal Batdelger (Mongolia)

MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN BODIES IN THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT UNDER PAINLESS GASTROSCOPY: REPORT ON A SERIES OF 295 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dongxu Wang (China)

IMPORTANCE OF THE DOCTOR’S GENDER AND PATIENTS PREFERENCES FOR ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

PREVENTING METHOD OF BLEEDING RECURRENT FROM ULCERATIVE GASTROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ERGONOMIC INJURIES IN ENDOSCOPISTS AND THEIR RISK FACTORS
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE IN A UK DISTRICT GENERAL HOSPITAL AND COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamad (United Kingdom)

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF VASOACTIVE THERAPY AND NEW MODEL OF ENDOSCOPIC HEMOSTASIS IN VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Aleksey Korotkevich (Russian Federation)

LONG TERM EFFICACY, COMPLICATIONS AND AMOUNT OF GLUE PER SESSION IN CASES OF GOV AND IGV GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

TWO DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC LONG INTESTINAL TUBEplacements FOR SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: TRANSNASAL ULTRATHIN ENDOSCOPY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Li Shengxi (China)
A SIMPLE SCORE CAN PREDICT THE RISK OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING PROCEDURES: RESULTS FROM A MULTICENTER OBSERVATIONAL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Theodor Voiosu (Romania)

A RETROSPECTIVE, REAL-WORLD STUDY: COMPARISON BETWEEN BUPIVACAINE AND ROPIVACAINE FOR THE PALLIATION OF CANCER PAIN THROUGH EUS-CPN PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Bin Cheng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC BAND LIGATION: AS INITIAL THERAPY FOR GASTRIC ANTRAL VASCULAR ECTASIA
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Naymul Hasan (Bangladesh)

COMPARISON OF ONE-PERSON TECHNIQUE AND TWO-PERSON TECHNIQUE FOR COLONOSCOPE INSERTION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Jung Wan Choe (Korea, Republic of)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPY MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEETING: EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CENTRE FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS REFERRED FOR COMPLEX ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

USING TOOTHPICKS TO PREPARE FOOD MAY BECAME A PROBLEM
Abstract Presenter: Lucía Mercedes Campos (Argentina)

RISK FACTOR OF RE-BLEEDING AND CLINICAL FEATURE FOR RECTAL STERCORAL ULCER
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS (SEMS) FOR SEVERE BLEEDING ESOPHAGEAL VARICES, SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS UPDATES
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

RISK FACTORS OF REBLEEDING AMONG PATIENTS WITH NONVARICEAL UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING WITH ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Moon Kyung Joo (Korea, Republic of)

DILATION OF THE PLUMMER-VINSON RING: EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

CLINICAL CORRELATION BETWEEN SERUM PEPSINOGEN LEVEL AND GASTRIC ATROPHY IN GASTRIC NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Jin Seok Jang (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF IATROGENIC UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PERFORATION
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

ADVOCATING FOR EDUCATING AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN ENDOSCOPY SERVICES
Abstract Presenter: Loraine Mahachi (United Kingdom)

ACUTE NON-VARICEAL BLEEDING: RISK STRATIFICATION BY ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES
Abstract Presenter: Gabriel Luis Ferreira (Brazil)

COMBINED THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES: FULLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METALLIC STENTS AND BIODEGRADABLE STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
OUTCOME OF BLEEDING AFTER 2-OCTYL CYANOACRYLATE INJECTION IN GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

TRAINEE INVOLVEMENT DOES NOT INFLUENCE BIOPSY RATE AND DETECTION OF PREMALIGNANT CONDITIONS IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPIES
Abstract Presenter: Andrei Voiosu (Romania)

MUCOSAL TRANSPLANTATION FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF STRUCTION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICOGRAPHY: AN EFFECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

SAFETY ANALYSIS OF ERCP IN PATIENTS AFTER UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL RECONSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

COMPLETE SYSTEMATIC PHOTODOCUMENTATION OF THE UPPER GI TRACT: THE FIRST REPORT OF ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND PROCEDURE TIMES
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

UNUSUAL CASE OF CEREBRAL AND KIDNEY INFARCTION FOLLOWING CYANOACRYLATE ENDOCOPIC THERAPY OF GASTRIC VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH PULMONARY FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Danielle Bonilha (Brazil)

RISK OF HIGH-GRADE DYSPLASIA IN SMALL COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Houssaina Jlassi (Tunisia)

ERCP SERVICE IN A UK HOSPITAL / AUDIT OF PERFORMANCE COMPARED WITH NATIONAL STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Genevieve Darwin (United Kingdom)

"MOSCOW" SYSTEMATIZING CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIFOCAL LESIONS OF GASTROINTESTINAL MUCOSA (GIT) WITH NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY (NSAIDS) AND ANTITHROMBOTIC (ATP) DRUGS TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Galina Belova (Russian Federation)

ANALYSIS OF 101 CASES UNDER ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICITIS THERAPY OF ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

CRONKHITE - CANADA SYNDROME: THE FIRST RARE CASE REPORT IN VIETNAM WITH MAGNIFICATION ENDOSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

MANAGEMENT OF REFRACTORY PEPTIC OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES USING A NOVEL METAL STENT- A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

SUCCESSFUL ENDOCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF THREE RARE CASES OF MASSIVE HEMORRHAGE FROM A BLEEDING DUODENAL DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT POST-ANASTOMOTIC ESOPHAGEAL STRICTION WITH COMBINATION THERAPY OF ENDOCOPIC BALLOON DILATATION AND INTRALESIONAL STEROID INJECTION
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)
EFFECTIVENESS OF A VIRTUAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAMME IN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN NOVICE ENDOSCOPISTS: FIRST EXPERIENCE IN ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Andres Wonaga (Argentina)

A PEG-J-BASED MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL PLEURAL FISTULA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL SCLEROTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Hongpeng Lu (China)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIST-DIRECTED PROPOFOL SEDATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN VERY ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Mayo Tanabe (Japan)

UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING IN CIRRHOSIS: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF RECURRENCE
Abstract Presenter: Fatma Ben Farhat (Tunisia)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT WITH SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT PERFORATIONS AFTER DILATION
Abstract Presenter: Luis Alberto Cervera Caballero (Peru)

UTILITY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE WITH HEPATIC METASTASES
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Luz Briones Fraga (Mexico)

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ABOUT THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOXIA ACCORDING TO THE PRESENCE OF TONGUE DEPRESSOR ON MOUTHPIECE DURING UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Sung Woo Jung (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE UK HOSPITAL / COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamed (United Kingdom)

NEW ACCELERATED 2-DAY TRAINING IN THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (TEUS) WITH HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATED ANIMAL MODELS (HFSAM) AND AN ELEVATED NUMBER OF PROCEDURES SATISFACTION SURVEY, COST, BENEFITS

CURRENT APPROACHES IN MANAGEMENT OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Shapovalianz (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF CAP-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR SMALL RECTAL CARCINOID TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Naoyuki Uragami (Japan)

PREVENTION OF POSTPOLYPECTOMY COLONIC BLEEDING USING A LOCAL HEMOSTATIC AGENT OF A NEW GENERATION
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Skridlevskiy (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC DILATION OF BENIGN STRUCTURES OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSES

DOES THE UPFRONT USE OF INTRALESIONAL STEROIDS IMPROVE RESPONSE TO ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION IN NAÏVE BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRUCTURES?
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

FORMALIN IRRIGATION FOR HEMORRAGIC RADIATION PROCTITIS
Abstract Presenter: Soukaina El Yazal (Morocco)

APPLICATION OF ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES TO RISK STRATIFICATION FOR ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Carla Luiza Souza Aluizio (Brazil)
USE OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP FOR GASTROINTESTINAL DEFECTS IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER FROM ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Higa (Argentina)

OUT-OF-HOURS EMERGENCY - RESULTS FROM A MODEL OF RESTRICTIVE ACCESS TO NOCTURNAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Antunes (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH TO SHARP-POINTED FOREIGN BODY IN THE CECUM - TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kassia Daglaby Roque Oliveira (Brazil)

SUBAPONEUROTIC LOOP USE IN BILIARY ACCESS FOR PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION HEPATIC-JEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Ivette Santillán-Lomelí (Mexico)

ADHERENCE TO QUALITY GUIDELINES IN STUDIES OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERICAN GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY ASSOCIATION IN A TEACHING AND HIGH VOLUME HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Enrique Fernandez-Enriquez (Mexico)

BLACK ESOPHAGUS: AN UNCOMMON CAUSE OF GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Bruno Salomão Hirsch (Brazil)

CAUSE OF CHRONIC DIARRHEA IN IMMUNOCOMPROMISED PATIENTS, A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Farhana Kayani (Pakistan)

MALIGNANT INFILTRATION OF THE DUODENUM: ETIOLOGY AND ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE. EXPERIENCE IN 3 YEARS AT THE XXI CENTURY NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL IN MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Thalia Gómez (Mexico)

TRANS NASAL PEG PLACEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH HEAD AND NECK CANCER, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

ESOPHAGORESPIRATORY FISTULAS INDUCED BY SEMS IN THE TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES

CLINICAL PREDICTORS OF HIGH RISK ISOLATED GASTRIC VARICES: WHO SHOULD BE SCREENED?

TIMING OF UPPER ENDOSCOPY AFFECTS THE OUTCOME AND SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING: BREAKING THE ROLES WHATEVER THE COST?

USE OF VIDEO GAMES AND ACQUISITION OF ENDOSCOPIC SKILLS. A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Jalal Khan (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: HOW TO DO USING SIMPLE HOSPITAL MATERIALS
Abstract Presenter: Valério Augusto De Miranda Ferreira (Brazil)

INDICATIONS AND RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC PERCUTANEOUS GASTROSTOMY: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL DIEULAFOY’S LESIONS: A CASE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bridget Gallagher (United States of America)
Scientific Programme

INCIDENCE AND PREDICTORS OF POST BANDING-ULCER BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC VARICEAL LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

CAECAL INTUBATION RATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. ASHRAF MONGED, ANN COONEY, YOUSEF BESHIER, SUBHASISH SENGUPTA
Abstract Presenter: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)

ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION: A POTENTIAL TOOL FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION IN DIGESTIVE HEALTH FIELD
Abstract Presenter: Thiago Vilaça (Brazil)

PALIAÇÃO DOS DOENTES COM CANCRO DO ESÓFAGO USANDO PRÓTESES ESOFÁGICAS. UMA EXPERIÊNCIA DO SERVIÇO DE GASTROENTEROLOGIA DO HOSPITAL CENTRAL DE MAPUTO, MOÇAMBIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Gany Mussagi (Mozambique)

A NEW DISCHARGE SCALE DIRECTED TO PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES WITH SEDATION
Abstract Presenter: Lincoln Eduardo Vililela Vieira de Castro Ferreira (Brazil)
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SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS OF A POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL ROW AND THEIR PREVENTION BY PREPARATION OF A COLON FOR A COLONSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Matveev (Russian Federation)

A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL GASTRIC VOLUMES BEFORE COLONOSCOPY UNDER GENERAL ANESTHESIA
Abstract Presenter: Hongbin Zhu (China)

CLINICAL, ENDOSCOPIC MANIFESTATIONS OF INTESTINAL SCHISTOSOMIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Jun Xiao (China)

USING THE TRANSMUCOSAL LASER DESTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS (LHP OPERATION) FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Konstantin Korshunov (Russian Federation)

ADENOMA DETECTION RATE-QUALITY INDICATOR FOR COLONOSCOPY IN COUNTRY WHERE NO ROUTINE SCREENING IS RECOMMENDED; DESCRIPTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL IN PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Om Parkash (Pakistan)

COLORECTAL SERRATED NEOPLASIAS: TREATMENT STRATEGY TAKING INTO CLINICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC STENTING OF THE COLON AND RECTUM IN CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE COLONIC BIG DIMENSION POLIPS
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)
INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Richard Calanca (Brazil)

Fecal Microrna's: A Promising Tool for colorectal cancer screening
Abstract Presenter: Filippo Scevola (Italy)

NLRc3 associated with DNA mismatch repair gene MSH6 and poor prognosis in colorectal cancer
Abstract Presenter: Pingting Gao (China)

Improving the endoscopic diagnostics of inflammatory bowel diseases
Abstract Presenter: Malkhaz Kobiashvili (Russian Federation)

Factors associated with endoscopic activities in patients with quiescent ulcerative colitis
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

Assessment of quality indicators in colonoscopy training service in Brazil
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Pinto (Brazil)

Colon polyps in oncological patients
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

Comparative analysis of 3 different strategies in the treatment of patients with malignant colorectal obstruction
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

Factors related to the failure procedures and complications of stenting in patients with malignant colorectal obstruction
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

Predictive value of the “DICA” endoscopic classification on the outcome of diverticular disease of the colon: an international, multicenter, prospective study
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

The “DICA” endoscopic classification for diverticular disease of the colon shows a significant interobserver agreement among community endoscopists: an international study
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

Experience of endoscopic treatment of the laterally spreading colon tumor
Abstract Presenter: Dmitriy Chernykh (Russian Federation)

Diagnostic accuracy of biochemical markers for the early detection of anastomotic leakage after elective colorectal surgery
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

Long-term outcomes of patients with indeterminate or positive lateral margin after endoscopic resection and related factors with recurrence in large, sessile or flat colorectal polyps
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

Clinical and endoscopic findings associated with dysplasia in sessile serrated adenoma/polyp
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)
CONCORDANCE AND ITS ASSOCIATED FACTORS BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH SUSPECTED SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ECTOPIC APPENDIX DETECTED DURING COLONOSCOPY: A REPORT OF TWO CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kieu Tuan (Viet Nam)

OUTCOMES OF COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING STARTING AT AGE 45 IN AVERAGE-RISK, ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Sara Chalifoux (United States of America)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FATTY LIVER ON ABDOMINAL SONOGRAPHY ON COLORECTAL NEOPLASM; A RETROSPECTIVE IN KOREAN ADULTS
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

COLORECTAL ADENOMA AND ITS RELATION WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME IN CAMBODIA
Abstract Presenter: Nobukazu Hokamura (Cambodia)

LONG-TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR 5-9 MM COLORECTAL POLYPS

COLON POLYPECTOMY IN PATIENTS UNDER ANTIPLATELET OR/AND ANTIKOAGULATION THERAPY: IS THERE A HIGHER RISK OF COMPLICATIONS?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

PREDICTORS OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

IS AGE A PREDICTOR OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION DURING COLONOSCOPY?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

FEASIBILITY AND ACCURACY OF INNOVATIVE 3 DIMENTIONAL COLONOSCOPE IMAGE USING FIBER BRAG GRATING SENSOR
Abstract Presenter: Jeon Han Jo (Korea, Republic of)

PREVALENCE OF COLONIC ADENOMAS AT OPPORTUNISTIC COLONOSCOPIC SCREENING AT A PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL, SRI LANKA
Abstract Presenter: Chamila Kumara Ranawaka (Sri Lanka)

CAPECITIBINE INDUCED ILEOCOLITIS WITH ACUTE COLONIC PSEUDO OBSTRUCTION

COLORECTAL CANCER DEMOGRAPHY IN THE LAST 5 YEARS OF A ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Omar Jaime Leal (Mexico)

INTESTINAL ANISAKIASIS, SHOULD IT BE OPERATED?

EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS PRESENTING AS COLORECTAL MASS: A CASE REPORT IN THE PHILIPPINES
Abstract Presenter: Abigail Valenzuela (Philippines)

COLONOSCOPY WITHDRAWAL TIME AND GRAPHIC QUALITY OF EQUIPMENT ON POLYP DETECTION RATE: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Giuliano Marolla Mucillo (Brazil)

CARE WITH ADRENALINE IN COLON POLYPECTOMY/MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Hector Julian Canaval Zuleta (Spain)

RISK FACTORS FOR COLORECTAL SESSILE SERRATED LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)
SAFETY AND COMPLICATIONS OF ADJUVANT TREATMENT WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN OBSTRUCTIVE CRC STENTING
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PREVALENCE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ANUSCOPY AND FLEXIBLE RETOSIGMOIDOSCOPY EXAMINATIONS AND VIRUS SCANNING BY HYBRID CAPTURE
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Marques Nascimento (Brazil)

HISTOLOGIC ACTIVITY IS AN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTOR FOR RELAPSE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS PATIENTS IN ENDOSCOPICALLY INACTIVE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Debajyoti Chakraborty (India)

ACHIEVEMENT OF EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY (ESGE) PERFORMANCE MEASURES: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

DETECTION OF COLORECTAL CANCER IN PATIENTS WITH BLEEDING PER RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

LOCAL RECURRENCE IN COLORECTAL CANCER: IS IT WORTH DOING FIT?: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

DIAGNOSTIC COLONOSCOPY FINDINGS IN AN AVERAGE-RISK MEXICAN POPULATION FOR COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC) WITH ABNORMAL FECAL IMMUNOLOGICAL TEST (FIT)
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF RECTAL ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCES – SINGLE-CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Isadora Rosa (Portugal)

PARTICIPATION IN CLINICAL RESEARCH PROTOCOLS INCREASED SESSILE SERRATED LESION DETECTION DURING ROUTINE COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS OF PREPARETION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN CHILDREN. WHAT HAS A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GOOD PREPARATION?
Abstract Presenter: Stanislaw Pieczarkowski (Poland)

HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE: SHORT AND LONG-TERM RESULTS OF RUBBER BAND LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

MEDULLARY CARCINOMA OF THE ASCENDING COLON-CECUM IN YOUNG PATIENT WITH LYNCH SYNDROME

POUCHOSCOPY AND QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT IN PATIENTS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS WITH ILEAL POUCH ANAL ANASTOMOSIS- A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE FROM EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

PHENOTYPIC VARIATION OF SERRATED ADENOMA IN YOUNGSTERS OF A FAMILY WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

LYNCH SYNDROME DIAGNOSIS IN FAMILY WITH EXCLUSIVE HISTORY OF OVARIAN CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)
ROLE OF DISTAL ILEUM BIOPSIES IN PATIENTS WITH MACROSCOPIC ALTERATION AT ILEOCOLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Thicianie Fauve Andrade Cavalcante (Brazil)

STRONGYLOIDIASIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT HOST: RARE CASE DIAGNOSED BY ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Bestetti (Brazil)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEDATION USE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND SCREENING PATIENTS ≥50 YEARS OF AGE: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Bharat Amlani (United Kingdom)

DIFFERENT CLINICAL FEATURES AND PROGNOSIS OF ANAL VS RECTAL PRIMARY MELANOMA: A CASE SERIES FROM A CANCER REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Flora Mileva Oña-Ortiz (Mexico)

QUALITY CRITERIA OF A COLONIC POLYPECTOMY: ABOUT A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Bochra Bouchabou (Tunisia)

IS THE SPLIT DOSE BETTER THAN CONVENTIONAL BOWEL PREPARATION IN TUNISIAN PATIENTS?
Abstract Presenter: Soumaya Nsibi (Tunisia)

DIMINUTIVE POLYPS OF THE RECTOSIGMOID TRACT: CAN A SIZE≤3MM BE A PREDICTOR OF NON-ADENOMATOUS HISTOTYPE?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

QUALITY OF LIFE BEFORE AND AFTER ENDOSCOPIC LIGATION OF HEMORRHIOIDS: APPLICATION OF THE BURDEN HÉMO / FISS QOL SCORE
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

ATK2 EXPRESSION CORRELATION WITH TUMOR PROGRESSION IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENETIC ANCESTRY AND COLORECTAL SCREENING OUTCOMES IN THE BARRETOS CANCER HOSPITAL SCREENING POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Jun Porto (Brazil)

FACTORS AFFECTING BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

QUALITY OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY WITH SIMETHICONE PLUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL: PROSPECTIVE DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS BETWEEN A SOLUTION OF SULFATE SALTS AND POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL IN BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

POOR BOWEL PREPARATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASE ADENOMA DETECTION RATE BY COLONIC LOCATION AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)
Scientific Programme

COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING: THE FIRST THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE OF NATIONAL COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMME IN ESTONIA
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

DETERMINATION OF MMR PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)
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EUS IN DIAGNOSTICS OF INDOLENT AND AGGRESSIVE FORMS OF NONHODGKINS GASTRIC LYMPHOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Valeria Lozovaya (Russian Federation)

DIRECT IMAGE-GUIDED RETROPERITONEAL APPROACH AND TREATMENT TO THE PANCREAS USING NOTES AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)

TO EVALUATE ROLE OF EUS IN CASES OF DILATED CBD ON OTHER IMAGING WITH NORMAL OR BORDERLINE DERANGEMENT OF LIVER FUNCTION TESTS
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION (EUSRFA) AS FOCAL THERAPY FOR PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM RENAL CELL CARCINOMA

FEASIBILITY OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND GUIDED HEPATICO-GASTROSTOMY FOR INOPERABLE MALIGNANT HILAR BILARY STRICTURES

ROLE OF EUS FNA FOR PROXIMAL BILIARY LESIONS: A LARGE SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Charu Gupta (India)

ANALYSIS OF FNB VS FNA IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC AND ABDOMINAL MASSES: A PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

ROLE OF RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION FOR EUS-BEGINNERS
Abstract Presenter: Farshad Frozanpor (Sweden)

ENDOSCOPIC-ULTRASOUND DRAINAGE AND SCLEROTHERAPY IN GIANT HEPATIC CYST. TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE MALIGNANCY DETECTION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO RADIOLOGICAL IMAGE GUIDED ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED LIVER LESION BIOPSY (EUS LLB) WITH ATYPICAL MALIGNANCES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS/TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION FOR MALIGNANT MEDIASTINAL/ABDOMINAL LYMPH NODES USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY EUS-EG
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)
AGT SCORE AS A PREDICTOR OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IN PATIENTS WITH INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO ASGE GUIDELINES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

EUS ELASTOGRAPHY COMBINED WITH THE STRAIN RATIO IN THE ESTIMATION OF SHORT-TERM TREATMENT EFFECT IN AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Takuya Ishikawa (Japan)

CASE REPORTS: DIAGNOSED PANCREATIC METASTATIC MASSES BY EUS-FNA
Abstract Presenter: Nutianne Camargo Schneider (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE BEFORE PERFORMING ELECTIVE ERCP IN PATIENTS WITH HISTORY OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

DIAGNOSIS OF UPPER GI SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS LARGER THAN 1 CM WITH EUS-FNA GUIDED WITH 19G OR 22G: WHICH IS BETTER?
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

EUS GUIDED VERSUS PERCUTANEOUS CATHETER DRAINAGE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC WALLED OFF NECROSIS: A HEAD TO HEAD COMPARISON
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY-GUIDED TRANSMURAL DRAINAGE OF SYMPTOMATIC PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTIONS: PLASTIC VS METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY- GUIDED BILIARY INTERVENTION IS AN EFFECTIVE SALVAGE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE: INITIAL EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

EUS MINI-PROBE IN PREDICTION OF ENDO-THERAPY OUTCOME IN PATIENTS OF BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

APPRAISAL OF EUS-GUIDED NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC LESIONS - SINGLE CHINESE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sijie Hao (China)

A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE OF EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) OF GASTROINTESTINAL AND MEDIASTINAL LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sunil Kumar Dadhich (India)

PERFORMANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION OR BIOPSY IN ASSESSMENT OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESION IN A SINGLE TERTIARY CENTER

RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION DURING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION BY ENDOSCOPIC PHYSICIAN: AN EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL

PLACE OF ECHOENDOSCOPY IN UNEXPLAINED ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN, KEEPING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY AS GOLD STANDARD FOR DETECTION OF PANCREATIC CARCINOMA IN PAKISTANI POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)
IMPACT ASSESSMENT DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION IN PATIENTS WITH PANCREATIC SOLID LESIONS AT INCA
Abstract Presenter: Isabella Miranda (Brazil)

PANCREATIC METASTASIS FROM PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMA: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF TWO CASES OF VON HIPPEL-LINDAU DISEASE AND PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR MANAGED BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION
Abstract Presenter: Juan Pablo Roman Serrano (Brazil)

THE RATE OF PEP IN PATIENTS WITH PAPILLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

PAPILLOSTENOSIS - WHAT IS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE TIMING OF PAPILLOTOMY?
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL BILIARY ADENOMAS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH ERCP GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION

DOES ENDOCLIP PAPILLAPLASTY RECOVER SPHINCTER OF ODDI FUNCTION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF LARGE COMMON BILE DUCT GALLSTONES?
Abstract Presenter: Yonghui Huang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC METHOD FOR MALIGNANT PROXIMAL BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Lyudmila Marinova (Russian Federation)

THE MANAGEMENT OF SPHINCTER OF ODDI DYSFUNCTION BY ERCP: PRELIMINARY RESULT
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

ENDOSCOPIC TRANSPAPILLARY GALLBLADDER DRAINAGE FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT WITH ACUTE CALCULUS CHOLECYSTITIS AND CHOLELITHIASIS WHO WAS UNSUITABLE FOR URGENT CHOLECYSTECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)

INTER-AND INTRAOBSERVER ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL EXTENDED CLASSIFICATION OF THE PAPILLA OF VATER
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH RESTENOSIS LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Andrey Kotovsky (Russian Federation)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ERCP-RELATED BLEEDING AND PERFORATIONS: A SINGLE CENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hiroyuki Hisai (Japan)
CLINICAL PROFILE AND ERCP OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS OF BILIARY ASCARIASIS - A STUDY FROM AN ENDEMIC COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

COVERED VS. UNCOVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PALLIATION OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES: STUDY OF A TERTIARY CENTER OF REFERENCE IN ONCOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

Efficacy of Systematic Administration of Rectal Indomethacin in the Prevention of Post-ERCP Pancreatitis
Abstract Presenter: Mariem Sabbah (Tunisia)

Adverse Events After Biliary Sphincterotomy: Does the Electric Current Mode Make a Difference? A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

Application of Spyglass Cholangioscopy in Indeterminate Bile Duct Structures and Refractory Cholecodolithiasis, a Single-Center Experience in China
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

Endoscopic Choledochoduodenostomy (ECDT) for Palliation of Ampullary Tumors: Analysis of 40 Yrs Experience
Abstract Presenter: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)

Endoscopic Appearance of the Major Duodenal Papilla as a Risk Factor for Difficult Biliary Cannulation and ERCP Complications
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

Type of Bismuth Classification of Malignant Hilar Strictures as Risk Factor for Failed Endoscopic Biliary Drainage
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

A Comparison of Three Different Timings of Precut Needle-Knife Suprapapillary Fistulotomy for Biliary Access: Evaluation of Success Rates and Complications
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

Endotherapy in Patients with Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis: Over 30 Years' Experience
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

A Case Series Report of Laparoscopy-Assisted ERCP (LA-ERCP) in Patients with Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB)
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Arturo Gonzalez (Colombia)

Endoscopic Management of Bile Duct Leaking After Cholecystectomy: Is the Biliary Stent Placement Needed?
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

Treatment of Refractory Post-Sphincterotomy and Post-Papillectomy Bleeding by Endoscopic Fibrin Glue Injection. Results of a Large Series
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)
OUTCOMES OF PRECUT NEEDLE KNIFE FISTULOTOMY BASED ON THE ENDOSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY OF THE AMPULLA OF VATER AND OF THE SIZE OF BILE DUCT
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

BILIARY ENDOPROSTHESES: A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT DISTAL STRICTURES OF AN ONCOLOGIC TERTIARY REFERENCE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

BILEPTYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH BILIARY TRACT CANCER - AN AUDIT
Abstract Presenter: Raosaheb Rathod (India)

COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO PLASTIC VERSUS METALLIC STENTS OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES IN A TERTIARY ONCOLOGIC REFERENCE CENTER. A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

TRANSPANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTOMY IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE TO GAIN BILIARY ACCESS
Abstract Presenter: Szilard Gódi (Hungary)

RISK OF FAILURE AND COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY; COMPARISON OF ELDERLY AND YOUNG PAKISTANI PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP): EXCEPTIONAL SHORT-TERM COMPLICATIONS

---
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RISK FACTORS FOR POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY IN UPPER EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

URINASTATIN IS MORE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS THAN NAFAMOSTAT MESYLATE
Abstract Presenter: Sujin Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL PROCEDURE TIME TO PREVENT POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS USING DECISION TREE ANALYSIS: A RETROSPECTIVE SINGLE CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Chang Min Cho (Korea, Republic of)

IMMEDIATE FEEDING COMPARED TO INSTITUTED 4-HOUR FAST POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY - THE RISK OF POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)
LEFT LATERAL POSITION DURING ERCP VS SWIMMERS POSITION: RATES OF COMMON BILE DUCT CANNULATION SUCCESS. A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW AT TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

HEPATIC SUBCAPSULAR HEMATOMA IN POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAPHY: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Bianca Chua (Philippines)

ERCP IS MORE CHALLENGING IN CASES OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS THAN IN ACUTE CHOLANGITIS – AN ANALYSIS OF A MULTICENTRE PROSPECTIVE ERCP REGISTRY DATA
Abstract Presenter: Dăniel Pécsi (Hungary)

Efficacy of Da-5204 (Stillen 2X®) for Patients with Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease: A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Pilot Study
Abstract Presenter: Sang Young Seol (Korea, Republic of)

Normative Values for 24-Hours Ambulatory Esophageal Impedance and pH Monitoring in Healthy Malay Cohort
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Majharul Haque (Bangladesh)

Endoscopic Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) in Patients with Early (Stage I) Oesophageal Cancer (Clinical Case)
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Sokolov (Russian Federation)

Irreversible Electroporation Using Newly Developed Endoscopic Ablative Catheters in Gastrointestinal Tract
Abstract Presenter: Sang Hyun Kim (Korea, Republic of)

RFA for Dysplastic Barrett’s Esophagus: 10-Years of Experience from the East Midlands
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

The Real Time Endoscopic Decision Making of Barrett’s Esophagus
Abstract Presenter: Neel Sharma (United Kingdom)

Recurrence Following Complete Eradication of Intestinal Metaplasia of Barrett’s Esophagus After Endoscopic Therapy in a Spanish Referral Center
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-Jamar (Spain)

A Novel Diagnostic Tool for GERD: Endoscopic Pressure Study Integrated System (EPSIS) Reflects Lower Esophageal Sphincter Function
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

Targeted Versus Standard Non-Targeted Biopsies in Barrett’s Esophagus Surveillance
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

Influence of Radiotherapy on Complications of Self-Expanding Metallic Stents (SEMS) in Patients with Esophageal Cancer
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)
ABNORMAL LOCALIZATION AND TUMOR INDUCING FUNCTION OF PSMD2 IN ESOPHAGEAL
SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

EPA11 E-Poster Area: Pancreatobiliary

INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY WITH SPYGLASS™ DIRECT VISUALIZATION
SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ilia Iurichev (Russian Federation)

CLINICAL UTILITY, EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY FOR BILIARY
TRACT LESIONS: EXPERIENCE FROM TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EAST INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION (LCBDE): FEASIBILITY AND PROSPECTIVE
TO SUBSTITUTE COMBINED ERCP-LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN MANAGEMENT OF
COMMON BILE DUCT STONE(S)
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

MANAGEMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE BILE LEAK: TERTIARY CENTERS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INCIDENTAL PANCREATIC CYSTIC NEOPLASMS IN
ADULT PATIENTS IN A REFERENCE HOSPITAL OF BILIOPANCREATIC DISEASES IN COLOMBIA
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPENSIVE DISEASE, IN A COUNTRY ON THE ROAD OF DEVELOPMENT
Abstract Presenter: Elizabeth Maizury Garzón Mayorga (Ecuador)

FIRST RESULTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR VISUALIZATION AND TREATMENT
OF PATHOLOGY OF THE BILIARY AND PANCREATIC DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

IMPACT OF PRE-TRANSPLANT INFECTION MANAGEMENT ON THE OUTCOME OF LIVING-
DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Saleh (Egypt)

DIGITAL PER-ORAL CHOLANGIOSCOPY TO DIAGNOSE AND MANAGE PANCREATOBILIARY DUCT
DISORDERS: A RETROSPECTIVE, SINGLE-CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

RETROGRADE TRANSPAPILLARY PANCREATIC DUCT STENTING IN THE TREATMENT OF
COMPLICATED CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

BILIARY STENT MIGRATION AND ITS ENDOSCOPIC RETRIEVAL: A SINGLE CENTER PHILIPPINE
EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

NONCIRRHOTIC PORTAL HYPERTENSION (NCPH) SECONDARY TO CHRONIC PORTAL VEIN
THROMBOSIS (PVT) COMPLICATED BY PYLEPHLEBITIS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)
Scientific Programme

CASE REPORT: A CASE OF PANCREATIC SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN DIFFICULT BILE DUCT STONE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariya Zakharova (Russian Federation)

A CASE OF HEMOBILIA CAUSED BY HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

BILIARY OBSTRUCTION AFTER TIPS PLACEMENT IN A PATIENT AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Tomas Hucl (Czech Republic)

THE EFFECT OF DIRECT ACTING ANTIVIRAL AGENTS ON LIVER FIBROSIS IN EGYPTIAN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HEPATITIS C INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Gomaa (Egypt)

STENT-ASSOCIATED CHOLANGITIS FOLLOWING ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT - PREDICTIVE FACTORS AND OUTCOMES
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF MIGRATION RATE OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT AND STANDARD COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT FOR ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION DRAINAGE: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

NEEDLE-KNIFE PRECUT VERSUS TRANSPANCREATIC SEPTOTOMY FOR DIFFICULT BILE DUCT CANNULATION

PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA SCENARIO IN BRAZIL: A CLINICO-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF 13,151 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC UTILITY OF PERORAL DIGITAL COLANGIOSCOPY OF UNDERMINED BILIARY STRICTURES IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PANCREATIC LIPOMA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)
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ERCP IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS. CUBAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Raul Antonio Brizuela Quintanilla (Cuba)

HIGH-TECH DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND ENTEROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Evgeniya Kirakosyan (Russian Federation)

HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOscopy AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR ESOPHAGITIS IN THE PEDIATRIC POPULATION: CONCORDANCE OF ENDOscopic AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Liliana Rincon Rangel (Mexico)
EFFECT OF MUSIC IN PEDIATRIC ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS: A RANDOMIZED PROSPECTIVE CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Constanza Bay (Chile)

UTILITY OF A MODIFIED DYSPHAGIA SCORE IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

GASTRITIS ENDOSCOPIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SCHOOLCHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

PREVALENCE OF EROSI VE UL CER LESIONS IN STOMACH AND DUODENUM IN DYSPEPSIA CHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF A COMPLETE TRAUMATIC PANCREATIC DUCT RUPTURE: AN ERCP-BASED APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

INDICATIONS AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

CLINICAL IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN CHILDREN
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP OF THE FIRST CASE OF PEDIATRIC SMALL INTESTINE TRANSPLANTATION, LIVING DONOR, IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Fernando José Savóia Oliveira (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PANCREATEOBIARY DISEASES IN CHILDHOOD
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

DYSPHAGIA AND ESOPHAGEAL MUCOSAL CHANGES IN 7-YEAR-OLD BOY WITH NOT REMOVED UNUSUAL FOREIGN BODY
Abstract Presenter: Stanisław Pieczarkowski (Poland)

PER ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Josefina Saez (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN SYMPTOMATIC ADOLESCENTS BY USING VIRTUAL CHROMOENDOCOPY AND MAGNIFICATION
Abstract Presenter: Yalda Lucero (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PPI-RESPONSIVE AND NON-RESPONSIVE EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS IN CHILDREN POPULATION: A TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Federico Catino (Italy)

PREVALENCE OF COLON POLYPS IN PEDIATRIC AGE SEEN IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY SERVICE AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF MEXICO FROM 2012 TO MAY 30, 2019
Abstract Presenter: Viridiana Oregel (Mexico)
ESOPHAGEAL RECANALIZATION BY AN ENDOSCOPIC RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURE IN A CHILD WITH AIDS AND COMPLETE ESOPHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

NORMAL DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN: SERIAL BIOPSIES IMPACT ON CLINICAL MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

EPA13 E-Poster Area: Stomach and small intestine

INHIBITORY EFFECTS OF β-CARYOPHYLLENE ON HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION: A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hyun Ik Shim (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARISON OF EFFICACY OF BISMUTH-CONTAINING QUINTET THERAPY AND MOXIFLOXACIN-BASED SEQUENTIAL THERAPY AS FIRST-LINE ERADICATION REGIMEN FOR HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Dong Ho Lee (Korea, Republic of)

A STUDY OF PAI-1 AND RELATED INFLAMMATORY FACTORS IN RAT MODEL WITH INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

DIRECT ENDOCOPIC FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION FOR SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS WITH AN INTRALUMINAL GROWTH PATTERN ORIGINATING FROM THE MUSCULARIS PROPRIA LAYER IN THE GASTRIC FUNDUS

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH SEVERE COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Xiaojuan Lu (China)

MORPHOEADSCOPIC PARALLELS OF CHRONIC EROSIIVE GASTRITIS WITH HEART DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ENDOTOXIN, D-LACTATE AND DIAMINE OXIDASE AND ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITY OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH DIGESTIVE TRACT STRicture
Abstract Presenter: Xiaojuan Lu (China)

DUODENAL ULCER: ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY MONITORING, PRINCIPLES OF CONTEMPORARY TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

TO SEE THE INCIDENCE, LOCATION, SIZE, HISTOLOGICAL TYPES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH MALIGNANCY IN GASTRIC POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Pratibha Roka (Nepal)

OUTCOMES OF RETROGRADE ENTEROSCOPY USING A THROUGH-THE-SCOPE BALLOON DEVICE: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Marc Zuckerman (United States of America)
Scientific Programme

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BILE JUICE AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS, BEFORE PERFORMING ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Kihyun Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

DUODENAL OBSTRUCTION FOR DUODENAL ANQUILOSTOMA. AN UNUSUAL COMPLICATION
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

BRUNNER´S GLAND HAMARTOMA OF THE DUODENUM THAT IS EASILY MISDIAGNOSED AS POLyps: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Ming Kang (China)

IS ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION APPROPRIATE FOR TYPE 3 GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS? A RETROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiaki Hirasawa (Japan)

TOPICAL PHARYNGEAL ANESTHESIA FOR UNSEDATED UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF TOLERANCE IMPROVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Ichrak Ferchichi (Tunisia)

SMALL BOWEL ADENOCARCINOMA - A DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

EFFICACY OF DUAL-PRIMING OLIGONUCLEOTIDE BASED MULTIPLEX PCR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION IN PATIENTS WITH PEPTIC ULCER BLEEDING
CASE REPORT: OVERLAPPING OR ASSOCIATION? EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS OR ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Melayne Jewel Magdaong (Philippines)

EARLY GASTRIC HEPATOID ADENOCARCINOMA WITH ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN NEGATIVE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

GASTRIC INTESTINAL METAPLASIA BEFORE AND AFTER HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

PREVALENCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI TEN YEARS AGO COMPARED TO THE CURRENT PREVALENCE IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING UPPER ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

BEYOND THE ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI: CAUSES OF THE THERAPEUTIC FAILURE WITH TRIPLE THERAPY (CLARITHROMYCIN, AMOXICILLIN AND OMEPRAZOLE), IN PATIENTS OF PRIMARY CARE
Abstract Presenter: Manuel Guaranda Maya (Ecuador)

ERADICATION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI WITH FIRST-LINE TRIPLE THERAPY, 10 DAYS VERSUS 14 DAYS IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL IN LIMA - PERÚ
Abstract Presenter: Maria Nelly Manrique-Lemus (Peru)

INTERPLAY BETWEEN HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION, INTERLEUKIN-11, AND LEUKEMIA INHIBITORY FACTOR IN GASTRIC CANCER AMONG EGYPTIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tareq Ibrahim (Egypt)

EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY OF ANTRECTOMY FOR PATIENTS WITH TYPE I GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Ken Namikawa (Japan)
Scientific Programme

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PATIENTS WITH GASTRIC CANCER IN A RWANDAN TERTIARY REFERRAL HOSPITAL FROM JUNE 2014 - JUNE 2019
Abstract Presenter: Shikama Felicien (Rwanda)

ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS AND THE BLEEDING SOURCES IN PATIENTS WITH SMALL INTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

USEFULNESS OF THE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ANTIGEN IN BLOOD AS A NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

CONTINUOUS COURSE OF LONG-STANDING ULCERATIVE COLITIS AS A RELATED FACTOR FOR DYSPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Olga Arkhipova (Russian Federation)

GASTROINTESTINAL KAPOSI´S SARCOMA: 5-YEAR ENDOSCOPIC EXPERIENCE AT AN ONCOLOGY MEDICAL CENTER IN MEXICO
Abstract Presenter: Gisela Alejandra Morones Navarrete (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPS VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SUTURE FOR MUCOSAL CLOSURE AFTER PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY - A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rastislav Hustak (Czech Republic)

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR FEATURES OF ADVANCED DUODENAL DISEASE IN FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Marianny Sulbaran (Brazil)

GASTRIC CANCER RISK IN CHINESE POPULATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH GENETIC VARIANTS IN DPF3

THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY IN THE OBESE PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

THE ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE IN SYMPTOMATIC H. PYLORI PROVED PATIENTS

THE ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES INCLUDING MAGNIFIED IMAGE-ENHANCED ENDOSCOPY FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Yusaku Takatori (Japan)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CLINICAL AND IMAGING FEATURES OF GASTRIC MUCOSA-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOID TISSUE LYMPHOMA INHELICOBACTER PYLORI-UNINFECTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Mitsuaki Ishioka (Japan)

PROFILE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI VACA GENOTYPES AND IT’S ASSOCIATION TO GASTRODUODENAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Shiran Shetty (India)

OVERLAP OF GASTROINTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY DISEASES: CELIAC DISEASE, ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND EOSINOPHILIC GASTROENTEROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

STOMACH INJURY IN A PATIENT WITH A PREVIOUS DIAGNOSIS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)
SMALL BOWEL ANGIOECTASIAS DIAGNOSTICATED BY CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY: WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IN 18 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Paula Poletti (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF PUSH ENTEROSCOPY: A BRAZILIAN CASE SERIES STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Célio Geraldo de Oliveira Gomes (Brazil)

STOOL ANTIGEN TEST OR HISTOPATHOLOGY? WHICH METHOD TO CHOOSE TO DIAGNOSE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION?
Speaker: Luan Ramos Pereira (Brazil)

OUTCOME OF SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT GASTRIC OUTLET OBSTRUCTION, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

THE NEW GENERATION OF EXPRESS VIEW IS HIGHLY ACCURATE AND IS EFFECTIVE TO REDUCE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY READING TIME
Abstract Presenter: Stefania Piccirelli (Italy)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON SPONTANEOUS HYPERINSUFFLATION AS CAUSE OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Amanda Rocha (Brazil)

AMYLOIDOSIS IN THE STOMACH MIMICKING A GASTRIC TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION SECONDARY TO INCARCERATED FEMORAL HERNIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

FAMILY WITH HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER WITH CDH1 GENE MUTATION
MÉNÉTRIER’S DISEASE AND DIFFUSE INTRAMUCOSAL ADENOCARCINOMA IN YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

UTILITY OF VIDEO CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY TO DETERMINE SMALL BOWEL PATHOLOGIES IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Contreras (Dominican Republic)

HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER (HDGC), E-CADHERIN POSITIVE, WITHOUT GENETIC MUTATION IDENTIFIED

EXAMINATION OF SMALL INTESTINE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY IN THE ELDERLY PEOPLE
Abstract Presenter: Sei Kurokawa (Japan)

CASE REPORT: EXCLUSIVE GASTROINTESTINAL CRYPTOCOCCOSIS INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

THE FIRST ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY PERFORMED FOR DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS IN LONDRINA/BRAZIL: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Savio Aparecido Melo da Silva (Brazil)

ANTI-TUBERCULAR THERAPY GIVEN TO DIFFERENTIATE CROHN’S DISEASE FROM INTestinal TUBERCULOSIS PREDISPOSES TO STRicture FORMATION
Abstract Presenter: Akshita Gupta (India)

ADENOCARCINOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
Abstract Presenter: Raoni Gomes (Brazil)
GIANT TRICOBEOZAR AFTER POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION: CASE REPORT  
Abstract Presenter: Isabela Andrina Ribeiro da Silva Habib (Brazil)

PREVALENCE AND PREDICTIFS FACTORS OF AMOEBIC SUPERINFECTION IN SEVERE ACUTE COLITIS IN A MOROCCAN POPULATION

AORTOENTERIC FISTULA TO DUODENUM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Tarik Walid Omairi (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: PRIMARY INTESTINAL LYMPHANGIECTASIA CAUSING SEVERE DIARRHEA AND ABDOMINAL PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

REPORT CASE: PRIMARY INTESTINAL FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Troiano Neto (Brazil)

CELIAC DISEASE AND PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Ana Mabel Vallejos Rocabado (Bolivia)
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HETEROTOPIC GASTRIC MUCOSA (HGM) OF THE PROXIMAL ESOPHAGUS: AN UNKNOWN ENTITY?
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

COMPARISON OF ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN EGYPTIAN AND INDIAN PATIENTS: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LINC00657 AND MIR-106A SERUM EXPRESSION LEVELS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO COLORECTAL CANCER, ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS, AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS IN EGYPTIAN POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY FOR HIGHLY DYSPLASTIC ADENOMA, OR SUSPICIOUS AMPULLARY NEOPLASMS: PROS AND CONS WITH TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

SHISTOSOMIASE INTESTINAL MASSIVA- UMA REALIDADE EM MOÇAMBIQUE: RELATO DE UM CASO
Abstract Presenter: Liana Mondlane (Mozambique)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY RESULTS: OLDER PATIENTS VS YOUNG PATIENTS

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFIL AND MANAGEMENT OF HEMORRHAGIC BULBAR ULCERS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

IMPACT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX ON ESOPHAGEAL VARICES BLEEDING IN MONGOLIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Duinkherjav Khishgee (Mongolia)
Scientific Programme

A CASE OF PRIMARY OMENTAL INFARCTION IN AN ADULT FEMALE PRESENTING AS RIGHT UPPER QUADRANT PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ORAL SULPHATE SOLUTION VERSUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL FOR COLONOSCOPY PREPARATION: A RANDOMISED CONTROL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ANALYSIS OF 13 CASES OF GASTRIC SCHISTOSOMIASIS MISDIAGNOSED AS EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BY BLUE LASER IMAGING WITH MAGNIFICATION

FIRST SHORT-TERM RESULT IN VIET NAM AFTER PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Nhan Le Quang (Viet Nam)

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ACUTE REFRAC TORY PSEUDO-OBSTRUCTION WITH PLACEMENT OF A LEVIN-TUBE
Abstract Presenter: Gwang Ho Baik (Korea, Republic of)

INFLAMMATORY FIBROID POLYP OF THE GASTRIC ANTRUM FOUND BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

REMOVAL OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT STONES BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY AFTER FAILED ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

ANTI-REFLUX MUCOSAL RESECTION (ARMS) FOR GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Ke Gan (China)

ANALYSIS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND INFLAMMATION
Abstract Presenter: Feng Tang (China)

THE ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF POLYPS—UPDATE FROM CRONKHITE-CANADA SYNDROME PATIENTS IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Lan Liu (China)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION VS. SUBMUCOSAL EXCAVATION FOR MANAGING ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS: A SINGLE-CENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY

THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC DILATION COMBINED WITH BLEOMYCIN INJECTION FOR MANAGING BENIGN ANASTOMOTIC STRICTURE AFTER RECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

ROLE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN A RARE CASE OF A LARGE CYSTIC PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR SUCCESSFULLY RESECTED THROUGH OPEN DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY OF AN ADENOMATOUS AMPULLARY TUMOR: A MINIMALLY INVASIVE TECHNIQUE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

WHAT IS ABDOMINAL TUBERCULOSIS? AND ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Raja Ram Wagle (Nepal)
CT-GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY (PEG) TUBE PLACEMENT IN A POST PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY PATIENT: A PIONEERING EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Paolo Francisco (Philippines)

IGIC ENDOSCOPIC CENTER MONGOLIA: UGIB/EMERGENCY BLEEDING CONTROL EXPERIENCE IN CAPITAL CITY ULAANBAATAR AND COUNTRYSIDE HOSPITALS FOR LAST 4 MONTHS
Abstract Presenter: Bolor Otgondemberel (Mongolia)

A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION: NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL COMPARING PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC HELLER MYOTOMY WITH FUNDOPLICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF ACHELASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hournieux de Moura (Brazil)

RARE HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATION AFTER PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

OUTLET ROUX-Y-GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB) POUCH REDUCTION USING ARGON PLASMA COAGULATION (APC) TO TREAT WEIGHT REGAIN: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY INCLUDING A SHAM GROUP
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)

ESOPHAGIC ENDOSCOPIC ALTERATION IN BARIATRIC PATIENTS. VERTICAL GASTRECTOMY VERSUS GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Rafaela Araujo (Brazil)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ESOPHAGO-GASTRIC VARICES’ HEMORRHAGIC BLEEDING RATE BETWEEN PATIENTS OBTAINING COMPLETE ERADICATION AND PATIENTS WHO REMAINED WITH RESIDUAL TREATMENTS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

CAUSTIC INGESTION - LARGE RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela de Souza Gomez (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC/Submucosal Dissection (ESD): Efficacy and Safety for Early Gastric Cancer Treatment
Abstract Presenter: Flavio Heuta Ivano (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: ANALYSIS OF 92 CASES
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Lopes Muritiba Neto (Brazil)

MINIMALLY INVASIVE RESECTION OF A GASTRIC GIST IN A TERTIARY CARE PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Ferreira Pimentel (Brazil)

MUCOSECTOMY: HOW FAR CAN WE GO?
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR OF TERMINAL ILEUM
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF BILIARY BLEEDING: HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM, A COMPLICATION AFTER BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)
NEUROENDOCRINE CARCINOMA OF THE ESOPHAGUS: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC DISSECTION OF THE SUBMUCOSA: INITIAL SERIES AT THE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF JOÃO PESSOA, PARAÍBA
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

INTRA-GASTRIC BALLOON IN PATIENT WITH AUTISTA SPECTRUM DISORDER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

PUNCHED GASTRIC ULCER, INDUCED BY INTRA-GASTRIC BALLOON AND TREATED BY ENDOSCOPIC: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC STENOTOMY IN ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS DIGESTIVES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

EUS-FNA DIAGNOSIS WITH CORE BIOPSY OF PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM PRIMARY BREAST CANCER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Samuel Romanini (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: EVALUATION OF 363 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SCYSTOGASTROSTOMY: TREATMENT REPORT 03 PANCREATIC PSEUDOCYST PATIENTS CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA IN POWDER LATE SURGERY BARIATRIC SURGERY: A REPORT OF CASE
Abstract Presenter: José Carlos Lopes Albuquerque (Brazil)

HYPERPLASTIC GASTRIC POLYPOSE WITH COLOM POLYS AND THE RISK OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Souza Cury (Brazil)

DYNAMIC CHANGE OF INJURY LAPAROSCOPICALLY ASSISTED RECOVERY OPERATIONS WITH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR PERFORMANCE
Abstract Presenter: Matveev Ivan (Russian Federation)

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PAPILLA CHANGES IN CHOLELITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF EARLY ENDOSCOPY IN THE DETECTION OF BLEEDING SOURCE IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL VARICES AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Inna Shestak (Russian Federation)

VIDEOCOLONOSCOPY VS VIRTUAL COLONOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF COLOM PATHOLOGIES
Abstract Presenter: Serghei Samohvalov (Moldova, Republic of)

RISK MANAGEMENT OF REPROCESSING IN ENDOSCOPY: TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY EVALUATION
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

EUS-GUIDED BILIARY DRAINAGE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BENIGN BILIARY STRICTURES IN PATIENTS WITH ALTERED ANATOMY
SAFETY OF ERCP. STRATEGY FOR REDUCING COMPLICATION RATE  
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

RISK EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT WITH BAYESIAN NETWORK IN PRACTICAL ENDOSCOPY  
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

FEASIBILITY, SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENTS (LAMS): A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE  
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

HOW TO TRAIN ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES - EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT TRAINING SIMULATORS AND MODULES  
Abstract Presenter: Jadranka Brljak (Croatia)

THE RELATION BETWEEN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING COLONOSCOPY  
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Hipolito (Mexico)

DUODENAL GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOR. A CASE REPORT  
Abstract Presenter: Estefania Barba Naranjo (Ecuador)

EXPERIENCIA EN LÍQUIDOS DE QUISTES PANCREÁTICOS  
Abstract Presenter: Luis Caro (Argentina)

FIRST CASE REPORT IN ECUADOR OF USE OF TC-325 (HEMOSPRAY) FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE AND DIFFUSE REFRAC TORY UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING  
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Arciniegas Avila (Ecuador)

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INDICATORS IN A PRIVATE CENTER  
Abstract Presenter: Josselyn Mariana Vera Intríago (Brazil)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TWO BOWEL PREPARATION STRATEGIES FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ADULTS. A PROSPECTIVE, COMPARATIVE AND RANDOMIZED PILOT STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

ACUTE ESOPHAGEAL NECROSIS: DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. SERIES OF CASES IN A HOSPITAL OF MEXICO CITY  
Abstract Presenter: Jose Roberto Ramirez Nava (Mexico)

POEM PROCEDURE AS MANAGEMENT OF ACHALASIA IN GENERAL HOSPITAL “DR. MANUEL GEA GONZÁLEZ”: INITIAL EXPERIENCE  
Abstract Presenter: Luis Topete (Mexico)

GOSSYPIBOMA IN ABDOMINAL CAVITY  
Abstract Presenter: German Carvajal (Colombia)

PROXIMAL MIGRATION OF PANCREATIC STENT DURING ERCP EXPERIENCE IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER  
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Bernardo Sánchez Luque (Colombia)
Scientific Programme

NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF BLACK PERFORATED ESOPHAGUS: SURVIVAL CASE REPORT AND CRITICAL REVIEW
Abstract Presenter: Jose Francisco Carriel (Colombia)

EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE ETIOLOGY, INCIDENCE, TREATMENT OF NON-VARICEAL DIGESTIVE HEMORRHAGE (NVH) AT HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

INDICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT USE IN PATIENTS WITH UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT CANCER
Abstract Presenter: William Senler (Chile)

PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR ADEQUATE INTESTINAL PREPARATION IN A GUATEMALA HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH HIV IN HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

THREE CONSECUTIVE ANNUAL RWANDA ENDOSCOPY WEEK CONFERENCES BROADEN THE TRAINING FOOTPRINT
Abstract Presenter: Eric Rutaganda (Rwanda)
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LIGATION BASED ANTI-REFLUXMUCOSECTOMY (L-ARMS) IN GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

PERCUTANEOUS CHOLANGIOSCOPY-ASSISTED STONE EXTRACTION OF RETAINED COMMON DUCT STONE

EVALUATION A BILIARY OBSTRUCTION BY ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY WITH CHOLANGIOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ROLE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY AND TREATMENT OPTIONS IN COMPLEX BILIARY ANASTOMOTISIS STRICTURES AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF INDETERMINATE BILIARY STRUCTION: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

COLONIC GALLSTONE ILEUS: COMBINED ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

RECTAL MELANOMA: EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSIS AND ORGAN-PRESERVATION STRATEGY WITH NEOADJUVANT IMMUNOTHERAPY AND ABScopAL RADIATION THERAPY FOLLOWED BY TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROsURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

MANTLE CELL LYMPHOMA WITH COLONIC INVOLVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: László Topál (Hungary)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-BASED ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS USING RESIDUAL NETWORKS IN COLORECTAL POLyps
Abstract Presenter: Yoriaki Komeda (Japan)

NOVEL LAPARO-ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID PROCEDURE TO TREAT A DISCONNECTED ROUX LIMB AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

UTILITY AND SAFETY OF COLORECTAL FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION WITH LAPAROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPY COOPERATIVELY
Abstract Presenter: Keigo Suzuki (Japan)

MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION OF GIANT GASTRIC HAMARTOMATOUS POLYP IN A PATIENT WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC FINDINGS (CASE REPORT)
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

COMBINED APPROACH WITH "STENT IN STENT" TECHNIQUE, APC AND ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID SURGERY TO REMOVE PARTIALLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT (PC-SEMS) EMBEDDED IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL PATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Agustín Insausti (Argentina)

NOVEL SURGICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC COLLABORATIVE LARYNX-PRESERVING APPROACH FOR CERVICAL ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Seiichiro Abe (Japan)

ENTERITIS EOSINOFILICA ASOCIADA A OBSTRUCCION INTESTINAL ALTA CASO CLÍNICO
Abstract Presenter: Ana Cristina Vargas Velasco (Bolivia)

THE EXPERIENCE OF USING INTRALUMINAL PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY FOR RECANALIZATION OF TUMOR STRICTURES OF THE ESOPHAGEAL AND ESOPHAGOGASTRIC JUNCTION CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Rusanov (Russian Federation)

ESOPHAGEAL INVOLVEMENT IN A CASE OF EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA ACQUISITA
Abstract Presenter: Shaloane da Silva de Fontes (Brazil)

RARE COMPLICATIONS OF ESD IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO TREAT SIMULTANEOUS PHARYNGEAL AND ESOPHAGEAL EARLY SUPERFICIAL CANCERS

RARE CASE OF A LARGE BRUNNER’S GLAND HAMARTOMA RESECTED ENDOSCOPICALLY AND CLOSED WITH AN OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

BILIOBRONCHIAL FISTULA: RARE COMPLICATION OF HEPATIC HYDATIDOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

RENDEZVOUS ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND USING “HITCH AND RIDE” TECHNIQUE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Ileana Alvarado Echeverría (Costa Rica)
ENDOSCOPIC ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF GASTRO GASTRIC FISTULA POST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN AFTER HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLOSURE OF GASTRIC PERFORATION USING THE OVESCO OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP SYSTEM IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES IN CHILDREN WITH EPIDERMODYSIS BULLOSA: FLUOROSCOPICALLY GUIDED BALLOON DILATATION
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIP CLOSURE OF THE DEFECT AFTER PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

BILLIARY METALLIC STENT OCCLUSION TREATED WITH A STENT INSIDE A STENT IN A PATIENT WITH AMPULLARY CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jaime Fustamante Flores (Peru)

STENT-IN-STENT (SIS) PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN CANCER PANCREAS THAT WAS DIFFICULT TO DIAGNOSE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH EARLY BLEEDING CONTROLLED WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

CATHETERISATION OF AN INTRA-DIVERTICULAR “INVISIBLE PAPILLA”
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

THE INTRAMURAL INCISION (BURDICK’S) TECHNIQUE: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

RETAINED DORMIA BASKET DURING THE ERCP: LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION AND FLEXIBLE CHOLANGIOSCOPY AS A THERAPEUTIC OPTION
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

ERCP BY THE RENDEZ-VOUS TECHNIQUE WITH TRANSVESICULAR ACCESS
Speaker: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

RARE CULPRIT
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION IN ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAHY (ERC) IN A PATIENT WITH LEMMEL’S SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Lucas Casé Ferraz (Brazil)

LAPAROSCOPE ASSISTED ERCP: INTRAOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF IATROGENIC BILE DUCT INJURY

PANCREATOSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA IN A PATIENT WITH CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)
ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AND CORRELATION BETWEEN INTRAPAPILLARY CAPILLARY LOOPS (IPCL) AND HISTOPATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF NEAR-CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANAL CANAL SQUAMOUS INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Kengo Kasuga (Japan)

CIRCUMFERENTIAL ESD FOR AN EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER ASSOCIATED WITH AN ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM - BEGINNER´S EXPERIENCE

LARGE COLON LATERAL SPREADING TUMOR (LST) ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD)
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CARDIAL CANCER

EUS AND EMR IN TREATMENT OF GASTRIC CARCINOID
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

EARLY GASTRIC CANCER WITH IMAGING BY MAGNETIC RESSONANCE AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) MASQUERADING LIVER METASTASIS. SHOULD A FNA-EUS BE PERFORMED TO CONFIRM A HEPATIC METASTASIS?

BITE ON BITE AND EUS-FNA IN THE HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS OF THE UPPER DIGESTIVE TRACT

THE UTILITY OF SINGLE-BALLOON ENTEROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA MANIFESTING AS ISCHEMIC ENTERITIS: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EUS GUIDED-NEEDLE BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY (NCLE) AND MICRO BIOPSY OF INDETERMINATE PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

UNUSUAL PANCREATIC ENHACING LESION AT UNCIANTE PROCESS

EUS TISSUE DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT SOLID PSEUDOPAPILLARY TUMOR OF THE PANCREAS IN A YOUNG MALE. UNUSAL PRESENTATION OF AN UNUSAL PANCREATIC TUMOR. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

INTRADUCTAL PAPILLARY MUCINOUS NEOPLASM (IPMN) OF PANCREAS: DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)

HEPATOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS USING A NOVEL HYBRID METAL STENT (HALF COVERED, HALF UNCOVERED)
Abstract Presenter: Vivian Araya Arce (Costa Rica)

CHOLEDOCHO-NODAL FISTULA: UNCOMMON CAUSE OF OBSTRUCTIVE JAUNDICE IN A PATIENT WITH HCC

PUNCTURE OF PANCREATIC MASS WITH RAPID ON-SITE CYTOPATHOLOGICAL EVALUATION (ROSE) AND CELIAC PLEXUS NEUROLYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) GUIDED DRAINAGE OF PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION AFTER PANCREATECTOMY USING LUMEN APPOSING METAL STENT (LAMS)
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)
Scientific Programme

TREATMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME WITH LUMEN-APPOSING METALLIC STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME USING LUMEN OPPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Muhammad Bashir (United States of America)

EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE BIOPSY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF HIV RELATED CHOLANGIOPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

CONTRAST-ENHANCED HARMONIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (CH-EUS) IN ASSESSMENT OF PANCREATIC SEROUS CYSTADENOMA

GASTRIC GLOMUS TUMOR: A CASE REPORT

RETROPERONEAL ACCESSORY SPLEEN LOCATED CLOSE AT NECK OF THE PANCREAS MIMICKING AS PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR

DUCTAL CUTOFF SIGN BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IS A MARKER FOR A PANCREATIC CANCER

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF FOOD INTOLERANCE AFTER BANDED GASTRIC BYPASS: INDUCING BAND EROSION FOR REMOVAL WITH A METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

RARE CASE OF BURIED SHARP FB PART IN GASTRIC WALL & PART OUT SIDE IN GB FOSSA - ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL INCISION & FLUORO GUIDED REMOVAL
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

UNCOMMON ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES OF NON-CARDIA EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN CENTRAL VIETNAM AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION AFTER 5 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

GASTRIC Plication WITH OVERSTITCH ENDOSCOPIC SUTURING DEVICE FOR POST-SURGICAL CHRONIC GASTROPARESIS

THE GASTROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHOLEDOCHO-LITHIASIS IN BILE DUCT-DUODENAL DERIVATION
Abstract Presenter: Jose Zevallos Rodriguez (Peru)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
PARTIALLY DECONNECTION OF VERTICAL SUTURE IN A BY PASS SURGERY, TREATED WITH PARTIALLY COVERED STENT - CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira Santos (Brazil)

CUERPO EXTRAÑO, TAPA DE CERVEZA
Abstract Presenter: Bethzi Gisela Valdez Guzman (Bolivia)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

THE ROLE OF LCI COMBINED WITH ROUGE STAINING TO THE BOUNDARY OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND PRECANCEROUS LESIONS

RECANALIZATION OF COMPLETE STENOSIS OF BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS BY COMBINED ENDOSCOPY AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela Araújo (Brazil)
GEL IMMERSION ENDOSCOPY: INNOVATION IN SECURING THE VISUAL FIELD - CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF 265 CONSECUTIVE CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tomonori Yano (Japan)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP (OTSC) CLOSURE OF AN IATROGENIC GASTRO-COLIC FISTULA FOLLOWING MISPLACEMENT OF A LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

VIDEO PRESENTATION OF ENDOSCOPIC MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT WITH VACUUM AND SELF-EXPANDABLE FULLY COVERED METALLIC STENT FOR POS-OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOJEJEUNAL LEAKAGE IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PRE-CUT OF CIRCULAR MUSCLE OF ESOPHAGUS TO PARTIALLY PREVENT STRicture AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF POST ERCP PERFORATION

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC SEPTUM DIVISION (STESD) FOR TREATMENT OF diverticula OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Nagl (Germany)

LATE ESOPHAGEAL PERFORATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CANCER (T1A) TREATED WITH A NEW ENDOSCOPIC-ASSISTED VACUUM DRAINAGE THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

THE USE OF NOVEL MODIFIED ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A TRANSMURAL RECTAL WALL DEFECT
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

THORACOSCOPIC AND ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED SURGERY FOR AN ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMOR ACCOMPANIED WITH A SYNCHRONOUS PLEURA SCHWANNOMA

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF GASTROCYSTOCOLIC FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Nagoor Basha Shaik (India)

ENDOLUMINAL VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) OF COMPLEX POST-ESOPHAGECTOMY ANASTOMOTIC FISTULA

A NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF FOAM SCLEROTHERAPY IN A RARE CASE OF RECTAL VENOUS MALFORMATION

TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX COLOCUTANEOUS FISTULA WITH VACUUM THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM-ASSISTED CLOSURE OF A LARGE POSTOPERATIVE ESOPHAGEAL LEAK
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION (S.T.E.R.) OF A GIANT AND SYMPTOMATIC SUBCARDIAL LEIOMYOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Sandoval Montero (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF DUODENAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH BAND LIGATION MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)
SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN THE TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX CAUSTIC GASTRIC STENOSIS  
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Coutinho Madruga-Neto (Brazil)

USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO IMPROVE POLYP DETECTION RATE  
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS - A GREAT MIMICKER OF PANCREATIC TUMOR FOR A PATIENT WHO PRESENTED WITH HEAD OF PANCREAS SWELLING  
Abstract Presenter: K. B. Jaydeesh Khanna (Singapore)

COMPLEX APPROACH TO WALLED OF PANCREATIC NECROSIS  
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC NECROSECTOMY  
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

A CASE OF ACHALASIA OF CARDIA COMBINED WITH ESOPHAGUS DIVERTICULUM  
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE ESOPHAGEAL LEAKS WITH MEGA STENTÀ AFTER ABORTED PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY PROCEDURE (POEM)  
Abstract Presenter: Daniela Grant Alpízar (Costa Rica)

POST-BARIATRIC PSEUDO-Achalasia Endoscopic Myotomy Resolution  
Abstract Presenter: Alejandro Nieponice (Argentina)

UNUSUAL EVOLUTION POST POEM AND MANAGEMENT  
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Barrientos (Chile)

THE USE OF A SECOND ENDOSCOPE FOR THE REMOVAL OF A TRAPPED ENDOLOOP  
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION: EXPERIENCE OF A MONOVALENT REFERRAL CENTRE  
Abstract Presenter: Gonzalo Coria (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC VACCUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR MEDIASTINUM-ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA INDUCED BY SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENT (SEMS)  
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: METASTATIC GALLBLADDER CARCINOMA PRESENTING AS RECTOSIGMOID ACHALASIA, KRUKENBERG TUMOR AND SISTER MARY JOSEPH NODULE  
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

PERCUTANEOUS TRANSHEPATIC SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPE AND BALLOON ASSISTED MANAGEMENT OF HEPATOLITHIASIS  
Abstract Presenter: S N K Chenduran (India)

SUCCESSFUL HEMOSTASIS OF A RARE CASE OF UPPER GI BLEEDING FROM A DUODENAL VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH A MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASM  
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP FOR REFRAC'TORY VARICEAL BLEEDING AFTER BANDING LIGATION  
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Ramón Soria Alcivar (Ecuador)

NOW YOU SEE, NOW YOU DON´T: A CASE REPORT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION (GEJ) ADENOCARCINOMA LOCATED AT SLIDING HIATAL HERNIA
Scientific Programme

BLEEDING DUE TO DISLODGMEN OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL BANDS AFTER BALLOON TAMPOANADE: MANAGEMENT WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: J. Alejandro Villar-Tapia (Mexico)

CAP ASSISTED CONTROL OF FORREST CLASS IIA DUODENAL ULCER BLEED
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

Symposium
08:30 - 10:00
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S16 Advanced/experimental mucosa imaging
Chair: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
Chair: Shiaw-Hooi Ho (Malaysia)
Chair: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)

 Advanced mucosal imaging: an overview of technology 08:30 - 08:45
Speaker: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

 Advanced mucosal imaging: are they affordable in clinical practice? 08:45 - 09:00
Speaker: Shiaw-Hooi Ho (Malaysia)

 Electronic chromoendoscopy: are we ready to discard the dyes? (Video) 09:00 - 09:15
Speaker: Evelien Dekker (Netherlands)

 Debate: Colonic polyps virtual histology: the pathologist vs. the endoscopic pathologist 09:15 - 09:30
Speaker: Heinrich Bender Kohnert Seidler (Brazil)
Speaker: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)

 Clinical Advances of YunSRobot and AI for GI Endoscopy (Video) 09:30 - 09:45
Speaker: Yun-sheng Yang (China)

 Panel discussion 09:45 - 10:00

Society Symposium
08:30 - 10:00
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S20 Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy of India (SGEI)
Chair: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
Chair: Sundeep Lakhtakia (India)
Chair: Guillermo Burbano Jarrin (Ecuador)

 Biliary cannulation techniques - Basic & Advanced 08:30 - 08:45
Speaker: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)

 Difficult Biliary Stones - How to tackle? 08:45 - 09:00
Speaker: Mahesh K. Goenka (India)

 Biliary Stenting - Tips & Tricks 09:00 - 09:15
Speaker: Randhir Sud (India)
Scientific Programme

Pancreas Endotherapy - What is optimum? 09:15 - 09:30
Speaker: Sundeep Lakhtakia (India)

Post ERCP complications - prevention & treatment 09:30 - 09:45
Speaker: Ajay Kumar (India)

Panel discussion 09:45 - 10:00

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:30 - 10:00

PAC-Cup 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Libertadores Video Cup (Copa Libertadores De Videos)
Chair: Álvaro Pizze (Uruguay)
Chair: David Horacio Zagalsky (Argentina)
Chair: Daniela Milhomem Cardoso (Brazil)

Libertadores Video Cup jury (Copa Libertadores De Videos Jurado) 08:30 - 08:40
Speaker: Salvador Aschkenazy (Argentina)
Speaker: Omar Alfaro (Costa Rica)
Speaker: Sandra Canseco (Argentina)
Speaker: Herbeth Toledo (Brazil)

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:30 - 10:00

PAC10 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Third space: working beneath the surface
Chair: Horacio Rubio (Argentina)
Chair: Antonio Conrado (Brazil)
Chair: Caroline Tatim Saad (Brazil)

POEM in Latin America 08:30 - 08:45
Speaker: Eduardo Torices Escalante (Mexico)

G-POEM: indications and results 08:45 - 09:00
Speaker: Michel Kahaleh (United States of America)

Z-POEM: new option for treatment of Zenker diverticulum 09:00 - 09:15
Speaker: Mouen Khashab (United States of America)

Endoscopic Full Thickness Resection: Current State 09:15 - 09:30
Speaker: Pablo Hoffman (Argentina)

Endoscopic tunneled resection of subepithelial lesions: Is it ready for prime time? 09:30 - 09:45
Speaker: Alberto Baptista (Venezuela)

Open discussion 09:45 - 10:00
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:30 - 10:00
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC15 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Quality and safety in endoscopy**

Chair: Roque Sáenz (Chile)
Chair: Nadia Lima (Paraguay)

- **How experience can influence quality?**
  Speaker: Nib Soehendra (Germany) 08:30 - 08:45

- **Endoscopic performance indicators in upper gastrointestinal endoscopy**
  Speaker: Robinson Gonzalez (Chile) 08:45 - 09:00

- **Quality criteria and indicators in colonoscopy**
  Speaker: Fernando Fluxá (Chile) 09:00 - 09:15

- **ERCP: how to be more successful and decrease complications**
  Speaker: Carmelo Blasco (Paraguay) 09:15 - 09:30

- **Radioprotection in digestive endoscopy**
  Speaker: Luciano Bicalho (Brazil) 09:30 - 09:45

- **Open discussion** 09:45 - 10:00

Learning Center
08:30 - 10:00
Room 11 Hands-on (GALAPAGOS+ARUBAS), Floor 1

**HOT 2.1 Hands-on Training Day 2**

Live Demonstration
10:30 - 12:30
Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

**LE 3.2 Live Endoscopy**

Chair: Hiroyuki Isayama (Japan)
Chair: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)
Chair: Kenneth McQuaid (United States of America)
Chair: Marcelo Averbach (Brazil)
Chair: Eduardo Turiani Hounieux de Moura (Brazil)
Chair: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)
Chair: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)

- **Live demonstrations from the INCA Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil** 10:30 - 12:30
  Expert: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)
  Expert: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
  Expert: Lars Aabakken (Norway)
  Expert: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)
  Expert: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
  Expert: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)
  Expert: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)
  Expert: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
  Expert: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
  Expert: Alexandre Pelosi (Brazil)
  Expert: Evandro de Oliveira Sá (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

Symposium
10:30 - 12:00
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S17 Current status of ESD in the world
Chair: Jorge Roberto Orillac Pérez (Panama)
Chair: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)
Chair: Yutaka Saito (Japan)

**Debate: ESD in Asia vs. ESD in Western countries. Current status**
Speaker: Mitsuhiro Fujishiro (Japan)
Speaker: Andrew Y. Wang (United States of America)
10:30 - 10:45

**Improving the learning curve in clinical practice**
Speaker: Andrew Y. Wang (United States of America)
10:45 - 11:00

**Debate: Hybrid ESD vs. ESD for flat colorectal lesions**
Speaker: Helmut Messmann / Sandra Nagl (Germany)
Speaker: Yutaka Saito (Japan)
11:00 - 11:15

**ESD & beyond**
Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France)
11:15 - 11:30

**Future of ESD. The Japanese perspective**
Speaker: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)
11:30 - 11:45

**Panel discussion**
11:45 - 12:00

Symposium
10:30 - 12:00
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S21 Obesity management and endoscopic techniques
Chair: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
Chair: Eduardo Grecco (Brazil)
Chair: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil)

**Perspectives and place of Endoscopy in obesity management**
Speaker: Steven Edmundowicz (United States of America)
10:30 - 10:45

**Gastric balloons for obesity: Present and future**
Speaker: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil)
10:45 - 11:00

**Weight loss management: What endoscopists should know?**
Speaker: Srividya Kidambi (United States of America)
11:00 - 11:15

**Metabolic endoscopy: the next “hot spot”?**
Speaker: Jacques Devière (Belgium)
11:15 - 11:30

**Endoscopic suturing techniques for obesity: pros and cons**
Speaker: Eduardo Grecco (Brazil)
11:30 - 11:45

**Panel discussion**
11:45 - 12:00
Scientific Programme

Symposium
10:30 - 12:00 Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

S28 A face-to-face with the editors of DEN, GIE, EUJ, Endoscopy & EIO
Chair: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan)
Chair: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

What can I do with an idea worth spreading 10:30 - 10:45
Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France)

I got rejected and still struggle 10:45 - 11:00
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)

Finding funding and mentorship: why is it so difficult 11:00 - 11:15
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)

State of the art of the writing art 11:15 - 11:30
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)

Getting to know around: a review or a response 11:30 - 11:45
Speaker: Hiroshi Kashida (Japan)

Discussion 11:45 - 12:00

Learning Center
10:30 - 12:00 Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV -V), Floor 2

Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Course
Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)
Chair: Ileana Pangtay (Mexico)
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)

Interactive training - Unusual cases: Quiz 10:30 - 10:50
Speaker: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

Conditions and Diseases as a factor for capsule retention (Crohn's disease, tumors, NSAID, anastomosis, radiation enteropathy) 10:50 - 11:20
Speaker: Adrien Sportes (France)

Video capsule protocol - Preparation or not preparation/Prokinetics, Monitoring 11:20 - 11:40
Speaker: Ileana Pangtay (Mexico)

Questions and Answers 11:40 - 12:00
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:30 - 12:00
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

**PAC11 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: SIED - MD Anderson Cancer Center - Endoscopic Oncology Symposium**

Chair: Emmanuel Coronel Jr. (United States of America)
Chair: Emmanuel Coronel (Ecuador)
Chair: Manoop S. Bhutani (United States of America)

- **Cholangiocarcinoma and Indeterminate Strictures**
  Speaker: Emmanuel Coronel Jr. (United States of America)
  10:30 - 10:45

- **Endoscopic resections and beyond**
  Speaker: Phillip S. Ge (United States of America)
  10:45 - 11:00

- **EUS guided treatments for pancreatic cancer**
  Speaker: Manoop S. Bhutani (United States of America)
  11:00 - 11:15

- Open discussion
  11:15 - 11:45

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:30 - 12:00
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC16 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Endoscopic approaches to pancreatobiliary disease in the 21st century**

Chair: Fernando Acosta (Uruguay)
Chair: Diego Murature (Argentina)
Chair: Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico)

- **Challenging Bile Duct Stones: How to approach them?**
  Speaker: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)
  10:30 - 10:45

- **New guidelines for pancreatic cysts**
  Speaker: Alberto Espino (Chile)
  10:45 - 11:00

- **Cholangioscopy: a voyage through the bile duct**
  Speaker: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)
  11:00 - 11:15

- **Difficult cannulation and EUS guided biliary drainage**
  Speaker: Iman Andalib (United States of America)
  11:15 - 11:30

- **Latest endoscopic advancements in pancreatobiliary endoscopy**
  Speaker: Flávio Hayato Ejima (Brazil)
  11:30 - 11:45

- Open discussion
  11:45 - 12:00

Symposium
12:00 - 12:30
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

**S31 Surgical endoscopy**

Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)
Scientific Programme

Surgical endoscopy: a glimpse into the future (Video)  12:00 - 12:30
Speaker: Silvana Perretta (France)

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
12:00 - 12:30  Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

PAC12 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Honorary Lecture
Chair: Carmelo Blasco (Paraguay)
Chair: Claudio Navarrete (Chile)

50 years of therapeutic endoscopy  12:00 - 12:30
Speaker: Nib Soehendra (Germany)

Industry Satellite Symposia
12:30 - 13:30  Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

IS 2.1 Olympus Satellite Symposia: The Olympus 100th anniversary symposium
Progress of Endoscopy, the Moments with Olympus Innovations  12:30 - 13:30
Speaker: Hisao Tajiri (Japan)
Speaker: Kazuhiro Gono (Japan)

Poster Area
12:30 - 13:15  ePoster Podium 1

ePoster Podium Session
ANTEORIR VS POSTERIOR MYOTOMY DURING POEM: RESULTS FROM A LARGE REAL-LIFE COHORT FROM A WORLD-LEADING CENTER
KISSING SUTURE: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR LARGE DEFECT CLOSURE USING A SINGLE CHANNEL ENDOSCOPE
A NOVEL ENDOCOSPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCER WITH PLATELET RICH PLASMA: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

Poster Area
12:30 - 13:15  ePoster Podium 2

ePoster Podium Session
METABOLIC RISK FACTORS AMONG PATIENTS WITH COLONIC ADENOMAS
PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AND EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSISTENT OR RECURRENT INTESTINAL METAPLASIA/NEOPLASIA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS RELATED NEOPLASIA
ENDO 2020 - 2nd World Congress of GI Endoscopy  
March 7 - 10, 2020  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  

Scientific Programme  

Honorary Lecture  
13:30 - 14:00  
Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3  
S06 Asian Pacific Society of Digestive Endoscopy (A-PSDE): Sadataka Tasaka  
Honorary Lecture  
Chair: Shinji Tanaka (Japan)  
Digestive endoscopy - lighting the pathway to the future (Video)  
Speaker: Hisao Tajiri (Japan)  

Society Symposium  
13:30 - 15:00  
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0  
S18 Sociedad Interamericana de Endoscopia Digestiva (SIED)  
Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)  
Chair: Jorge Roberto Orillac Pérez (Panama)  
Chair: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)  
Difficult biliduct stones: Intracorporeal lithotripsy is essential and the treatment of choice  
Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)  
Failed biliary access: when precut, when EUS guided approach and when percutaneously  
Speaker: Michel Kahaleh (United States of America)  
Debate: Malignant hilar biliary strictures: one stent is enough vs. 2 stents  
Speaker: Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico)  
Speaker: Carmelo Blasco (Paraguay)  
Cholangioscopy beyond lithiasis  
Speaker: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)  
Cholangioscopy guided lithotripsy is good, but rarely necessary  
Speaker: Julio C. Pereira Lima (Brazil)  

Gustavo Vidales Award:  
ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY: A BRAZILIAN MULTICENTER STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)  

Symposium  
13:30 - 15:00  
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1  
S22 Recent progress and challenges in Barrett´s Esophagus  
Chair: Angel Reyes-Dorantes (Mexico)  
Chair: Khean-Lee Goh (Malaysia)  
Chair: Torsten Beyna (Germany)
Scientific Programme

**13:30 - 13:45**
Progression rates of Barrett’s esophagus and esophageal cancer: Is it overestimated?
Speaker: Khean-Lee Goh (Malaysia)

**13:45 - 14:00**
Endoscopy for Barrett’s neoplasia: Conventional Technologies and Advanced Imaging
Speaker: Prateek Sharma (United States of America)

**14:00 - 14:15**
Endoscopic approaches for Barrett’s visible neoplasia and surveillance
Speaker: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)

**14:15 - 14:30**
Resection and ablation in Barrett’s Esophagus with HGD
Speaker: Cecilio L. Cerisoli (Argentina)

**14:30 - 14:50**
Artificial Intelligence for diagnosis of intraepithelial neoplasia in Barrett’s adenocarcinoma
Speaker: Helmut Messmann / Sandra Nagl (Germany)

**14:50 - 15:00**
Panel discussion

Learning Center
13:30 - 16:30
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**WEO Research Workshop**
Chair: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
Chair: Shiaw-Hooi Ho (Malaysia)

**Welcome**
Speaker: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
13:30 - 13:40

**Research in endoscopy: is this for me and how do I start**
Speaker: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
13:40 - 14:00

**Biostatistics and Power calculations demystified**
Speaker: Matthew Rousseau (United States of America)
14:00 - 14:20

**Systematic review and meta-analysis: all you need to know**
Speaker: Cesare Hassan (Italy)
14:20 - 14:40

**Journal review: how to critically analyze a paper**
Speaker: Sundeep Lakhtakia (India)
14:40 - 15:00

**Identifying a research question and designing a study**
Speaker: Prasad Iyer (United States of America)
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)
15:00 - 15:20

**Publishing your research: tips from the editors**
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)
15:20 - 15:40

**Discussion**
15:40 - 16:30
Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Course

Course directors: Admar Borges (Brazil), Ekaterina Ivanova (Russia), Ileana Pangtay (Mexico), Jean-Francois Rey (France)

Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)
Chair: Ileana Pangtay (Mexico)

13:30 - 14:10
Bleeding: Obscure GI bleeding-overall results and clinical benefits in 2020, Acute GI bleeding-capsule in intensive care unit?
Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)

14:10 - 14:40
Clinical indications of capsule endoscopy in Crohn disease patients
Speaker: Haruhiko Ogata (Japan)

14:40 - 15:00
Questions and Answers

15:00 - 15:20
Colon capsule: Current indications, Colo-rectal cancer screening with capsule
Speaker: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

15:20 - 15:40
Guided gastric capsule
Speaker: Adrien Sportes (France)

15:40 - 16:00
Patency capsule: It is mandatory?
Speaker: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)

16:00 - 16:20
Questions and Answers

16:20 - 16:30
Closing remarks
Speaker: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
**Scientific Programme**

**Surveillance of patients with BE after complete eradication of Intestinal Metaplasia**
Speaker: Jose Miguel Esteban (Spain)  
14:30 - 14:45

**Open discussion**  
14:45 - 15:00

**Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy**  
13:30 - 15:00  
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC17 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Performing high quality colonoscopy**
Chair: Toshihiro Kojima (Paraguay)  
Chair: Flavia E de Lima Oliveira (Brazil)  
Chair: Carlos Baubet (Uruguay)

**Quality learning curve: What are the steps to follow?**  
Speaker: Roque Sáenz (Chile)  
13:30 - 13:45

**Strategies to improve adenoma detection rates**  
Speaker: Carlos Eduardo Oliveira Dos Santos (Brazil)  
13:45 - 14:00

**How to perform a safe and quality resection**  
Speaker: Artur Parada (Brazil)  
14:00 - 14:15

**Role of the endoscopic advanced image techniques in the diagnosis of colorectal SSA**  
Speaker: Victor Bracho (Venezuela)  
14:15 - 14:30

**Open discussion**  
14:30 - 15:00

**Business Meetings / Closed Meetings / Common Interest Groups**  
13:30 - 16:30  
Room 8 (ILHABELA V), Floor -1

**An advanced optical imaging and therapeutic workshop by ANBIIG**

**Esophageal cancer diagnosis**  
Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)  
13:30 - 14:10

**Case discussion**  
Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)  
14:10 - 14:30

**Gastric cancer diagnosis**  
Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)  
14:30 - 15:10

**Case Discussion**  
Speaker: Noriya Uedo (Japan)  
15:10 - 15:30

**Colon cancer diagnosis**  
Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan)  
15:30 - 16:10

**Case Discussion**  
Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan)  
16:10 - 16:30
Scientific Programme

Live Demonstration
14:00 - 16:00
Room 1 (ASIA I-VI), Floor 3

LE 3.3 Live Endoscopy
Chair: Randhir Sud (India)
Chair: Herbert Burgos (Costa Rica)
Chair: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)
Chair: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)

Live demonstrations from the INCA Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
14:00 - 16:00
Expert: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)
Expert: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
Expert: Lars Aabakken (Norway)
Expert: Mário Dinis-Ribeiro (Portugal)
Expert: Nageshwar D. Reddy (India)
Expert: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)
Expert: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)
Expert: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
Expert: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
Expert: Alexandre Pelosi (Brazil)
Expert: Evandro de Oliveira Sá (Brazil)

Learning Center
14:00 - 15:30
Room 11 Hands-on (GALAPAGOS+ARUBAS), Floor-1

HOT 2.2 Hands-on Training Day 2

Symposium
15:00 - 16:30
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S23 Safety in digestive endoscopy
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)
Chair: Ricardo Anuar Dib (Brazil)
Chair: Pablo Luna (Argentina)
Chair: Dianelle Duforest-Rey (France)

Endoscopy unit audit
15:00 - 15:15
Speaker: Cesare Hassan (Italy)

Duodenoscope and EUS special requirements
15:15 - 15:30
Speaker: Qiu Zhao (China)
Speaker: Adrien Sportes (France)

Endoscopic devices: single, reusable
15:30 - 15:45
Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France)

Role of nurses and assistants: devices manipulation and cleaning
15:45 - 16:00
Speaker: Dianelle Duforest-Rey (France)

WEO recommendations
16:00 - 16:15
Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)

Panel discussion
16:15 - 16:30
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
15:00 - 16:15
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

**PAC14 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Hereditary gastrointestinal cancer syndromes**

Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Chair: Francisco López (Chile)
Chair: Maria Emilia Caro (Argentina)

- **Familial Adenomatous Polyposis Syndromes - Helpful pearls for the endoscopist**
  Speaker: Patrick Lynch (United States of America)
  15:00 - 15:15

- **Endoscopic diagnosis of Hereditary Polyposis Syndromes**
  Speaker: Adriana Vaz Safatile-Ribeiro (Brazil)
  15:15 - 15:30

- **Hereditary Hamartomatous Polyposis - An Update**
  Speaker: Thomas McGarrity (United States of America)
  15:30 - 15:45

- **Update in Lynch Syndrome**
  Speaker: Roseane Bicalho Assis (Brazil)
  15:45 - 16:00

- **Open discussion**
  16:00 - 16:15

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
15:00 - 16:30
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC18 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Gastrointestinal bleeding**

Chair: Sergio Etchepare (Argentina)

- **Bleeding from esophageal varices: what to do besides elastic ligation?**
  Speaker: Mirtha Infante (Cuba)
  15:00 - 15:15

- **Endoscopic management of gastric variceal bleeding**
  Speaker: Angel Reyes-Dorantes (Mexico)
  15:15 - 15:30

- **Non-variceal Upper Gastrointestinal Bleeding in 2020**
  Speaker: Jorge Roberto Orillac Pérez (Panama)
  15:30 - 15:45

- **Up to date in the endoscopic treatment of lower digestive bleeding**
  Speaker: Marcelo Averbach (Brazil)
  15:45 - 16:00

- **Small bowel bleeding: how can enteroscopy help?**
  Speaker: Afonso Celso Da Silva Paredes (Brazil)
  16:00 - 16:15

- **Open discussion**
  16:15 - 16:30
Tuesday, 10 March 2020

Free Paper Session
07:00 - 09:40
Room 1 (ASIA I -VI), Floor 3

BAA 4.1 Best Abstract: Oral Presentations

Chair: Tibor Gyökeres (Hungary)
Chair: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)
Chair: David Horacio Zagalsky (Argentina)

- **07:00 - 07:12**
  COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT BILIARY STRUCTURES: A BAYESIAN NETWORK META-ANALYSIS
  Abstract Presenter: Hongling Wang (China)

- **07:12 - 07:24**
  COST COMPARISON BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION AND ENDOSCOPIC PIECEMEAL MUCOSAL RESECTION IN THE COLORECTUM
  Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)

- **07:24 - 07:36**
  CLINICAL VALIDATION OF BLI ADENOMAS SERRATED INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION (BASIC) FOR RESECT AND DISCARD STRATEGY (BIRD STUDY)
  Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)

- **07:36 - 07:48**
  OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP SYSTEM AS A FIRST-LINE THERAPY FOR HIGH-RISK BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCERS: A CASE-MATCHED CONTROL STUDY
  Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

- **07:48 - 07:58**
  MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE UPPER GI BLEED (UGIB) IN A UK ACUTE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE
  Abstract Presenter: Loraine Mahachi (United Kingdom)

- **08:00 - 08:12**
  EVALUATION OF NOVEL ULTRATHIN DOUBLE-BALLOON ENDOSCOPY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SMALL BOWEL DISEASES: A MULTICENTER PROSPECTIVE STUDY
  Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

- **08:12 - 08:24**
  THE USE OF HEMOSTATIC POWDER IN THE TREATMENT OF UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
  Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

- **08:24 - 08:36**
  EUS-THROUGH-THE-NEEDLE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND MALIGNANCY DETECTION OF PANCREATIC CYSTS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES
  Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

- **08:36 - 08:48**
  LONG-TERM OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR ESOPHAGEAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA INVADING MUSCULARIS MUCOSA
  Abstract Presenter: Raquel Cristina Lins-Mota (Brazil)

- **09:00 - 09:12**
  RISK FACTORS FOR GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX AFTER POEM FOR Achalasia: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
  Abstract Presenter: Raquel Cristina Lins-Mota (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICITIS THERAPY (ERAT) VERSUS APPENDECTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE UNCOMPPLICATED APPENDICITIS: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

09:12 - 09:24

OPTIMIZING POST-POLYPECTOMY SURVEILLANCE: PHYSICIAN’S ADENOMA DETECTION RATE SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION

09:24 - 09:36

Free Paper Session
07:00 - 08:00
Room 9 (ILHABELA III+IV), Floor -1

BAA 4.3 Best Abstracts: Endoscopy Techniques for Obesity
Chair: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY AND LIRAGLUTIDE: ASSOCIATING A GLP1-ANALOGUE TO POTENTIALIZE WEIGHT LOSS
Abstract Presenter: Anna Carolina Hoff (Brazil)

07:00 - 07:12

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF POST-SURGICAL GI WALL DEFECTS WITH THE OVERSTITCH ENDOSEUTURING SYSTEM: A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Antonino Granata (Italy)

07:12 - 07:24

CHANGES IN METABOLIC AND INFLAMMATORY BIOMARKERS IN OBESE INDIVIDUALS SUBMITTED TO 6-MONTHS INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)

07:24 - 07:36

TRANSORAL OUTLET REDUCTION FOR WEIGHT REGAIN AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS: TWO YEAR FOLLOW-UP
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

07:36 - 07:48

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY: A BRAZILIAN MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)

07:48 - 08:00

Breakfast with the Experts
07:00 - 08:00
Room 10 (ILHABELA I+II), Floor -1

ME 4.1 Breakfast with the Experts - Diagnosis and Treatment of Colorectal Polyps: Tips and Tricks
Chair: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)

EMR: Tips and Tricks
Speaker: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)

07:00 - 07:15

ESD: Tips and Tricks
Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan)

07:15 - 07:30

Estimation of the depth of invasion: Tips and Tricks
Speaker: Edward Despott (United Kingdom)

07:30 - 07:45
Open discussion 07:45 - 08:00

Society Symposium
08:00 - 09:20  Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S05 Japan Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society (JGES)
Chair: Fabian Emura (Colombia)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Yasushi Sano (Japan)

- **Current situation of upper GI endoscopic screening in the West** 08:00 - 08:12
  Speaker: Fabian Emura (Colombia)

- **How to detect and characterize early gastric cancer?** 08:12 - 08:24
  Speaker: Naohisa Yahagi (Japan)

- **Japanese way of endoscopic lower GI screening** 08:24 - 08:36
  Speaker: Yutaka Saito (Japan)

- **How to characterize detected lesions in the colon and rectum?** 08:36 - 08:48
  Speaker: Yasushi Sano (Japan)

- **Current situation of lower GI endoscopic screening in the West** 08:48 - 09:00
  Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)

**Overall discussion** 09:00 - 09:20

Symposium
08:00 - 09:30  Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S27 EUS, current status and future applications
Chair: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
Chair: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)
Chair: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)

- **Techniques for EUS-guided tissue acquisition (Video)** 08:00 - 08:15
  Speaker: Kenneth J Chang (United States of America)

- **Deciphering Guidelines for the Management of Pancreatic Cysts** 08:15 - 08:30
  Speaker: Luis Sabbagh (Colombia)

- **Debate: EUS guided biliary drainage vs. Percutaneous biliary drainage** 08:30 - 08:45
  Speaker: Michel Kahaleh (United States of America)
  Speaker: Hugo Gouveia (Brazil)

- **EUS guided Liver Biopsy and Portal Pressure measurement: the new world of Endohepathology (Video)** 08:45 - 09:00
  Speaker: Kenneth J Chang (United States of America)

- **EUS-guided tumor ablation therapy: Where are we?** 09:00 - 09:15
  Speaker: Dong-Wan Seo (Korea, Republic of)
**Scientific Programme**

**Transluminal interventions**
Speaker: Michael B Wallace (United States of America)
09:15 - 09:30

**Business Meetings / Closed Meetings / Common Interest Groups**
08:00 - 09:15
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**WS Women in Gastroenterology Network Asia Pacific (WIGNAP): World Wonder Women in Gastroenterology: Stepping out of the shadows and creating your own career in GI**
Chair: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)

- **Introduction**
  Speaker: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)
  08:00 - 08:10

- **Welcome speech by the WEO President**
  Speaker: Jean-François Rey (France)
  08:10 - 08:15

- **WIGNAP message (Video)**
  08:15 - 08:20

- **WIE message (Video)**
  08:20 - 08:25

- **Building your own lab: not being afraid to innovate**
  Speaker: Elizabeth Rajan (United States of America)
  08:25 - 08:40

- **Starting your own center from the ground up: tips and pitfalls**
  Speaker: Manuel Valero (Argentina)
  08:40 - 08:55

- **Discussion**
  08:55 - 09:10

- **Closing remarks**
  Speaker: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)
  09:10 - 09:15

**Learning Center**
08:00 - 09:30
Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV-V), Floor 2

**WEO Program for Endoscopic Teachers (PET)**
Chair: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)
Chair: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)

- **Welcome & Introduction**
  Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)
  Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)
  08:00 - 08:10

- **Principles of Teaching and Giving Feedback**
  Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)
  08:10 - 09:00

- **Discussion: Who should be trained**
  Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)
  Speaker: Steven Edmundowicz (United States of America)
  09:00 - 09:30
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:00 - 09:15
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

PAC19 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: WEO & SIED Colorectal Cancer Screening Committees Joint Session
Chair: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)
Chair: Luis Caro (Argentina)

- Equality and inequality in Colorectal Cancer Screening 08:00 - 08:15
  Speaker: Roque Sáenz (Chile)

- Starting a new screening program 08:15 - 08:30
  Speaker: Gustavo Campos Barreto (Paraguay)

- The perfect screening colonoscopy 08:30 - 08:45
  Speaker: Lix De Oliveira (Brazil)

- Stratification of individuals in a screening program 08:45 - 09:00
  Speaker: Francisco López (Chile)

- Open discussion 09:00 - 09:15

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
08:00 - 09:30
Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

PAC23 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Complications in Endoscopy
Chair: Jorge Isaguirre (Argentina)
Chair: Claudia Dohir (Uruguay)
Chair: María Elena Igorra (Uruguay)

- ERCP complications: Guidelines for prevention and treatment 08:00 - 08:15
  Speaker: Gustavo Andrade de Paulo (Brazil)

- Complications in Upper Endoscopy: Prevention and Management 08:15 - 08:30
  Speaker: Hernando González (United States of America)

- Endoscopic treatment of bariatric surgery complications 08:30 - 08:45
  Speaker: Diogo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

- Bleeding post endoscopic resection, what should I do? 08:45 - 09:00
  Speaker: Ana Maria Zuccaro (Brazil)

- Complications during enteroscopy: Which is the best approach? 09:00 - 09:15
  Speaker: Daniel Cantero (Paraguay)

- Open discussion 09:15 - 09:30
Learning Center
08:00 - 09:30
Room 11 Hands-on (GALAPAGOS+ARUBAS), Floor-1

Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Hands on Training

Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Miguel Mascarenhas Saraiva (Portugal)
Chair: Ileana Pangtay (Mexico)

Welcome 08:00 - 08:15
OMOM capsule technology 08:15 - 08:30
Speaker: Miguel Mascarenhas Saraiva (Portugal)

Bleeding cases: Case 1 08:30 - 08:50
Bleeding cases: Case 2 08:50 - 09:10
Bleeding cases: Case 3 09:10 - 09:30

Poster Area
08:00 - 13:00
ePoster Area

EPA01 E-Poster Area: Poster Blue Ribbon

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOMARKERS JOINT DETECTION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION USING BAND LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL GRANULAR CELL TUMORS IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

COMPARISON OF CLINICAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN HIGH VERSUS STANDARD DOSE PROTON PUMP INHIBITOR INFUSION AFTER GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION: PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jae-Young Jang (Korea, Republic of)

MANAGEMENT OF POST CHOLECYSTECTOMY BILIARY INJURIES; YIELD OF 20 YEARS´ EXPERIENCE IN MAJOR REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

THE YIELD OF NEW PROCORE 20G FOR EUS-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE BIOPSY (EUS-FNB): COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOLID AND CYSTIC Pancreatic TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Alex Ingold (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT Pancreatic TRAUMA IN CHILDREN: A RETROSPECTIVE SERIES FROM A LARGE HPB CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Geraldine Keane (United Kingdom)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS DS GUIDED LASER LITHOTRIPSY FOR DIFFICULT BILE-DUCT STONES - A PROSPECTIVE STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ARE USEFUL AS PREDICTORS OF EFFICACY OF ANTI-TNFα THERAPY FOR CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Tatsuya Toyokawa (Japan)
Scientific Programme

ESD WITH SENTINEL LYMPH NODE RESECTION IN TREATMENT OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Oleg Tkachenko (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY: PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Mansilla-Vivar (Spain)

ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE ROLE IN CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DIARRHEA AND CLINICAL SUSPICION OF SMALL BOWELL CROHN’S DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)

FIRST ORGANIZED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN COSTA RICA: RESULTS FROM THE INITIAL ROUND OF SCREENING FOR THE PROVINCE OF CARTAGO
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Sanchez Cabo (Costa Rica)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE USING AUTOML TOOL FOR EVALUATION OF ENDOSCOPIC GASTRIC IMAGES: A BRAZILIAN PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

MOTORIZED SPIRAL ENTEROSCOPY: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Adrien Sportes (France)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLARY LARGE BALLOON DILATATION VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR RETRIEVAL OF LARGE CHOLEDODCHOLITHIASIS: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

FIRST EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES WITH A NEW MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOTIC CAPSULE ENOSCOPY SYSTEM
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)

ANTERIOR VS POSTERIOR MYOTOMY DURING POEM: RESULTS FROM A LARGE REAL-LIFE COHORT FROM A WORLD-LEADING CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

KISSING SUTURE: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR LARGE DEFECT CLOSURE USING A SINGLE CHANNEL ENOSCOPE
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

A NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING PEPTIC ULCER WITH PLATELET RICH PLASMA: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Mihai Munteanu (Romania)

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AND EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Eugeny Stranadko (Russian Federation)

CONFOCAL LASER ENDMICROSCOPY IN THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSISTENT OR RECURRENT INTESTINAL METAPLASIA/NEOPLASIA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF BARRETT´S ESOPHAGUS RELATED NEOPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Jan Martinek (Czech Republic)
**EPA02 E-Poster Area: Advanced / experimental mucosal imaging**

**DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY AND COMPARISON OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY WITH NARROW BAND IMAGING FOR SMALL TO INTERMEDIATE GASTROINTESTINAL POLYPS**
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

**THE DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY OF BLUE LASER IMAGING COMBINED WITH JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR EARLY COLORECTAL CANCER**

**MAGNIFYING ENDOSCOPY IN DETECTING EARLY GASTRIC CANCER: A NETWORK META-ANALYSIS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES**

**ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS AND HP INFECTION THROUGH MICROVASCULAR PATTERN**
Abstract Presenter: Young Woon Shin (Korea, Republic of)

**TECHNOLOGY OF SPECTRAL COLOR ENHANCEMENT (FICE) AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ENDOSCOPIC OPTICAL BIOPSY**
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

**AFI DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERFICIAL EPITHELIAL NEOPLASMS OF THE STOMACH AND COLON**
Abstract Presenter: Vladimir Duvanskiy (Russian Federation)

**DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SERRATED AND NON-SERRATED COLON POLyps USING ACETIC ACID CHROMOSCOPY DURING COLONOSCOPY**
Abstract Presenter: Natalia Ageykina (Russian Federation)

**A QUANTITATIVE PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY SYSTEM FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND GRADING OF ATROPHIC GASTRITIS**
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

**USEFULNESS OF NARROW-BAND IMAGING WITH NEAR-FOCUS MAGNIFICATION FOR DISCRIMINATING THE GASTRIC TUMOR MARGIN BEFORE ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION**
Abstract Presenter: Jung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

**DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOSCOPIC SCORING SYSTEM TO PREDICT RISK OF INTESTINAL TYPE GASTRIC CANCER: PRELIMINARY PROSPECTIVE STUDY**
Abstract Presenter: Kee Don Choi (Korea, Republic of)

**MOXIFLOXACIN ENHANCE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING ON ULCERATIVE COLITIS MICE**

**DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF THE JNET CLASSIFICATION FOR ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS**
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

**COLLAGENOUS COLITIS WITH ENDOSCOPIC CHANGES: A CASE REPORT**
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

**ENDOCYTOSCOPIC IMAGE PROMISE TO BEYOND THE REAL HISTOLOGICAL FINDING OF COLORECTAL LESION IN NEAR FUTURE**
Abstract Presenter: Eisuke Nakao (Japan)

**DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE OF JAPAN NBI EXPERT TEAM (JNET) CLASSIFICATION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS IN OUR HOSPITAL**
Abstract Presenter: Takahisa Matsuno (Japan)
Scientific Programme

MOXIFLOXACIN AS A CONTRAST AGENT OF MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPIC IMAGING FOR DETECTING NORMAL COLONIC TISSUE AND COLORECTAL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

NEAR FOCUS FOR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Fiuza (Brazil)

CONTRIBUTION OF PROBE-BASED CONFOCAL ENDOMICROSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF RESPONSE AFTER NEOADJUVANT CHEMORADIATION FOR LocALLY ADVANCED RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Adriana Safatle-Ribeiro (Brazil)

CAN SELECTIVE VASOCONSTRICTION OF MUCOSA BY INSTILLATION OF DILUTED EPINEPHRINE BE HELPFUL FOR THE DELINEATION OF RESECTION MARGIN?
Abstract Presenter: Changgeun Park (Korea, Republic of)

APPLICATION OF MAGNIFYING CHROMOENDOSCOPY PROTOCOL TO EVALUATE CLINICAL RESPONSE AFTER CHEMORADIATION THERAPY FOR EXTRAPERITONEAL RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA - IS IT FEASIBLE OUT OF JAPAN?
Abstract Presenter: João Pedro Simões Corrêa (Brazil)

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY AND MINI PROBE SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jose Ocampo Briones (Ecuador)

IMPACT OF COLONOSCOPIC IMAGE MAGNIFICATION WITH DIGITAL AND DYE CHROMOENDOSCOPY IN THE TREATMENT DECISION OF NEOPLASTIC RECTAL LESION WITH RISK OF SUBMUCOSAL INVASION. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Martín Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PERCUTANEOUS DRAINAGE OF ABDOMINAL COLLECTIONS - EXPERIENCE OF A SINGLE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Oana Mihaela Plotogea (Romania)

EPA03 E-Poster Area: Advanced Procedures

PROPHYLACTIC ANTIBIOTICS IN THE PREVENTION OF INFECTION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF COLORECTAL LESIONS: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

LOW FREQUENCY OF LYMPH NODE METASTASIS IN ABSOLUTE, BUT NOT EXPANDED, INDICATIONS FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN US PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Shria Kumar (United States of America)

LONG-TERM CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR COLORECTAL NEOPLASIA WITH OR WITHOUT THE HYBRID TECHNIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Jeong-Sik Byeon (Korea, Republic of)

NOVEL METHOD OF ESOPHAGEAL CLEARANCE FOR POEM - SIMPLIFIED OUTLOOK SHORT TITLE: PRE- PROCEDURAL PREPARATION FOR POEM
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)
Scientific Programme

NOVEL TREATMENT OPTION FOR ZENKER´S DIVERTICULUM. A RETROSPECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS OF 15 CASES IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE IN INDIA. INDIAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

INDUCED HYPERINFLATION: USING AIR FOR UPWARD ADJUSTMENT IN SPATZ3 BALLOON TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Anna Carolina Hoff (Brazil)

3D-PRINTED MODEL IN THE GUIDANCE OF TUMOR RESECTION (3DM-GTR): A NOVEL CONCEPT FOR RESECTING LARGE GASTROINTESTINAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Bing Hu (China)

AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF ENDOSCOPIC OPERATIONS FOR SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS - A TREND CONFIRMED BY LONG-TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Evgeny Gorbachev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLIPPING FOR THE PREVENTION OF DELAYED COMPLICATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Byung-Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE IN LONDON REGARDING SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) COMBINED WITH THE POCKET-CREATION METHOD (PCM)
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

LAPAROSCOPIC-ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED PROCEDURE TO TREAT BILE DUCT INJURIES: SOME CLINICAL SCENARIOS AND LONG TERM RESULTS, BASED ON A CASE SERIES OF PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

PRELIMINARY CLINICAL STUDY FOR THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION USING A NEWLY DEVELOPED SCISSORS-TYPE KNIFE (SB KNIFE JR2) FOR EARLY COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS
Abstract Presenter: Toshio Kuwai (Japan)

FIRST TRIAL OF REVERSE PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR REFRACTORY BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRicture
Abstract Presenter: Weonjin Ko (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND POST-PROCEDURAL COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA INVOLVING THE PYLORIC CHANNEL
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMORS IN UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Jong-Jae Park (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Vitor Sagae (Brazil)

OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD) OF OVERSEA ENDOSCOPISTS UNDERGOING DEDICATED TRAINING IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Shih Yea Sylvia Wu (Japan)

ESD IN TREATMENT OF LARGE COLORECTAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)
ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandra Sidorova (Russian Federation)

COMPARISON OF THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF THE COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY USING THIN WIRE MINI-SNARE AND THICK WIRE MINI-SNARE FOR SMALL SIZE (5-8 MM) COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Il-Kwun Chung (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY AND OUTCOME OF ESD FOR SUBMUCOSAL AND SUB EPITHELIAL LESIONS-SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE IN WESTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY GASTRIC NEOPLASMS IN ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

A DETACHABLE ASSISTIVE ROBOTIC DEVICE FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION : IN A LIVE PORCINE MODEL
Abstract Presenter: Hyuk Soon Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SAFETY OF COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN AN ELDERLY POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Yuko Fujii (Japan)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF KUMC INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Hong Sik Lee (Korea, Republic of)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ESD AND SURGICAL RESECTION FOR GASTRIC SETS ORIGINATED FROM MUSCULARIS PROPIA
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

FEASIBILITY OF ENTERAL STENTS WITH A NEW METHOD FOR MALIGNANT OBSTRUCTION IN RT SIDE COLON
Abstract Presenter: Chang Beom Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR RECTAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Ningning Dong (China)

COMPARISON BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF LST RESECTED BY MUCOSECTOMIES IN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL COLON
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

CAN AN UNDIFFERENTIATED TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BE A CANDIDATE FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION?
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF UNDIFFERENTIATED-TYPE EARLY GASTRIC CANCERS
Abstract Presenter: Ryusaku Kusunoki (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR ACHALASIA PATIENTS WITH PRIOR HELLER MYOTOMY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Xiangbin Xing (China)

EMR FOR EARLY BARRETT’S NEOPLASIA: 15-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM A UK TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
Scientific Programme

EFFECTS OF DIODE LASER SYSTEM ON PORCINE STOMACH TISSUE IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL MODEL - A PRECLINICAL SAFETY STUDY FOR ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION
Abstract Presenter: Seong Hwan Kim (Korea, Republic of)

PREVENTION OF DELAYED GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING AFTER EMR AND ESD: DOES A SECOND-LOOK ENDOSCOPY BE REQUIRED? PROSPECTIVE RANDOMISED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Maxim Bordikov (Russian Federation)

A NEW OPTION IN ZENKER'S DIVERTICULUM ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Amaro (Portugal)

EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE TO MAKE A PERMANENT GASTRIC SUTURE: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Kiyoshi Hashiba (Brazil)

THE RISK OF BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR GASTRIC ADENOMA AND EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN ANTIPLATELET USERS
Abstract Presenter: Chang-Hun Yang (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROPLASTY IN OBESE PATIENTS: LEARNING CURVE, TECHNICAL ISSUES AND SAFETY
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM): A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CHAGASIC AND IDIOPATHIC ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

A SNARE ASSISTED PURE NOTES RETROGRADE CHOLECYSTECTOMY USING A SINGLE CHANNEL FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPE: A PILOT EXPERIMENT IN A PORCINE MODEL

PURE NOTES TRANS-RECTAL GALLBLADDER PRESERVING CHOLECYSTOLITHOTOMY: THE FIRST REPORTED CLINICAL SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR DIFFERENTIATED EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN A WESTERN CENTER: A TWELVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)

FACTORS RELATED WITH SWITCHING TO SNARE RESECTION DURING COLORECTAL ESD FOR COLORECTAL T1 COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Su Bum Park (Korea, Republic of)

INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PLACEMENT OF DIGESTIBLE INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY DIGESTIVE NEOPLASMS. RESULTS OF ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS AT A HIGH VOLUME TERTIARY CENTER IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

CLINICAL USEFULNESS OF S-0 CLIP DURING COLORECTAL ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION IN DIFFICULT-TO-ACCESS SUBMUCOSAL LAYER
Abstract Presenter: Shiro Oka (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION OF FLAT AND SESSILE COLORECTAL LESIONS: ANALYSIS OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 1038 CASES IN THE LAST 2 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)
TRANSANAL MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY (TAMIS) FOR LOCAL EXCISION OF BENIGN NEOPLASMAS AND EARLY-STAGE RECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Noboru Yokoyama (Japan)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kazuhiro Furukawa (Japan)

FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPY IN TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM

ENDOSCOPIC TUNNELLING IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL DISEASES

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF COLORECTAL EARLY CANCER: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY CENTER SINCE 2008 TO 2018
Abstract Presenter: José Olympio Meirelles dos Santos (Brazil)

RESOLUTION OF THE ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA USING ENDOSCOPIC VACUOTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM: AN EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Xianhui Zeng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH SUBTHRESHOLD BINGE EATING DISORDER AND DYSFUNCTIONAL EATING PATTERNS
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

CORRELATION OF SLING MUSCLE PRESERVATION AND GERD AFTER POEM
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC HYDROGEL (ESGEL) AS SUBMUCOSAL INJECTION SOLUTION FOR ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF SUPERFICIAL GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASM: A PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Jui-Wen Kang (Taiwan)

EFFICACY OF POLYGLYCOLIC ACID SHEETING WITH FIBRIN GLUE FOR THE TREATMENT OF PERFORATIONS RELATED TO GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES: A MULTICENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiro Iizuka (Japan)

UNDERWATER ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL NONAMPULLARY DUODENAL EPITHELIAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Kenichi Goda (Japan)

ESD FOR SUPERFICIAL ESOPHAGOESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION SIEWERT II CARCINOMAS: THERAPEUTIC OUTCOMES IN A WESTERN REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Douvan Calderon-Zapata (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR TREATMENT OF ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCE AFTER COLORECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTRIC SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS. A STUDY OF ONE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

PREDICTORS OF CLINICAL FAILURE OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) - SAFETY PROFILE
ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT LOSS IN PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO INSERTION OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN A PRIVATE CENTER OF ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Alencastro Brandão Ostermann (Brazil)

MID TERM FOLLOW UP RESULTS WITH PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA AT A SINGLE INSTITUTION IN CHILE
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo Mejía (Chile)

EARLY ON-SITE SUPERVISION FACILITATES FASTER WESTERN ESD PROFICIENCY: THE GASTRIC ESD LEARNING CURVE OF AN ENDOSCOPIST TRAINED BY EXPERTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodríguez-Reyes (Colombia)

ROBOTIC-ASSISTED ENDOscopic FULL THICKNESS RESECTION (EFTR) FOR THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Makoto Nishimura (United States of America)

SCAR ASSESSMENT AFTER PIECEMEAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION - INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT IN HISTOLOGICAL RECURRANCE PREDICTION
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

REFRACTORY TRACHEEOSOPHAGEAL FISTULA MANAGEMENT WITH AMPLATZER OCCLUDER PLACEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Luisa Proença (Portugal)

ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM FROM A TO Z-POEM
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Angel López y López (Mexico)

EFFECTIVENESS OF PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN ELDERLY ACHALASIA PATIENTS (80 YEARS OLD AND ABOVE)
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

LARGEST GASTRIC MUCOSAL RESECTION: A NEW STRATEGY FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY
Abstract Presenter: Kazuya Sumi (Japan)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH PSEUDO-ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF FULL THICKNESS PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL ACHALASIA: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

DEPRESSED LESIONS OF THE COLON AND RECTUM: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 485 LESIONS RESECTED BY EMR IN 12 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Degiovani (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUPERFICIAL LESIONS WITH DEPRESSIONS IN COLON AND RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION VERSUS TRANSAHAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROsurgery FOR THE TREATMENT OF EARLY RECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA AND HIGH GRADE ADENOMA: LONG TERM RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)
Scientific Programme

SB-KNIFE APPLICATION IN THE ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF ZENKER’S DIVERTICULUM
Speaker: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

GASTRIC PERFORATION IN PATIENTS USING INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: A SERIES OF CASES WITH EXCLUSIVELY ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENTS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOONS: EFFECT ON GASTRIC EMPTY TIME AND RELATION TO WEIGHT LOSS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

CASE REPORT OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL FISTULA AFTER POEM FOR CONGENITAL ACHALASIA IN A 2 YEAR OLD CHILD
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

ACHALASIA TREATMENT WITH POEM FOR PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

EPA04 E-Poster Area: Artificial intelligence

VALUE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STROMAL TUMOR AND LEIOMYOMA IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Qi Jian (China)

OESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DISORDERS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE ASSESSMENT OF HIGH-RESOLUTION OESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY WITH NON OBSTRUCTIVE DYSPHAGIA
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

THE MANAGEMENT OF OESOPHAGEAL STRicture BY USING SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

NEW DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION INFLAMMATORY AND VASCULAR IN SMALL BOWEL
Abstract Presenter: Yingkai Guo (China)

PREDICTION OF SUBCENTRIMETRIC COLON POLYP HISTOLOGY ON DIGITAL HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES WITH BLI ZOOM TECHNOLOGY USING OUR SPECIFICALLY PARAMETRIZED DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK (POLYPBRAIN®)
Abstract Presenter: Laszlo Madacsy (Hungary)
Scientific Programme

ENDOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BODIES: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY IN A REFERRAL CENTER IN JAPAN
Abstract Presenter: Kenji Limpias Kamiya (Japan)

RESULT OF ERYTHROMYCIN FOR HEALTH CARE OF ACUTE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Amarjargal Batdelger (Mongolia)

MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN BODIES IN THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT UNDER PAINLESS GASTROSCOPY: REPORT ON A SERIES OF 295 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dongxu Wang (China)

IMPORTANCE OF THE DOCTOR’S GENDER AND PATIENTS PREFERENCES FOR ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

PREVENTING METHOD OF BLEEDING RECURRENCE FROM ULCERATIVE GASTROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ERGONOMIC INJURIES IN ENDOSCOPISTS AND THEIR RISK FACTORS
Abstract Presenter: Lubna Kamani (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE IN A UK DISTRICT GENERAL HOSPITAL AND COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamad (United Kingdom)

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF VASOACTIVE THERAPY AND NEW MODEL OF ENDOSCOPIC HEMOSTASIS IN VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Aleksey Korotkevich (Russian Federation)

LONG TERM EFFICACY, COMPLICATIONS AND AMOUNT OF GLUE PER SESSION IN CASES OF GOV AND IGV GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

TWO DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC LONG INTESTINAL TUBE PLACEMENTS FOR SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: TRANSNASAL ULTRATHIN ENDOSCOPY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Li Shengxi (China)

A SIMPLE SCORE CAN PREDICT THE RISK OF POST-ERCP COMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING PROCEDURES: RESULTS FROM A MULTICENTER OBSERVATIONAL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Theodor Voiosu (Romania)

A RETROSPECTIVE, REAL-WORLD STUDY: COMPARISON BETWEEN BUPIVACAINE AND ROPIVACAINE FOR THE PALLIATION OF CANCER PAIN THROUGH EUS-CPN PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Bin Cheng (China)

ENDOSCOPIC BAND LIGATION: AS INITIAL THERAPY FOR GASTRIC ANTRAL VASCULAR ECTASIA
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Naymul Hasan (Bangladesh)

COMPARISON OF ONE-PERSON TECHNIQUE AND TWO-PERSON TECHNIQUE FOR COLONOSCOPE INSERTION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Jung Wan Choe (Korea, Republic of)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPY MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEETING: EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CENTRE FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS REFERRED FOR COMPLEX ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)
Scientific Programme

USING TOOTHPICKS TO PREPARE FOOD MAY BECAME A PROBLEM
Abstract Presenter: Lucía Mercedes Campos (Argentina)

RISK FACTOR OF RE-BLEEDING AND CLINICAL FEATURE FOR RECTAL STERCORAL ULCER
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS (SEMS) FOR SEVERE BLEEDING ESOPHAGEAL VARICES, SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS UPDATES
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

RISK FACTORS OF REBLEEDING AMONG PATIENTS WITH NONVARICEAL UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING WITH ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Moon Kyung Joo (Korea, Republic of)

DILATION OF THE PLUMMER-VINSON RING: EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

CLINICAL CORRELATION BETWEEN SERUM PEPSINOGEN LEVEL AND GASTRIC ATROPHY IN GASTRIC NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Jin Seok Jang (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF IATROGENIC UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PERFORATION
Abstract Presenter: Cheol Woong Choi (Korea, Republic of)

ADVOCATING FOR EDUCATING AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN ENDOSCOPY SERVICES
Abstract Presenter: Loraine Mahachi (United Kingdom)

ACUTE NON-VARICEAL BLEEDING: RISK STRATIFICATION BY ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES
Abstract Presenter: Gabriel Luis Ferreira (Brazil)

COMBINED THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES: FULLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METALLIC STENTS AND BIODEGRADABLE STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

OUTCOME OF BLEEDING AFTER 2-OCTYL CYANOACRYLATE INJECTION IN GASTRIC VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

TRAINEE INVOLVEMENT DOES NOT INFLUENCE BIOPSY RATE AND DETECTION OF PREMALIGNANT CONDITIONS IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPIES
Abstract Presenter: Andrei Voiosu (Romania)

MUCOSAL TRANSPLANTATION FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF STRicture AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICOGRAPHY: AN EFFECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Bing-Rong Liu (China)

SAFETY ANALYSIS OF ERCP IN PATIENTS AFTER UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL RECONSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

COMPLETE SYSTEMATIC PHOTODOCUMENTATION OF THE UPPER GI TRACT: THE FIRST REPORT OF ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND PROCEDURE TIMES
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)
UNUSUAL CASE OF CEREBRAL AND KIDNEY INFARCTION FOLLOWING CYANOACRYLATE ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY OF GASTRIC VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH PULMONARY FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Danielle Bonilha (Brazil)

RISK OF HIGH-GRADE DYSPLASIA IN SMALL COLORECTAL POLyps
Abstract Presenter: Houssaina Jlassi (Tunisia)

ERCP SERVICE IN A UK HOSPITAL / AUDIT OF PERFORMANCE COMPARED WITH NATIONAL STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Genevieve Darwin (United Kingdom)

"MOSCOW" SYSTEMATIZING CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIFOCAL LESIONS OF GASTROINTESTINAL MUCOSA (GIT) WITH NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY (NSAIDS) AND ANTITHROMBOTIC (ATP) DRUGS TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Galina Belova (Russian Federation)

ANALYSIS OF 101 CASES UNDER ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE APPENDICITIS THERAPY OF ACUTE APPENDICITIS
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

CRONKHITE - CANADA SYNDROME: THE FIRST RARE CASE REPORT IN VIETNAM WITH MAGNIFICATION ENDOSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

MANAGEMENT OF REFRACTORY PEPTIC OESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES USING A NOVEL METAL STENT- A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

SUCCESSFUL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF THREE RARE CASES OF MASSIVE HEMORRHAGE FROM A BLEEDING DUODENAL DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT POST-ANASTOMOTIC ESOPHAGEAL STRicture WITH COMBINATION THERAPY OF ENDOSCOPIC BALLOON DILATATION AND INTRALESIONAL STEROid INJECTION
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A VIRTUAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAMME IN DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN NOVICE ENDOSCOPISTS: FIRST EXPERIENCE IN ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Andres Wonaga (Argentina)

A PEG-J-BASED MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL PLEURAL FISTULA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC ESOPHAGEAL VARICEAL SCLEROTHERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Hongpeng Lu (China)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIST-DIRECTED PROPFOl SEDATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN VERY ELDERLY PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Mayo Tanabe (Japan)

UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING IN CIRRHOSIS: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF RECURRENCE
Abstract Presenter: Fatma Ben Farhat (Tunisia)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT WITH SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT PERFORATIONS AFTER DILATION
Abstract Presenter: Luis Alberto Cervera Caballero (Peru)
Scientific Programme

UTILITY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE WITH HEPATIC METASTASES
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Luz Briones Fraga (Mexico)

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ABOUT THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOXIA ACCORDING TO THE PRESENCE OF TONGUE DEPRESSOR ON MOUTHPIECE DURING UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE
Abstract Presenter: Sung Woo Jung (Korea, Republic of)

ENDOSCOPY PERFORMANCE UK HOSPITAL / COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL JAG STANDARDS
Abstract Presenter: Ashiq Mohamed (United Kingdom)

NEW ACCELERATED 2-DAY TRAINING IN THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (TEUS) WITH HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATED ANIMAL MODELS (HFSAM) AND AN ELEVATED NUMBER OF PROCEDURES SATISFACTION SURVEY, COST, BENEFITS

CURRENT APPROACHES IN MANAGEMENT OF POST-ERCPO COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Shapovalianz (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF CAP-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR SMALL RECTAL CARCINOID TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Naoyuki Uragami (Japan)

PREVENTION OF POSTPOLYPECTOMY COLONIC BLEEDING USING A LOCAL HEMOSTATIC AGENT OF A NEW GENERATION
Abstract Presenter: Sergey Skridlevskyi (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC DILATION OF BENIGN STRICTURES OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSES

DOES THE UPFRONT USE OF INTRALESIONAL STEROIDS IMPROVE RESPONSE TO ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION IN NAIVE BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRUCTURES?
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

FORMALIN IRRIGATION FOR HEMORRAGIC RADIATION PROCTITIS
Abstract Presenter: Soukaina El Yazal (Morocco)

APPLICATION OF ROCKALL, BLATCHFORD AND AIMS65 SCORES TO RISK STRATIFICATION FOR ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Carla Luiza Souza Aluizio (Brazil)

USE OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP FOR GASTROINTESTINAL DEFECTS IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER FROM ARGENTINA
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Higa (Argentina)

OUT-OF-HOURS EMERGENCY – RESULTS FROM A MODEL OF RESTRICTIVE ACCESS TO NOCTURNAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Pedro Antunes (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH TO SHARP-POINTED FOREIGN BODY IN THE CECUM – TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Kassia Daglaby Roque Oliveira (Brazil)

SUBAPONEUROTIC LOOP USE IN BILIARY ACCESS FOR PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC DILATATION HEPATIC-JEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Ivette Santillan-Lomeli (Mexico)
ADHERENCE TO QUALITY GUIDELINES IN STUDIES OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERICAN GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY ASSOCIATION IN A TEACHING AND HIGH VOLUME HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Enrique Fernandez-Enriquez (Mexico)

BLACK ESOPHAGUS: AN UNCOMMON CAUSE OF GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Bruno Salomão Hirsch (Brazil)

CAUSE OF CHRONIC DIARRHEA IN IMMUNOCOMPROMISED PATIENTS, A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Farhana Kayani (Pakistan)

MALIGNANT INFILTRATION OF THE DUODENUM: ETIOLOGY AND ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE. EXPERIENCE IN 3 YEARS AT THE XXI CENTURY NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL IN MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Thalia Gómez (Mexico)

TRANS NASAL PEG PLACEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH HEAD AND NECK CANCER, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

ESOPHAGORESPIRATORY FISTULAS INDUCED BY SEMS IN THE TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES

CLINICAL PREDICTORS OF HIGH RISK ISOLATED GASTRIC VARICES: WHO SHOULD BE SCREENED?

TIMING OF UPPER ENDOSCOPY AFFECTS THE OUTCOME AND SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE VARICEAL BLEEDING: BREAKING THE ROLES WHATEVER THE COST?

USE OF VIDEO GAMES AND ACQUISITION OF ENDOSCOPIC SKILLS. A STUDY FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL, PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Jalal Khan (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: HOW TO DO USING SIMPLE HOSPITAL MATERIALS
Abstract Presenter: Valério Augusto De Miranda Ferreira (Brazil)

INDICATIONS AND RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC PERCUTANEOUS GASTROSTOMY: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL DIEULAFOY’S LESIONS: A CASE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Bridget Gallagher (United States of America)

INCIDENCE AND PREDICTORS OF POST BANDING-ULCER BLEEDING AFTER ENDOSCOPIC VARICEAL LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

CAECAL INTUBATION RATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. Ashraf Monged, Ann Cooney, Yousef Beshier, Subhasish Sengupta
Abstract Presenter: Ashraf Monged (Ireland)

ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION: A POTENTIAL TOOL FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION IN DIGESTIVE HEALTH FIELD
Abstract Presenter: Thiago Vilaça (Brazil)

PALIAÇÃO DOS DOENTES COM CANCRO DO ESÓFAGO USANDO PRÓTESES ESOFÁGICAS. UMA EXPERIÊNCIA DO SERVIÇO DE GASTROENTEROLOGIA DO HOSPITAL CENTRAL DE MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE
Abstract Presenter: Gany Mussagi (Mozambique)
Scientific Programme

A NEW DISCHARGE SCALE DIRECTED TO PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES WITH SEDATION
Abstract Presenter: Lincoln Eduardo Villlela Vieira de Castro Ferreira (Brazil)

EPA06 E-Poster Area: Colorectum

SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS OF A POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL ROW AND THEIR PREVENTION BY PREPARATION OF A COLON FOR A COLONSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Matveev (Russian Federation)

A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL GASTRIC VOLUMES BEFORE COLONOSCOPY UNDER GENERAL ANESTHESIA
Abstract Presenter: Hongbin Zhu (China)

CLINICAL, ENDOSCOPIC MANIFESTATIONS OF INTESTINAL SCHISTOSOMIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Jun Xiao (China)

USING THE TRANSMUCOSAL LASER DESTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE (LHP OPERATION) FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Konstantin Korshunov (Russian Federation)

ADENOMA DETECTION RATE-QUALITY INDICATOR FOR COLONOSCOPY IN COUNTRY WHERE NO ROUTINE SCREENING IS RECOMMENDED; DESCRIPTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY FROM A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL IN PAKISTAN
Abstract Presenter: Om Parkash (Pakistan)

COLORECTAL SERRATED NEOPLASIAS: TREATMENT STRATEGY TAKING INTO CLINICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC STENTING OF THE COLON AND RECTUM IN CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Karasev (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE COLONIC BIG DIMENSION POLIPS
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Richard Calanca (Brazil)

FECAL MICRORNA’S: A PROMISING TOOL FOR COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING
Abstract Presenter: Filippo Scevola (Italy)

NLRC3 ASSOCIATED WITH DNA MISMATCH REPAIR GENE MSH6 AND POOR PROGNOSIS IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Pingting Gao (China)

IMPROVING THE ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSTICS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES
Abstract Presenter: Malkhaz Kobiashvili (Russian Federation)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITIES IN PATIENTS WITH QUIESCENT ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Byung Ik Jang (Korea, Republic of)
ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY INDICATORS IN COLONOSCOPY TRAINING SERVICE IN BRAZIL  
Abstract Presenter: Rafael Pinto (Brazil)

COLON POLyps IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS  
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 3 DIFFERENT STRATEGIES IN THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION  
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

FACTORS RELATED TO THE FAILURE PROCEDURES AND COMPLICATIONS OF STENTING IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTION  
Abstract Presenter: Alexandr Vodoleev (Russian Federation)

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION ON THE OUTCOME OF DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON: AN INTERNATIONAL, MULTICENTER, PROSPECTIVE STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

THE “DICA” ENDOSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION FOR DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF THE COLON SHOWS A SIGNIFICANT INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT AMONG COMMUNITY ENDOSCOPISTS: AN INTERNATIONAL STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Enio Chaves de Oliveira (Brazil)

EXPERIENCE OF ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF THE LATERALLY SPREADING COLORECTAL TUMOR  
Abstract Presenter: Dmitriy Chernykh (Russian Federation)

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS FOR THE EARLY DETECTION OF ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE AFTER ELECTIVE COLORECTAL SURGERY  
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS WITH INDETERMINATE OR POSITIVE LATERAL MARGIN AFTER ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION AND RELATED FACTORS WITH RECURRENCE IN LARGE, SESSILE OR FLAT COLORECTAL POLyps  
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

CLINICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH DYSPLASIA IN SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP  
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

CONCORDANCE AND ITS ASSOCIATED FACTORS BETWEEN ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH SUSPECTED SESSILE SERRATED ADENOMA/POLYP  
Abstract Presenter: Hyung Wook Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ECTOPIC APPENDIX DETECTED DURING COLONOSCOPY: A REPORT OF TWO CASES  
Abstract Presenter: Kieu Tuan (Viet Nam)

OUTCOMES OF COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING STARTING AT AGE 45 IN AVERAGE-RISK, ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS  
Abstract Presenter: Sara Chalifoux (United States of America)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FATTY LIVER ON ABDOMINAL SONOGRAPHY ON COLORECTAL NEOPlASM ; A RETROSPECTIVE IN KOREAN ADULTS  
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

COLORECTAL ADENOMA AND ITS RELATION WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME IN CAMBODIA  
Abstract Presenter: Nobukazu Hokamura (Cambodia)
LONG-TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF COLD SNARE POLYPECTOMY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION FOR 5-9 MM COLORECTAL POLYPS

COLON POLYPECTOMY IN PATIENTS UNDER ANTIPLATELET OR/AND ANTICOAGULATION THERAPY: IS THERE A HIGHER RISK OF COMPLICATIONS?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

PREDICTORS OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

IS AGE A PREDICTOR OF INADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION DURING COLONOSCOPY?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

FEASIBILITY AND ACCURACY OF INNOVATIVE 3 DIMENSIONAL COLONOSCOPE IMAGE USING FIBER BRAG GRATING SENSOR
Abstract Presenter: Jeon Han Jo (Korea, Republic of)

PREVALENCE OF COLONIC ADENOMAS AT OPPORTUNISTIC COLONOSCOPIC SCREENING AT A PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL, SRI LANKA
Abstract Presenter: Chamila Kumara Ranawaka (Sri Lanka)

CAPECITIBINE INDUCED ILEOCOLITIS WITH ACUTE COLONIC PSEUDO OBSTRUCTION

COLORECTAL CANCER DEMOGRAPHY IN THE LAST 5 YEARS OF A ONCOLOGY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Omar Jaime Leal (Mexico)

INTESTINAL ANISAKIASIS, SHOULD IT BE OPERATED?

EOSINOPHILIC COLITIS PRESENTING AS COLORECTAL MASS: A CASE REPORT IN THE PHILIPPINES
Abstract Presenter: Abigail Valenzuela (Philippines)

COLONOSCOPY WITHDRAWAL TIME AND GRAPHIC QUALITY OF EQUIPMENT ON POLYP DETECTION RATE: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Giuliano Marolla Mucillo (Brazil)

CARE WITH ADRENALINE IN COLON POLYPECTOMY/MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Hector Julian Canaval Zuleta (Spain)

RISK FACTORS FOR COLONIC SESSILE SERRATED LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

SAFETY AND COMPLICATIONS OF ADJUVANT TREATMENT WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN OBSTRUCTIVE CRC STENTING
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

PREVALENCE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING ANUSCOPY AND FLEXIBLE RETOSIGMOIDOSCOPY EXAMINATIONS AND VIRUS SCANNING BY HYBRID CAPTURE
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Marques Nascimento (Brazil)

HISTOLOGIC ACTIVITY IS AN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTOR FOR RELAPSE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS PATIENTS IN ENDOSCOPOICALLY INACTIVE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Debajyoti Chakraborty (India)

ACHIEVEMENT OF EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY (ESGE) PERFORMANCE MEASURES: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)
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DETECTION OF COLORECTAL CANCER IN PATIENTS WITH BLEEDING PER RECTUM
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

LOCAL RECURRENCE IN COLORECTAL CANCER: IS IT WORTH DOING FIT?: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

DIAGNOSTIC COLONOSCOPY FINDINGS IN AN AVERAGE-RISK MEXICAN POPULATION FOR COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC) WITH ABNORMAL FECAL IMMUNOLOGICAL TEST (FIT)
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF RECTAL ANASTOMOTIC DEHISCENCES – SINGLE-CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Isadora Rosa (Portugal)

PARTICIPATION IN CLINICAL RESEARCH PROTOCOLS INCREASED SESSILE SERRATED LESION DETECTION DURING ROUTINE COLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Ferreira (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN CHILDREN. WHAT HAS A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GOOD PREPARATION?
Abstract Presenter: Stanislaw Pieczarkowski (Poland)

HEMORRHOIDAL DISEASE: SHORT AND LONG-TERM RESULTS OF RUBBER BAND LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

MEDULLARY CARCINOMA OF THE ASCENDING COLON-CECUM IN YOUNG PATIENT WITH LYCH SYNDROME

POUCHOSCOPY AND QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT IN PATIENTS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS WITH ILEAL POUCH ANAL ANASTOMOSIS- A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE FROM EASTERN INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

PHENOTYPIC VARIATION OF SERRATED ADENOMA IN YOUNGSTERS OF A FAMILY WITH LYCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

LYCH SYNDROME DIAGNOSIS IN FAMILY WITH EXCLUSIVE HISTORY OF OVARIAN CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

ROLE OF DISTAL ILEUM BIOPSYIES IN PATIENTS WITH MACROSCOPIC ALTERATION AT ILEOCOLONOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Thicianie Fauve Andrade Cavalcante (Brazil)

STRONGYOLOIDIASIS IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT HOST: RARE CASE DIAGNOSED BY ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Alexandre Bestetti (Brazil)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADEQUATE BOWEL PREPARATION: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Cristiano Spada (Italy)

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEDATION USE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND SCREENING PATIENTS ≥50 YEARS OF AGE: OBSERVATIONS FROM THE EUROPEAN COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INVESTIGATION (ECQI) QUESTIONNAIRE
Abstract Presenter: Bharat Amlani (United Kingdom)
DIFFERENT CLINICAL FEATURES AND PROGNOSIS OF ANAL VS RECTAL PRIMARY MELANOMA: A CASE SERIES FROM A CANCER REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Flora Mileva Oña-Ortiz (Mexico)

QUALITY CRITERIA OF A COLONIC POLYPECTOMY: ABOUT A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Bochra Bouchabou (Tunisia)

IS THE SPLIT DOSE BETTER THAN CONVENTIONAL BOWEL PREPARATION IN TUNISIAN PATIENTS?
Abstract Presenter: Soumaya Nsibi (Tunisia)

DIMINUTIVE POLYPS OF THE RECTOSIGMOID TRACT: CAN A SIZE $\leq$3MM BE A PREDICTOR OF NON-ADENOMATOUS HISTOTYPE?
Abstract Presenter: Chayma Jemmali (Tunisia)

QUALITY OF LIFE BEFORE AND AFTER ENDOSCOPIC LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDS: APPLICATION OF THE BURDEN HÉMO / FISS QOL SCORE
Abstract Presenter: Myriam Ayari (Tunisia)

ATK2 EXPRESSION CORRELATION WITH TUMOR PROGRESSION IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Caroline Saad (Brazil)

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENETIC ANCESTRY AND COLORECTAL SCREENING OUTCOMES IN THE BARRETOS CANCER HOSPITAL SCREENING POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Jun Porto (Brazil)

FACTORS AFFECTING BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

QUALITY OF PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY WITH SIMETHICONE PLUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL: PROSPECTIVE DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS BETWEEN A SOLUTION OF SULFATE SALTS AND POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL IN BOWEL PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

POOR BOWEL PREPARATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASE ADENOMA DETECTION RATE BY COLONIC LOCATION AT TWO REFERENCE CENTERS IN ECUADOR
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Alcivar-Leon (Ecuador)

COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING: THE FIRST THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE OF NATIONAL COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMME IN ESTONIA
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

DETERMINATION OF MMR PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS WITH LYNCH SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Julio Sánchez Del Monte (Mexico)
EUS IN DIAGNOSTICS OF INDOLENT AND AGGRESSIVE FORMS OF NONHODGKINS GASTRIC LYMPHOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Valeria Lozovaya (Russian Federation)

DIRECT IMAGE-GUIDED RETROPERITONEAL APPROACH AND TREATMENT TO THE PANCREAS USING NOTES AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)
TO EVALUATE ROLE OF EUS IN CASES OF DILATED CBD ON OTHER IMAGING WITH NORMAL OR BORDERLINE DERANGEMENT OF LIVER FUNCTION TESTS
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION (EUSRFA) AS FOCAL THERAPY FOR PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM RENAL CELL CARCINOMA

FEASIBILITY OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND GUIDED HEPATICO-GASTROSTOMY FOR INOPERABLE MALIGNANT HILAR BILIARY STRICTURES

ROLE OF EUS FNA FOR PROXIMAL BILIARY LESIONS: A LARGE SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Charu Gupta (India)

ANALYSIS OF FNB VS FNA IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC AND ABDOMINAL MASSES: A PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

ROLE OF RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION FOR EUS-BEGINNERS
Abstract Presenter: Farshad Frozanpor (Sweden)

ENDOSCOPIC-ULTRASOUND DRAINAGE AND SCLEROTHERAPY IN GIANT HEPATIC CYST. TWO REPORTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

CONTRAST-ENHANCEMENT ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE MALIGNANCY DETECTION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO RADIOLOGICAL IMAGE GUIDED ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED LIVER LESION BIOPSY (EUS LLB) WITH ATYPICAL MALIGNANCIES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS/TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION FOR MALIGNANT MEDIASTINAL/ABDOMINAL LYMPH NODES USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY EUS-EG
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

AGT SCORE AS A PREDICTOR OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE USING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IN PATIENTS WITH INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO ASGE GUIDELINES
Abstract Presenter: Adeel Urrehman (Pakistan)

EUS ELASTOGRAPHY COMBINED WITH THE STRAIN RATIO IN THE ESTIMATION OF SHORT-TERM TREATMENT EFFECT IN AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Takuya Ishikawa (Japan)

CASE REPORTS: DIAGNOSED PANCREATIC METASTATIC MASSES BY EUS-FNA
Abstract Presenter: Nutianne Camargo Schneider (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE BEFORE PERFORMING ELECTIVE ERCP IN PATIENTS WITH HISTORY OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)
DIAGNOSIS OF UPPER GI SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS LARGER THAN 1 CM WITH EUS-FNA GUIDED WITH 19G OR 22G: WHICH IS BETTER?
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

EUS GUIDED VERSUS PERCUTANEOUS CATHETER DRAINAGE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC WALLED OFF NECROSIS: A HEAD TO HEAD COMPARISON
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY-GUIDED TRANSMURAL DRAINAGE OF SYMPTOMATIC PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTIONS: PLASTIC VS METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY-GUIDED BILIARY INTERVENTION IS AN EFFECTIVE SALVAGE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE: INITIAL EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jayanta Samanta (India)

EUS MINI-PROBE IN PREDICTION OF ENDO-THERAPY OUTCOME IN PATIENTS OF BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURES
Abstract Presenter: Philip Daniel (India)

APPRAISAL OF EUS-GUIDED NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC LESIONS - SINGLE CHINESE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sijie Hao (China)

A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE OF EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) OF GASTROINTESTINAL AND MEDIASTINAL LESIONS
Abstract Presenter: Sunil Kumar Dadhich (India)

PERFORMANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION OR BIOPSY IN ASSESSMENT OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESION IN A SINGLE TERTIARY CENTER

RAPID ON-SITE EVALUATION DURING ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION BY ENDOSCOPIC PHYSICIAN: AN EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL

PLACE OF ECHOENDOSCOPY IN UNEXPLAINED ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION IN PATIENTS WITH PANCREATIC SOLID LESIONS AT INCA
Abstract Presenter: Isabella Miranda (Brazil)

PANCREATIC METASTASIS FROM PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMA: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF TWO CASES OF VON HIPPEL-LINDAU DISEASE AND PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR MANAGED BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND WITH FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION
Abstract Presenter: Juan Pablo Roman Serrano (Brazil)
EPA08 E-Poster Area: ERCP - biliary

THE RATE OF PEP IN PATIENTS WITH PAPILLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leonov (Russian Federation)

PAPILLOSTENOSIS - WHAT IS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE TIMING OF PAPILLOTOMY?
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leonov (Russian Federation)

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL BILIARY ADENOMAS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY WITH ERCP GUIDED RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION

DOES ENDOCIP PAPILLAPLASTY RECOVER SPHINCTER OF ODDI FUNCTION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SPHINCTEROTOMY FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF LARGE COMMON BILE DUCT GALLSTONES?
Abstract Presenter: Yonghui Huang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC METHOD FOR MALIGNANT PROXIMAL BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Lyudmila Marinova (Russian Federation)

THE MANAGEMENT OF SPHINCTER OF ODDI DYSFUNCTION BY ERCP: PRELIMINARY RESULT
Abstract Presenter: Sara Ghani (Morocco)

ENDOSCOPIC TRANSRAPILLARY GALLBLADDER DRAINAGE FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT WITH ACUTE CALCULUS CHOLECYSTITIS AND CHOLELITHIASIS WHO WAS UNSUITABLE FOR URGENT CHOLECYSTECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Tae Hyeon Kim (Korea, Republic of)

INTER- AND INTRAOBSERVER ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL EXTENDED CLASSIFICATION OF THE PAPILLA OF VATER
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH RESTENOSIS LARGE DUODENAL PAPILLA AFTER ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLOTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Andrey Kotovsky (Russian Federation)

SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF COVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ERCP-RELATED BLEEDING AND PERFORATIONS: A SINGLE CENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Hiroyuki Hisai (Japan)

CLINICAL PROFILE AND ERCP OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS OF BILIARY ASCARIASIS - A STUDY FROM AN ENDEMIC COUNTRY
Abstract Presenter: Abhishek Das (India)

COVERED VS. UNCOVERED SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PALLIATION OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES: STUDY OF A TERTIARY CENTER OF REFERENCE IN ONCOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

EFFICACY OF SYSTEMATIC ADMINISTRATION OF RECTAL INDOMETHACIN IN THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Mariem Sabbah (Tunisia)
ADVERSE EVENTS AFTER BILIARY SPHINCTEROTOMY: DOES THE ELECTRIC CURRENT MODE MAKE A DIFFERENCE? A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

APPLICATION OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN INDETERMINATE BILE DUCT STRICTURES AND REFRACTORY CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS, A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Yucheng Wang (China)

ENDOSCOPIC CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY (ECDT) FOR PALLIATION OF AMPULLARY TUMORS: ANALYSIS OF 40 YRS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Glaciomar Machado (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE OF THE MAJOR DUODENAL PAPILLA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION AND ERCP COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

TYPE OF BISMUTH CLASSIFICATION OF MALIGNANT HILAR STRICTURES AS RISK FACTOR FOR FAILED ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Pablo Salgado (Ecuador)

A COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT TIMINGS OF PRECUT NEEDLE-KNIFE SUPRAPAPILLARY FISTULOTOMY FOR BILIARY ACCESS: EVALUATION OF SUCCESS RATES AND COMPLICATIONS
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

ENDOTHERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY SCLEROSING CHOLANGITIS: OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

A CASE SERIES REPORT OF LAPAROSCOPY-ASSISTED ERCP (LA-ERCP) IN PATIENTS WITH ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB)
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Arturo Gonzalez (Colombia)

ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF BILE DUCT LEAKING AFTER CHOLECYSTECTOMY: IS THE BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT NEEDED?
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

TREATMENT OF REFRACTORY POST-SPHINCTEROTOMY AND POST-PAPILLECTOMY BLEEDING BY ENDOSCOPIC FIBRIN GLUE INJECTION. RESULTS OF A LARGE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Vincenzo Bove (Italy)

OUTCOMES OF PRECUT NEEDLE KNIFE FISTULOTOMY BASED ON THE ENDOSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY OF THE AMPULLA OF VATER AND OF THE SIZE OF BILE DUCT
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Canena (Portugal)

BILIARY ENDOPROSTHESES: A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT DISTAL STRICTURES OF AN ONCOLOGIC TERTIARY REFERENCE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

BILEPTYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Osama Elbahr (Egypt)

IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY DRAINAGE ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH BILIARY TRACT CANCER – AN AUDIT
Abstract Presenter: Raosaheb Rathod (India)
Scientific Programme

COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO PLASTIC VERSUS METALLIC STENTS OF DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY STRICTURES IN A TERTIARY ONCOLOGIC REFERENCE CENTER. A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

TRANSOPANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTOMY IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE TO GAIN BILIARY ACCESS
Abstract Presenter: Szilárd Gódi (Hungary)

RISK OF FAILURE AND COMPLICATIONS OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY; COMPARISON OF ELDERLY AND YOUNG PAKISTANI PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Talal Khurshid (Pakistan)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLONGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP): EXCEPTIONAL SHORT-TERM COMPLICATIONS

Poster Area
08:00 - 13:00

EPA09 E-Poster Area: ERCP - Pancreas

RISK FACTORS FOR POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY IN UPPER EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

URINASTATIN IS MORE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS THAN NAFAMOSTAT MESYLATE
Abstract Presenter: Sujin Kim (Korea, Republic of)

ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL PROCEDURE TIME TO PREVENT POST-ERCP PANCREATITIS USING DECISION TREE ANALYSIS: A RETROSPECTIVE SINGLE CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Chang Min Cho (Korea, Republic of)

IMMEDIATE FEEDING COMPARED TO INSTITUTED 4-HOUR FAST POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY - THE RISK OF POST ERCP PANCREATITIS: A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

LEFT LATERAL POSITION DURING ERCP VS SWIMMERS POSITION: RATES OF COMMON BILE DUCT CANNULATION SUCCESS. A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW AT TWO TERTIARY CENTRES
Abstract Presenter: Shahila Perveen Aslam (Australia)

HEPATIC SUBCAPSULAR HEMATOMA IN POST ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Bianca Chua (Philippines)

ERCP IS MORE CHALLENGING IN CASES OF ACUTE BILIARY PANCREATITIS THAN IN ACUTE CHOLANGITIS - AN ANALYSIS OF A MULTICENTRE PROSPECTIVE ERCP REGISTRY DATA
Abstract Presenter: Dániel Pécsi (Hungary)
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EPA10 E-Poster Area: Esophagus
EFFICACY OF DA-5204 (STILLEN 2X®) FOR PATIENTS WITH GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE: A RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Sang Young Seol (Korea, Republic of)

NORMATIVE VALUES FOR 24-HOURS AMBULATORY ESOPHAGEAL IMPEDANCE AND PH MONITORING IN HEALTHY MALAY COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Mohammad Majharul Haque (Bangladesh)

ENDOSCOPIC PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY (PDT) IN PATIENTS WITH EARLY (STAGE I) OESOPHAGEAL CANCER (CLINICAL CASE)
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Sokolov (Russian Federation)

IRREVERSIBLE ELECTROPORATION USING NEWLY DEVELOPED ENDOSCOPIC ABLATIVE CATHETERS IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Sang Hyun Kim (Korea, Republic of)

RFA FOR DYSPLASTIC BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS: 10-YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM THE EAST MIDLANDS
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)

THE REAL TIME ENDOSCOPIC DECISION MAKING OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Neel Sharma (United Kingdom)

RECURRENCE FOLLOWING COMPLETE ERADICATION OF INTESTINAL METAPLASIA OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY IN A SPANISH REFERRAL CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-Jamar (Spain)

A NOVEL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR GERD: ENDOSCOPIC PRESSURE STUDY INTEGRATED SYSTEM (EPSIS) REFLECTS LOWER ESOPHAGEAL SPHINCTER FUNCTION
Abstract Presenter: Yuto Shimamura (Japan)

TARGETED VERSUS STANDARD NON-TARGETED BIOPSIES IN BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS SURVEILLANCE
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

INFLUENCE OF RADIOTHERAPY ON COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENTS (SEMS) IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

ABNORMAL LOCALIZATION AND TUMOR INDUCING FUNCTION OF PSMD2 IN ESOPHAGEAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)
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INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY WITH SPYGLASS™ DIRECT VISUALIZATION SYSTEM IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Ilia Iurichev (Russian Federation)

CLINICAL UTILITY, EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY FOR BILIARY TRACT LESIONS: EXPERIENCE FROM TERITARY CARE CENTRE IN EAST INDIA
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)
Scientific Programme

LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION (LCBDE): FEASIBILITY AND PROSPECTIVE TO SUBSTITUTE COMBINED ERCP-LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN MANAGEMENT OF COMMON BILE DUCT STONE(S)
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

MANAGEMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE BILE LEAK: TERTIARY CENTERS EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Mohammed Omar (Egypt)

PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INCIDENTAL PANCREATIC CYSTIC NEOPLASMS IN ADULT PATIENTS IN A REFERENCE HOSPITAL OF BILIOPANCREATIC DISEASES IN COLOMBIA
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

ACUTE PANCREATITIS: EXPENSIVE DISEASE, IN A COUNTRY ON THE ROAD OF DEVELOPMENT
Abstract Presenter: Elizabeth Maizury Garzón Mayorga (Ecuador)

FIRST RESULTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR Visualization AND TREATMENT OF PATHOLOGY OF THE BILIARY AND PANCREATIC DUCTS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinskiy (Russian Federation)

IMPACT OF PRE-TRANSPLANT INFECTION MANAGEMENT ON THE OUTCOME OF LIVING-DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN EGYPT
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Saleh (Egypt)

DIGITAL PER-ORAL CHOLANGIOSCOPY TO DiAGNOSE AND MANAGE PANCREATOBILIARY DUCT DISORDERS: A RETROSPECTIVE, SINGLE-CENTER ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

RETROGRADE TRANSPAPILLARY PANCREATIC DUCT STENTING IN THE TREATMENT OF COMPLICATED CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Stanislav Budzinsky (Russian Federation)

BILIARY STENT MIGRATION AND ITS ENDOSCOPIC RETRIEVAL: A SINGLE CENTER PHILIPPINE EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

NONCIRRHOTIC PORTAL HYPERTENSION (NCPH) SECONDARY TO CHRONIC PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS (PVT) COMPLICATED BY PYLEPHLEBITIS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CASE REPORT: A CASE OF PANCREATIC SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

ADVANCED ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN DIFFICULT BILE DUCT STONE DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Mariya Zakharova (Russian Federation)

A CASE OF HEMOBILIA CAUSED BY HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

BILIARY OBSTRUCTION AFTER TIPS PLACEMENT IN A PATIENT AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Tomas Hucl (Czech Republic)

THE EFFECT OF DIRECT ACTING ANTIVIRAL AGENTS ON LIVER FIBROSIS IN EGYPTIAN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HEPATITIS C INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Ahmed Gomaa (Egypt)
Scientific Programme

STENT-ASSOCIATED CHOLANGITIS FOLLOWING ENDOSCOPIC BILIARY STENT PLACEMENT - PREDICTIVE FACTORS AND OUTCOMES
Abstract Presenter: Rolando Pinho (Portugal)

COMPARISON OF MIGRATION RATE OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT AND STANDARD COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT FOR ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION DRAINAGE: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Carolina Ogawa Matsubayashi (Brazil)

NEEDLE-KNIFE PRECUT VERSUS TRANSPANCERATIC SEPTOTOMY FOR DIFFICULT BILE DUCT CANNULATION

PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA SCENARIO IN BRAZIL: A CLINICO-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF 13,151 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC UTILITY OF PERORAL DIGITAL COLANGIOSCOPY OF UNDERMINED BILARY STRICTURES IN ONCOLOGICAL PATIENTS. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PANCREATIC LIPOMA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)
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ERCP IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS. CUBAN EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Raul Antonio Brizuela Quintanilla (Cuba)

HIGH-TECH DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND ENTEROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Evgeniya Kirakosyan (Russian Federation)

HIGH-DEFINITION ENDOSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR ESOPHAGITIS IN THE PEDIATRIC POPULATION: CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Liliana Rincon Rangel (Mexico)

EFFECT OF MUSIC IN PEDIATRIC ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS: A RANDOMIZED PROSPECTIVE CONTROLLED TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Constanza Bay (Chile)

UTILITY OF A MODIFIED DYSPHAGIA SCORE IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

GASTRITIS ENDOSCOPIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SCHOOLCHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)

PREVALENCE OF EROSIIVE ULCER LESIONS IN STOMACH AND DUODENUM IN DYSEPSIA CHILDREN IN TYVA REPUBLIC (RUSSIA)
Abstract Presenter: Vitaliy Vshivkov (Russian Federation)
CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF A COMPLETE TRAUMATIC PANCREATIC DUCT RUPTURE: AN ERCP-BASED APPROACH  
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

INDICATIONS AND SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION: EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE  
Abstract Presenter: Blas Labrador Vázquez (Spain)

CLINICAL IMPACT OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN CHILDREN  
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP OF THE FIRST CASE OF PEDIATRIC SMALL INTESTINE TRANSPLANTATION, LIVING DONOR, IN BRAZIL  
Abstract Presenter: Fernando José Savóia Oliveira (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASONOGRAPHY (EUS) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PANCREATOBILIARY DISEASES IN CHILDHOOD  
Abstract Presenter: Larissa Garcia (Brazil)

DYSPHAGIA AND ESOPHAGEAL MUCOSAL CHANGES IN 7-YEAR-OLD BOY WITH NOT REMOVED UNUSUAL FOREIGN BODY  
Abstract Presenter: Stanisław Pieczarkowski (Poland)

PER ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS  
Abstract Presenter: Josefina Saez (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN SYMPTOMATIC ADOLESCENTS BY USING VIRTUAL CHROMOENDOCOPY AND MAGNIFICATION  
Abstract Presenter: Yalda Lucero (Chile)

ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PPI-RESPONSIVE AND NON-RESPONSIVE EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS IN CHILDREN POPULATION: A TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE  
Abstract Presenter: Federico Catino (Italy)

PREVALENCE OF COLON POLYPS IN PEDIATRIC AGE SEEN IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY SERVICE AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF MEXICO FROM 2012 TO MAY 30, 2019  
Abstract Presenter: Viridiana Oregel (Mexico)

ESOPHAGEAL RECANALIZATION BY AN ENDOSCOPIC RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURE IN A CHILD WITH AIDS AND COMPLETE ESOPHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION  
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

NORMAL DIGESTIVE ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN: SERIAL BIOPSIES IMPACT ON CLINICAL MANAGEMENT  
Abstract Presenter: Paula Peruzzi Elia (Brazil)

EPA13 E-Poster Area: Stomach and small intestine

INHIBITORY EFFECTS OF B-CARYOPHYLLENE ON HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION: A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY  
Abstract Presenter: Hyun Ik Shim (Korea, Republic of)
COMPARISON OF EFFICACY OF BISMUTH-CONTAINING QUINTET THERAPY AND MOXIFLOXACIN-BASED SEQUENTIAL THERAPY AS FIRST-LINE ERADICATION REGIMEN FOR HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Dong Ho Lee (Korea, Republic of)

A STUDY OF PAI-1 AND RELATED INFLAMMATORY FACTORS IN RAT MODEL WITH INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Wen Lyu (China)

DIRECT ENDOCOPIC FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION FOR SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS WITH AN INTRALUMINAL GROWTH PATTERN ORIGINATING FROM THE MUSCULARIS PROPRIA Layer IN THE GASTRIC FUNDUS

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH SEVERE COMPLICATIONS

MORPHOENDOSCOPIC PARALLELS OF CHRONIC EROSIvE GASTRITIS WITH HEART DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ENDOTOXIN, D-LACTATE AND DIAMINE OXIDASE AND ENDOCOPIC ACTIVITY OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

CLINICAL FEATURES OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE COMBINED WITH DIGESTIVE TRACT STRUCTURE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaojuan Lu (China)

DUODENAL ULCER: ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY MONITORING, PRINCIPLES OF CONTEMPORARY TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: SAMOHVALOV Serghei (Moldova, Republic of)

TO SEE THE INCIDENCE, LOCATION, SIZE, HISTOLOGICAL TYPES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH MALIGNANCY IN GASTRIC POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Pratibha Roka (Nepal)

OUTCOMES OF RETROGRADE ENTEROSCOPY USING A THROUGH-THE-SCOPE BALLOON DEVICE: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Marc Zuckerman (United States of America)

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BILE JUICE AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOCOPIC FINDINGS, BEFORE PERFORMING ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Kihyun Ryu (Korea, Republic of)

DUODENAL OBSTRUCTION FOR DUODENAL ANQUILOSTOMA. AN UNUSUAL COMPLICATION
Abstract Presenter: Anel Denisse Montiel Mendoza (Ecuador)

BRUNNER´S GLAND HAMARTOMA OF THE DUODENUM THAT IS EASILY MISDIAGNOSED AS POLYPS: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Ming Kang (China)

IS ENDOCOPIC RESECTION APPROPRIATE FOR TYPE 3 GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS? A RETROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Toshiaki Hirasawa (Japan)

TOPOICAL PHARYNGEAL ANESTHESIA FOR UNSEDATED UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOCOPIC: PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF TOLERANCE IMPROVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Ichrak Ferchichi (Tunisia)

SMALL BOWEL ADENOCARCINOMA - A DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE. CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariana Potrich Maymone de Souza (Brazil)
EFFICACY OF DUAL-PRIMING OLIGONUCLEOTIDE BASED MULTIPLEX PCR DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION IN PATIENTS WITH PEPTIC ULCER BLEEDING
CASE REPORT: OVERLAPPING OR ASSOCIATION? EOSINOPHILLIC COLITIS OR ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Melayne Jewel Magdaong (Philippines)

EARLY GASTRIC HEPATOID ADENOCARCINOMA WITH ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN NEGATIVE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

GASTRIC INTESTINAL METAPLASIA BEFORE AND AFTER HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION: A META-ANALYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)

PREVALENCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI TEN YEARS AGO COMPARED TO THE CURRENT PREVALENCE IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING UPPER ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Artur Parada (Brazil)

BEYOND THE ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI: CAUSES OF THE THERAPEUTIC FAILURE WITH TRIPLE THERAPY (CLARITHROMYCIN, AMOXICILLIN AND OMEPRAZOLE), IN PATIENTS OF PRIMARY CARE
Abstract Presenter: Manuel Guaranda Maya (Ecuador)

ERADICATION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI WITH FIRST-LINE TRIPLE THERAPY, 10 DAYS VERSUS 14 DAYS IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL IN LIMA - PERU
Abstract Presenter: Maria Nelly Manrique-Lemus (Peru)

INTERPLAY BETWEEN HELICOBACTER PYLORI INFECTION, INTERLEUKIN-11, AND LEUKEMIA INHIBITORY FACTOR IN GASTRIC CANCER AMONG EGYPTIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tareq Ibrahim (Egypt)

EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY OF ANTRECTOMY FOR PATIENTS WITH TYPE I GASTRIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Ken Namikawa (Japan)

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PATIENTS WITH GASTRIC CANCER IN A RWANDAN TERTIARY REFERRAL HOSPITAL FROM JUNE 2014 - JUNE 2019
Abstract Presenter: Shikama Felicien (Rwanda)

ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS AND THE BLEEDING SOURCES IN PATIENTS WITH SMALL INTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Ivanova (Russian Federation)

USEFULNESS OF THE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ANTIGEN IN BLOOD AS A NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
Abstract Presenter: Fernando Robledo (Argentina)

CONTINUOUS COURSE OF LONG-STANDING ULCERATIVE COLITIS AS A RELATED FACTOR FOR DYSPLASIA
Abstract Presenter: Olga Arkhipova (Russian Federation)

GASTROINTESTINAL KAPOSI’S SARCOMA: 5-YEAR ENDOSCOPIC EXPERIENCE AT AN ONCOLOGY MEDICAL CENTER IN MÉXICO
Abstract Presenter: Gisela Alejandra Morones Navarrete (Mexico)
ENDOSCOPIC CLIPS VERSUS ENDOSCOPIC SUTURE FOR MUCOSAL CLOSURE AFTER PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY – A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Rastislav Hustak (Czech Republic)

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR FEATURES OF ADVANCED DUODENAL DISEASE IN FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Marianny Sulbaran (Brazil)

GASTRIC CANCER RISK IN CHINESE POPULATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH GENETIC VARIANTS IN DPF3

THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY IN THE OBESE PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Andrés Felipe Rodríguez Parra (Mexico)

THE ENDOSCOPIC APPEARANCE IN SYMPTOMATIC H. PYLORI PROVED PATIENTS

THE ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES INCLUDING MAGNIFIED IMAGE-ENHANCED ENDOSCOPY FOR SUPERFICIAL NON-AMPULLARY DUODENAL TUMORS
Abstract Presenter: Yusaku Takatori (Japan)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

CLINICAL AND IMAGING FEATURES OF GASTRIC MUCOSA-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOID TISSUE LYMPHOMA IN HELICOBACTER PYLORI-UNINFECTED CASES
Abstract Presenter: Mitsuaki Ishioka (Japan)

PROFILE OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI VACA GENOTYPES AND IT’S ASSOCIATION TO GASTRODUODENAL DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Shiran Shetty (India)

OVERLAP OF GASTROINTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY DISEASES: CELIAC DISEASE, ULCERATIVE COLITIS AND EOSINOPHILIC GASTROENTEROPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

STOMACH INJURY IN A PATIENT WITH A PREVIOUS DIAGNOSIS OF ULCERATIVE COLITIS
Abstract Presenter: Emanuella Machado (Brazil)

SMALL BOWEL ANGIOECTASIAS DIAGNOSTICATED BY CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY: WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IN 18 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Paula Poletti (Brazil)

DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF PUSH ENTEROSCOPY: A BRAZILIAN CASE SERIES STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Célio Geraldo de Oliveira Gomes (Brazil)

STOOL ANTIGEN TEST OR HISTOPATHOLOGY? WHICH METHOD TO CHOOSE TO DIAGNOSE HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION?
Speaker: Luan Ramos Pereira (Brazil)

OUTCOME OF SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENTS IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT GASTRIC OUTLET OBSTRUCTION, AN EXPERIENCE FROM A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Abdul Samad (Pakistan)

THE NEW GENERATION OF EXPRESS VIEW IS HIGHLY ACCURATE AND IS EFFECTIVE TO REDUCE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY READING TIME
Abstract Presenter: Stefania Piccirelli (Italy)
INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON SPONTANEOUS HYPERINSUFFLATION AS CAUSE OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Amanda Rocha (Brazil)

AMYLOIDOSIS IN THE STOMACH MIMICKING A GASTRIC TUMOR
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)

SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION SECONDARY TO INCARCERATED FEMORAL HERNIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Johaniya Dimaporo (Philippines)

FAMILY WITH HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER WITH CDH1 GENE MUTATION

MÉNÉTRIER´S DISEASE AND DIFFUSE INTRAMUCOSAL ADENOCARCINOMA IN YOUNG PATIENT
Abstract Presenter: Roseane Valéria Bicalho Ferreira Assis (Brazil)

UTILITY OF VIDEO CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY TO DETERMINE SMALL BOWEL PATHOLOGIES IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Contreras (Dominican Republic)

HEREDITARY DIFFUSE GASTRIC CANCER (HDGC), E-CADHERIN POSITIVE, WITHOUT GENETIC MUTATION IDENTIFIED

EXAMINATION OF SMALL INTESTINE CAPSULE ENDOSCOPY IN THE ELDERLY PEOPLE
Abstract Presenter: Sei Kurokawa (Japan)

CASE REPORT: EXCLUSIVE GASTROINTESTINAL CRYPTOCOCCOSIS INFECTION
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

THE FIRST ENDOSCOPIC PYLOROMYOTOMY PERFORMED FOR DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS IN LONDRINA/BRAZIL: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Savio Aparecido Melo da Silva (Brazil)

ANTI-TUBERCULAR THERAPY GIVEN TO DIFFERENTIATE CROHN’S DISEASE FROM INTESTINAL TUBERCULOSIS PREDISPOSES TO STRicture FORMATION
Abstract Presenter: Akshita Gupta (India)

ADENOCARCINOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
Abstract Presenter: Raoni Gomes (Brazil)

GIANT TRICOBEZOAR AFTER POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Isabela Andrina Ribeiro da Silva Habib (Brazil)

PREVALENCE AND PREDICTIFS FACTORS OF AMOEbic SUPERINFECTION IN SEVERE ACUTE COLITIS IN A MOROCCAN POPULATION

AORTOENTERIC FISTULA TO DUODENUM: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Tarik Walid Omairi (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: PRIMARY INTESTINAL LYMPHANGIECTASIA CAUSING SEVERE DIARRHEA AND ABDOMINAL PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

REPORT CASE: PRIMARY INTESTINAL FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Troiano Neto (Brazil)

CELIAC DISEASE AND PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF THE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Abstract Presenter: Ana Mabel Vallejos Rocabado (Bolivia)
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HETEROTOPIC GASTRIC MUCOSA (HGM) OF THE PROXIMAL ESOPHAGUS: AN UNKNOWN ENTITY?
Abstract Presenter: Asmae Sarhani (Morocco)

COMPARISON OF ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS IN EGYPTIAN AND INDIAN PATIENTS: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LINC00657 AND MI R-106A SERUM EXPRESSION LEVELS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO COLORECTAL CANCER, ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS, AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS IN EGYPTIAN POPULATION
Abstract Presenter: Essam Hassan (Egypt)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY FOR HIGHLY DYSPLASTIC ADENOMA, OR SUSPICIOUS AMPULLARY NEOPLASMS: PROS AND CONS WITH TERTIARY CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Alaa Redwan (Egypt)

SHISTOSOMIASIS INTESTINAL MASSIVA: UMA REALIDADE EM MOÇAMBQUE: RELATO DE UM CASO
Abstract Presenter: Liana Mondlane (Mozambique)

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY RESULTS: OLDER PATIENTS VS YOUNG PATIENTS

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFIL AND MANAGEMENT OF HEMORRHAGIC BULBAR ULCERS: EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN DEPARTMENT

IMPACT OF GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX ON ESOPHAGEAL VARICES BLEEDING IN MONGOLIAN PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Duinkherjav Khishgee (Mongolia)

A CASE OF PRIMARY OMENTAL INFARCTION IN AN ADULT FEMALE PRESENTING AS RIGHT UPPER QUADRANT PAIN
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ORAL SULPHATE SOLUTION VERSUS POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL FOR COLONOSCOPY PREPARATION: A RANDOMISED CONTROL TRIAL
Abstract Presenter: Bhavik Shah (India)

ANALYSIS OF 13 CASES OF GASTRIC SCHISTOSOMIASIS MISDIAGNOSED AS EARLY GASTRIC CANCER BY BLUE LASER IMAGING WITH MAGNIFICATION

FIRST SHORT-TERM RESULT IN VIET NAM AFTER PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) FOR ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Nhan Le Quang (Viet Nam)

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ACUTE REFRACTORY PSEUDO-OBSTRACTION WITH PLACEMENT OF A LEVIN-TUBE
Abstract Presenter: Gwang Ho Baik (Korea, Republic of)

INFLAMMATORY FIBROID POLYP OF THE GASTRIC ANTRUM FOUND BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Muhan Lü (China)
REMOVAL OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT STONES BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND-GUIDED CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY AFTER FAILED ERCP
Abstract Presenter: Yeong Joo Jeong (Korea, Republic of)

ANTI-REFLUX MUCOSAL RESECTION (ARMS) FOR GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Ke Gan (China)

ANALYSIS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND INFILTRATION
Abstract Presenter: Feng Tang (China)

THE ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF POLYPS—UPDATE FROM CRONKHITE-CANADA SYNDROME PATIENTS IN CHINA
Abstract Presenter: Lan Liu (China)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION VS. ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL EXCAVATION FOR MANAGING ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMORS: A SINGLE-CENTER RETROSPECTIVE STUDY

THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC DILATION COMBINED WITH BLEOMYCIN INJECTION FOR MANAGING BENIGN ANASTOMOTIC STRicture AFTER RECTAL SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Zhining Fan (China)

ROLE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN A RARE CASE OF A LARGE CYSTIC PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR SUCCESSFULLY RESECTED THROUGH OPEN DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC AMPULLECTOMY OF AN ADENOMATOUS AMPULLARY TUMOR: A MINIMALLY INVASIVE TECHNIQUE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

WHAT IS ABDOMINAL TUBERCULOSIS? AND ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Raja Ram Wagle (Nepal)

CT-GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY (PEG) TUBE PLACEMENT IN A POST PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY PATIENT: A PIONEERING EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Paolo Francisco (Philippines)

IGIC ENDOSCOPIC CENTER MONGOLIA: UGIB / EMERGENCY BLEEDING CONTROL EXPERIENCE IN CAPITAL CITY ULAANBAATAR AND COUNTRYSIDE HOSPITALS FOR LAST 4 MONTHS
Abstract Presenter: Bolor Otgondemberel (Mongolia)

A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION: NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Rui Cheng (China)

A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL COMPARING PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC HELLER MYOTOMY WITH FUNDOPICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF ACHALASIA
Abstract Presenter: Eduardo Turiani Hourseaux de Moura (Brazil)

RARE HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATION AFTER PERCUTANEOUS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

OUTLET ROUX-Y-GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB) POUCH REDUCTION USING ARGON PLASMA COAGULATION (APC) TO TREAT WEIGHT REGAIN: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY INCLUDING A SHAM GROUP
Abstract Presenter: Ricardo José Fittipaldi-Fernandez (Brazil)
ESOPHAGIC ENDOSCOPIC ALTERATION IN BARIATRIC PATIENTS. VERTICAL GASTRECTOMY VERSUS GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Rafaela Araujo (Brazil)

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ESOPHAGOGASTRIC VARICES´ HEMORRHAGIC BLEEDING RATE BETWEEN PATIENTS OBTAINING COMPLETE ERADICATION AND PATIENTS WHO REMAINED WITH RESIDUAL TREATMENTS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Alessandrino Terceiro de Oliveira (Brazil)

CAUSTIC INGESTION - LARGE RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela de Souza Gomez (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD): EFFICACY AND SAFETY FOR EARLY GASTRIC CANCER TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Flavio Heuta Ivano (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON: ANALYSIS OF 92 CASES
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Lopes Muritiba Neto (Brazil)

MINIMALLY INVASIVE RESECTION OF A GASTRIC GIST IN A TERTIARY CARE PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN BRAZIL
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Ferreira Pimentel (Brazil)

MUCOSECTOMY: HOW FAR CAN WE GO?
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR OF TERMINAL ILEUM
Abstract Presenter: Felipe Martins Devai (Brazil)

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENDOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF BILIARY BLEEDING: HEPATIC ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM, A COMPLICATION AFTER BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

NEUROENDOCRINE CARCINOMA OF THE ESOPHAGUS: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Matheus Cavalcante Franco (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC DISSECTION OF THE SUBMUCOSA: INITIAL SERIES AT THE ENDOSCOPY SERVICE OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF JOÃO PESSOA, PARAÍBA
Abstract Presenter: Keilha Da Silva Andrade (Brazil)

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON IN PATIENT WITH AUTISTA SPECTRUM DISORDER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

PUNCHED GASTRIC ULCER, INDUCED BY INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON AND TREATED BY ENDOSCOPIC: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Túlio Medeiros (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC STENOTOMY IN ANASTOMOSIS STENOSIS DIGESTIVES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

EUS-FNA DIAGNOSIS WITH CORE BIOPSY OF PANCREATIC METASTASES FROM PRIMARY BREAST CANCER: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Samuel Romanini (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY: EVALUATION OF 363 PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)
ENOSCOPIC SCYSTOGASTROSTOMY: TREATMENT REPORT 03 PANCREATIC PSEUDOCYST PATIENTS CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tadeu Gusmão Muritiba Filho (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA IN POWDER LATE SURGERY BARIATRIC SURGERY: A REPORT OF CASE
Abstract Presenter: José Carlos Lopes Albuquerque (Brazil)

HYPERPLASTIC GASTRIC POLYPOSE WITH COLONIC POLYPS AND THE RISK OF GASTRIC NEOPLASIA: CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Marcelo Souza Cury (Brazil)

DYNAMIC CHANGE OF INJURY LAPAROSCOPICALLY ASSISTED RECOVERY OPERATIONS WITH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR PERFORMANCE
Abstract Presenter: Matveev Ivan (Russian Federation)

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PAPILLA CHANGES IN CHOLELITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: Anton Leontev (Russian Federation)

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF EARLY ENDOSCOPY IN THE DETECTION OF BLEEDING SOURCE IN PATIENTS WITH ESOPHAGEAL VARICES AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Inna Shestak (Russian Federation)

VIDEOCOLONOSCOPY VS VIRTUAL COLONOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF COLONIC PATHOLOGIES
Abstract Presenter: Serghei Samohvalov (Moldova, Republic of)

RISK MANAGEMENT OF REPROCESSING IN ENDOSCOPY: TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY EVALUATION
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

EUS-GUIDED BILIARY DRAINAGE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF BENIGN BILIARY STRICTURES IN PATIENTS WITH ALTERED ANATOMY

SAFETY OF ERCP: STRATEGY FOR REDUCING COMPLICATION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

RISK EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT WITH BAYESIAN NETWORK IN PRACTICAL ENDOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Marina Ivantsova (Russian Federation)

FEASIBILITY, SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENTS (LAMS): A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Sebastian Manuel Milluzzo (Italy)

HOW TO TRAIN ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES - EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT TRAINING SIMULATORS AND MODULES
Abstract Presenter: Jadranka Brljak (Croatia)

THE RELATION BETWEEN DISTAL AND PROXIMAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING COLONOSCOPY

CHROMOENDOSCOPY AND NARROW SPECTRA TECHNOLOGIES AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOL OF ESOPHAGITIS IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION, CONCORDANCE OF ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Abstract Presenter: Rodrigo Hipolito (Mexico)

DUODENAL GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOR. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Estefania Barba Naranjo (Ecuador)
EXPERIENCIA EN LÍQUIDOS DE QUISTES PANCREÁTICOS
Abstract Presenter: Luis Caro (Argentina)

FIRST CASE REPORT IN ECUADOR OF USE OF TC-325 (HEMOSPRAY) FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE AND DIFFUSE REFRACTORY UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING
Abstract Presenter: Ivan Arciniegas Avila (Ecuador)

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF COLONOSCOPY QUALITY INDICATORS IN A PRIVATE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Josselyn Mariana Vera Intriago (Brazil)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TWO BOWEL PREPARATION STRATEGIES FOR COLONOSCOPY IN ADULTS. A PROSPECTIVE, COMPARATIVE AND RANDOMIZED PILOT STUDY
Abstract Presenter: Roberto Délano Alonso (Mexico)

ACUTE ESOPHAGEAL NECROSIS: DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. SERIES OF CASES IN A HOSPITAL OF MEXICO CITY
Abstract Presenter: Jose Roberto Ramirez Nava (Mexico)

POEM PROCEDURE AS MANAGEMENT OF ACHALASIA IN GENERAL HOSPITAL “DR. MANUEL GEA GONZÁLEZ”: INITIAL EXPERIENCE
Abstract Presenter: Luis Topete (Mexico)

GOSSYPIBOMA IN ABDOMINAL CAVITY
Abstract Presenter: German Carvajal (Colombia)

PROXIMAL MIGRATION OF PANCREATIC STENT DURING ERCP EXPERIENCE IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Bernardo Sánchez Luque (Colombia)

NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF BLACK PERFORATED ESOPHAGUS: SURVIVAL CASE REPORT AND CRITICAL REVIEW
Abstract Presenter: Jose Francisco Carriel (Colombia)

EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE ETIOLOGY, INCIDENCE, TREATMENT OF NON-VARICEAL DIGESTIVE HEMORRHAGE (NVH) AT HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZÁLEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

INDICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT USE IN PATIENTS WITH UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT CANCER
Abstract Presenter: William Senler (Chile)

PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR ADEQUATE INTESTINAL PREPARATION IN A GUATEMALA HOSPITAL
Abstract Presenter: Josue Ramos (Guatemala)

ENDOSCOPIC AND PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH HIV IN HOSPITAL DR. MANUEL GEA GONZALEZ
Abstract Presenter: Andy Gabriel Rivera Flores (Mexico)

THREE CONSECUTIVE ANNUAL RWANDA ENDOSCOPY WEEK CONFERENCES BROADEN THE TRAINING FOOTPRINT
Abstract Presenter: Eric Rutaganda (Rwanda)
EPA15 E-Poster Area: Video abstracts

LIGATION BASED ANTI-REFLUXMUCOSECTOMY (L-ARMS) IN GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFUX DISEASE
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

PERCUTANEOUS CHOLANGIOSCOPY-ASSISTED STONE EXTRACTION OF RETAINED COMMON DUCT STONE

EVALUATION A BILIARY OBSTRUCTION BY ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY WITH CHOLANGIOSCOPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ROLE OF CHOLANGIOSCOPY AND TREATMENT OPTIONS IN COMPLEX BILIARY ANASTOMOTIC STRICTURES AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF INDETERMINATE BILIARY STRUTURE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

COLONIC GALLSTONE ILEUS: COMBINED ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

RECTAL MELANOMA: EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSIS AND ORGAN-PRESERVATION STRATEGY WITH NEOADJUVANT IMMUNOTHERAPY AND ABSCOPAL RADIATION THERAPY FOLLOWED BY TRANSANAL ENDOSCOPIC MICROSDURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

MANTLE CELL LYMPHOMA WITH COLONIC INVOLVEMENT
Abstract Presenter: László Topál (Hungary)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-BASED ENDOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS USING RESIDUAL NETWORKS IN COLORECTAL POLYPS
Abstract Presenter: Yoriaki Komeda (Japan)

NOVEL LAPARO-ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID PROCEDURE TO TREAT A DISCONNECTED ROUX LIMB AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

UTILITY AND SAFETY OF COLORECTAL FULL-THICKNESS RESECTION WITH LAPAROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPY COOPERATIVELY
Abstract Presenter: Keigo Suzuki (Japan)

MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION OF GIANT GASTRIC HAMARTOMATOUS POLYP IN A PATIENT WITH PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME: ENDOSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGIC FINDINGS (CASE REPORT)
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

COMBINED APPROACH WITH "STENT IN STENT" TECHNIQUE, APC AND ENDOSCOPIC HYBRID SURGERY TO REMOVE PARTIALLY COVERED SELF-EXPANDING METAL STENT (PC-SEMS) EMBEDDED IN BENIGN ESOPHAGEAL PATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Agustín Insausti (Argentina)

NOVEL SURGICAL AND ENDOSCOPIC COLLABORATIVE LARYNX-PRESERVING APPROACH FOR CERVICAL ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Seiichiro Abe (Japan)
ENTERITIS EOSINOFILICA ASOCIADA A OBSTRUCCION INTESTINAL ALTA CASO CLÍNICO
Abstract Presenter: Ana Cristina Vargas Velasco (Bolivia)

THE EXPERIENCE OF USING INTRALUMINAL PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY FOR RECANALIZATION OF TUMOR STRUCTURES OF THE ESOPHAGEAL AND ESOPHAGOESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION CANCER PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Dmitry Rusanov (Russian Federation)

ESOPHAGEAL INVOLVEMENT IN A CASE OF EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA ACQUISITA
Abstract Presenter: Shaloane da Silva de Fontes (Brazil)

RARE COMPLICATIONS OF ESD IN STOMACH
Abstract Presenter: Aleksandr Filin (Russian Federation)

DIFFERENT ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO TREAT SIMULTANEOUS PHARYNGEAL AND ESOPHAGEAL EARLY SUPERFICIAL CANCERS

RARE CASE OF A LARGE BRUNNER’S GLAND HAMARTOMA RESECTED ENDOSCOPICALLY AND CLOSED WITH AN OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

BILIOBRONCHIAL FISTULA: RARE COMPLICATION OF HEPATIC HYDATIDOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

RENDEZVOUS ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND USING “HITCH AND RIDE” TECHNIQUE FOR BILIARY DRAINAGE
Abstract Presenter: Ileana Alvarado Echeverría (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF GASTRO GASTRIC FISTULA POST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)

GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY IN CHILDREN AFTER HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION
Abstract Presenter: Alexander Smirnov (Russian Federation)

ENDOSCOPIC CLOSURE OF GASTRIC PERFORATION USING THE OVESCO OVER-THE-SCOPE CLIP SYSTEM IN PEDIATRIC POPULATION

ENDOSCOPIC CLIP CLOSURE OF THE DEFECT AFTER PAPILLECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ekaterina Igorevna Khon (Russian Federation)

BILLIARY METALLIC STENT OCCLUSION TREATED WITH A STENT INSIDE A STENT IN A PATIENT WITH AMPULLARY CARCINOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jaime Fustamante Flores (Peru)

STENT-IN-STENT (SIS) PLACEMENT IN MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPY IN CÁNCER PÁNCREAS THAT WAS DIFFICULT TO DIAGNOSE: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Oscar Roberto Villa Lema (Ecuador)
ENDOSCOPIC AMPULECTOMY WITH EARLY BLEEDING CONTROLLED WITH HEMOSTATIC POWDER
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

CATHETERISATION OF AN INTRA-DIVERTICULAR “INVISIBLE PAPILLA”
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

THE INTRAMURAL INCISION (Burdick’s) TECHNIQUE: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mayur Kumar (United Kingdom)

RETAINED DORMIA BASKET DURING THE ERCP: LAPAROSCOPIC COMMON BILE DUCT EXPLORATION AND FLEXIBLE CHOLANGIOSCOPY AS A THERAPEUTIC OPTION
Abstract Presenter: Freddy Pereira-Graterol (Venezuela)

ERCP BY THE RENDEZ-VOUS TECHNIQUE WITH TRANSVESICULAR ACCESS
Speaker: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

RARE CULPRIT
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

DIFFICULT BILIARY CANNULATION IN ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAPHY (ERCP) IN A PATIENT WITH LEMMEL’S SYNDROME
Abstract Presenter: Lucas Casé Ferraz (Brazil)

LAPAROSCOPE ASSISTED ERCP: INTRAOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF IATROGENIC BILE DUCT INJURY

PANCREATOSCOPY IN DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA IN A PATIENT WITH CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AND CORRELATION BETWEEN INTRAPAPILLARY CAPILLARY LOOPS (IPCL) AND HISTOPATHOLOGY
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF NEAR-CIRCUMFERENTIAL ANAL CANAL SQUAMOUS INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION
Abstract Presenter: Kengo Kasuga (Japan)

CIRCUMFERENTIAL ESD FOR AN EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER ASSOCIATED WITH AN ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM - BEGINNER’S EXPERIENCE

LARGE COLON LATERAL SPREADING TUMOR (LST) ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD)
Abstract Presenter: Mateus Pereira Funari (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CARDIAL CANCER

EUS AND EMR IN TREATMENT OF GASTRIC CARCINOID
Abstract Presenter: Mart Eisen (Estonia)

EARLY GASTRIC CANCER WITH IMAGING BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) MASQUERADING LIVER METASTASIS. SHOULD A FNA-EUS BE PERFORMED TO CONFIRM A HEPATIC METASTASIS?

BITE ON BITE AND EUS-FNA IN THE HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SUBEPITHELIAL LESIONS OF THE UPPER DIGESTIVE TRACT
THE UTILITY OF SINGLE-BALLOON ENTEROSCOPY AND ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF PANCREATIC ADENOCARCINOMA MANIFESTING AS ISCHEMIC ENTERITIS: A VIDEO CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

EUS GUIDED-NEEDLE BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY (NCLE) AND MICRO BIOPSY OF INDETERMINATE PANCREATIC CYSTIC LESION
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

UNUSUAL PANCREATIC ENHACING LESION AT UNCINATE PROCESS

EUS TISSUE DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT SOLID PSEUDOPAPILLARY TUMOR OF THE PANCREAS IN A YOUNG MALE. UNSUAL PRESENTATION OF AN UNSUAL PANCREATIC TUMOR. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

INTRADUCTAL PAPILLARY MUCINOUS NEOPLASM (IPMN) OF PANCREAS: DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS)
Abstract Presenter: Vivian Araya Arce (Costa Rica)

HEPATOGASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS USING A NOVEL HYBRID METAL STENT (HALF COVERED, HALF UNCOVERED)
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

CHOLEDOCHO-NODAL FISTULA: UNCOMMON CAUSE OF OBSTRUCTIVE JAUNDICE IN A PATIENT WITH HCC
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)

PUNCTURE OF PANCREATIC MASS WITH RAPID ON-SITE CYTOPATHOLOGICAL EVALUATION (ROSE) AND CELIAC PLEXUS NEUROLYSIS
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) GUIDED DRAINAGE OF PANCREATIC FLUID COLLECTION AFTER PANCREATECTOMY USING LUMEN APPOSING METAL STENT (LAMS)
Abstract Presenter: Renzo Pinto Carta (Colombia)

TREATMENT OF AFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME WITH LUMEN-APPOSING METALLIC STENTS
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF EFFERENT LOOP SYNDROME USING LUMEN OPPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Muhammad Bashir (United States of America)

EUS GUIDED FINE NEEDLE BIOPSY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF HIV RELATED CHOLANGIOPATHY
Abstract Presenter: Mariano Gonzalez Haba Ruiz (Spain)

CONTRAST-ENHANCED HARMONIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (CH-EUS) IN ASSESSEMENT OF PANCREATIC SEROUS CYSTADENOMA

GASTRIC GLOMUS TUMOR: A CASE REPORT

RETOPERONEAL ACCESSORY SPLEEN LOCATED CLOSE AT NECK OF THE PANCREAS MIMICKING AS PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR

DUCTAL CUTOFF SIGN BY ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IS A MARKER FOR A PANCREATIC CANCER

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF FOOD INTOLERANCE AFTER BANDED GASTRIC BYPASS: INDUCING BAND EROSION FOR REMOVAL WITH A METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira dos Santos (Brazil)
RARE CASE OF BURIED SHARP FB PART IN GASTRIC WALL & PART OUT SIDE IN GB FOSSA - ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL INCISION & FLUORO GUIDED REMOVAL
Abstract Presenter: Chintan Patel (India)

UNCOMMON ENDOSCOPIC FEATURES OF NON-CARDIA EARLY GASTRIC CANCER IN CENTRAL VIETNAM AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION AFTER 5 YEARS
Abstract Presenter: Quang Trung Tran (Viet Nam)

GASTRIC Plication with OVERSTITCH ENDOSCOPIC SUTURING DEVICE FOR POST-SURGICAL CHRONIC GASTROPARESIS

THE GASTROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF CHOLEDOCHO-LITHIASIS IN BILE DUCT-DUODENAL DERIVATION
Abstract Presenter: Jose Zevallos Rodriguez (Peru)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION

PARTIALLY DECONNECCION OF VERTICAL SUTURE IN A BY PASS SURGERY, TREATED WITH PARTIALLY COVERED STENT - CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Newton Teixeira Santos (Brazil)

CUERPO EXTRAÑO, TAPA DE CERVEZA
Abstract Presenter: Bethzi Gisela Valdez Guzman (Bolivia)

ENTERO-ENTERIC, ENTERO-COLIC, AND COLO-COLIC FISTULAS IN MODERATELY ACTIVE CROHN’S DISEASE (CD) TREATED WITH VEDOLIZUMAB: A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Margaret Alba (Philippines)

THE ROLE OF LCI COMBINED WITH ROUGE STAINING TO THE BOUNDARY OF EARLY GASTRIC CANCER AND PRECANCEROUS LESIONS

RECANALIZATION OF COMPLETE STENOSIS OF BILIODIGESTIVE ANASTOMOSIS BY COMBINED ENDOSCOPY AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY APPROACH
Abstract Presenter: Gabriela Araújo (Brazil)

GEL IMMERSION ENDOSCOPY: INNOVATION IN SECURING THE VISUAL FIELD - CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF 265 CONSECUTIVE CASES
Abstract Presenter: Tomonori Yano (Japan)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP (OTSC) CLOSURE OF AN IATROGENIC GASTRO-COLIC FISTULA FOLLOWING MISPLACEMENT OF A LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)

VIDEO PRESENTATION OF ENDOSCOPIC MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT WITH VACUUM AND SELF-EXPANDABLE FULLY COVERED METALLIC STENT FOR POS-OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOJEJEUNAL LEAKAGE IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

PRE-CUT OF CIRCULAR MUSCLE OF ESOPHAGUS TO PARTIALLY PREVENT STRicture AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION OF EARLY ESOPHAGEAL CANCER

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF POST ERCP PERFORATION

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC SEPTUM DIVISION (STESD) FOR TREATMENT OF DIVERTICULA OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER ESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Sandra Nagl (Germany)
Scientific Programme

LATE ESOPHAGEAL PERFORATION AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION FOR EARLY CANCER (T1A) TREATED WITH A NEW ENDOSCOPIC-ASSISTED VACUUM DRAINAGE THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

THE USE OF NOVEL MODIFIED ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A TRANSMURAL RECTAL WALL DEFECT
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Turlani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)

THORACOSCOPIC AND ENDOSCOPIC COMBINED SURGERY FOR AN ESOPHAGEAL SUBMUCOSAL TUMOR ACCOMPANIED WITH A SYNCHRONOUS PLEURA SCHWANNOMA

WIRE GUIDED APPLICATION OF OVER THE SCOPE CLIP IN DIFFICULT SITUATION FOR MANAGEMENT OF GASTROCYSTOCOLIC FISTULA
Abstract Presenter: Nagoor Basha Shaik (India)

ENDOLUMINAL VACUUM THERAPY (EVT) OF COMPLEX POST-ESOPHAGECTOMY ANASTOMOTIC FISTULA
A NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF FOAM SCLEROTHERAPY IN A RARE CASE OF RECTAL VENOUS MALFORMATION
TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX COLORECTAL FISTULA WITH VACUUM THERAPY
Abstract Presenter: Jennifer Nakamura Ruas (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM-ASSISTED CLOSURE OF A LARGE POSTOPERATIVE ESOPHAGEAL LEAK
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

SUBMUCOSAL TUNNELING ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION (S.T.E.R.) OF A GIANT AND SYMPTOMATIC SUBCARDIAL LEIOMYOMA
Abstract Presenter: Jorge Sandoval Montero (Costa Rica)

ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION OF DUODENAL NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH BAND LIGATION MUCOSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Gustavo Rosa Almeida Lima (Brazil)

SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL STENT IN THE TREATMENT OF A COMPLEX CAUSTIC GASTRIC STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Antonio Coutinho Madruga-Neto (Brazil)

USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO IMPROVE POLYP DETECTION RATE
Abstract Presenter: Jose Miguel Esteban López-jamar (Spain)

AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS - A GREAT MIMICER OF PANCREATIC TUMOR FOR A PATIENT WHO PRESENTED WITH HEAD OF PANCREAS SWELLING
Abstract Presenter: K. B. Jaydeesh Khanna (Singapore)

COMPLEX APPROACH TO WALLED OF PANCREATIC NECROSIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)

ENDOSCOPIC NECROSECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Dafr-Allah Benajah (Morocco)

A CASE OF ACHALASIA OF CARDIA COMBINED WITH ESOPHAGUS DIVERTICULUM
Abstract Presenter: Xiaowei Liu (China)

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE ESOPHAGEAL LEAKS WITH MEGA STENTÂ AFTER ABORTED PERORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY PROCEDURE (POEM)
Abstract Presenter: Daniela Grant Alpizar (Costa Rica)
POST-BARIATRIC PSEUDO-ACHALASIA ENDOCOPIC MYOTOMY RESOLUTION
Abstract Presenter: Alejandro Nieponice (Argentina)

UNUSUAL EVOLUTION POST POEM AND MANAGEMENT
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Barrientos (Chile)

THE USE OF A SECOND ENDScope FOR THE REMOVAL OF A TRAPPED ENDOLOOP
Abstract Presenter: Sujata May Mansukhani (Philippines)

ENDOSCOPIC FULL THICKNESS RESECTION: EXPERIENCE OF A MONOVALENT REFERRAL CENTRE
Abstract Presenter: Gonzalo Coria (Argentina)

ENDOSCOPIC VACCUM THERAPY (EVT) FOR MEDIASTINUM-ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA INDUCED BY SELF-EXPANDING METALLIC STENT (SEMS)
Abstract Presenter: Andressa Abnader Machado (Brazil)

CASE REPORT: METASTATIC GALLBLADDER CARCINOMA PRESENTING AS RECTOSIGMOID ADENOCARCINOMA, KRU肯ENBERG TUMOR AND SISTER MARY JOSEPH NODULE
Abstract Presenter: Prima Bianca Gaffud Chua (Philippines)

PERCUTANEOUS TRANSHEPATIC SPYGLASS CHOLANGIOSCOPE AND BALLOON ASSISTED MANAGEMENT OF HEPATOLITHIASIS
Abstract Presenter: S N K Chenduran (India)

SUCCESSFUL HEMOSTASIS OF A RARE CASE OF UPPER GI BLEEDING FROM A DUODENAL VARIX IN A PATIENT WITH A MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASM
Abstract Presenter: Enrik John Aguila (Philippines)

OVER-THE-SCOPE-CLIP FOR REFRACTORY VARICEAL BLEEDING AFTER BANDING LIGATION
Abstract Presenter: Miguel Ramón Soria Alcívar (Ecuador)

BVA 4.1 Best Videos Part 1: Upper and Lower GI

SNARE-ASSISTED ENDOCOPIC TRANSCECAL APPENDECTOMY FOR CECAL LESIONS INVOLVING THE APPENDECEAL ORIFICE
Abstract Presenter: Linjie Guo (China)

CAN POEM+F EMERGE AS THE SAVIOR AGAINST POST POEM GER? SHORT TERM RESULTS OF A SINGLE CENTER VIDEO CASE SERIES
Abstract Presenter: Shiven Moghe (India)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL ESD USING THE DOUBLE TUNNEL TECHNIQUE FOR EARLY OESOPHAGEAL SQUAMOUS NEOPLASIA ABOVE A SHORT SEGMENT BARRETT'S OESOPHAGUS
Abstract Presenter: Krish Ragunath (Australia)
10:14 - 10:21

MODIFIED ENDOSCOPIC VACUUM THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A DUODENAL TRANSMURAL DEFECT
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Tuiani Hourneaux de Moura (Brazil)
10:21 - 10:28

POEF - PER-ORAL ENDOSCOPIC FUNDOPPLICATION - A BRAND-NEW INTERVENTION TO GERD
10:28 - 10:35

MODIFIED PER ORAL ENDOSCOPIC MYOTOMY (POEM) USING AN ULTRA-SLIM ENDOSCOPE IN PEDIATRIC ACHALASIA CARDIA
10:35 - 10:42

HETEROTOPIC ESOPHAGIC MUCOSA IN THE STOMACH. A CASE REPORT
Abstract Presenter: Igor Braga Ribeiro (Brazil)
10:42 - 10:49

A CASE STOLEN FROM SURGERY: SUCCESFULL ESD FOR A RECURRENT RECTAL LST-G WITH TATTOOING UNDER THE LESION AND SEVERE FIBROSIS
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Ivan Rodriguez-Reyes (Colombia)
10:49 - 10:56

CIRCUMFERENTIAL SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) FACILITATED POCKET-CREATION METHOD (PCM) ENDOSCOPIC SUBMUCOSAL DISSECTION (ESD) OF A 11 X 8CM RECTOSIGMOID COLORECTAL TUMOUR
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)
10:56 - 11:03

THE ROLE OF SALINE-IMMERSION THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPY (SITE) FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF SPORADIC LATERALLY SPREADING NONAMPULLARY DUODENAL ADENOMAS
Abstract Presenter: Alberto Murino (United Kingdom)
11:03 - 11:10

SIMULTANEOUS REMOVAL OF TWO ESOPHAGEAL LEIOMYOMAS BY SUBMUCOSAL TUNNEL ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION
Abstract Presenter: Evgeny Gorbachev (Russian Federation)
11:10 - 11:17

ENDOSCOPIC DETACHABLE SNARE LIGATION FOR COLONIC DIVERTICULAR HEMORRHAGE
Abstract Presenter: Katsumasa Kobayashi (Japan)
11:17 - 11:24

GEL-ASSISTED ESD FOR REMOVAL OF AN ANTRAL SUSPICIOUS LESION
Abstract Presenter: Arnaud Lemmers (Belgium)
11:24 - 11:31

A TRICKY SITUATION- ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF ESOPHAGEAL ADENOCARCINOMA IN A PATIENT WITH VARICES
Abstract Presenter: Carlos Micames (Puerto Rico)
11:31 - 11:38

EGJ ESD FOR A MINUTE SIEWERT TYPE II ADENOCARCINOMA WITHIN HIATAL HERNIA
Abstract Presenter: Jerónimo Toro-Calle (Colombia)
11:38 - 11:45
Society Symposium
10:00 - 11:30
Room 2 (EUROPA II-III), Floor 0

S25 Sociedade Brasileira de Endoscopia Digestiva (SOBED): Prevention and Treatment of post-surgical biliary complications

Chair: Flávio Hayato Ejima (Brazil)
Chair: Carlos Baubet (Uruguay)
Chair: Gustavo Andrade de Paulo (Brazil)

Post-ERCP biliary complications
Speaker: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)

The different types of post-surgical complications (an attempt to classify)
Speaker: Lars Aabakken (Norway)

Complex strictures: Is there a role for cholangioscopy?
Speaker: Carlos Robles-Medranda (Ecuador)

Treating post-surgical biliary stenosis with stents
Speaker: Djalma Ernesto Coelho Neto (Brazil)

How to approach initial endoscopic failures?
Speaker: Angelo Paulo Ferrari (Brazil)

Cannulation techniques for ERCP: one size does not fit all
Speaker: Tomazo Antonio Prince Franzini (Brazil)

Symposium
10:00 - 11:15
Room 3 (AMERICAS II-III), Floor -1

S29 My worst nightmare in endoscopy - Video Session

Chair: Tibor Gyoikeres (Hungary)
Chair: Paulo Sakai (Brazil)
Chair: Horst Neuhaus (Germany)

5min videos followed by 7min discussion:

Video case: EUS-guided biliary drainage: readiness is all!
Speaker: Fauze Maluf-Filho (Brazil)

Video case: Just another day doing ERCPs
Speaker: Nalini M. Guda (United States of America)

Video case: Red Nightmare
Speaker: Artur Parada (Brazil)
Speaker: Miguel Reynaldo Varca Neto (Brazil)

Video case: Bronchial aspiration of capsule endoscopy removed by a flexible endoscope
Speaker: Adrien Sportes (France)

Video case: Management of recurrent postpolypectomy bleeding. All in one.
Speaker: Tibor Gyoikeres (Hungary)
Scientific Programme

**Video case: Beware the Forrest IIa Lesion (non-bleeding visible vessel)**  
11:00 - 11:12  
Speaker: Ian M. Gralnek (Israel)  
Speaker: Lars Aabakken (Norway)

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy  
10:00 - 11:30  
Room 4 Special interest (OCEANIA II-III), Floor 2

**PAC26 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Young endoscopists session**

Chair: Carlos Baubet (Uruguay)  
Chair: Enrique Paredes Cruz (Mexico)

**Young endoscopists program**  
10:00 - 10:10  
Speaker: Jorge Vargas (Costa Rica)  
Speaker: Carlos Galeano (Paraguay)  
Speaker: Bethzi Gisela Valdez Guzman (Bolivia)

Learning Center  
10:00 - 12:00  
Room 5 Learning Center (OCEANIA IV-V), Floor 2

**WEO Program for Endoscopic Teachers (PET)**

Chair: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)  
Chair: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)

**Discussion session: Who should teach**  
10:00 - 10:30  
Speaker: Simone Guaraldi (Brazil)  
Speaker: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil)  
Speaker: Philip Wai-yan Chiu (Hong Kong)  
Speaker: Robinson Gonzalez (Chile)

**Simulators in Training**  
10:30 - 10:55  
Speaker: Roque Sáenz (Chile)

**Trainee Assessment and Competency + Discussion**  
10:55 - 11:20  
Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)  
Speaker: Steven Edmundowicz (United States of America)

**Facilitated Discussion and program feedback**  
11:20 - 11:55  
Speaker: Douglas O. Faigel (United States of America)  
Speaker: Bret T. Petersen (United States of America)

**Wrap-up**  
11:55 - 12:00
Scientific Programme

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:00 - 11:30

PAC20 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Colonic polyps: old friend, new dilemma
Chair: Adriana Sismondi (Uruguay)
Chair: Juan Viscardi (Argentina)
Chair: José Moreno (El Salvador)

- **Sessile Serrated Adenoma: Current state**
  Speaker: Raul Monserat (Venezuela)
  10:00 - 10:15

- **Precautions when performing a colonic polypectomy**
  Speaker: Carlos Martinez (Paraguay)
  10:15 - 10:30

- **Cold snare piecemeal endoscopic mucosal resection (CSP-EMR)**
  Speaker: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)
  10:30 - 10:45

- **How to avoid the "Polyp of interval"?**
  Speaker: Luis Caro (Argentina)
  10:45 - 11:00

- **Open discussion**
  11:00 - 11:30

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
10:00 - 11:30

PAC24 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Education of endoscopy in Latin America: A new consensus
Chair: Juan Miguel Abdo-Francis (Mexico)
Chair: José Luis González Thompson (Mexico)
Chair: Jesús Ortiz Villalba (Paraguay)

- **The student profile**
  Speaker: Alejandra Licelot (Dominican Republic)
  10:00 - 10:15

- **The professor profile**
  Speaker: Arecio Peñaloza (Colombia)
  10:15 - 10:30

- **The endoscopy unit profile**
  Speaker: Alejandro Concha (Colombia)
  10:30 - 10:45

- **The profile of the national program**
  Speaker: Juan Miguel Abdo-Francis (Mexico)
  10:45 - 11:00

- **Open discussion**
  11:00 - 11:15
Video Capsule Endoscopy (VCE) Hands on Training

Chair: Admar Borges da Costa Jr (Brazil)
Chair: Miguel Mascarenhas Saraiva (Portugal)
Chair: Ileana Panglay (Mexico)

10:00 - 10:20
Inflammatory cases: Case 1
10:20 - 10:40
Inflammatory cases: Case 2
10:40 - 11:00
Inflammatory cases: Case 3
11:00 - 11:20
Tumors, unusual cases: Case 1
11:20 - 11:40
Tumors, unusual cases: Case 2
11:40 - 12:00
Tumors, unusual cases: Case 3
12:00 - 12:15
Closing remarks

S26 Sociedade Brasileira de Endoscopia Digestiva (SOBED): Endoscopy and obesity

Chair: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil)

Effectiveness of intragastric balloons in real practice
Speaker: Eduardo Grecco (Brazil) 11:30 - 11:45

Bariatric endoscopic procedures
Speaker: Thierry Ponchon (France) 11:45 - 12:00

Treating post-surgical complications
Speaker: Eduardo Guimarães Horneaux De Moura (Brazil) 12:00 - 12:15

Best training models for endoscopic treatment of obesity
Speaker: Steven Edmundowicz (United States of America) 12:15 - 12:30

Endoscopic Sleeve Gastroplasty
Speaker: Eduardo Grecco (Brazil) 12:30 - 12:45

Clinical effectiveness of different endoscopic approaches
Speaker: Jacques Devière (Belgium) 12:45 - 13:00
Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
11:30 - 12:40  Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

**PAC21 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: SIED-Sociedad Española de Endoscopia Digestiva (SEED) JOINT SYMPOSIUM: "IBEROAMERICAN SUCCESS STORIES IN CRC"**

Chair: Pedro Alonso (Spain)
Chair: Lix De Oliveira (Brazil)
Chair: Roque Sáenz (Chile)

- **Role of the scientific societies in a national screening program**
  Speaker: Carlos Dolz (Spain)  
  11:30 - 11:40

- **CRC screening in South America**
  Speaker: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)  
  11:40 - 11:50

- **Endoscopy in high risk patients for CRC**
  Speaker: Maite Herráiz (Spain)  
  11:50 - 12:00

- **CRC screening in Central America**
  Speaker: Kermit Richiez (Puerto Rico)  
  12:00 - 12:10

- **Quality in CRC screening**
  Speaker: José Luis González Thompson (Mexico)  
  12:10 - 12:20

- **Open discussion**  
  12:20 - 12:40

---

Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
11:30 - 13:00  Room 7 (OCEANIA VI-VII-VIII), Floor 2

**PAC25 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: SACE SYMPOSIUM: Update in Systematic endoscopy of the upper digestive tract**

Chair: Carlos Bustos (Chile)
Chair: Jorge Ivan Lizarazo (Colombia)
Chair: Julián Cordero (Chile)

- **Current limitations of Upper Endoscopy and what we can do to improve it**
  Speaker: Sergio Sobrino Cossio (Mexico)  
  11:30 - 11:45

- **Endoscopic classification of esophagus: clinical utility**
  Speaker: Carlos Ivan Rodríguez-Reyes (Colombia)  
  11:45 - 12:00

- **Endoluminal anatomy of the upper digestive tract: 4, 8, 22 or 28 areas?**
  Speaker: Raul Araya (Chile)  
  12:00 - 12:15

- **SACE performed by expert endoscopist vs in-training endoscopist**
  Speaker: Javier Preciado (Colombia)  
  12:15 - 12:30

- **Early cancer of hypopharynx, esophagus, stomach and duodenum: how and where is it?**
  Speaker: Vitor Arantes (Brazil)  
  12:30 - 12:45

- **How to implement SACE in my unit: Advantages and limitations**
  Speaker: Douvan Calderon (Colombia)  
  12:45 - 13:00
Free Paper Session
11:45 - 13:15

BVA 4.2 Best Videos Part 2: Pancreatobiliary and EUS

Chair: Shahzad Iqbal (United States of America)
Chair: Federico Marcaccio (Argentina)

11:45 - 11:52
EUS-GUIDED CHOLEDOCHODUODENOSTOMY FOR DISTAL MALIGNANT BILIARY OBSTRUCTION USING A SINGLE STEP TECHNIQUE WITH AN ELECTROCAUTERY-ENHANCED LUMEN-APPOSING METAL STENT: LATIN AMERICA’S FIRST CASE
Abstract Presenter: Everson Luiz de Almeida Artifon (Brazil)

11:52 - 11:59
NOVEL ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF A CHRONIC GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA USING A CARDIAC SEPTAL DEFECT OCCLUDER
Abstract Presenter: Diogo Moura (Brazil)

11:59 - 12:06
ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSAL RESECTION (EMR) COMBINED WITH ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTROPLASTY (ESG) TO AUGMENT LUMINAL RESTRICTION IS SAFE AND MAY BE MORE DURABLE THAN ESG ALONE
Abstract Presenter: Saurabh Gupta (Australia)

12:06 - 12:13
RADIOFREQUENCY EUS-GUIDED ABLATION OF A PANCREATIC NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH CYSTIC DEGENERATION
Abstract Presenter: Valerio Balassone (Italy)

12:13 - 12:20
EUS GUIDED J-J ANASTOMOSIS FOR MALIGNANT AFFERENT LOOP OBSTRUCTION AFTER PANCREATICODUODENECTOMY
Abstract Presenter: Ilaria Tarantino (Italy)

12:20 - 12:27
WIDE ACCESS TO RETROPERITONEUM (WAR) TO TREAT INFECTED NECROSIS IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERE ACUTE PANCREATITIS
Abstract Presenter: Claudio Navarrete Garcia (Chile)

12:27 - 12:34
HYBRID APPROACH IN THE TREATMENT OF DUODENOCAVAL FISTULA INDUCED BY VENA CAVA FILTER MIGRATION
Abstract Presenter: Guilherme Martins Delduque de Macedo (Brazil)

12:34 - 12:41
ROLE OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND (EUS) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF UNRESECTABLE PANCREATIC CANCER
Abstract Presenter: Daniela Grant Alpízar (Costa Rica)

12:41 - 12:48
EUS-GUIDED GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY WITH AXIOS STENT DELIVERY SYSTEM AND BALLOON-OCCLUDED GASTROENTEROSTOMY BYPASS (EPASS) SYSTEM IN A PATIENT WITH A DUODENAL STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Martin Andres Coronel Cordero (Brazil)

12:48 - 12:55
DILATATION APPROACH FOR THE TREATMENT OF SEVERE ANTRAL AND PYLORIC CAUSTIC STENOSIS
Abstract Presenter: Jose Zevallos Rodriguez (Peru)

12:55 - 13:02
EUS-GUIDED DRAINAGE WITH LUMINAL APPOSING METAL STENT AND NECROSECTOMY FOR THE TREATMENT OF PANCREATIC WALLED-OFF NECROSIS
Abstract Presenter: Igor Mendonça Proença (Brazil)
Pan-American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy
12:40 - 13:00
Room 6 (OCEANIA X-IX), Floor 2

PAC22 24th Pan American Congress of Digestive Endoscopy: Closing Conference

Chair: Asadur Jorge Tchekmedyian (Uruguay)
Chair: Fernando Fluxá (Chile)
Chair: Jean-François Rey (France)

**Ethics, mediation and medical well-being**

Speaker: Blauco Rodriguez (Uruguay)